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Abstract: 
With the increase in the number of distributed library information resources, users 

may have to interact with different user interfaces, learn to switch their mental models 

between these interfaces, and familiarise themselves with controlled vocabularies 

used by different resources. For this reason, library professionals have developed 

library portals to integrate these distributed information resources, and assist end

users in cross-accessing distributed resources via a single access point in their own 

library. There are two important subject-based services that a library portal system 

might be able to provide. The first is a federated search service, which refers to a 

process where a user can input a query to cross-search a number of information 

resources. The second is a subject cross-browsing service, which can offer a 

knowledge navigation tree to link subject schemes used by distributed resources. 

However, the development of subject cross-searching and browsing services has been 

impeded by the heterogeneity of different KOS (Knowledge organisation system) 

used by different information resources. Due to the lack of mappings between 

different KOS, it is impossible to offer a subject cross-browsing service for a library 

portal system. 

In order to improve interoperability between controlled vocabularies used by different 

resources, a number of terminology services have been developed, such as HILT 

Terminology Service (TS), STAR TS, OCLC TS. Basically, a terminology service 

can provide mappings between different vocabularies to different library portal 

systems, and then help library portal systems facilitate subject cross-browsing and 

searching. However, it is worth noting that in most current cases, one terminology 

service only holds a small number of vocabularies, and it may be impossible to have a 

terminology service including all the KOS required in a library portal. For this reason, 

the aim of this research is to develop a framework for establishing a middleware 

service between different terminologies to improve interoperability between different 

controlled vocabularies. 

In this research, nine terminology experts were interviewed to collect appropriate 

knowledge to support the development of a theoretical framework. Based on the 
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developed theoretical framework, a simplified software-based prototype system was 

developed to demonstrate the methods used in the theoretical framework. 

Subsequently, six information consultants were invited to evaluate the prototype 

system, and provide feedback to improve the framework. 

The major findings showed that it is important to establish a middleware service to 

integrate different terminology resources with a locally-used controlled vocabulary 

for facilitating subject cross-browsing. In order to establish such a middleware 

service, the specific findings focus on: 

1. Selecting a switch language to establish semantic mappings between different 

terminology resources and services. 

2. Applying local vocabularies within a library as subject cross-browsing 

structures to navigate users. 

3. Developing a knowledge base to technically cross-access distributed 

terminology resources using different formats, protocols, and query languages. 

4. Establishing machine-to-machine interactions between a federated search 

service and the middleware framework, and then enabling the federated search 

service to use mapped terms to cross-search the distributed resources indexed 

by these terms. This should acquire item-level metadata results from 

distributed resources. 

5. Applying or developing query expansion algorithms to semantically expand 

mapped terms to return a range ofterms considered semantically close. 

6. Developing user-friendly subject browsing interfaces to encourage end-users 

to put their own intelligence towards selecting the most appropriate terms for 

their subject searching and discovery. 

A comprehensive combination of users' intelligence, computerised intelligence, 

and intelligence provided by mapping staff was considered to be paramount for 

the development of such a middleware system. 
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Chapter one: Introduction and Background 

1.1 Research context and significance 

The number of networked information resources that coexist in today's information 

environment is increasing. These resources include electronic journals, A&! services, e

print archives, conference paper collections, electronic books, digital images, etc. Each of 

these resources has its own distinct user interface, provides user-tailored functionality, 

and is indexed according to particular indexing languages. Users who wish access to 

some of these resources may have to interact with different user interfaces, learn to 

switch their mental models between these interfaces, and familiarise themselves with the 

terminology used b~ different resources. Faced with this situation, a solution called 

"portal" was introduced in the early and mid-1990s, which "provides access to a range of 

heterogeneous network services, local and remote, structured and unstructured" (Miller 

2002). In other words, a portal serves as a bridge between a range of digital collections 

and a digital library environment. It is worth noting that in most cases, a portal system 

does not create its own content, but link its users to different information resources. 

Several types of portals have been developed for different purposes and have been 

tailored to different communities (Powe1l2003, and Davies 2007). Subject-based portals 

are usually developed by a third party, and are intended to aggregate content from 

heterogeneous information resources within a particular subject area (Borgan 2003). 

They usually present end users with a subject-specific view of available resources (Guy 

2005). Library portal products are implemented as "applications which allow one-stop

shop access/search and discovery via a unified single-point interface to organised 

heterogeneous resources and enabling services to pre-defined communities (users)" 

(ELAG 2002). A refinement to this idea is an institutional portal, which focuses on 

developing a framework for integrating information resources useful to the people 

working in an institution (Boye 2006). At the time of writing, the trend is to integrate the 
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local and remote resources within a portal (Lewis 2008, Davies 2007, Joyce et al. 2008, 

and Guy 2005). For example, Ex Libris' portal service called "Primo" can integrate 

institutional repositories, local e-learning repositories, remote subject gateways, and 

remote commercial databases into a single access point (Sadeh 2007 and Lewis 2008). 

Other library portal products, such as ddWiz, SirSi Rooms, MetaLib, WebFeat, etc., have 

also been widely-applied in different library services. 

A number of important technologies are needed to deploy a fully-fledge portal service 

(Koch 2000, Cox and Yeates 2003, Ramsden 2003, Boss 2003 and Butters 2003). These 

include cross-searching technologies, tools for resource discovery, harvesting, alerting, 

authentication/authorisation, open linking, profiling of users, etc. Among these features, 

federated search service, which refers to a process in which a user inputs a query to cross

search a number of information resources, has been widely highlighted in the literature 

(Sadeh 2004, Sadeh 2004b, Sadeh 2007, Ramsden 2003, Mah and Stranack 2005, Fang 

2004, Davies 2007, and Koch 2000). Another important feature, which is usually 

neglected, is a subject cross-browsing interface offering a knowledge navigation tree to 

link subject metadata across different information resources (Koch 2000 and Joyce et al. 

2008). This kind of subject cross-browsing is particularly helpful for novice users who 

are not familiar with a particular subject terminology language, as it enables novice users 

to be navigated by subject hierarchies to find relevant information. 

Most current portal services do not offer this kind of subject cross-browsing service, 

because of the heterogeneity between different controlled vocabularies used by these 

information services. It is widely-agreed that different controlled vocabularies differ in 

their subject areas, levels of specificity of concepts, degrees of pre/post-coordination, 

semantic relationships, and the use of languages (Doerr 2001, Lancaster and Smith 1983, 

and BS8723-4). The main effort to improve the semantic interoperability between 

different controlled vocabularies, and deploy such subject cross-browsing is the EU 

Renardus Project. This project developed subject cross-browsing by creating mappings 

between different classification schemes used by participant EU quality control subject 

gateways (Heery et al. 2001), and focused on exploring the approaches to improving the 
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semantic interoperability between a number of subject gateways/portals. However, 

further research related to the methods to enable cross-browsing by subject in the context 

of library portal products, such as Ex Libris Primo, SirSi Rooms, and WebFeat, were not 

discussed in the Renardus Project. 

Other projects, such as JISC HILT Project, and AHRC SRAR Project, point to 

developing terminology services to improve the semantic interoperability between 

different controlled vocabularies. These projects were intended to hold a number of 

controlled vocabularies in databases, develop programmatic Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 

interfaces that allow other services to manipulate their terminology data in M2M ways 

during the searchinglbrowsing process. Mappings between different controlled 

vocabularies were partly established in these projects, and were stored within their 

databases. Some of the terminology services facilitate subject cross-browsing 

(McCulloch et al. 2005, and Tudhope et al. 2006). On the other hand, it may be 

impossible to have a terminology service that includes all the controlled vocabularies 

required in a library portal. For example, the HILT terminology service, as the largest 

terminology service in the UK, only includes 13 controlled vocabularies. A number of 

widely-used vocabularies are not covered. In addition, many institutions use non-standard 

in-house vocabularies (HILT· Phase 2 2003, Koch 1997). An in-house vocabulary usually 

represents a long-term commitment of a particular community. In this context, it is 

important to consider methods to combine a variety of terminology services and local 

terminology resources to support subject cross-browsing within a local library portal. 

In order to combine various terminology services and local terminology resources in 

comprehensive ways, it is important to consider numerous factors that challenge the 

interoperability between different terminology services (Arms 2002, Tudhope et al. 2006, 

and Patel et al. 2005). One of the most important factors is the semantic diversity 

between different KOS from different terminology services, and the ways to solve this 

problem point to the construction of semantic mappings between different vocabularies 

(Coates et al. 1978, McCulloch 2004, Chan and Zeng 2004, and Heery et al. 2001). Other 

factors are multiple data formats (e.g. SKOS, Zthes XML Schema, MARC, etc), multiple 
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access protocols used to query against different terminology services (e.g. Z39.50, 

SRW/U, SPARQL, etc), multiple metadata schemes to describe the general 

terminological information about various vocabularies and mappings (Dublin Core 

Metadata Scheme, self-defined schemes, etc), and multiple database systems used for the 

development ofterminology services (e.g. relational databases, RDF triple store, file 

systems, etc). It is important to explore methods to solve the incompatibility problems for 

. all these factors, and then develop the subj ect cross-browsing services for library portal 

systems. 

1.2 Research scope 

Before stating the aim and objectives, it is important to clarify a number of concepts in 

this research, and declare the scope of this research. 

Firstly, the research focuses on providing subject cross-browsing services in the context 

of library portal systems. The term "library portal" describes a service integrating local 

and remote resources to satisfy the particular information needs of University library 

users. Ex Libris Primo and SirSi Room are examples of library portal products. Although 

an increased emphasis on multi-media, images, cultural heritage objects is noted in recent 

research into digital libraries (Dempsey 2000), this research will not cover these 

complicated information resources. The term "information resources" in this thesis 

mainly refers to textual information. 

Secondly, the term "knowledge organisation system" (KOS) is widely-used in this 

research. The term is applied based on Hodge's (2000) definition, which "encompass all 

types of schemes for organising information and promoting knowledge management", 

such as classification schemes, subject headings, taxonomies, authority lists, thesauri, 

ontologies, etc. 

Thirdly, different KOS were developed in many different languages. This research 

focuses only on improving the interoperability between different English vocabularies. 
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Interoperability issues related to multilingual vocabulary access are outside the scope of 

this research. 

Fourthly, it is true that there are a variety of information resources on the Internet, such as 

those for entertainment, sports, politics, etc. This research focuses only on providing 

methods to retrieve scholarly information for UK further and higher education. 

Fifthly, this research uses the term "terminology resources" to describe a variety of KOS

related resources that are published in relevant digital formats. These include: 

• Terminology services, such as OCLC Terminology Service, HILT Terminology 

Service, etc.-which were developed as shared services that allow other services 

to access their terminological data; 

• Controlled vocabularies, which are used to index important collections, and were 

represented in encoding formats, and published on the Web; 

• Mapping sets between different controlled vocabularies which are represented in 

encoding formats, and published on the Web; 

• Local vocabularies which are used by a library portal system for local subject 

indexing and cataloguing. 

1.3 Aim and objectives 

This research aims to develop a framework for establishing a middleware between 

different terminology services to improve interoperability between different controlled 

vocabularies. The framework also aims to provide a mechanism to achieve 

interoperability between non-standard local vocabularies and various shared terminology 

services. In this context, a library portal could use this middleware combining various 

terminology resources to offer their subject cross-browsing services. The specific aim and 

objectives are listed as follows: 

Aim: Develop a framework to facilitate subject cross-browsing service for library portal 

products. 
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Objective 1: 

To understand the basic principles involved in developing controlled vocabulary-based 

information retrieval systems for library portal products, and basic methods to improve 

semantic interoperability between different controlled vocabularies. 

• Objective 1.1: To investigate methods to develop library portal products, such as 

cross-searching technologies, data conversion, etc, and understand how the 

various terminology resources could be embedded into the library portal; 

• Objective 1.2: To investigate how various controlled vocabularies support 

information retrieval systems in both traditional and innovative ways; 

• Objective 1.3: To review a variety of widely-used controlled vocabularies, and 

understand their subject areas, levels of specificity of concepts, degrees of 

pre/post-coordination, semantic relationships, the use ofJanguages, representation 

formats, services using them, etc; 

• Objective 1.4: To investigate methods to improve the interoperability between 

different controlled vocabularies. 

Objective 2: 

To explore appropriate methods to combine a variety of terminology resources, and 

integrate the combined terminologies into library portal services. 

• Objective 2. I: To investigate a number of terminology service projects, and 

explore how they work within a library portal system to facilitate subject cross

browsing; 

• Objective 2.2: To identifY the appropriate technologies and standards that support 

the exchange of terminological information between different terminology 

resources; 

• Objective 2.3: To define a semantic network to exchange terminological 

information between different terminology services and local controlled 

vocabularies; 
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• Objective 2.4: To define a workflow to distribute mapping work to different 

participants for the development of this framework; 

• Objective 2.5: To identifY a number of relevant user scenarios to facilitate user-

friendly subject cross-browsing. 

Objective 3: 

To formulate a theoretical framework to facilitate subject cross-browsing service for 

library portal products; 

A number of methods were selected for the development of the framework, which refer 

to the approaches to mapping different controlled vocabularies, the appropriate 

technologies, the user scenarios that the framework support, the mapping workflow used 

to distribute the mapping work to different participants, etc. These methods were finally 

used to develop a theoretical framework. 

Objective 4: 

To develop a simplified programmatic prototype system of the middleware framework to 

demonstrate the methods used in the theoretical framework. 

Based on the formulated theoretical framework, a simplified programmatic prototype 

system was developed. 

Objective 5: 

To evaluate the prototype system for improving the effectiveness and usability ofthe 

framework, and then improve the developed framework. 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

According to the aim and objectives identified, the thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter Two outlines different methods to organise, discover, and search scholarly 

information; it points out the heterogeneity between different KOS, and relevant methods 

to improve semantic interoperability between different KOS, and finally it presents a set 

of research questions. 

Chapter Three introduces the research methodology applied. 
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Chapter Four describes two types of findings for forming the basis to propose a 

theoretical framework in Chapter Five. The first type of findings is based on an 

investigation of different features within a variety of identified KOS. The second type of 

findings is based on interviewing nine experts to gain a basic understanding of how to 

develop subject cross-browsing services for library portals. 

Chapter Five introduces the rationale and principles used to develop the theoretical 

framework for facilitating subject cross-browsing 

Chapter Six introduces the specific principles for the development of a simplified 

prototype system based on the developed theoretical framework. This prototype system 

forms a basis for the evaluation work. 

Chapter Seven discusses the findings from six evaluation tests provided by experts. 

Chapter Eight discusses the answers to the research questions presented in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Nine offers conclusions in response to the aim and objectives, and presents 

potential areas for further development. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Goog/e search engine and Meta-search 

In today's information environment, full-text search engines, such as Google, have 

become more and more popular. These search engines use web crawlers to automatically 

index every word in web documents, and various ranking algorithms to return results in 

order of decreasing relevance (Rowland 1998). This approach reduces human indexing 

effort and cost, and improves recall of information retrieval. Most users feel free to use 

the search engine to type the query and conduct their searches. In many cases, a full-text 

search for information may retrieve thousands of results. Among these, however, there 

may be a huge number of unwanted and unexpected items, because of the ambiguous 

meanings of a given subject search term. Rowley (2001) identifies this problem as the 

loss of precision. 

In another case, Dawson (2004) and Tudhope and Binding (2008) emphasised the 

ambiguity problem in free keyword searching. For example, it was realised that different 

people may use different words to describe the same concept, and the same word may 

ambiguously be used to represent different concepts. For this reason, users have to 

struggle with many ambiguous homographs within a free keyword search system, and in 

order to access an information object, the users have to successively re-formulate their 

queries until they find high-quality information (Soergel et al. 2004). 

Research has indicated that most full-text search engines are not able to index the whole 

range of today's Internet, and there are a lot of hidden resources that search engines 

cannot reach (NUA Internet Surveys, 1998, Chen 2006). In 2001, Google indexed less 

then 1 % of the total number of digital information resources on the Internet (Bergman 

2001). A number of people have identified different types of hidden digital resources on 

the Internet, which may not be indexed (Chen 2006, ppAI3-427, Sadeh 2006, and Jacso 

2005). 
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With this consideration in mind, two issues arise. The first is related to the ambiguity of 

the users' given search terms, and loss of precision. It is important to develop query 

disambiguation functions to let users clarify the subject context of a given term. For this 

reason, a number of experts emphasise that controlled vocabularies, such as synonym 

rings, authority files, classification schemes, taxonomies and thesauri, can play an 

important role in aiding information retrieval, improving searching precision, and 

supporting term disambiguation (Gnoli 2004, Svenonius 2001 and HILT III 2007). In 

other words, the traditional principle of library subject access, which refers to encoding 

applied controlled vocabulary terms in subject-related metadata elements in a metadata 

record, might be a solution to the ambiguity problems. In addition, Kline (2002) indicates 

that these two approaches (controlled vocabulary and free keyword search) need to be 

combined depending on different contexts. In the literature, the importance of using 

controlled vocabulary to complement free keyword search is widely emphasised. (Kline 

2002, Green 2000, Rowley 2001, Shiri and Revie 2000, pp.273-280 and SoergeI2004). 

The second issue is related to the selection of various information resources tailored to an 

organisation. It is important for a particular organisation to clarify what information 

resources should be useful for its users. Some information resources covered by some 

full-text search engines may not be useful for the particular organisation, but at the same 

time some useful resources may not covered by engines. The current effort to address this 

issue points to the development of library portal products, which offer the capability of 

integrating different information resources tailored to the users' information requirements. 

A library portal product "allows one-stop-shop access and discovery via a single-point 

interface to organised heterogeneous resources and enabling services to a pre-defined 

community (users)" (Davies 2007, p.642). Federated search is a basic function in most 

library portal products. With this approach, a federated search engine is employed to map 

an end-user's subject term to query against the search engines adopted by different 

information providers, and then the federated search service will receive the results from 

each information provider, convert the heterogeneous metadata into a consistent format, 

and display them to the end-users in ranked order (Buckland 1999). Although critics 

point to the issues of complexity and interface problems in library portal systems (Haya 
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et al., 2007), there is more discussion in the literature about the advantages of using 

federated search over the use of full-text search (Chen 2006, Mah and Stranack 2005, 

Fang 2004, Jacso 2005, Sadeh 2006, Sadeh 2004, and Koch 2000). The advantages 

include: 

1. Different information resources can be integrated and indexed according to subject 

areas, data providers, types of resources, languages, etc. The users can discover 

important information resources based on various navigate-able categories. In other 

words, this kind of product is not only a cross-searching tool, but also an 

information resource discovery tool. 

2. Local information, such as local OPACs, institutional repositories, learning objects, 

etc., can be integrated and cross-searchable in a library portal system. 

3. Selecting high-quality information resources is the responsibility ofthe library staff, 

which reduces the effort of the users. 

4. Most of the federated search products use ranking algorithms to rank the results in 

chronological order, which is different from Google's. To some extent, these types 

of algorithms is more tailored to local requirements. 

5. Based on the use of library portal software, each department in a University could 

develop its own subject portal tailored to their special subject needs, and each user 

could personalise the portal to suit hislher subject requirements. 

6. Most library portal systems can easily offer a powerful mechanism to provide direct 

linking to the full-text content or to the citation. 

7. It is much easier to implement Boolean searching in federated search engines than 

in full-text search engines. 

The ways to facilitate cross-searching of different information resources focus on 

establishing mappings between different metadata elements from different information 

resources (Chan and Zeng 2006). Thus, next section will focus on discussing metadata 

and related concepts. 
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2.1.1 Metadata and metadata schemes 

In the literature, the tenn "metadata" refers to, "structured data about an object that 

supports functions associated with the designated object" (Greenberg 2003, p.l876). lt is 

a way to describe infonnation items. A metadata scheme refers to a set of metadata 

elements for some specific purposes (Greenberg 2005, p.18). Today, different metadata 

schemes, such as the Dublin Core Metadata Scheme, Learning Object Metadata Scheme, 

Encoded Archival Description, etc, have been developed with the specific requirements 

of different communities. Sicilia (2006) summarised the roles that a metadata scheme can 

play. These may include "facilitating retrieval, stating intellectual property rights, 

claiming authorship, driving the behaviour of online infonnation systems or easing the 

combination ofinfonnation resources" (Sicilia 2006, p.213). 

One of the most widely-used metadata schemes is the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 

(DCMI), which began in 1995 to develop a commitment for resource discovery on the 

web (dublincore.org). The DCMI, as a broad, interdisciplinary agreement, has been 

widely applied to support infonnation discovery (Howarth 2003). Fifteen elements 

included in this scheme. These are: Title, Creator, Subject, Description, Publisher, 

Contributor, Date, Type, Fonnat, Identifier, Source, Language, Relation, Coverage, 

Rights. This metadata scheme is a muItidisciplinary scheme developed to facilitate 

resource discovery and support interoperability and data exchange among communities. 

As a result, DCMI's environmental domain includes the larger information resource 

description community (Weibel, 1995). 

Generally speaking, DCMI metadata plays an important role in both collection level 

description and item level description. When using DCMI metadata to describe items, it 

is important to use different DCMI elements to "tag the main characteristics of individual 

documents to maintain essential linkages between documents and the 

functional/transactional context of their creation so that every record can be allocated a 

unique reference, and the registers contained subj ect tenns and metadata relating to both 

provenance and related documentation" (Tough and Moss 2003, p.24). Similarly, Hunter 

and Guy (2004, p.168) also point out that item metadata should be able to provide HTTP 
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hyperlinks to full text documents contained in the archives. For example, in UKOLN's 

case, the metadata records point directly to the original full-text pages of e-joumal papers. 

When using DCMI scheme to describe collections, Hunter and Guy (2004, p.168) argue, 

"making collection level details of the resources availabie in the form of a metadata 

description, ...... , create a way of making entry-level data about collections available to 

researchers worldwide". 

In some specialised domains, however, DCMI is not detailed enough to adequately 

represent resources (Howarth 2003). Thus, it is important to develop some other metadata 

schemes to describe different types of information objects. 

Today, many other metadata schemes have been designated to address specific problems 

or needs in describing objects. Some of these schemes are described below. 

Learning object metadata: The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 

Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) has developed a standard for 

Learning Object Metadata (LaM). The LaM includes a set of elements to describe 

learning objects, and support learning objects discovery. Some particular characteristics 

in this metadata scheme are employed to describe a learning object. These characteristics 

are classified in "life cycle, meta-metadata, educational, technical, educational, rights, 

relation, annotation, and classification categories" (IEEE Learning Technology Standards 

Committee, 2002, p.S). 

Machine Readable Cataloguiug Record: One ofthe most important metadata formats 

is the MAchine Readable Cataloguing Record (MARC) linked with AACR2 (Anglo

American Cataloguing Rules), which is the most used format for library records. The 

MARC records contained in library catalogues are examples of metadata. "MARC has 

several fields for the different attributes of a bibliographic entry such as title, author, et 

al.". (Baeza-Yates and Berthier 1999, p.143) Because MARC is a very complex and 

detailed metadata system, it is not suitable for untrained electronic document creators or 

publishers to create descriptive metadata. They would have to formulate the metadata 
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according to another scheme, and then encode it using the proper MARC fields, subfields, 

and indicator (Lazinger and Hunter 200 I). 

Federal Geographic Data Committee: This standard "aims to provide a common set of 

terminology and definitions for metadata about digital geospatial data. The FGDC 

standard is a content standard; it does not dictate layout or an encoding scheme" (Taylor 

1999, p.93). In addition, the FGDC is a complex metadata standard with over 300 data 

elements, arranged hierarchically. The main categories of met ad at a are "identification 

information, data quality information, spatial data organization information, spatial 

reference information, entity and attribute, distribution information and metadata 

reference" (Taylor 1999, p.94). 

In addition, many information professionals focus on exploring a range of front-end 

searching services, such as browsing in categories that navigate people through a 

hierarchical tree, and keyword search based on inputting the keywords in some search 

engines. However, as Walker (2001, pp. 127-133) argues, "most front-end searching 

services do not provide for the important back-end integration whereby a user, having 

chosen a specific resource in which to start their research, can link to other resources and 

services". For example, when a user finds a useful citation, and wants to access the full

text content of this article, an information system may not be able to provide the user 

with the relevant link to the full text of this article. Because there might be different 

copies for the same electronic article within different collections, and a user within a 

particular organisation may be able to access to only one copy of this article, it is 

necessary to render appropriate copies to the correct users. As a result, Van de Sompel 

(1999) highlights the importance of another metadata application called OpenURL. The 

basic idea is that via an OpenURL, users can be directed to appropriate copies of an 

electronic article (Walker 2001, pp.127-133). There are main two parts in an OpenURL 

(Powell and Apps 200 1). The first component is a basic URL, which is used to guide the 

users to appropriate copies in the users' context. The selection ofa basic URL for an 

OpenURL depends on the users' and organisational preferences with the consideration of 

the agreements with the information providers. For example, it is possible that different 
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copies of an article are stored in two or more different databases, and a particular 

organisation may just subscribe to one of these databases, which can be called "Database 

A". In this case, if an OpenURL for this article is established within this organisation, it 

is important to select the URL of Database A as the first component of this OpenURL. 

The second component of an OpenURL is called a "Query" that includes a range of 

metadata descriptions that make up the citation for an electronic article (Powell and Apps 

2001). 

Using these different metadata standards to describe different information objects causes 

the problem of incompatibility between different metadata schemes across the domains 

(Hunter 2001). Heery (2002) highlights the importance of making different metadata 

schemes interpretable. In this context, the term "metadata interoperability" refers to "a 

fundamental requirement for access to information within networked knowledge 

management systems" (Hunter 2001). The next section focuses on interoperability issues 

and metadata crosswalks. 

2.1.2 Metadata interoperability 

Chan and Zeng (2006a, and 2006b) summarised a number of ways to achieve or improve 

metadata interoperability among different metadata schemes and applications. These 

different methods can be described as follows: 

1. Derivation: one metadata scheme can be developed based on the principle and 

structure of an existing one (Chan and Zeng 2006a). 

2. Application profile: an application profile can be defined by combining a selected 

range of metadata elements from different metadata schemes for some application

specific purposes (Heery and Petel 2004). For example, in order to make the 

Renardus portal service cross-search different EU portals, the Renardus Application 

Profile combined a set of metadata elements from different metadata schemes, each 

having different namespaces: Renardus Metadata Element Set (rmes), Renardus 

Metadata Element Set Qualifiers (rmesq), Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, version 
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1.1 (dc 1.1), Dublin Core Metadata Element Set Qualifiers (dcterms), and DCMI 

Type Vocabulary (dcmitype). 

3. Crosswalk: "A crosswalk is a specification for mapping one metadata standard to 

another" (St. Pierre and LaPlant 1998). Crosswalks refer to the ability to make 

different metadata standards interoperable. 

In some cases, people create a metadata crosswalk by defining some kind of agreement 

between two metadata repositories (Heery and Wagner 2002). Hunter (2001) points out 

the limitations of this one-to-one metadata crosswalk, and mentions, "this approach does 

not scale to the many metadata vocabularies that will develop". Peig et al. (2001) 

presented another way to make many-to-many metadata crosswalk. The basic idea is to 

develop or apply a common scheme as a switch scheme, and a wide variety of 

communities can implement this common scheme, or map their metadata schemes into it. 

Chan and Zeng (2006a) point out that, in most cases, a crosswalkjust focuses on 

mapping based on metadata specification, but does not consider conversion between the 

allowable data values of different metadata elements from different metadata schemes: 

They emphasise that metadata conversion and exchange should be considered at the 

record level. In order to make different metadata interoperable at the record level, Reese 

(2006) highlights the importance of designing a data conversion programme, and storing 

the converted metadata in a central knowledge base. 

4. Metadata Registry: A metadata registry refers to an application that provides services 

based on information about 'metadata terms' and about related resources (Johnston 

2005). It should provide an index of terms so that via a metadata registry, users can 

gain a good understanding of different metadata elements and their definitions and 

usages from different metadata schemes in distributed information environments 

(Heery and Wagmir 2002). 

The CORES registry (http://www.cores-eu.netlregistryl) is a good example, currently 

listing 40 metadata schemes, and supporting searching and browsing by metadata scheme 
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developer, maintenance agency, element sets, elements, encoding schemes, application 

profiles, and element usages. In addition, a metadata scheme registry can not only gather 

different metadata elements of different metadata standards, but also gather a wide range 

of other metadata-related materials, such as different application profiles, controlled 

vocabularies, and even ontologies to describe complex information objects. It greatly 

increases the reusability of different met adata applications. Based on accessing to a 

metadata registry, an implementer of a specific project, who wants to develop hislher 

own metadata service, can study how to re-use different well-established metadata 

elements, and adapt them for hislher local application. 

5. Data reuse and integration: This refers to describing infonnation objects by using 

different elements from different metadata schemes or application profiles (Chan and 

Zeng 2006b). The Resource Description Framework (RDF) provides a basic platfonn 

for integrating different metadata schemes to describe web resources (Heery and Patel . 

2004). In this sense, it is easy to implement RDF corresponding to an application 

profile to describe some information objects. Using the RDF platform, the Figure 2.1 

shows an example of an instance metadata record corresponding to the BIBLINK 

application profile. In this example, a combination of metadata elements from DC 

Metadata Scheme and BIBLINK metadata scheme is used to describe a particular 

infonnation object. 

Note: RDF will be explained in detail in Section 2.5.1. 
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< ?xml version= "1.0" ?> 

rdf: RDF xml ns : rdf= ''http://www.w3.org/1999/02/ 22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xm lns :dc=''http://purl .org/dc/ elements/ 1.0!" 
xmlns:bc=''http://www.schemas-
forum.org/ registry / schemas/ BIBLIN K/ 1.0/ bc-ap#" > 
rdf: Description about= "urn:isbn:0-89887-113-1"> 
<dc:title> Patrolog ia Latina Database </ dc:title > 
dc:creator>Jacques Paul Migne</dc : creator> 
dc: date > 1993</dc: date> 
dc: language> la </dc: language > 
dc: format > CD-ROM </ de: format > 
<bc:extent> 2 computer laser optical disks; 4 3/4 in </bc :extent> 
<bc:systemRequirements> Multimedia PC 486x or higher, 8mb memory, CD
ROM drive, sound card, SVGA 256-colour monitor, Windows 95 or Windows 
3 .1 </ bc : systemReq uirements> 

< dc:subject rdf :value="Christian literature, Early" bc:subjectScheme="LCSH " /> 
<dc:identifier rdf:value = "isbn:0-89887-113-1 " bc:identifierScheme="URN" /> 
bc: placePu blication > Cambridge < / bc: placePu bl ication > 

< dc : pu blisher> Chadwyck-Healey</dc: publisher> 
</rdf: Description > 
</rdf:RDF> 

Figure 2. 1: A metadata record correspondi ng to the BIBLINK application profi le 

(adapted from http ://www.schemas- forum .orglregi stry/schemaslbib linklbc-ap-eg I ). 

6. Aggregation: This refers to employing a central knowledge base to gather metadata 

records from di fferent repositories using di fferent metadata standards, converting 

heterogeneous metadata records into a consistent form, and then developing a range 

of enhancement services to emich these metadata records. 

For example, ePrint UK project (which alms to bui ld a framework for a general OAI 

service provider in the UK), noted the heterogeneity of subject metadata harvested from 

different eprint archives. The project staff adopted different enhancement services to 

enrich the metadata records harvested. It was demonstrated that these metadata 

enhancement services could improve the interoperability between the metadata records 

harvested. These metadata enhancement services include OCLC's subject class ification 

service to automaticall y create subject metadata, a name authority service to make the 

formats of different authority data consistent, and a citation analysis service (Marti n 

2003). 
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Based on app lying methods to improve interoperabil ity between different metadata 

standards, there are a large number of library portal products widely-used in University 

libraries, such as Web Feat, MetaLib, SirSi SinlgeSea rch, etc. Federated search has been 

integrated within most of these products enab li ng library users to search mU ltiple online 

resources simultaneously from one single uni form user interface, and gain converted 

consistent metadata records. 

However, the retrieved metadata records from a federated search engine are often 

indexed with different vocabularies and browsed by different subject structures. The 

deve lopment of library portal federated search services was greatl y impeded by the 

heterogeneity of different KOS llsed by different information resources (McCulloch 2004, 

and Neuroth and Koch 200 1). Based on using estab li shed mappings between different 

metadata schemes, it is also imposs ible to offer a subject cross-brows ing interface in a 

library portal system. Without a subj ect cross-browsing service, users, who do not know 

what term they should use to search, have to j ump to each of the identifi ed resources, 

interact with each of the di stinct user interfaces, and browse a range of different subject 

hierarchies to find relevant terms. It is important to consider methods to develop a subject 

cross-brows ing interface within a library portal interface. 

2.2 Theories of organising knowledge 

As mentioned in 2. 1, a variety of KOS are being used by different information resources. 

Before considering the ways to improve the interoperability between them, it is important 

to investigate and analyse various theories to construct these KOS, and the basic syntaxes 

and semantics of these KOS. Based on differing syntax and semantics of existing KOS, 
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Zeng and Salaba (2005) presented a typology of different types of KOS, see Figure 2.2. 

Types of Knowledge Organisation System (KOS) 
from Zeng & Salaba: FRBR Workshop. Oele 2005 

.' 
" Ontologies 

Relationship Groups: ...... Semantic "'two",' 
..... Thesauri 

Classification & ...... 
Categoriz~.tioii : 

Classification schemes 
Taxonomies 

Categoriution schemes 

Subject Headings 

Term lists: 
Pick lists 

Naturalla~uage 

Synonym Rings 
Authority Files 
Glossaries/Dictionaries 
Gazetteers 

ContrOlled ~uage 

Figure 2.2: Types of KOS (taken from Zeng and Salaba, 2005) 

2.2.1 Classification schemes 

A huge variety of KOS have been previously developed. The earl iest attempt to organise 

knowledge might be that of the Greek philosopher Aristotle and hi s followers who 

represented topics as "places where a rhetorician might look for suggestions treating hi s 

theme" (The Unabridged Oxford English Dictionary, 1989). They considered this type of 

activity as "ontology". Subsequentl y, the second sign ificant person in the fie ld of 

organising knowledge was Francis Bacon (Bacon J 640). He applied a hierarchical tree 

structure to organise and represent different domains of human science knowledge 

(Welty 1999, pp.155-182). Based on Bacon's work, Diderot and D' Alembert in the mid 

eighteenth century developed a more elaborate and sophisticated hierarchical structure. 

This was the first encyclopaedia. Considering the work of Diderot and D' Alembert, other 

people (e.g. Thomas Jefferson) began to attempt to apply the hierarchies to anange their 

library co\\ections. In other words, the Diderot and D' Alembert's theory formed a basis 

for the development of library classifications. Library classification had become an art of 

its own by the Nineteenth century. By that time, libraries had an understanding that there 

was a requirement for better anangement of the library holdings. One of the earl iest 
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library classifications was the Library of Congress Class ification (LeC), which is deri ved 

from 18 broad categori es similar to the Diderot and D' Alembert 's system (Taylor 1999, 

p.303). Since then, a number of theories fo r the deve lopment of di fferent library 

class ifi cati on systems have been produced. 

2.2.1.1 The definition of classification 

A subj ect classificati on is a system "grouping together of simil ar or related things and the 

separation of di ss imilar or unrelated th ings and the arrangement of the resul ting groups in 

a logical and helpful sequence" (BS8723-Part3, p.3). In a classification scheme, concepts 

are represented by classes. Each class has a notation usually represelHed by a short string 

of alphabetica l and/or numerica l characters and/or other symbols (BS8723-Part3, p.6). In 

a classifi cati on system, a notati on shoul d be a uni fied identifier. A notation is used to 

prov ide fo rm al and logical access to the shelves in a physical library. In a di gital li brary, 

a class ificati on scheme can be used to group dig ital objects under a pre-defined class, and 

support a subj ect-based knowledge nav igator directing library users to find relevant items. 

Apart from the notation, each class has a capti on to represent the human-readable 

meaning of thi s class. A caption, in a digi tal li brary, co ul d be used as a subj ect entry that 

matches against the users' keyword query. Notes in a classification are usually helpful 

sources of in format ion to fu rther exp lain the classes . Fo r example, some class ificat ions 

provide "scope notes" to give examples of the ki nds of topics classed in the num ber, and 

a history note to link to the information about the hi story of the use and meaning ofa 

given classifi cati on number. 

2.2.1.2 Semantics of a classification 

Traditionally, the classes in a class ification scheme were set up in a hierarchi cal manner. 

The process of setting classes up is called "enumerat ion" (BS8723-Part4). Apart from the 

hierarchi cal relati onship between di fferent classes, most classifications provide cross 

reference from one class to another class. Diffe rent relationshi ps could be built in a cross 

reference. For exam ple, Figure 2.3, whi ch is a MARC record for class ification da ta 

shows that a Dewey Decimal Classi fi cati on (DDC) concept "62 1.252 Pumps" is a 

broader topic of the concept "62 1.69 Pumps. Pneumatic pumps" by using the "see 
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reference" . This ki nd of cross-reference is helpful for connecting different related classes, 

but is not disp layed in the hi erarchies. 

084 0#$addc$c21 [Dewey Decimal Classification] 

153 ##$a62 1.252$hTechnology (App lied sc iences)$hEngineering and a lli ed 

operations$hAppli ed physics$kFluid-power technologies$hH yd ralllic-power 

techn ology$hPllmps and accumulators$jPllmps 

553 0#$wjg$a62 1.69$hTechnology (Applied sc iences)$hEngineering and allied 

operations$hAppl ied phys ics$hBlowers, fans, pumps$kPumps$jPumps . Pneumatic 

pumps$thydrall l ic pumps 

Note : In thi s figure, under the MARC field 553, the subfield "O#$wjg" means that 

there is a contro lled subfi eld ($w) th at include a "see reference" G) element. In this 

"see reference" G) element, there is a classification number "62 1.69" representing a 

broader topic (g) of the concept "62 1.252". 

Figure 2.3: A MARC record to represent a DDC concept 

2.2.1.3 Library of Congress Classification 

Through long-term continuous revisions, the newest LCC 6th Edition is an essentiall y 

enumerative classification system bui lt on 2 1 classes. Notation for the LCC uses letters 

mi xed with the numerals to represent a concept. In thi s scheme, there are a large num ber 

of common subdivi sions and fo rm divi sions li sted under different classes or s ub-classes, 

which allow loca l class ifiers to increase the specificity of thi s scheme (Foskett 1996, 

p.324). However, critics point out that LCe has a lack of notational synthesis capabi lity, 

which leads to the voluminous nature of th is scheme (Chan 1999, p.27). Furthermore, 

because most of the individual schedules in LCC were developed separatel y by different 

subject groups, and "revisions are made independently within special classes and 

subclasses" (Koch 1999), different main classes may greatly differ in thei r subject 

arrangement, and their devices for indicating the subdivi sions. 

2.2.1.4 Dewey Decimal C lassification (DDC) 
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Another signifi cant contribution to the development of library classificat ion is the Dewey 

Decimal Class ification Scheme (DDC). Melvil Dewey developed a way to specify the 

subject of books by using the decimal principle. The scheme organi ses all knowledge into 

ten main classes from 000 to 999. In his work, subjects were specifi ed more precisely by 

extend ing digits for particular subjects. In DDC, a number of standard subdivisions have 

been developed to " represent recurring non-primary characteristics of a subject and non

topical characteri stics that are related to the document itself instead of its main subject" 

(Scott 2005 , p.33). These standard subdivisions are related to the theory, dictionaries, 

organ isations, eductions, etc. of a given subject, and app licable to any class number. The 

standard subdi visions could be further divided into a more spec ia li sed level. In addi tion, 

some particular subdi vi sions were developed tailored to different subject areas in DDC. 

For example, the "Subd ivi sions for Arts, fo r Individual Literature, for Specific Literary 

Forms" are just used within base numbers specified in 808-890 (Scott 2005 , p.85). In the 

version of DDC 22nd, for example, there are six tables offering subdivi sions to expand 

various parts of DDC. 

Compared with the LCC, DDC offered the capability of notational synthesis. In DDC, it 

is possible to hand le complex multi-dimensional concepts found in works by combining 

notations into a concept (Satij a 2007, p.70). For example, 026 (library) and 780 (music) 

can be synthesised into a compound concept 026.78 (music library). However, Scott 

(2005 , p.33) points out that the capability of notational synthesis in DDC is still very 

limited. Because of DDC's linear structure and relatively long notation numbers for 

specific concepts, it is difficult to combine two specifi c concepts into a compo und 

concept. Gno li (2005) noted that the combination of DDC concepts on ly happens in very 

occas ional cases. 

2_2.1.5 Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) 

With the increase in the number of multi-disciplinary documents, the importance of 

combin ing different classes is reali sed (Brown 19 14, Ryward 1975, and Beghtol 1998) . 

As Brown ( 1939, p.IS) noted, "knowledge could be combined and recombined in in

numerable ways". 
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In parall el with Brown, Otlet and LaFontaine proposed an initi ati ve to develop a 

uni versal index to knowledge, "to which di ffe rent people all over the world would 

contri bute". The deve lopment of thi s uni versal index occurred between 1854 and 1943 

(Foskett 1996, p.28 I). Based on their idea, the UDC has been deve loped as an 

international class ificati on scheme fo r all a reas of knowledge. In the UDC, new concepts 

are all owed to be created through notati onal synthesis as needed. The UDC is derived 

fro m DDC, but expanded DDC standard subdi visions to about twe lve appli ca ble 

auxili ari es . Because the authors of the UDC reali sed that the long notation numbers in 

DDC are unwieldy, they decided to sp lit the UDC notation number by a dot after every 

third dig it unl ess there was no other indicator appearing in the middle. A number of 

symbols are used as the facet indicators fo r the auxili aries. Considering the lack of 

capability of combining specifi c notati ons into a concept in DDC, the authors of the UDC 

use co lon signs or plus signs to combine two concepts into one (Tay lor 2000, p.300). Fo r 

example, two complex concepts (62 1.384.634 and 62 1.3 I 8.3) can be synthesised into one 

concept (62 1. 384.634 :62 1.3 18.3 Synchrotrons-electromagnets). 

One of the main cri t icisms ofthe UDC is the complexity of the structure of the scheme 

(Koch 1999) and hi gh ove rhead imposed by the wo rk of combin ing concepts. 

2.2.1.6 Faceted cla ssifications 

Before introducing the theory of full y face ted class ifi cations, it is worth noting that a 

number of "non-face ted" classifi cations incorporate the features of faceted class ification 

(Taylor 1999, p.274). For example, the latest DDC not onl y provides facets fo r its 

"standard subdivisions" and geographic areas to a ll its classes, but also fo r ind ividual 

li terature and languages, fo r racial, ethni c, national groups, fo r persons, etc (Scott 2005). 

However, unlike those traditi onal enumerati ve classificatio ns that have ri gid linear 

structures, a full y faceted classification is more fl ex ible, enabling it to acco mmodate 

compos ite subjects, or to handle the relationships between different concepts within it. 

UDC is recogni sed as a parti al faceted classifi cati on, in which a variety of symbols are 
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used to represent the facets and simple colon/plus signs are used to synthes ise the 

concepts. Based on the idea of synthes ising the concepts in the UDC, Perrault ( 1969) 

further analysed subj ect relationships during the synthes is of the classes. These 

relati onships are li sted in Table 2.1. 

Tab le 2. 1 : Relati onships used to synthes ise the conepts in a faceted class ificati on 

(Taken fro m Broughton and Slav ic 2006, pp.509-533 with a li tt le rev ision) 

Type of relati onship Example 

Add ition Information and educati on 

Range The fi e ld of subj ects spanning from 

education to re ligion 

Coordination Religion and education in coordinate 

rec iprocal 

Comparison phase Compari son between reli g ion and 

educat ion 

Influence phase The influence of re li gion on library 

management 

Bias Phase Library management for education 

purpose 

Expos ition phase Philosophy as viewed by reli gion 

SUb-grouping Library management as part of re ligion 

The basic theory offaceted classificati on is based on Ranga nathan 's analytico-syntheti c 

view of class ificati on, in which "the process of classification take place when the 

document is analysed in order to discover its concepts and a notation is then synthes ised 

to express those concepts" (Beghtol 2004). Five bas ic facets were ident ifi ed in hi s Colon 

Class ifi cation, which are personality, matter, energy, space, and time. Based on the fi ve 

facets, a number of generali sed rules were set up and guide the local classifi ers to 

establi sh the concepts for composite subj ects. 
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The UK Class ifi cation Research Group fo und that the fi ve facets in Ranganathan's 

classificati on were too broad, consequently they expanded them to thirteen facets, which 

are li sted below: 

Form- time - space - agent - by-product - product - pati ent (i.e. system operated on) 

- opera ti on - process - materi al - property - part - kind - thing 

Figure 2 .4 : Thirteen facets li sted in Bliss Classificati on Edition 2 

These 13 facets are used in the development of all classes in Bliss Classificati on Edition 

2 (8C2). These thirteen face ts are applied to analyse di ffe rent subjects with various 

degrees of complex ity and establi sh compound concepts for these subjects. BC2 uses 

capital letters and di gits to represent the notati ons. The digits in the notati on are used to 

indicate the common facets. The notations are retroacti ve, which fac ilita tes the no ta tion 

synthes is fo r compound concepts including dif ferent facets. 

Broughton (200 I , pp.67-1 02) hi ghlighted that facets were always used to contain 

mutuall y exclusive groupings of subject terms. In a face ted class ification, it is im portant 

to consider how to define a logica l and consistent order of facets and the order of 

concepts wi thin each facet. An important concept call ed "ci tation order" needs to be 

considered. Thi s refers to the "order in which preferred-terms or notations are combined 

in a pre-coordinate index ing system or a class ification scheme to fo rm strings 

representing compound concepts" (Clarke et af. 2005). In the schedule of a face ted 

class i fi cation, the sequence of facets should start with the most abstract facet (e.g . form, 

time) and end up with a tangible facet (e.g. kind, thing), as shown in Figure 2.4. As 

BS8723-Part3 noted, however, "the citati on order of facets in a compound concept should 

be the reverse of the order in whi ch facets are enumerated in the schedul e" . For thi s 

reason, in BC2, the ci tation order should be based on the inversed order of the sequence 

shown in Figure 2.4. "thing - kind - part - property - material - process - operation -

system operated on - product - by-product - agent - space - time - fo rm" is the citation 

order of BC2. Figure 2.5 is an example of a compound concept that is analysed into 
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di fferent facets , in which concepts within different facets were highlighted by di fferent 

colours. 

Field studies of kinship in hunter-gatherer societies: 

(operation) 

Field studies (operation) 

Kinship (product) 

Hunter-gatherer societies (agent) 

Figure 2.5: A compound concept that is analysed into different facets 

2.2.1.7 Subj ect-specific classifications 

Apart from varioll s genera l classifications, a number of subject-specific classification 

schemes have been developed for different subject needs (Koch 1997). Compared with 

universa l classifica tions, these subject-specific classifications provide well-defined and 

up-to-date structure and terminology for their particular usage. 

These subject-spec ific classifications were developed by a variety of independent 

communities using different classification theories, therefore, they greatly differ in their 

subject areas, semantic structures, degrees of coordination, etc. This leads to the 

heterogeneity between these classifications, and between these classifications and some 

universa l classi fications . 

2.2.2 Subject headings 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1. I, a classification scheme offers a library a logical 

arrangement of objects based on the subject areas, form of treatment, or the format of the 

object. The verbal subject information in a classification is mainly based on the captions 

and scope note, which is insufficient. Many captions cannot provide the rea l meaning of a 

class. For example, the caption ofDDC concept "004.015 1" is "mathematical principle", 

but the fu ll meaning of this concept should be "mathematical principle in computer 
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different face ts, in which concepts wi th in d iFferent facets were highlighted by di ffe rent 

co lours. 

Field of k ins hi p in hun ter-gathere r 

(operation) 

Fie ld studi es (operation) 

Kinship (product) 

Hunter-gatherer societies (agent) 

Figure 2.5: A compound concept that is analysed into ffe rent face ts 

2.2.1.7 SUbject-sp ecific classifica tions 

Apart from various general class ifications, a number of subj ect-specific class ifi cati on 

schemes have been deve loped for di fferent subject needs (Koch 1997). Compared with 

universa l class i fi cati ons, these subj ect-speci fi c classi fi cati ons prov ide we ll -de fined and 

up-to-date structure and terminology fo r thei r particular usage. 

These subject-specifi c class ificati ons were developed by a variety of independent 

communities us ing diffe rent classificat ion theories, therefore, they greatly differ in their 

subject areas, semanti c structures, degrees of coordination, etc. This leads to the 

heterogeneity between these classifi cations, and between these class ifi cations and some 

uni versa l class i fi cations. 

2.2.2 Subject headings 

As mentioned in Section 2.2 .1 . 1, a class ificati on scheme offers a library a logical 

arrangement of objects based on the subject areas, form of treatment, or the fo rmat of the 

object. The verbal s ubject in formation in a classifi cati on is mainly based on the captions 

and scope note, which is insuffi cient. Many captions cannot provide the real meaning of a 

class . For example, the caption of DDC concept "004.0 15 1" is " mathemati ca l pri nciple", 

but the full meaning of thi s concept should be "mathemati cal principle in computer 
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sc ience". For thi s reason, other verbal subject access methods should be developed to add 

another dimensions to the subject classi fi cations used. 

Subject headings, defined as a "subj ect concept term or phrase found in a subject heading 

list and used in cata logue f·ecor·ds" (Taylor 1999, p.25 1), is an approach to offer verbal 

subject access capability to a library cata logue. In thi s sense, a metadata record in a 

catalogue can be indexed according to both a class ification and a subject heading li st. For 

example, a book ca lled "Using XML: a how to do it manual for librarians" is indexed 

accordi ng to DDC (005 .72 " Data preparation and representation, record formats") and 

Library of Congress Subject Headings (t hree headings, including XML, metadata, and 

machine-readable bibliographic data). A subject librarian may assign more than one 

subject heading to an item. Thi s improves the subject accessibility of the item. 

2.2.2.1 Librlll'Y of Congress Subject Heading 

One wide ly-used subject heading system is the Library of Congress Subject Heading 

(LCSH), wh ich consists of subject terms with references through all subject areas . It is 

very extensible and adaptable when new subjects are developed (O'Neill and Chan 2003). 

In LCSH, three categories of headings are used to express the concepts: 

• Topical headings are used to represent a di screte, or identifiable concept, such as 

things, processes, activit ies, etc; 

• Form headings are applied to indicate what a work is, such as film, poetry, books, 

etc.; 

• A name headi ng is used to indicate the specific name that a work is abo ut. These 

name headings can be a personal name, a geographi ca l name, or the name of an 

organi sation . 

The topical headings are mainly used to faci litate subject access for the purpose of 

in formati on retrieval. These topical headings are established in different ways, ranging 

from a single noun to compound phrases. Basically, six syntactical types are used to 

establi sh LCSH topical headings, which include (Tay lor 1999, p.355): 

I. A single word (e.g., "Metadata"); 
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2. A noun preceded by an adjective (e.g., " machine-readable bibliographic 

data"); 

3. A noun preceded by another noun used like an adjecti ve (e.g., "catalogue 

of rare books"); 

4. A noun connected with another by a preposition (e.g. , " user interface in 

computer system"); 

5. A noun connected to another by and (e .g., "catalogue and index"); 

6. A phrase or sentence (e .g., "show dri vi ng of horse-d rawn vehi cles"). 

Like most classification schemes, a number of pre-defined subd ivisions are used to 

further expand the LCS H concepts. These subdi visions include topical and chrono logical 

subdi vis ions specific .to parti cul ar head ings, geographic subd ivisions, form subd ivisions, 

free-Ooating subdi visions, and subdivisions under pattern. 

In addition, a num ber of semantic relati onships between different topica l headings are 

defined. The bas ic relationships, such as narrower, broader, and related, co uld be 

represented by a variety of references in the LCSH . However, the basic structure o f 

LCS H is alphabetical. It is d ifficult for users to be nav igated by thi s kind of alphabetical 

structure. Blocks (2004, p.9) emphasised that LCS H only contains very shallow 

hierarchies, whi ch are not suitable for subject brows ing. In most subject headings system, 

many terms have no broader terms, narrower terms or related terms at all. 

The ori ginal LCSH is a traditional pre-coordinated system, in which contro lled terms are 

pre-combined from several concepts before indexing (B locks 2004, p.iii ). Chan (2000) 

emphasises the complicated syntax and application rules of LCSH. This makes it difficult 

for LCSH to be applied outside of the OPAC environment, in particular by current Web 

search engines. In order to overcome the inherent limitations of LCS H, people are 

incorporating faceted features into LCSH (O'Nei ll and Chan 2003). 

In a faceted system, terms are divided into di fferent facets . Each of the facets represents 

one aspect of a subj ect. As Tudhope et al. (2002) indicate, faceted systems do not apply a 
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large number of subject headings to describe the subject concepts, but they do group 

terms depending on a range of basic defined facets to represent subject matter. One 

related project is FAST Project (Faceted Application of Subject Terminology), underway 

at OCLC (Dean 2003, pp.337-352). This project has re-designed the LCS I-I into six 

different facets. The six facets are topical , geographic, form , period, personal and 

corporate names. In thi s case, the rigid hierarchical structure of LCS I-I has been converted 

to a range of facets , which makes the new vocabulary more powerful when representing 

subject content of an information resource . 

2.2.3 Thesauri 

As mentioned in Section 2.2 .2. I, in a pre-coordinated system, the cataloguers have to 

combine a number of terms in a compound concept. This type of combination, to some 

extent, is awkward in a digital environment. It is difficult for both computer programmes 

and human sea rchers 10 understand long pre-coordinated concepts including a number of 

subject terms. With the increase in the number of online data bases, it is useful that the 

coordination of terms could become the responsibility of the searchers instead of the 

subject cataloguers (Foskett 1996, p.359). Thus, the term "post-coordinated indexing", in 

which contro lled terms are combined to form concepts at the time of searching, is wide ly

accepted in the development of online bibliographic databases. In this kind of systems, 

instead of using composite headings, single terms are widely-used to represent the 

important concepts. End-users can combine some single-term concepts to search 

documents covering complex subject areas. Nowadays, there are a number of large 

bibliographic databases, in which the items might cover thousands of complex subjects, 

thus, post-coordinated methods are extremely useful to support searching large data bases 

(N ISO Z39. 19 2005, p.37), because various subject terms could be easily combined at the 

time of both indexing and searching. It is not necessary for the cata loguers to spend a lot 

of time and effort in pre-adjusting a huge number of subject headings in advance. 

Boolean operators could be used for the combination. 

With this in mind , a number of thesauri have been developed as post-coordinated systems 

to support information retrieval. According to Aitchison and Bawden (2000, p.I ), "a 
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thesaurus is a vocabulary of a controlled index ing language, formally organi sed so that 'a 

priori ' re lati onships between concepts are made explicit, to be used in informati on 

retri eval systems, ranging from the card catalogue to the Internet" . In other words, "A 

thesaurus is a parti cul ar type of contro lled vocabulary that represents a form alized 

descripti on containing a finite set of terms and rel ati ons between terms, and frequently 

also conta ins information on how the terms are to be applied" (Delphi Group 2002, p. l s). 

There are some key poi nts in devising thesauri , and they are: 

Preferred terms; 

Non-preferred tenns; 

• Semant ic relati ons: These refer to the semanti c relationships between 

di fferent thesaurus concepts; 

• How to apply terms: This refers to the ways to choose appropriate terms, 

combine the terms into a concept when necessa ry, select appropriate lingui sti c 

fo rms (s ingul ar/plural noun, verb, etc) to represent identified terms, and give the 

definition of di fferent terms (Aitchi son 2000, p.2) 

Because of using single terms to represent concepts in most cases (N ISO Z39.19 2005, 

p.40), thesauri are usuall y applied in particul ar domains such as law, medicine, and 

agricul ture fi elds. 

2.2.3.1 Semantic relationships 

Three semantic relationships are widely-accepted in thesaurus constructi on. These are 

equi va lence, hi erarch y, and related-term relationships (Svenonius 2000, p.156, 

Broughton 2006, p. 11 7, Aitchi son 2000, BS8723-Part 2, and NISO Z39 .1 9 2005). These 

relationships are applied to link terms with similar or related meanings. In a thesaurLIs

based bibliographic database system, by using the establi shed semantic relati onships, a 

subject query coul d be expanded to im prove recall of info rmation retrieval. As Block 

(2004) argues, "the semantic relationships in a thesaurus prov ide a large potent ial fo r 

information searching and retrieval". A num ber of in formati on retrieval systems have 

been deve loped based on the use of thesauri with relevant algorithms. 
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However, Soergel (2004) noted that the three widely-used types of re lationships between 

ated enough to the terms in most of thesauri are still poorl y defined and not differenti 

support query inference and expansion, and term disambiguation. In t hi s context, 

di ffe rent methods are app li ed to enrich the thesaurus relationships. Fo r example, in the 

19), the latest thesauri construction standards (BS8723-Part 2 and NISO Z39. 

relationships are further spec ifi ed as shown in Table 2.2. 

Relationsh ip Type Example 

Equ iv;Jlen cy 

Synonymy UN I United Nations 

Lexical va riants pedlatrics I paedIatrics 

Near synonymy 
sea water I' salt \',:ater 
smoothness r rouqhness 

Hlerarehy 

Generic or IsA birds / parrotS 

Instance or ISA sea I Mediterranean Sea 

W!lole I Part brain I brain stem 

Associat ive 

Cause! Effect accident I injury 
Process I Agent velocity measurement ( speed orneter 

Process I Counler4 agent fire ! name retardant 

Action I Product wrillng I publication 

Action I Property communication I communicatio n SkillS 

Action / Target leaching I student 

Concept or Object I Property steel alloy l corrosion resistanc e 
Concept or ObjecU Origins water ! well 

Concept or Object I Measurement Unit chronometer I minute or ~,1lechanism 

Raw material / Product grapes / wine 
Discipline or Field I Object or neonatology ,I infant 
Practitioner 

Table 2.2: The thesauri relationships (taken from NISO Z39. 19) 

Soergel (2004) considered the ways to re-des ign the traditional repres entational 

vocabulary. He des igned a range of ontologica l re lationships and rul e s between different 

thesauri terms instead of the traditionally defined BT, NT, and RT rei at ionship in order to 

hat cow NT cow promote unambiguous query expansion. For example, he determined t 

milk should become cow <hasComponen{> cow milk. In addition, Bro ughton and Slavic 

e constructions of (2006, p.49) investigated the theories to apply faceted analysis into th 
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thesauri , in which a faceted c lass ification scheme could form a basis to further create 

faceted thesaurus, and li sted a number of examples to create faceted thesauri . 

One of the most typ ical examples using faceted approach is the Art and Architec ture 

Thesaur~s (AA T) . This thesaurus is designed to provide terminology for index ing and 

retrieva l of art information. The conceptual scope includes art, arch itecture, decorative 

arts, archaeology, material culture, and archival materials. Within th is thesau rus, seven 

facets (associated concepts facet , physical attribute facet, sty les and periods facet , agents 

facet, act ivities facet, materials facet, and objects facet) were appli ed, different preferred 

terms are arrayed in these facets, and therefore, this thesaurus was divided into thirty 

three hierarchies gro uping into these facets . 

2.2.4 Ontologies 

As mentioned in Section 2.2 .3, the structures of trad itional KOS, such as subject head ings, 

thesauri , classi fi cati on, etc, lack rich semantics. They cannot represent the rea l semantics 

between different information objects. It is poss ible to develop ri cher KOS in terms of 

semantics and syntaxes . In the field of computing science, profess ionals are exploring a 

novel way to develop a rich network of detailed relations that facilitates more powerful 

concept expansion and semantic reason ing, and even infers new knowledge. This fie ld is 

called onto logy. Genera lly, an onto logy is developed for artificial intell igence modelling 

and in fe rencing purposes (Tudhope et al. 2006). 

The term "ontology" was derived from phi losophy. Generally, Koepsell (2000) regards 

ontology as "the study of categories". Today, ontolog ies have been become a multi

di sci plinary field , and extended to a broader scope, including computing science, library 

science, and knowledge management (Sowa 2008). A number of important defin itions of 

onto log ies have been summarised by Perez and 8 enjam ins ( 1999) and Ding (2001). They 

emphas ise that most definitions are derived from Gruber' s ( 1993). 

"An ontology is a fonnal , expl icit specification ofa shared 

conceptualization. 'Conceptua{ization' refers to an abstract model 

of phenomena in the world by hav ing identified the re levant 

concepts of those phenomena. 'Explicit' means that the type of 
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concepts used, and the constraints on their use, are expl icitl y 

defined. 'Formal' refers to the fact that the ontology should be 

machine readable. 'Shared' retlects that ontologies should capture 

consensual knowledge accepted by the communiti es" (Gruber 1993, 

p.200). 

An ontology can be represented by a range of classes, relations, axioms, instances and 

functi ons (Qin and Paling 200 I). Compared with other library classifi cation so lutions, 

ontology has the following values summari sed by Qin and Paling (200 I): 

I. "H igher levels of conception of descri pti ve vocabulary; 

2. Deeper semantics for class/subclass and cross-class relationships; 

3. Abil ity to express such concepts and relati onships in a description language; and 

4. Re usability and "share-abi lity" of the ontological constructs in heterogeneous 

systems" (Qin and Paling 200 I). 

Furthermore, a ll library KOS focus on describing information subjects and their relations, 

and are no t capable of representing any informati on object (e.g., a full bibliographic 

metadata record). In order to describe different li brary information objects, di ffe rent 

metadata schemes are employed. In thi s sense, an ontology in a digital li brary is re ferred 

to as a combinati on of subject classifi cations and metadata sets (Garshol 2005). 

In semanti c web communities, ontologies are seen as a central component in managing 

the complex ity of the semantic web, and "facilitating knowledge sharing and re-use 

between agents, be they human or artificial" (FenseI 200 1). With thi s in mind , a spectrum 

of innovati ve features and enhanced functi onalities have been mentioned in the literature . 

Warren and Alsmeyer (2005) implied that an onto logy is a rich framework for describing 

in fo rmatio n objects and subjects. Typicall y, an ontology can be used to describe peo ple, 

organisations, industries, their vari ous relationships and so on. In thi s contex t, di ffe rent 

types of onto logies have been iden tified by a num ber of researchers from di fferent po ints 

of view. In the literature, fi ve types ofontologies are commonly agreed. They are 

described as follows: 

I. An up-leve l ontology refers to a common vocabulary including the basic concepts, 
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such as things, space, events, time, behaviour, etc, and the relations between them 

(Wu2005, Gomez-Perez and Benjamins 1999, and Ding and FunseI 2001). 

2. A domain ontology is a domain-specific vocabulary that encompasses the concepts in 

a given domain (such as medical , agricu lture, computer sc ience, etc) and their 

relationships (Gomez-Perez and Benjamins 1999, and Guarino 1997). 

3. A Core onto logy is essentia ll y the upper ontology for broad appli cation domains. 

Different from the upper-level onto logy, a core ontology usuall y analyse the 

common conceptua li sations for certain problem domains behind metadata structure 

to facilitate data exchanging, mediation, and merging (Doerr et af. 2003). 

4. A task ontology is based on establi shing the relationships between different concepts 

across domains in order to dynamically solve some problems in a given task 

(Gomez-Perez and Benjam ins 1999, and Guarino 1997). 

5. An app li cat ion ontology includes a se lected set of concepts and their relations for 

modelling a spec ific app licati on (Go mez-Perez and Benjamins 1999, and Guarino 

1997). 

Considering the common nature of different ontologies, Fensel et a l. (2003 , pp. 1-6) note 

that ins ide an onto logy, inference engines can be adopted to reason over instances and 

classes of an onto logy or over different database schemes in an ontology. Thus, it is 

easier to use in fe rence engines within an onto logy to facilitate concept reasoning and 

expansion. 

Because of the extensibility of onto logies, they can be cons idered as middleware to 

support interoperability between different systems, or between systems and end-users in 

networked information environments . For example, Davies et al. (2005, pp.68-74) imply 

that an ontology applied to describe in formatio n resources can also be extended to 

describe the users ' information requirements, and support personalisation services. Th is 

can be based on expanding the pre-defined ontologica l classes and propert ies of an 

ontology. Another important feature of ontologies mentioned by Davies et af. (2005) is 

that they can offer a user-friendly visual isation and be directly translated into browsable 

formats. Many ontology tools reproduce the ontology structure in a visual formali sm. 
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2.3 KOS in modern information retrieval systems 

Different theories to develop a variety of KOS have been described in Section 2.2. 

Various KOS have been integrated into modern information retrieval systems to improve 

both reca ll and precision. Thus, thi s section will introduce a number of functions 

provided by K OS. 

Svenonius (2000, p. 147) recogni sed two basic issues when using a KOS in an 

information system . These refer to referentia l semantics and relational semantics. 

Referential semantics are related to the approaches to d isambiguating a telm having 

diffe rent meanings, and relational semanti cs are about the methods to establish the 

re lationships between differe nt terms hav ing similar or related meanings. With these 

considerations in mind , two basic KOS-based subject serv ices are highlighted below. 

2.3 .1 Term disambiguation 
The first KOS-based subject service is re lated to "term d isambiguation" to reduce the 

ambiguity of a given term and improve the precision of information retrieval. Handling 

homonyms and polysemes is the most difficult part during a subject search (Tudho pe el 

01. 2006) . Fo r example, a search using the subj ect term "mercury" cou ld produce 

metadata resu lts relevant to the planet, chemistry, and Greek apotheosis. It is necessary to 

provide users w ith some further terminological in formation clarify ing this kind of fuzzy 

terms. M il es (2006) hi ghlighted the distinction between the "concepts" and "terms" in a 

KOS. As he states, "A concept is an abstract idea 01' notion; a unit of thought" that shou ld 

have a c lear definition, but a term is just a simple li ngui sti c unit that may have amb iguous 

meaning. For thi s reason, it is important to cons ider how to use the most appropriate 

termino logica l info rmation accurately presenting a concept. Svenonius (2000, p.148) 

described a number of methods to present concepts, which help end-users d isambiguate 

subject terms. These methods are li sted as fo llows: 

I. Domain specification: subject information related to the subject coverage ofa 

KOS might fo rm a basis to help users d isambiguate the subject terms . For 

example, in a computer science KOS, the users would know that the term 
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"weeding" is related to the activity of di scarding irrelevant data in a computer 

system. 

2. Qualifier: This method is to add another term in a bracket at the end of the 

ambi guous subj ect term. For example, adding (computer co ll ection deve lopment) 

to the term " weeding" could help users understand the specific meaning ora 

given term ; 

3. Hierarchy: In this approach, a hierarchical tree where the given term is loca ted is 

di splayed to the users. This enables the user to know the contextual information of 

thi s given subject term. For example, the hi erarchy information "Dewey 

22 > Computer science, information & general works > Library & information 

sciences > Operations of libraries, archi ves, informati on centers > Acquisitions 

and co llection deve lopment > Co llection development > Weeding" is added to 

the term "weed ing" . In thi s example, through showing users the hi erarchy 

information, users can understand that the term "weeding" is in the fi e ld of 

computer coll ection development instead of being in the field of agriculture; 

4. Notes: A note about the definition of a term is given to the users. For example, the 

note "any plant that crowds out cu ltivated plants" is added to the term " weeds"; 

5. Other conceptual terms with re lationships to a g iven term : In this method, a 

number of terms with the semantic re lationships cou ld be displayed to help users 

know what the real meaning of a g iven term is. For example, Figure 2.6 shows a 

full thesaurus record to describe a concept "cataloguing". 
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Descriptor: Catalogu ing 
Used For 

• Bibliographic description 
• Centralized cataloguing 
• Cooperative cataloguing 
• Descripti ve cataloguing 

Broader term 

o Infomlation processing 

Narrower terms 

o Bibliographi c control 

Related terms 

• Bibliography compilation 
• Catalogues 
• Cataloguing rules 
• Documentary analys is 
• Documentation 
• Information/library cooperati on 

Figure 2.6: A thesaurus reco rd (Source: 

hnp:llwv.'W. ukat.org. uklthesaurus/term . php?i=6 140) 

In diffe rent types of KOS, the methods to display the concepts are diffe rent. For example, 

in a classification, where the caption only has parti al meaning about the rea l class, and 

the relati onships are not represented very well , it is more reasonable to combine scope 

notes with the caption and notati on to present the given class. 

2.3.2 Query expansion 

The second KOS-based subj ect service is related to the "subject term query expansion" to 

improve the recall of information retrieval. In many cases, a subj ect query term in itia ll y 

provided by an end-user might be inadequate to refl ect the user 's subject requirement. 

There is a desire fo r the user to find more rela ted concepts fo r re-formulating the s ubj ect 

search term. The effort to identi fy relevant "terms to complement the initi a lly chosen 

term is an instantiation of query ex pansion" (Efthimiadi s 1996). In the literature, it is 

widely-agreed that KOS-based semantic relationships play an important role in 
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fac il itating query expansion (Binding and Tudhope 2004, Efthimiad is 1996, Greenberg 

200 I, and Blocks 2004) . 

Three types of query expansions (manual, automati c, and interactive) based on va rious 

degrees of user interaction are identi fi ed in the literature (G reenberg 200 I, and 

Efthimiad is 1996) . Manua l query expansion is complete ly based on the users' own 

inte llectual effort, poss ibly with the help of local library staff. Automatic query 

expansion depends on developing well-constructed computing algo ri thms to find all the 

semantic-relevant terms around a given subject term, and using al I these relevant terms to 

re-conduct the search to find the results. Interacti ve query ex pansion is a combinati on of 

automat ic and manua l query expansion methods. A (ter automatic query ex pansion, the 

end-user is often required to se lect other preferred terms, class ifi cat ion notations, 

narrower terms, broader terms, related terms, etc., from a li st for the query re-formulat ion. 

Greenberg (200 I) points out the importance of defining the optimal query expansion 

process ing methods, and ident ifying how to apply the most appropri ate query expansion 

methods in different use scenarios. She fo und that "synonyms and partial synonyms 

(SYNs) and narrower temlS (NTs) are generally good cand idates for au tomatic query 

expansion and that related terms (RTs) are beller cand idates for interactive QE" 

(Greenberg 200 I). Based on her finding, Tudhope and Bind ing (2004) deve loped a 

thesaurus-based semant ic closeness algorithm for expanding from a given term over the 

thesaurus-based network to produce a neighbourhood of subject terms semanti call y close 

for retrieva l purposes. In their work, a parameter is given to each expanded concept, 

which in form s the user how relevant the expanded term and the given term are . 

2.3.3 Subject browsing 

Another important subject service based on the use of KOS is subject browsing. T his 

focuses on using the intuitive subject tree and familiar terminology from the user's 

perspective to facilitate subject navigation along conceptual dimensions (Marchionini 

1995). This kind of subj ect service is particularl y helpful for nov ice users who are not 

fami li ar with a particular subject terminology language. The benefits of offering a deep 
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classification structure for subject browsing is widely-emphasised as a des irable 

complement to a search engine type service in the literature (Koch 1999, Koch 2000, 

Taylor 2000, p.273, Efth imiadis 1996, and Foskett 1996, p. I72) . Subject browsing is 

"more heuri stic, interactive, data-driven, and opportunistic" than normal subject-based 

searching (Cunli ffe et al. 1997). Today, a number of visuali sation tools have been 

developed to faci litate subject cross-brows ing, such as Aduna ClusterMap, Brian, etc 

(Wester 2007, and Veltman 2004). 

In addition, CunJiffe et at. ( 1997) pointed out the limitation of th is kind of manual subject 

browsing, whi ch requ ires greater interaction efforts from the users. Based on measures of 

semantic closeness between terms and reasoning over the relationships in a KOS, they 

proposed a framework to combine query expansion techno logies with subject browsing. 

Th is is called "subject nav igation via query". Traditiona l query-based retri eva l required 

the users to plan the ana lyt ic queries , and a traditiona l brows ing interface requires greater 

interaction efforts from the users. For this reason, subject navigation via query is a system 

that can provide a harmonious transition between the query and navigation. In modern 

informat ion retrieva l systems, these different KOS-based subject services should be 

combined and complement one another to make a smooth balance between the user 

interaction and computing automation. 

2.4 Semantic interoperability between different KOS 

Because different communities have adopted different subject class ifi cation systems at 

different levels of semantics, it is imposs ib le to app ly or deve lop a uni versa l KOS to a ll 

information co ll ections (Wakes and Nicholson 200 I). It is of growing importance to 

develop relevant methods to improve the compatibi lity between different KOS so that 

users are able to conduct their cross-search ing and browsing by subject successfully. 

McCull och (2004, pp.297-300) notes that thi s is a very urgent questi on that needs to be 

answered as soon as possib le. In order to deve lop an optimal so lution to the 

interoperability problem between different KOS, Cordeiro (2003) points out four basic 

features that a successful solution shou ld have. These are wide-sharabi lity, adaptability, 

extensibility and reusability. These four features are basic criteria in every stage of the 
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development of KOS-based services. To ensure the long-term involvement in improving 

interoperability, Swan (2004) suggests the development of collaborative approaches to 

providing subject access between different relevant stakeholders (data providers, service 

providers, software deve lopers). Chan and Zeng (2002, 2004) investi gated the existing 

theories to improve interoperability between different contro lled vocabularies. They 

(Chan and Zeng 2004) identifi ed the main methods to fac ilitate interoperability between 

knowledge organi sati on systems. All these methods are di scussed below: 

2.4.1 Concept mapping 

In order to develop a unifi ed platform to interoperate two different terminology data 

sources, and build a bridge connecting heterogeneous terminology resources, a lot of 

effort has been spent in deve loping di ffe rent terminology mapping methods to improve 

interoperab ility between KOS. The basic idea of concept mapping consists of identi fyi ng 

different mapping relat ionshi ps between concepts from different knowledge organi sation 

systems, and establi shing the equi valence between two or more concepts (Chan and Zeng 

2004). However, it was rea li sed that a number of other factors challenging the mapping 

wo rk need to be considered before conducting the mapping work. These include the 

structural models fo r mapping (BS8723 -Part4), the directi on of the mapping (BS8723-

Part4), the types of mapping relati onships (M iles 2004, Chaplan 1995, Vizine-Goetz el 01. 

2004 and Koch et al. 200 I), the mapping logic (Doerr 200 I), co llaborati on in mapping 

work between different participants (Koch el al. 200Ia), the ways in which compound 

concepts are handled (BS8723-Part4), and the top-Ievelmetadata schemes to describe 

different KOS (Zeng 2008). 

2.4.1.1 Structural models for mapping 

Chan and Zeng (2003) identifi ed two types of structural models fo r mappmg. One 

method is direct mapping. This refers to mapping between two contro lled vocabularies . 

In thi s sense, di fferent direct mapping sets could be constructed between di ffe rent KOS, 

which coul d fo rm a basis offering mappings to different services (see Figure 2.7). The 

mappings establi shed in this method are usually hi gh-quality because it is relatively 
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simple to find the relevancy of terms from onl y two vocabularies. However, Gysenns et 

al. ( 1994, pp.572-586) indicates that it is imposs ible to implement this approach in large 

and distributed in fo rm ation environments, because of the labour intensive ness of this 

approach. 

Direct Mappi ll~ 

Figure 2. 7: Direct mapp ing (Chan and Zeng 2006) 

Another approach call ed "switch language" has been employed in many te rminology 

mapping proj ects (Shiri el at. 2004, and Neuroth and Koch 200 I). The bas ic idea is 

derived from the development of Broad System of Ordering (BSO) Initiati ve, which 

serves as a uni versall y acceptable switch language that covers a ll scientific and techn ical 

informati on at the broad leve l required (Coates et al. 1978) . In 197 1, I I I countries and 

62 internati ona l o rgan isations achieved a consensus to map the ir KOS into the BSO 

(Foskett 1996, p.303). This system is bui lt based on the use of analyti co-synthetic 

class ifi cation theo ry so that within BSO di ffe rent concepts can be easily synthesised by 

using the defined facets. However, thi s scheme is based on using non-hierarchi cal 

notati ons. The BSO structure is not a good basis to prov ide subj ect brows ing se rvice. 

Thus, a linear sequence of classes in BSO was further des ignated (Dahlberg 1980) . 

Another widely-appl ied switch language is (DDC) Dewey Decimal Class ifi cati on 

(Vizine-Goetz el al. 2004). In many projects, DDC was used as a mediator for 

exchanging terminological information among eq ui va lent terms in di ffe rent vocabulari es. 

Koch (200 I) considered the advantages of DDC over other switch languages, and 

referred to its online avail ability, g loba l usage, suitability and functi onality, frequency 

and character of updates, and OCLC's deve lopment efforts. 
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There are some terminology-mapping projects, which try to map different knowledge 

organisation systems into an upper level ontology. For example, Medical Subject 

Headings have been mapped into the OpenCyc ontology knowledge base (Reed and 

Lenat 2002). Also, Alonso and Barriocanal (2006) offered a framework , in which they 

published different knowledge organi sation systems in semantic web enabled form, 

establi shed inter-mapping relationships between different knowledge organisation 

sys tems, and finall y mapped all concepts and relationships into the OpenCyc Ontology. 

In the medical area, the Un ified Med ica l Language System (UMLS) merges concepts 

from about fifty medical controlled vocabu laries into a medical switch language. This 

metathesaurus also can link to each of its or iginal sou rces. One of the competitive 

advantages is that it can create multiple externa l metathesaural views, allowing different 

communities of practice to build their own topical maps of the wo rld from pieces of other 

thesauri and vocabu laries (Jo hnson 2004). It thereby increases reusability. 

Mi li ( 1998, pp.204-220) implies that one problem of tenninology mapping may be the 

lack of exact equ ivalence and varying granul ari ty in different schemes. It is important to 

identify a variety of mapping relationships before establi shing the actual mappings. 

2.4.1.2 Mapping relationships 

Chaplan (1995, pp.39-61) points out the complexity of identifying mapping relationships. 

In order to develop an effective path to interoperability, she identified at least 19 different 

types of relationships between terms in different subject schemes. These 19 relationships 

were further simplified to develop spec ifi c appli cations (M iles 2004, Doerr 2004, 

BS8723-Part4, and Vizine-Goetz el al. 2004). Broad, narrow, exact, and related 

relationships are the four basic types of mapping relationships wide ly-mentioned in the 

literature. Besides these relationships, Deorr (2004) highlights the importance of using 

Boolean operators in the process of establishing mapping between a compound concept 

and two or more post-coordinated concepts. For example, a concept "cat and dog" cou ld 

be mapped against a combinat ion of two concepts "feline" and "canidae". In this case, the 

Boolean operator "and" is used to connect these two separate concepts. Vizine-Goetz el 

af. (2004) hi gh li ghted the importance of establi shing inter-thesaurus mapping by finding 
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a non-prefelTed tenn in one KOS that is equivalent to a prefelTed tenn in another KOS, 

and vice versa. 

2.4.1.3 Mapping directions and logics 

According to BS8723-Part4, the directions of mapping play a crucial rol e in supporting 

different subject services. Mapping KOS A to KOS B could produce different results 

from mapping KOS B to KOS A. Take Figure 2.8 as an example. In this figure , the 

mapping from DDC concept 004.6076 to the relevant the UK Archival Thesaurus 

(UKA T) concepts (computer network an examination) is different from the mapping 

from the UKA T concepts (computer network an examination) to DDC concept 004.6076. 

fliIlTOWmatch 

( 
___ ---".. exact rnatdl 

004.6076 
004.6076 Compulof lXImmunica~mjnation 

Computer communica~O!'IS--eX3m1nation 

Figure 2. 8: Two mappings establi shed by using different mapping directions 

2.4.1.4 Co-occurrence mapping 

The principle of co-occurrence mappings is based on estab lishing termino logy mapping 

via subject metadata. Because a metadata record could be indexed according to more than 

one KOS (Hodge 2000), this approach is based on creating mappings from subject tenns 

from different schemes in the same subject metadata or catalog record (Vizine-Goetz, et 

al. 2004). This method is shown in Figure 2.9. [f used effecti vely, these metadata records 

can provide a large pool ofloosely mapped telTOs from various controlled vocab ularies as 

well as fro m freetext. This is a quite cost-effec tive method. Such sets may be used in 

mapping between vocabularies or directly for retrieval. However, because of its loose 
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nature, it is imposs ible to provide a single subject browsing structure integrating a range 

of vocabularies. A range of union catalogues, which are indexed by more than one 

subject vocabu lary, could form a basis to di scovery co-occurrence mappings. 

Co-occurrence mapping 

~~~~~~T~cr~II~, s$r~ru~~-:~~d~tl:~~:~.a~II~Il~I:t~I~l, /~ 
J enns from IhesaunlS 2 

Figure 2.9: Co-occurrence mapping (Chan and Zeng 2004) 

It is poss ibl e to establi sh different sets of mapp ings on ly from KOS A to KOS B based on 

different mapping logics. For example, in HILT Phase VI, three different sets of 

mappings are being constructed for di fferen t purposes. High-level mappings are being 

establi shed. Based on the high level mappings, a user can begin to interact with the top 

three levels of DDC concepts to find the mapped concepts from MeSH vocabulary, and 

then the user can jump to the hierarchy of MeSH , and be nav igated through the hi erarchy 

of MeS H to fi nd re levant information. Also, deep mappings are being constructed 

between DDC and MeSH, which can reduce the user-interaction. In parall el, the co

occurrence mappings can be established between DDC and MeSH to improve the recall 

of information searches. 

2.4.2 KOS registry 

As menti oned in Secti on 2.4. 1.4, based on the development of metadata elements to 

characterise diffe rent KOS and their mapping sets, a serv ice ca ll ed " KOS reg istry" was 

hi ghl ighted (Tudhope and Golub 2008, and Zeng 2008), and a variety of important 

metadata elements to describe the characteristics of various KOS were recommended for 

the development ofa KOS registry service (Tudhope and Golub 2008, and Zeng 2008). 

This concept " KOS registry" was defined as "a shared service that li sts, describes, and 
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points to sets of vocabul aries, and can hold vocabulary information: member terms, 

concepts and relationships, provide terminology services, for both human inspecti on and 

m2m access" (Golub and Tudhope 2008a). When a subject service needs relevant 

terminology data to support its subject searching and browsing, it is possible fo r th is 

subject service to access to a KOS reg istry, review the metadata records to describe the 

characteri stics of diffe rent KOS, and see if there are some appropriate we ll-developed 

KOS that are suitab le for its subject requirements. If so, instead of developing a new 

KOS, it is poss ible to re-use some establi shed KOS fo r the deve lopment of the subject 

service. In other words, a KOS registry can "facilitate sharing, reusing, and co llaboration 

of different vocabu laries" and improve the interoperabili ty between different KOS (Zeng 

2008). 

In additi on, GO llid and Tudhope (2008) out lined different architectlires for the 

deve lopment of KOS reg istry services. Im portantl y, they pointed out that a KOS registry 

can li nk to different vocabularies through access ing to various terminology resources in 

machine-to-machine fashions. 

2.4.3 A centralised OAI-PMH metadata repository using a single KOS 

The Open Archives Init iative (OA I) was deve loped as an access protoco l to harvest 

metadata records from e-print archives, and put them into a centralised database. Two 

im portant concepts need to be noted in the OA I: data prov ider and service prov ider. A 

data provider is basica lly an OA I archive that offe rs its metadata to service providers, and 

then a service provider, as a third party, harvests the metadata prov ided by a range of data 

prov iders, and prov ides value-added services to the end-users. 

In th is OA I model, the metadata from different repos itories can be harvested into a 

centra l database (also ca lled a service provider), and the service provider can enhance the 

subject metadata by using a single subject class ification system (C li ff 200 I). At the 

centre of thi s wo rk is the OAI Metadata Harvesting Protoco l. In fact, not many metadata 

repositories prov ide high-quality subject metadata based on the use of controlled 

vocabulari es. In some cases, metadata repos ito ri es are just capable of prov iding the 
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simplest servi ce for searching metadata, and there are no controlled vocabu lari es used in 

these repositories. In thi s context, it is poss ible that a general service provider (S P) can 

assign subject terms to metadata records. Some terminology services, such as an 

automatic subject classification service can be used for thi s purpose (Day 2003). 

CIta tion / \ ana lySIs .. SOAP 
J.1"" asc l lpl fHTTP '--= •• ::;.'v:.;.><:..:. _.....I ,.. .... Z3950 

RON 
,ga teway/polla l 

~I)r"i c e 

Figure 2.1 0: OAI-based approach (Taken from Day 2003) 

As shown in Figure 2. 10, some shared automatic subject indexing software should be 

used by an OA I service provider to enhance the subject metadata records harvested (Day 

2003). Most of these automatic classification systems are based on "string-to-string 

matching of controlled vocabulary terms and text in documents to be class ified", 

stemming the words, and removing the stop-words in the se lected text (Golub 2006). 

Term weighting, computational linguistics methods, and text extractions are widely-used 

technologies in different automat ic classification systems (Taylor 1999, pAl 0). 

OCLC's Scorpion Project is a project to develop an automatic subject classificat ion 

system. Hickey (2000, ppA9-56) di scusses that the basic theory of this system that is to 

help li brarians automaticall y create subject metadata for any web-based electronic 

resources. Th is system uses a DDC database to connect and analyse in formation 

resources, generate candidate DDC codes for subject metadata, after which the librarians 

will select the useful DDC codes from the candidate DDC codes for local applications. 

Meanwhile, a se lected number of LCSHs have been mapped into thi s DDC system . Thus, 

altematively, librarians can combine some subject headings with the selected DDC codes. 
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Because new DDC codes freq uently are generated with the increase of the number of new 

terminologies in different domains, the system offers some facilities to automaticall y 

update all linked metadata records. 

Based on using this kind of automatic subject index ing service, it is possib le for an OA I 

service provider to harvest metadata reco rds from differe nt data providers, and use a 

single controlled vocabul ary based on an automatic subject indexing service to 

automatically index all the metadata records harvested. T hi s not onl y improves the 

effectiveness and efficiency of creating the subject metadata, but also enhances the 

interoperabi li ty between metadata records from different repositori es. 

2.4.4 Linking through a KOS access protocol 

This is a technical app roach. In this approach, an integrated environment is created, in 

which different KOS are located , and a request could query against these different KOS, 

and get the terminological resu lts from them (Zeng and Chan 2003). This approach is 

quite similar to most meta-sea rch agen ts, wh ich search agai nst a number of met ad at a 

repositori es via an agreed access protocol. In this illustrat ion, each KOS can be treated as 

a s ing le metadata repository, and a subject term input by an end-user can be a query to 

cross-search agai nst these KOS-based metadata repositories. The subject queries fonn a 

basis to estab li sh temporary mappings. 

A number of standards re lated to access protoco ls, query language and exchange formats 

have been developed for this purpose, and these standards are applied in different stages 

of manipulating the terminology services. These standards will be specificall y introd uced 

in the next section. 

2.5 KOS and the semantic web 

2.5.1 A brief introduction to the semantic web 

Berners-Lee el at .. (2001) describe the Semantic Web as: " " .an extension of the current 

web in whi ch in fo rmat ion is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and 
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people to work in cooperati on". In other words, the semanti c web provides enhanced 

information access based on the exploitati on of machine-readable metadata, and forms a 

common platform that allows di stributed data to be shared and reused across di fferent 

appl icati ons, in fo rmati on resources and community boundaries. Different layers of the 

semantic we b were proposed to manage diffe rent types of complex information. Figure 

2. I I shows the layers for the development of semantic web. 

Trust 
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Figure 2. 1 I: Semantic web layered cake (Berners-Lee 2003) 

The lowest layer of this architecture is Unicode and URI (U nifo rm Resource Identifi er). 

The Worl d Wide Web Consortium (W3C) proposed to develop a global network, in 

which each info rmat ion resource should be identifi ed by a unique identifie r. Thus, each 

URI plays an im portant role of identify ing and locating a single information resource in 

thi s global network . Matthews (2005) and Miles (2005) emphasises the importance of 

using URI to identi fy concepts in the network. From the pers pecti ve of publi shing a 

controlled vocabula ry on the web, Mi les and Perez-AgUera (2005) sugges ted a URI be 

ass igned to a concept in the vocabulary. 

XML and its related standards, such as Namespaces, and Schemas, fo rm a common 

means fo r structuring data on the web, but it is di ffic ult to represent complex semantic 

relationships using XML schemas. Today, a num ber of met ad at a standards have been 

defined using an XML schema, such as MA RC2 1, Dublin Core metadata schema, etc. 
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The bas ic laye r of the semantic web is standardised by the Resource Description 

Framework (RDF), which is based on existing standards ofXML, URJ , and Unicode 

(Berners-Lee 2003, pp. xi-xiv). Unlike an XML schema, whose structure is tree-based, 

RD F data is based on a "subject-predi cate-object" structure, which allow complex 

semanti cs to be represented. "RDF Schema is a s imple type modelling language for 

describing classes of resources and properties between them in the bas ic RD F model. It 

prov ides a simp le reasoning fTamework for in fe rring types of resources."(Matthew 2005) 

Central to the vision of the semantic web are ontolog ies. Onto logies can play a crucial 

role in managing the complex ity of the semantic web. They are responsible for 

" facil ita ting knowledge sharing and re-use between agents, be they human or arti fic ia l" 

(Fense l 200 I). Vickery (1997) pointed out the disagreements in developing ontologies 

across di ffe rent communiti es, and emphas ised the im portance of developing conceptua l 

ontolog ies in the fi eld of library and inform ati on management systems. Arroyo el 01. 

(2005) regard knowledge organi sation systems as li ghtweight ontologies, even though 

they do not have some of the important characteris ti cs of a rea l formal ontology, such as 

moda lity, transitivity, the use of description log ics, etc. 

A logic and proof layer has been proposed to deve lop the logics between di Fferent 

ontolog ical elements, and then prov ide a reasoni ng service based on the structure of an 

ontology (Matthew 2005). Thus, inference agents could be employed to conduct log ical 

deducti ons among di fferent ontolog ical elements. 

The trust layer is the final layer of the semanti c web. This is proposed to provide 

ass urances of di fferen! information resources on the semantic web, and refers to a range 

of the standardi sation activities (Berners-Lee 2003 , pp. xi-xiv). 

In the semantic web, it is important to convert information into appropriate semantic 

web-enabled form ats, and develop appl ications to manipulate the encoded data. For thi s 

purpose, a number of knowledge representati on form ats have been developed to encode 

di fferent types of KOS, and exchange termino logical information between di ffere nt 
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systems. These fo rm ats vary fro m simple XML-based formats to compli cated onto logica l 

language, and will be introduced in the next section. 

2.5.2 Semantic web-enabled formats (XML, RDF, XTM) 

Before introducing the formats to represent a KOS, it is im portant to look into the 

semanti c web-enabled fo rm ats fo r encoding ge neral information, and then consider the 

ways to use these fo rmats to represent KOS. In order to exchange in fo rmation between 

two syste ms, information needs to be marked up by markup language . In thi s case, 

informati on can be understood by both computer and humans. As such, XML may be 

assumed to be a useful language for describing structured infonnati on. To some extent, it 

does provide "support for explicit structural, card inali ty and datatyping constraints" 

(Hunter and Lagoze 200 I). However, although XM L permi ts the use of tags to descri be 

objects, and XM L schema is capable of defining constraints on the syntax of an XML fi le 

(Klein , el al. 2003), XML schema prov ides little support fo r modelling the semanti c 

relati onshi ps between di ffe rent knowledge elements, in particul ar in a dynamic 

informati on environment. 

To overcome these limita ti ons, the Resource Descri ption Framework (RDF) was 

des igned. Thi s is an extremely simple modelling language, based on the use of "subject, 

pred icate, obj ect" tripl es (e.g. "Snoopy"-is a-dog) (Warren & Alsmeyer 2005, pp. 196-

205) . With this in mind, three object types are de fined in RDF: Reso urce, Property, and 

Statement (Klein 2003, p. 11 5) . Pahner (2001) summarises the advantages of the use of 

RDF over XM L. He hi ghlights unambigui ty and decentrali sation in the use of RDF, 

which makes the info nnation created by RD F more understandable fo r computers, which 

maximises knowledge sharing. In thi s case, it is desirable to use RDF to create mappings 

between di stributed RDF resources, and develop a programmatic interface above the 

RDF mapping data to access and query and distributed resources . Fo r exam ple, by 

developing an application profil e, a range of elements fro m different schemes can be 

combined in a RDF document, and an application could be developed above the 

application profil e to cross-search di fferent resources using different schemes. 
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It is true that RDF permits data modell ing, but RD F does not enable us to define any 

semantics (Warren & Alsmeyer 2005, pp. 196-205). Broekstra (2003) fo und that it is 

diffi cult to adopt RD F to dec lare complex metadata elements. Cross et al. note that in a 

rich knowledge-based environment, RDF is inappropriate fo r modeling some semanti c 

relati onships between different concepts. 

For thi s reason, RDF Schema (RD FS) was designed to support a sim ple datatyp ing mode l 

fo r RDF (Pa lmer 200 I). RD FS is used to define vocabu laries to model and specify RDF 

data, in which semanti c relat ions can be defi ned between d ifferent RD F data (B rickley 

and Guha 2004). RD FS extends RDF by giving external speci fi ed semantics to specifi c 

resources: rdfs:subclassOf, rd fs:c lass (Klein 2003, p. 11 7). In other words, RD FS has a 

few more properties that people and app lications can make use of: rd fs :subClassOf and 

rd fs:s ubPropertyOf, and some more advanced feat ures a ll owing people to create 

properti es and classes with ranges and domai ns fo r properti es. These a ll ow ex press ion 

that indicates that one class or propelty is a sub class or sub property of another. In thi s 

sense, RDFS combined with RDF can be used to describe simple ontologies or KOS . 

RDFS is a very limited language fo r mainl y describing generalization-hierarchi ca l 

onto log ies. It is imposs ible to use RDFS to define complex logic between di fferent 

ontolog ical elements fo r fac ili tati ng semanti c reasoning services. The semantics of RDFS 

are defined only in textual descriptions (Klein 2003, p. 11 9). Thus, a more descriptive 

language, OWL, was deve loped to provide an exact mapping to expressive descripti on 

logic. 

The W3C webs ite summari ses the important features of O WL compared with other 

onto logy languages, as fo llows, 

"OWL adds more vocabulary for describing propert ies 

and classes: among others, re lations between classes (e.g. 

d isjo intness), cardinality (e.g. "exactl y one"), equa li ty, 

richer typ ing of properties, characteri stics of properties 
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(e.g. symmetry), and enumerated classes" (McGuinness 

and van Harmelen 2004). 

With thi s in mind , Palmer (200 1) highlights that OWL provides more facilities for 

modelling data meaning and semantics than XML, RDF, and RDFS . For instance, RDFS 

can support a generali sati on-hierarchi cal ontology structure, but OWL can provide a 

richer way to estab lish a multi-dimension ontologica l structure, and express and type 

semantic information. 

However, considering the ontology languages developed by W3C, it is obvious that most 

of these languages do not deal with context at a ll , assuming that everyo ne is li ving in the 

same open Semantic Web uni verse. Deve lop ing an ontology language that can deal with 

context becomes crucia l. The complex ity of the use of OWL is emphas ized by Vatant 

(2003). A lso, as Russe ll and Day (200 I) argues, " RDF, RD FS and OWL have been 

widely critici sed for being overly complex, thereby invo lving high development 

overheads" (Vatant 2003). For instance, Palmer (2001) ad mits that publishing RDF data 

is a tedi ous process. Thus, another onto logy language called XML Topic Map (XTM) has 

been developed to describe ontolog ies. It is the subject of international standard ISO/lEe 

13250. "XTM all ows the formulation of the four key concepts of the XTM mode l: topics, 

associations, roles, and occurrences" (Bater 2004). A topic can be very abstract and 

complicated. In theory, everything could be defined as a topic, and given a URI. The rea l 

information resources relevant to the topic can be specified by the <occurrence> e lement. 

The relationships between different topics can be defined by the <association> element. 

In an <association> element, there are two basic c hild elements. "The <instanceOf> 

element can specify the class to which this association belongs, and the <member> 

element can specify all topics that play a given role in an assoc iati on" (pepper and Moore 

2001). The child element <rolespec> of <member> is used to specify the role played by 

a member in an association. In Figure 2. I 2, a "cat" topic can be related to an "animal" 

topic by the "superclass-subclass" relationship in the <associati on> element. In this way, 

we can define a top ic "Snoopy" as an instance of a topic "dog" by the relationship "class 

instance" . 
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<association> 
<instanceOf::. 

<subjectIndicatorRef 
xlink:href;''http : //www.topicmaps.org/xtm/l.O/eore.xtm#superclass

subclass "/> 
</instanceOf> 
<member> 

<roleSpec:::. 
<subjeetIndicatorRef 

xlink :href;''http://www . topicmaps.org/xtm/l.O/core .xtm#superclass"/> 
</roleSpec> 
<topieRef xlink:href;"#animal"/::. 

</member> 
<member> 

<roleSpec::. 
<subjectIndieatorRef 

xlink:href=''http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/l.O/core xtm#subclass"/> 
</roleSpec> 
<topicRef xlink :href="#eat"/> 

</member> 
</association:::. 

<topic id="cat"::::. 
<subject Identity> 

<subjectIndicatorRef 
xlink:href=''http://www . zoologypark.org/animal.xtm#OOOl''/> 

<subjectlndicatorRef 
xlink: href= "http: / 

/www.biologyrepository.net/animal/cats.html"/::::. 
</subjectIdentity> 
</ t opic> 
<topic id="animal"> 

</topic> 

Figure 2. 12: Using XTM to describe the relationship between two topics 

Topic maps provide a mechanism to declare a range of topics and then a range of other 

elements (e.g. documents, events, and persons) can be related to the topic (Trippe 2001). 

Unlike formal ontologies relying on logic, Topic Maps provide no provision for checking 

logical consistency at any level , not even simple taxonomy integrity (Vatant 2003). In 

other words, it is difficult to use description logic to define the relations between different 

elements wi thin a topic, and develop formal logical reasoning service based on the 

structure of a topic map. 

In fact, the Topic Map specification is deliberately intended to support any kind of 

inconsistency the authors wou ld like to assert. Thus, it is possible to build one topic maps 
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to provide ready access to resources in any information architecture. The topic maps can 

contain a number of hi erarchies semanticall y cross-linked to produce a rich, three

dimensional navigational network (Bater 2004, p.! 33). With thi s in mind, topic maps can 

be a too l for creating more complex semanti cs among related resources with higher 

reusability. Figure 2. 13 gives an example of a topic map. 

S yhAa Sch .... ·ab 

. I"'~ . On1 11 

.... __ ::~::~. (tII -ol OIn l'I~ :;:: __ "~ 
.:\....... S l cve P o::ppcr ~ -----t·~r · -
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Figure 2.1 3: An example of a topic map (Taken for Garshol 2003) 

In this fi gure, the example merges the arti cle 'curing the web's identity cri sis' into an 

established networked knowledge structure. Thus, Garshol (2003) notes that ontologists 

can combine the different metadata that describe information objects and di ffe rent subject 

classifications that describe information subjects, into a single topic map. 

Comparing XTM and RDF, topic maps start by building a semantic framework from 

topics and their associati ons, then ' attach' resources to that fra mework at appropriate 

points. They are aimed at humans. In contrast, RDF starts with the resources themselves, 

then applies ' identities ' and ' types ' to indicate semantic relationships. It is intended for 

computer manipulation (Bater 2004). 

Nonetheless, XTM lacks consistency in a wide context, because at this moment there is 

no standard schema language for topic maps. This particularity has attracted serious 
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critics from the Fonn al Logic community for obvious theoretical reasons. Due to the lack 

of standard schema language, as Garshol (2003) argues, "There is substantial risk that the 

informatio n profess ionals creat ing the onto log ies may use the vocabul ary incorrectly". 

To some extent, different communiti es need different encod ing formats for different 

req uirements. This has led to the deve lopment of diverse and sometimes competing 

standards such as XTM and OWL. Th is has hampered homogeneous development of 

standards. More essenti a ll y, it cannot be sa id which ontology language is better than the 

others, what wise ontology developers should do is make them work together, and 

complement each other to address the specific co ntext they face. As Garshol (2003) states, 

" it does appea r that it is possible to live with both RDF and topic maps, by merging or 

converting data back and forth between the d ifferent representations using simple, 

dec larative, vocabulary-specific mappings". In another case, based on the ana lys is of the 

advantages, d isadvantages, and functi onal overlap of the two schemas XMLS and RDFS, 

Hunter and Lagoze (200 I) point out the poss ibili ty of combining RDF Schema and XML 

Schema. They found that RDF Schemas provide more support for semantic modelling but 

overlook the spec ification of local data usage constraints, such as structural , card inality 

and datatyping constraints. Compared wi th RDF Schema, XML Schemas provide more 

support for explicit structural, cardinality and datatyping constraints. Thus, they 

formulated an approach that clarifies the demarcation of responsi bility between RDF and 

XML Schema, in which the RDF Schemas are adopted in description of semanti c 

definitions, but XML Schemas are used in defining the local usage constraints (Hunter 

and Lagoze 200 1). In thi s approach, the two schem3s can complement each other. 
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2.5.2 Encoding formats and standards to represent KOS (XML, RDF, 

XTM) 

In Section 2.5. 1, a number of formats to make data available in semantic web-enab led 

ways have been described. These formats have also been further defi ned to represent 

various KOS data. This section will introduce four widely-used formats for represent ing 

KOS data. 

2.S.2 .1 MAUC21 XML for authority data and for classification data 

MAchine Readable Cataloguing Version-21 format (MARC21) linked with AACR2 

(Anglo-Ame ri can Cataloguing Rules) is the widely-used standard to encode the data in 

the library wo rld . Five types of data can be represented by MARC2 1 format. These 

include bibliographic data, authority data, holding data, com munity information data, and 

class ifi cation data (Taylor 2003, p.72). MARC2 1 for authority data could be used to 

represent subject head ings data, and thesaurus data, and MARC21 for classificat ion data 

cou ld be used to represent classification data. 

A MARC2 1 reco rd is a co llection of fie lds. A fie ld may consist of different subfields to 

further describe the information objects. Each field is identified by a three-digit code, and 

each subfield is represented by a character code. Differen t fields and sub fi elds are 

logicall y organised to describe different attri butes of entries for an informat ion object, 

such as classificat ion number ( 153 $a), caption ( 153 $j), preferred term ( 155 $a), etc 

(Baeza-Yates 1999, p. 143). 

MARC2 1 has been defined by an XML schema, which greatly fac il itates the interchange 

between different information systems. Today, a number of classifi cation schemes and 

subject head ings have been established in the MARC format, such as DDC, LCC, LCSH, 

UDC, NLM, etc. Different in fo rmation systems can reuse existi ng MARC data for KOS 

in thei r own contexts. It is worth noting that MARC2 1 is a very detai led standard for 

describing the concepts in a KOS. In Figure 2 .1 4, for example, the concept "HFI 
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commerce" in the full version of the LCC is described in MARC2 1 XML. By using 

diffe rent tags with di fferent sub fi e lds codes, MA RC2 1 XML can record concepts of a 

classifica tion scheme in detail ed ways . Also, diffe rent concepts in a classificati on scheme 

can be linked to each other by a number of spec ial tags, such as tag 453 ( invalid number 

tracing) and 553 (valid number trac ing) . Other tags (e.g. 680 scope note, 684 auxiliary 

instruction note) can help provide notes to further explai n the concepts. The hierarchical 

relationshi ps with in a classification schemes can be represented by the subfi eld codes $h, 

and $j in the fi eld 553 . In add ition, fi eld 750 is used to represent the assoc iation with 

mapped terms in other KOS. 
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<record> 
<leader>00834nw 2200193n 4500</leader> 
<control field tag="OOI ">CF 91000008</controlfield> 
<control field tag="003" >OLC</controlfield> 
<control field tag:"005 ">19960528091 722 . O</controlfield> 
<control field tag="008" >910215acaaaaaa</controlfield> 

<data field tag~"010" indl"" "" ind2: ""> 
<sub field code= "a" >CF 91000008 </subfield> 
</datafield> 

<data field tag"' ''040'' i ndl= "" i nd2= "" > 
<sub field code="a ">OLC<!subfield> 
<subfield code"''' c'' >DLC</subfield> 
</datafield> 

<datafield tag'"" "084" indl="O" ind2='''' > 
<subfield code="a" >lcc</subfield> 
</datafield> 

<data field tag-"153" indl= "" i nd2="" > 
<sub field code= "a" >HF1 </subfield> 
<subfield code="c" >HF6182 <!subfield> 
<subfield code:: " j ">Com.merce</ sub field> 
</datafield> 

<data field tag=" 453" indl::"O" ind2 =""> 
<subfield code-"w">j <!subfield> 
<subtield code="a ">HT684. 22</subfield> 
<subfield code="h">Com.munities. Classes. Races </subfield> 
<subfield code="h ">Classes</subfield> 
<subfield code="h ">Classes arising from occupation</subfield> 
<sub field code"""h">Middle class</subfield> 
<subfield code=" j ">Commercial</subfield> 
</datafield> 
<data field tag=" 553 " indl=" O" ind2=""> 
<subfield codes:"w">l </subfield> 
<subfield code""a ">HEl <!subfield> 
<sub field code-"c ">HE9900<!subfield> 
<subfield code""" j ">Transportation and communications <!subfield> 
<sub field code=" t ">Commerce</subheld> 
</datafield> 
<data field tag=" 553 " indl:"O" ind2:""> 
<subfield code .. "w">l </subfield> 
<sub field code="a ">HE561 <!subfield> 
<subf1eld code="c ">HE971 <!subfield> 
<sub field code:z::"h">Transportation and cornmunications</subfield> 
<subfield code="h">Water transportation</subfield> 
<subfield codec" j ">Shipping<!subfield> 
<sub field code=" t ">Com.merce<!subfield> 
</datafield> 
<data field tag="553" indl="O" ind2=""> 
<sub field code""" w"> l </subfie l d> 
<subfield code="a ">GT6010<!subfield> 
<sub field code"""c ">GT6060</subfield> 
<subfield code="h">Manners and customs (General) <!subfield> 
<subfield code",,"h">Customs relative to special classes. By occupation</subfield> 
<sub field code"-" j" >Commercial occupations</subfield> 
<subfield code=" t ">Corrunerce</sub field> 
<!datafield> 
</record> 

Figure 2.1 4: MARC21 for classification data (source: 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/marcxml/xml/clasmrc.xml) 

It is noted that MARC21 for classification data can represent the classification data very 

accurately, which might be One di stinct advantage of MARC21 over other encoding 

formats. In add ition, MARC21 for authority data can be used to represent the thesauri 

data and subject headings data. In this sense, the fie ld 155 is used to encode preferred 
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terms in a thesauri, the field 455 is used to encode non-preferred terms, and the fie ld 555 

is for representing broader terms, narrower term s, and related terms of a given thesaurus 

concept. 

<record> 
<leader> ... <lleader> 
<contralfield tag="001">GSAFD000002<!controlfield> 
<conlrolfield tag="003~>lIchALCS</controtfietd> 

<controlfiefd tag=»005 ~>20000724203B06.0<{controffie'd> 
<dalafietd tag=~040~ ind1="~ ind2="~> <subfield COde=~a~>llchaALCS</subfield> 

<subfield code="b~>eng</subfield> <subfield code="C~:>IEN</subfield> 

<subfield code="f'>gsafd</subfield> :r~)rererred term 
</datafield> 
<datafield lag="155"> <subfield code="a">Advenlur m</subfield> </datafield> 
<datafield tag="455~> <subfield code="a·>Swashbuck:l~s<Jsobneid><laataheld> Nonpre(crred lerm 
<dalafield lag="455-> <subfield code="a">Thriller:f<Jsobfield> <ld3(3lield> 
<datafieJd ta9="555"> <subfield code=''w''>h</subfield><subfield code="a">spy ~ 

films</subfield></datafield> 
<dalafield la9="555"> <subfield code="w">h</subfield><subfield code="a~>spy telQYisjon 

programs</subfield><:/datafield> 
<dalafield lag="555-> <sub field code="w">h</subfield><subfield code="a~>westerno- - Narrower term 

films</subfield></datafield> /' 
<datafield tag="555"> <subfield code="w·>h</subfield><suofield code="a">weslem televsia1l 

programs</subfield></datafield> 
<data field la9="555"> <subfield code=·a ~>sea f1m</subfield></datafield:> 
</record> 

Related lerm 

Figure 2.14a: A MARC21 record for authority data 

(Source: Si 2007) 

However, MARC2 1 is lim ited to record simple KOS, such as class ification, thesaurus, 

subject headings, etc., and it cannot represent the ontological relationships for a complex 

thesaurus, such as whole-part, an instance of, etc. It is impossible to use MARC21 to 

encode compl icated ontologies, and mappings between them. In addition, because 

MARC21 is only widely-used in the library community, and using thi s standard to 

encode knowledge requires a very specific skill , it is not appropriate to use thi s standard 

to encode KOS in non- library environments. 

2.5.2.2 Zthcs XML schema 

Zthes is an abstract model for representing thesaurus terms. This model is defined by a 

XML schema based on a Z39.s0 profile for thesaurus navigation (Zthes 2006). In this 

sense, terminological data can be exchanged from one database to another by using this 
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defined XML Schema. In this model , a number of thesaurus-based relationships, such as 

RT, NT, BT, UF, and USE, are made avail able. Another element defined in this schema 

is linguistic equi va lent relation , which may improve the recall of infonnation retrieval. 

Also, a term can be d istinguished by different term types, e.g. preferred term, non

descri ptor, and node label. Figure 2. 15 is an example of using this schema to represent a 

thesaurus term. 

<?xml version"" "l.O " encoding~ "utf - a " ?> 
<Zthes> 
<term> 
<termld>l </termld> 
<termName>Brachiosauridae</termName> 
<termType>PT</termType> 
<termNote>Defined by Wilson and Sereno (1998) as the clade of all organisms more 

closely related to _Brachiosaurus_ than to _ Saltasaurus_o </termNote> 
<postings> 
<fieldName> title</fieldName> 
<hitCount>23</hitCount> 
</postings> 
<relation> 
<relationType>BT</relationType> 
<termld>2 </termld> 
<terrnName>Titanosauriformes </termName> 
<termType> PT<!termType> 
<I relation> 
<relation> 
<relationType>NT</relationType> 
<termld> 3 <!termId> 
<termName>Brachiosaurus</termName> 
<termType>PT</termType> 
</relation> 
<relation> 
<relationType>NT</relationType> 
<termId> 4 </termId> 
<termName>Sauroposeidon</termName> 
<termType> PT</termType> 
</relation> 
</term> 
</Zthes> 

Figure 2 .1 5: Zthes XML format to represent a term (Source: 

htt p://zthes .z3 9 5 O. org/schema/d i no. xm /) 

Because each terminological record in thi s schema is based on a term, when putting these 

records into real applications, it may be necessary to develop algorithms to gro up relevant 

terms into a concept by using the defined relationships between terms. Im portant ly, this 

XML schema does not defi ne compl icated relations between different terms, such as an 

instance of, whole-part, inter-mapping to another KOS, etc. When representing a 

compli cated thesaurus, it is important to extend th is XML schema to define these extra 

relations in thi s XML schema. However, this schema is just used to represenlthesaurus 

data, and is not sui tab le for encoding classificatio ns, and onto logies . 
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2.5.2.3 Topic Map 

In the XML Topic Map community, there have been a number of published subj ect 

identifiers within vari ous defined XTM vocabularies to faci litate encod ing va ri ous KOS, 

such as faceted class ificat ion, thesauri , onto logies, class ifications, etc., into the XTM 

format (Techqui la 2003). A number of ontologica l relationships have been defined in a 

thesaurus-based XTM vocabulary, such as part-who le, etc. Because of the fl ex ibility of 

XTM, it would not be difficu lt to extend the established XTM vocabulary to describe 

more complicated semantic relationships. Figure 2. 16 is an example of how XTM can be 

used to represent two thesaurus concepts and their relationships. 

<topic id="0001 "> 
<xtm:inslanceOf> 
<xlm:subject lndicatorRef 

<topic id="0012~ > 

<xtm:instanceOf> 
<xtm:subjecllndicatorRef 

xl ink: href="http :/fwww.lechquila.com/ps i/thesa u rusl#concept" /> 
</xtm:instanceOf> 

xl in k: href="http:1 fv.N.rw. techq ui la . comfpsilthe sa u rus/#co ncept" /> 
</xtm:instanceOf> 

<subjeclldentity> <subject Identity> 
<resourceRef <resourceRef 

xlink:href=http://W'NW,zoologvpark.org/animals.xlm#cats /> 
</subjectldentity> 

xlink: h ref=ht to :1I'W'oJINI . zoolog yoa rk. ora/a nim a Is. xt m#m amm a Is I> 
</subjectldentity> 

<base Name> 
<baseNameString>cats</baseNameString> 

<variant> 
<variantName> 

<resQurceData>felines</resourceData> 
</variantName> 

</variant> 
</baseName> 

<flopic> 

<association> 
<instanceOf> 

<subjectlndicatorRef 

<baseName> 
<baseNameString>mammals</baseNameString> 

</baseName> 
</topic> 

xlink:href= .. http://WINW.techquila .com/psifthesaurus/thesaurus,xtm#broader-narrower"/> 
</inslanceOf> 
<member> 

<roleSpec> 
<subjecllndicatorRef 

xlin k: href=" http://WINW.techquila.com/psilthesa u ru slthesa u rus. xlm#broader"/> 
</roleSpec> 
<topicRef xlink:href="#0012"1> 

</member> 
<member> 

<roleSpec> 
<subjecllndicatorRef 

xlink:href=" http://www.techquila.com/psilthesauruslthesaurus.xlm#narrower "I> 
</roleSpec> 
<topicRef xlink:href="#0001"J> 

</member> 
</association> 

Figure 2. 16: XTM to represent thesaurus data (So urce: Si 2007) 
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2.5.2.4 Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS) 

One of the most important initi atives in the SWAD-Europe Project is to deve lop a 

semantic web-enabled format ca lled SKOS (S imple Knowledge Organisation System) to 

represent different types of knowledge organi sation systems (Mi les 2004). SKOS is 

deri ved from the fu ll version of RDF(S) and a li tt le OWL. In the SKOS Project, three 

parts are included. These are SKOS-Core, SKOS-mapping, and SKOS-extension. SKOS

Core is a RDF vocabulary to represent and share d ifferent types of knowledge 

organ isation systems on the web. Compared with the term-based Zthes XML Schema, 

SKOS-Core is a concept-based knowledge representation language. In other words, 

different terms that have the same meaning can be encoded with in a single concept that is 

ident ified by a UR I. See Figure 2.17. In thi s case, the terms "freedom" and " li berty" are 

grouped into a single concept whose identifier IS a UR.I 

(''http://www.socialsciencepark.org/thesaurus/conceptla092 "). A Iso, different thesaurus 

re latio nshi ps can be represented with in a concept by using the elements <skos:broader>, 

<skos:narrower>, and <skos:related> . Thus, different concepts can be linked to each 

other. In a concept, one <skos:prefLabel> element and several <aItLabel> elements can 

be treated as a synonyms ring to fu ll y express a concept, and different lexica l var iants of 

a term can be added into <altLabe l> elements. 

<rd f:R OF xm Ins: rdf- ''http ://wv.N.I.w3.or9/1 999f02/22 -rdf -syntax -n5#" xmlns: rdfs- ''http ://vw.tw.w3.or912000l0 1 frdf -schema#" 

xm Ins :skos="hllp :lfwww.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#"> 

<skos:Concept rdf:about= ''http://www.socialsciencepark.org/thesaurus/conceptla092''> 

<skos:preflabel>freedom</skos:prefLabel> 

<skos:altLabel>liberty </skos:aIILabel> 

<skos:scopeNote>the rights to control one's own right</skos:scopeNote> 

<skos:broader rdf:resource="htlp:/fv.N.N.I.socialsciencepark.org/lhesaurus/concepVa045"/> 

<skos:narrower rdf:resource="htlp :/lWININ.socialsciencepark.org/thesaurus/concepVa0945"1> 

<skos:narrower rdf:resource= ''http://v.N.tw.socialsciencepark.org/thesaurus/concepVa0946''/> 

<skos:narrower rdf:resource= "hUp:/fv.N.tw.socialsciencepark.org/thes·aurus/concepVa097"/> 

<skos:re/aled rdf:resource= "h llp:/I'N'N'N.socialsciencepark.org/lhesaurus/concepVb056"/> 

<skos;inScheme rdf:resource= "htlp:/fv.Ntw.socialsciencepark.orglthesaurusft/> 

</skos:Concept> 

</rdf:RDF> 

Figure 2.1 7: Using SKOS to represent a thesaurus concept (Source: 

http ://www . social sci ence park. org/t hesa u rus/ concepti a092) 
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Another important feature of SKOS-Core is its great extensibil ity derived from RDF data 

structures. Because a lot of thesauri and subject classification schemes have their own 

particu lar structures, some representation formats, such as Zthes XML Schema, 

MARC2 1, etc, may not be able to represent these KOSs properly. In thi s situation, it is 

desirab le to extend SKOS-Core to describe particular subject structures, and even an 

onto logy. In thi s context, combining SKOS with OWL is very powerful for describing 

complex terminology data. Figure 2. 18 shows creat ing a <scientificLabel> element that is 

derived from <altLabe l> element. 

<rdf:Property rdf:ID- "scienlificLabel"> 

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">scienlific label</rdfs:label> 

<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="&skos;altlabeJ"/> 

<skos:definition xml:lang="en">A scientific label for a concept.</skos:definition> 

</rdf:protpery> 

Figure 2. 18: Create a new property by using RDFS for SKOS 

Because every concept in SKOS format has a URl as its identifier, thi s provides a basis to 

create the mappings between different KOSs. In thi s context, SKOS-Mapping offers a 

RDF vocabulary to create mapping. There are fo ur basic mapping relationships defined in 

SKOS-Mapping vocabu lary, which are exactMatch, related Match, broad Match, and 

narrowMatch. Also, in order to deal with more complicated mapping, the Boolean 

operators (and, or, not) have been defined in SKOS-Mapping. Due to the extensibility of 

RDF itself, it is poss ible to define more mapping relationships for the SKOS-mapp ing 

vocabu lary. In the SKOS-extension, a number of thesaurus-based onto logical 

relationships are defined, such as broader generic, narrow generic, broader partitive, 

narrow partitive, related part of, etc. However, SKOS is originall y designed to encode the 

thesaurus data rather than classifications. When using SKOS to represent class ification 

data, it is important to adapt SKOS, and designate the new properties and classes for the 

important elements in a classifi cation scheme, such as cross-reference, auxi li ary 

instruction note, etc. Based on the ways to encode di fferent semantic relations, OCLC 

Research (2008) compared three types of encoding formats, which include Zthes XML, 

MARC2 1, and SKOS . The findings are li sted in Table 2.3 . 
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Table 2.3 : Representati on fo rmat compari son (Source: 

http ://tspi lot. oclc.o rg/resources/overview. pd f) 

By assess ing these formats, several points can be concluded as follows: 

I. The XML-based formats are limited when representing some more comp li cated 

thesauri or onto logies and mapp ings between them, and therefore RD F-based o r 

XTM-based fo rmats are more appropriate to encode complicated vocabularies; 

2. It is im practical to use onl y one representation format to encode all the contro ll ed 

vocabulari es, because different contro lled vocabul aries have their own structures 

and syntax, and each of these formats is designed to represent one type of KOS. 

More imp0l1antl y, di ffe rent representatio n form ats can be converted into each 

other depending on the spec ific requirements. Van Assem et al. (2006) and 

Summers et af. (2008) provided a number of guidelines to convert KOS into 

SKOS format , and emphas ised the importance of extending SKOS to capture 

speciali sed features within different KOS . 

3. In the KOS community, there is a continuous argument about whether to apply a 

term-based or concept-based representat ion formats to encode the KOSs. Most 

term-based encoding fo rmats are designed to represent thesauri whose bas ic 

descript ion element is based on terms, and concept-based fonnats may be 

appropriate to represent class ification data. However, from the end-users' points 

of view, they may prefer to use different KOSs as knowledge nav igators. Th is 
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places emphas is on gro uping relevant terms into a concept and representing the 

concept to the users. Thus, it is important to develop a variety of algorithms and 

appli cati ons to encode KOSs in both term-based and concept-based ways. 

A wide range of access protocols and APls have been developed to support access to 

encoded data. It is important to look into these different access protocols and AP ls, and 

analyse how these could work with the exchange formats in comprehensive ways. 

2.5.3 Access protocols and APls to access the KOS 

The advent of different exchange formats , such as XML, RDF, OWL, etc. , forms a basis 

for systems in distributed informat ion environments to exchange information. It is 

important to apply standardi sed protocols or AP ls for developing a programmatic 

interface to query and access the distributed data. As Tudhope mentioned, " Protocols for 

retrieving vocabu lary data are closely linked to representati on formats" (Tudhope et at. 

2006). The semantic web uses different protocol layers to make different web se rvices 

comm unicate (B lois et al. 2007). Two basic protocols are widely-used to exchange 

XML-based messages between different applicat ions. One is Simple Object Access 

Protocol (SOAP), and the other is Representational State Transfer Protocol (REST). In 

the REST, it is assumed that each information resource can be referenced to using a 

global identifier (a URI). A RESTful web service processes a URJ-based query from a 

client side to the server. Different parts in the URL string represent a range of input 

parameters for the server. When the server receives the query, the server should parse and 

process the string, and return the wrapped resu lts in XML format. The http protocol is the 

onl y transport protocol that can be used in a RESTful web service. A SOAP service is 

similar to a RESTful services, but an XML SOAP envelop should be pre-defined to 

encode the SOAP request. In this case, each operation on the SOAP server would have an 

URI. A number of other transport protocols could work with the SOAP web services. In 

other words, the REST protocol focuses on dealing with the information objects, but the 

SOAP protocol pays more attentio n to hand ling the procedure. 

2.5.3.1 Z39.S0/SRW/u 

Based on the use of these two basic protocols, a number of access protocols have been 

developed to all ow programmatic access to the terminology. The Z39.50 model was an 
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access protocol des igned to provide a basic mechani sm for conducting the queries and 

results for different databases in a di stributed information environment (Miller 1999) . It 

is based on a client/server model. In thi s model, a client is typically a cross-searching 

service where a user can conduct queries to a range of databases in a network, and a 

server is a database in the network wa iting for the distributed user' s query. At the 

beginning, the protoco l ori ginated from library world , but now it has been extended to a 

wide range of communiti es, such as e-bus iness, museum, e-goverllment, and so on 

(Need leman 2000, pp.158-165). Similar to the way app li cat ion profiles are used in 

metadata crosswalk, in Z39.50, different profi les have been defined for different purposes. 

Need leman (2000, pp.158- 165) provides three most important appli cati ons of the Z39.50 

profi le: 

I. Define the functional ity supported; 

2. The minimum requirement of searching attribute and attribute combinations; 

3. The required record syntaxes. 

I n add ition, a number of interesting profi les have been developed in a variety of contexts. 

As mentioned in Section 2.5 .2.2, one of these profiles is Zlhes, which "describes an 

abstract model fo r representing and searching thesauri using Z39.50" (Tay lor 2003, p.25). 

Two other protocols, Search/Retrieval Web Service and Search/ Retrieval URL service, 

are derived from Z39.50 to support "people and HTTP agents to query internet databases 

more seamless" (Morgan 2004), and facilitate the URL-based access mechan isms. SR W 

is based on the use of SOAP, but SRU is a RESTful protocol. Compared with the Z39.50, 

these two protocols can provide the returned info rmat ion in more structured formats , and 

suppo rt web services-based applications. For example, as pal1 of the HILT Project (H igh 

Level Thesaurus Project) , a machine-to-machine interface was developed to take the form 

ofa SRW pillS SOAP-based appli cation interface (toolkit) that will return SKOS data 

(H ILT Phase Ill). 

Common Query Language (CQL) is a powerful Boolean query language developed to 

support SR W/ U. Based on the use ofCQL, different functions could be further defined to 

effectively access and query the KOS data. 
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2.5.3.2 RDF triple store database, SKOS API and SPARQL protocol 

Because of the rich semantic structure in RDF data, it is not suitable for most relational 

database management system to directl y store and manage RDF data. In this situation, a 

number of applications, called RDF triple storage systems, have been developed to 

systematically access and store the RDF datalSKOS data, such as JENA, Sesame, etc. In 

a system, a storage container for RDF, which is usually called a RDF repository, is 

developed to store the data. A RDF repository can be a relational database or file system 

(Laborda and Conrad 2006). A number of application layers above the RDF repository 

cou ld be designed to fac ilitate the storage of the RDF data in the repository, and expose 

the well-defined RDF data to a programmatic interface. Figure 2. 19 is a diagram to 

represent the basic technical architecture of a framework fo r storing the RDF data, called 

Sesame (Sesame 2008). 

Client Program ] 

Sesame Access APIs 

GlaPh AA 11s-me R APl I 

l Client J.---=="-.::=::--.. 
Program I Sesam~ Serve. 'I 
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I JOBC J Memory Native 
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Figure 2. 19: Sesame RDF framework (Sesame 2008) 

On the top of this architecture, a number of programmatic interfaces that might be based 

on the use different protocols, query languages and relevant APls are designed to access 

and manipulate the RDF data that is stored in the RDF repository, and retrieve the results 

in commonly-accepted formats, such as XML, JSon, etc. 



One of the AP ls to manipulate SKOS RDF data is SKOS API. SKOS AP I was designed 

to define a range of functions to programmatically access and query SKOS-based 

terminological data. In this API, several functions could request concepts by given URls, 

labels, or relevant expressions, and get terminological information about the concept 

(SKOS API 2004). Some functions are responsible for requesting a number of semantic 

relationships for a given KOS, and other functions are responsible for returning the 

concepts semantically li nked by a specific relationship or other linked concepts. " It is 

possible also to get a set of concepts connected by a relation up to a given path length" 

(Tudhope and Binding 2005, p.242). Thus, thi s API could faci li tate the in-depth query 

expansion. 

One of the protocols to access and query R.DF data is the SPARQL protocol and query 

language . This is a standard way to "convey SPARQL query to a SPARQL query 

process ing serv ice and return results to the entity that requested them" (Clark 2005). 

Because the RDF data is based on the use of "subject, verb, object" triples, the SPARQL 

is designed to conform to thi s pattern to effectively access the remote RDF storage server. 

As Chebotko et af. (2006) mentions, "S PARQL allows the specification of triple and 

graph patterns to be matched over RDF data resources". The SPARQL query language 

seems s imilar to the SQL, which "uses a simple syntax to specify 

variables and triplet templates for retriev ing information from an RDF sto re" (Van del' 

ham et af. 2006). Figure 2.20 is an example of using the SPARQL to query SKOS data 

and get non-preferred terms about the concept "Medical transplantations". 

"PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/co re#>''+ 

"SELECT ?name "+ 

"where{ {?concept I skos:prefLabel \"Medical transplantations\"} 

{?concept I skos :altLabel ?name } }" 

Figure 2.20: A simple example of using SPAR.QL to query SKOS data 

Based on this pattern, the query cou ld be further extended to explore more semantic

relevant concepts that are related to the concept "Medical transplantations" by using the 

SPARQL. Figure 2.2 1 show a more compl icated query to spread out from the given term 
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"Medical transplantations" over a KOS-based network to produce a range of sibling 

concepts of the term "Medical transplantations". 

" PREFIX skos: <http ://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>''+ 

"SELECT ?sib lingnames " + 

"where{ {?concept I skos:prefLabel \"Medical transplantations\"} 

{?conceptl skos:broad ?conceptparent} 

{?conceptparent skos:narrow ?conceptsib ling } 

{?conceptsib ling skos:prefLabel ?s iblingnames } }" 

Figure 2.2 1: An example of using SPARQL to query SKOS data 

Obviously, SPARQL is a very fl exible and extensible query language, and full y supports 

semantic query expans ion with in a KOS. One limitat ion of usi ng SPARQL is noted by 

Damljanovic et af. (2008). This is because SPARQL is mainly used to query an RDF 

database. SPARQL is oriented towards sea rching the RDF graph, not towards searching 

text-based data . This limitation can be traced to the lack of abi lity in RDF to define local 

usage constraints. In order to so lve this problem, some text-based interfaces need to be 

developed to work with the SPARQL query language CDamljanovic et al. 2004). Patel et 

at. (2005) indicated that a comprehensive combination of various protocols and query 

languages to access and query a KOS resource would be a trend in future. For example, 

in order to query a SKOS database, it is preferab le to use the SPARQL query language to 

achieve the query expansion fu nctiona lity, but use some text-based query interface to 

conduct text-based searches for getting relevant conceptual terms. 

2.6 Terminology service applications 

Different theories and technologies to develop a terminology service enhanci ng the 

in teroperability between different KOS were introduced in the previous sections in thi s 

chapter. In this research, a terminology service refers to a web service holding a number 

of KOS and mappings between them, which can be accessed by a number of other 

services in mach ine-to-machine fashions. Thus, this section will briefly introduce a 

number of established terminology services, describe the developmental principles, and 
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ind icate the common fea tures among these services, and the issues existi ng in these 

terminology services. 

2.6.1 Renardus Project 

The Renardus Project aimed to bui ld a co ll aborati ve framework that integrated a range of 

European subject gateways covering different subject areas, such as Agri culture, 

Engineering, Earth Sciences, Mathematics, History, Literature, Social Sciences etc, and 

provide a single access point to these gateways (Heery el al. 200 I). Bas icall y, these 

subject gateways are using heterogeneous classifica tion schemes and different metadata 

elements to organ ise their information. Two important services provided by the Renardus 

portal were subject cross-searching and cross-browsing. In order to search 

heterogeneously indexed resources simu ltaneously, DCMI (Dublin Core Metadata 

Initiati ve) was defined as a common scheme that other metadata schemes are mapped to. 

However, because other important metadata e lements are being used by di fferent subject 

gateways, a simple DC metadata set cannot suppo rt the sophist icated subject cross

searchi ng. In th is case, a Renardus metadata appli cati on profil e was formul ated based on 

adding a num ber of met ad at a quali fie r to Dublin Core metadata (Neuroth and Koch 

200 Ia). 

Furthermore, in order to enable cross-browsing by subject between the resources of the 

participating gateways, di ffe rent classifi cation systems were mapped to a DDC, as a 

central mapping spine (Koch el al. 200 I). In thi s situati on, end-users can be navigated 

through a DDC hierarchical tree to find relevant information. In thi s project, the 

mappings work between DDC and other classificati ons were di stributed to staff wo rking 

at di fferent subject gateways. A distri buted mapping too l ca lled CarmenX was developed 

to facilitate the distributed mapping work . No encoding format was used in thi s project to 

share vocabularies and mappings with other comm unities, and other information services 

cannot access Renardus service in machine-to-machine fasions. For this reason, Renardus 

service cannot be treated as a terminology service, but it forms a theoretical basis to 

develop terminology services. 
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One common issue in the Renardus Project was noted widely in the li terature. As Mai 

(2003, pp.3-1 2) states, "a general classi fi cation system fails to represent the documents at 

a leve l of spec ificity that is requir'ed or des ired by the users". Thus, in the Renardus 

Project, when a user find a mapped term from the Renardus subj ect cross-browsing 

interface, the user has to leave the Renardus interface, and jump to another subject 

brows ing interface used by a participant subject gateway. Another issue mentioned by 

Day (200 I) is the difficulty in identi fying the degree of eq uivalence between subject 

terms in different participating gateways. In Renardus, onl y fi ve types of equiva lence 

relationships were de fined: fully equi valence, narrower equivalence, broader equi valence, 

minor ove rlap, and major overlap (Neuroth and Koch 2001). In some cases, mappi ng 

wo rkers may misunderstand the meanings of these mapp ing relationships. Therefore, 

some incons istency has occurred in the di stributed mappi ng work . 

2.6.2 OCLC terminology service 

OCLC, as the owner of DDC, has deve loped a DDC-based terminology service. In this 

termi no logy service, a number of other vocabulari es have been mapped to DDC, such as 

LCSH, MeS H, DCMI Type Vocabulary, Newspaper Genre Term Guide, GSAFD, ERIC 

Thesaurus, etc (Vizine-Goetz el al. 2004). Table 2.4 lists a number of vocabularies that 

are he ld in the OCLC terminology serv ice database (OCLC Research 2008). The 

occurrence mappings were established between DDC and a number of vocabularies (e.g., 

LCSH) via the metadata records in the WorldCat Catalogue. Also, direct mappings were 

constructed between several vocabularies. 
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Table 2.4: The mappings within OCLC TS (V izine-Goetz et af. 2004) 

All the terminologica l data within OCLC Termino logy Service can be wrapped in 

MARC21 for authority data by OCLC SOAP server, and be exposed to the OCLC SR W 

server. In thi s context, different SR W clients could be set up by different services to 

query against the OCLC terminology SR W server, and retrieve the MARC2 1-based 

terminological data . So far, the OCLC terminology service client has been set up within a 

number of applicat ions. One of OCLC Terminology Service app li cations is Microsoft 

Office 2003. Machines with Office 2003 include a SR W client to query the OCLC 

terminology service, and retrieve the terminology data. 

2.6.3 HILT Terminology Service 

Beginning with an investigation of the situation with regard to cross-searching and 

browsing by subject across a range of communiti es, services and resource types, the 

HILT Project alms to develop a JJ SC lE-based terminology service providing 

terminological information to different Jl SC serv ices. In a similar manner to the 

Renardus project, because a number of different KOS are being used by different JI SC 

services, HILT Project also employed a DDC spine as a mediator for exchanging 

terminological information between different vocabularies (Wake and Nicholson 200 I). 
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Different KOS and their mappings to DDC were stored in a centra li sed HI LT database. 

The vocabul ari es stored in HILT database consist of DDC, AAT, CAB, GCMD, 

HASSET, IPSV, JACS, LCSH, MeSH , NM R, SCAS, SPEIR, and UNESCO. In order to 

ensure the usefulness of the mappings between these vocabulari es, two different 

strateg ies have been used. 

In the first approach, HASSET, IPSV, and UNESCO have been mapped to the top three 

levels of DOe. This is known as hi gh leve l mapping. Here, a user can begin to interact 

with the top three levels of DOe concepts to fi nd the mapped concepts from other 

vocabu laries (HASSET, IPSV, and UNESCO), and then the user can go into the 

hierarchies of other vocabularies (HASSET, IPSV, and UNESCO), and nav igate through 

those hi erarch ies to find relevant information. Although top level mapping has some 

limitations due to the lack of , depth' in the mapping, it is relative ly quick to perform . The 

second approach is to establi sh deep mapp ings . I n thi s approach, mappings occur at 

deeper leve ls. Thi s is a more labour-intens ive approac h and the mapping itse lf is a time 

consuming process. However, this approach requires less user-interaction to be built into 

any resulting se rvice as user navigation of hi erarch ies wo uld be unnecessary. 

It is important to develop HILT as a machine to machine (M2M) service so that other 

JISC serv ices could easi ly access and query the HILT terminology database. For thi s 

reason, a toolkit based on the use ofSRW protoco l and SOAP protocol was deployed to 

enab le the HILT to be used by third party services. The too lkit consists ofan SRW client 

used to query the HILT SR W server, instructions for making it interact with the HILT, 

and illustrative users interface routines (which could be customised by loca l JI SC 

information services) enabli ng the client to exploit the 1-11 LT fac iliti es, and access 

terminological in formati on. In order to improve the effectiveness of retrieving the data 

from the HILT database, a SOAP-based HI LT request and response hand ler was 

deve loped to manipulate the data within the term inology database, and encode returned 

termino logica l results in SKOS format. CQL, as a Boolean text query language, is used to 

query the HI LT terminology server. Figure 2.22 is a diagram to show the basic 

architecture of the HILT service. 
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HILT M2M Pilot Architecture 
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Figure 2.22 : HI LT M2M architecture (HILT Phase Ill ) 

2.6.4 STAR Terminology Service 

The Semantic Technologies for Archaeo log ical Resources Project aims to "develop new 

methods for li nki ng digital archive databases, vocabu laries and the associated grey 

literature, exploi ting the potenti al of a hi gh leve l, core onto logy and natural language 

processing techniques" (Tudhope et al. 2008). In thi s project, six archaeo logy thesauri 

were converted into SKOS format, and stored in a RDF-t riple store database appli cati on. 

These thesauri are: 

• Engli sh Heritage Archaeological Sciences Thesaurus 

• Engli sh Heritage Evidence Thesaurus 

• English Heritage Building Materials Thesaurus 

• Eng li sh Heri tage Monument Type Thesaurus 

• MDA Object Type Thesaurus 

• Alexand ria Digital Library Feature Type T hesaurus 

A SOAP server has been deve loped in thi s web service and the SKOS API with 

extensions has been used above the SOAP server to provide eight identifi ed functions. 

These eight functions are listed in Table 2.5 (Binding et al. 2007). Among these functions, 

one of the most important functions is the query ex pansion function based on traversal of 
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the semantic relationshi ps in a KOS and measures of semantic close ness 0 f terms. 

Because the SKOS AP I and relevant RDF query languages are not s trong when 

MySQL fu ll text process ing textual data, a "GetKeywordMatch" function "uses the 

(Boo lean) search, all owing various operators to be used/combined a s necessary" (B inding 

logical KOS, and the 2008). Currently, there is no mappi ng created between these archaeo 

queries form a basis to estab li sh on-the-fly mappings. 
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Table 2.5: the identified functions in STAR Project (S ource: 

http ://reswinl.isd.glam.ac.uklSTARJSKOS_ WS_ EH/SKOS WS.asmx) 

In th is project, because different metadata schemes are being used to describe different 

cultural objects from distributed archaeo logica l datasets, and it is im 

the interoperabili ty between these metadata schemes used by these 31 

portant to improve 

'chaeologica l 

version of CIOOC 

. The data in 

datasets, it was decided to map all the cu ltural objects to an extended 

CRM (which is called CIOOC for Ihe English Heritage, CIOOC-EH) 

different archaeological data bases was extracted to ROF format, and the mappings 
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between the CIOOC-EH and different metadata elements were established manually, and 

represented by di fferent RDF relationships (Tudhope and Binding 2008). This research 

project al so considered the ways to establi sh the links between thesaurus concepts and 

ClOOC-EH data items that the concepts represent. As a result, a specific RDF 

relationship ca ll ed "EHPlO.is_represented_by" was designed to represent the links. It is 

worth noting that thi s "EHP I O. is_represented _by" relationsh ip is very flexible, and can 

ind icate di fferen t semantic meanings. Figure 2.23 is an example of using the 

"EHPl O.is_represented_by" relationship to establi sh the link between a thesaurus concept 

and an information item. In some pal1icular cases, it is poss ible to use more spec ific 

relationships to replace this "EHPIO.i sJepresented_by" relationship. 

CRM dilt" inst;:mce 

C EHE0009.ConlextFind 
:r,ttll ll It 1 :! ~~'1 

Property: is_represented_by (represents) 
DomOlin: crm:E55.Type 
Range: skos:Concept 

SKOS thesaurus concept 

:skoa:COt"Icopl 
ItrttpJI lI 37So&~1 

skos:Concept 
[http ll :t97~OSJ 

'!)J,t "Q'-a-n r-. 1 5I~ ~1UI'y. 
1 ,'.I01w1:1 ~ 04 H'OII;>""Id 

C~. ",*1I>a ~a IoI-JoP<td 
"10 'II')"IC.lI 'nDO.lMd IQtms' 

Figure 2.23: A link established between a thesaurus concept and a CRM data item 

(Tudhope et al. 2008) 

Furthermore, this proj ect investigated the possibility of establishing the mappings 

between the C lOOC-EH and different archaeological thesauri . It was found that, in most 

cases, SKOS representation can provide a cost-effecti ve so lution for many annotation, 

search and browsing-oriented applications, and it is not necessary to develop first order 

logic supporting automatic inferencing for many subject access services. 
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2.7 Research questions 

Through reviewing relevant methods to develop terminology service-based projects, a 

num ber of important issues can be summarised as a basis to develop a full y- fl edged 

terminology service. These issues are listed as fo llows: 

Firstl y, it is important to identi fy a number of KOS relevant to a given context, and 

understand the basic semantics and syntaxes of di ffe rent KOS. Di fferent KOS are used to 

descri be different metadata records in di ffe rent data bases, and these KOS diffe r greatl y in 

the ir subject areas, degree of coordination, leve l of granulari ty, the ways to handle 

compound concepts, semantic relationships, etc. These semantic and syntactic differences 

lead to various decis ions on des igning the ways to query di fferent KOS. For example, it 

is necessary for a terminology service developer to know that the concept "022.3 

buildings" is abo ut the li brary buildings. 

Secondl y, based on the understanding of va rious KOS, it is im portant to deve lop 

appropriate ways to im prove the semantic interoperability between di ffe rent KOS. There 

is a requirement to exchange termi nological in fo rmation between heterogeneous KOS. 

As mentioned in Section 2.4 , there are a number of methods to enhance the 

interoperability between di fferent KOS, most of whi ch po int to the construction of 

mappings between differe nt KOS. However, estab li shing the mappings is a complicated 

and ted ious process. A number of issues need to be considered before creating the 

mappings, which might include identi fy ing a structural model for mappings, clari fy ing 

the elements to be mapped, dealing with compound concepts, defining the mapping 

relati onships and log ics, distributing the mapping work to dif ferent pa(ticipants, etc. 

Thirdly, when the semantic and syntactic heterogeneous problems have been so lved, 

there are also a num ber of o ther fac tors that chall enge interoperability between different 

KOS. These fac tors include: 

• Multi ple formats, such as SKOS, MA RC2 1, Zthes XM L, XTM, etc; 

• Multipl e access protocols, such as SR W, SRU, Z39.50, SPARQL, SKOS API , etc; 
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• Multiple metadata elements to describe the mappings, such as provenance 

(source), method (i nte llectua l, co-occurrence, other automatic, etc), perhaps a 

quali ty indicator, etc; 

• Multiple infomlation systems where d iffere nt KOS are located, such as MySQ L 

database, Orac le database, Sesame RDF triple store appli cat ion, etc. 

Thus, it is important to design an appropriate techn ica l architecture to provide other 

se rvices with appropriate terminological data. Two bas ic philosophies are used to des ign 

the techn ica l architecture. One phi losophy is based on developing a centralised database 

on the web creating or collecting different KOS data and mappi ngs, and a number of 

fu ncti ons tai lored to the designed use scenarios could be developed above the centralised 

database. Di ffe rent services cou ld use the functions to query the central ised database, and 

ga in the termino log ica l in formati on. In another approach, it is assumed that different 

termi nological data has been estab li shed and publi shed on the web, and a th ird part could 

create a programmatic interface to access these data resources. 

Fourthly, when other services integrate a terminology service, it is also important to 

des ign a num ber of app licable use scenarios to facilitate the users' interaction wi th the 

terminology service. Within these use scenarios, it wo ul d be necessary to incorporate 

some innovative features, such as query expansion algorithms, precise term 

disambiguation, and full text query. These featu res could enhance the funct ional ity of a 

termino logy service. 

In order to add ress these issues, a num ber of research questi ons are formu lated for further 

research. These are stated as follows: 

I . What is the most appropriate approach to improving semantic interoperability 

between different KOS used by different co llections? Is the identified approach to 

improving semantic interoperability between d ifferent KOS appropri ate and sufficient 

to offer a subject cross-browsing service? 

2. Which KOS structure is the 1110st appropriate to facili tate subject cross-brows ing 

services? 
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3. Who should create the mappi ngs for the serv ice? I-Iow shou ld the mappings be 

created? 

4. What technologies are suitable for the development of thi s service? 

s. What other services could be integrated with this subject cross-browsing service? 

6. What functional ity coul d this subject cross-browsing service offer? 
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology 

This research began by outlining the semantic interoperability prob lems between 

different KOS used by different info rmation services. A basic literature review were 

conducted to clarify the prob lems, and identi fy some approaches to so lving them . 

Because most terminology mapping projects are current ly in the pilot stage, there is a 

lack of developmental effOlt into termino logy mapping research in the real world. Hence, 

the findings of literature rev iew cannot be directl y translated into a rea l system 

im plementation. The following issues related to system implementation cannot be 

covered by the findings from literature rev iew: 

I. The selection of mapp ing methods: different mapping methods were reviewed in 

the li terature review chapter. However, it is necessary to compare their 

advantages and disadvantages, and se lect an appropriate one in the context of 

li bra ry portal systems; 

2. The se lec tion of encodi ng formats : a number of encoding formats to represent 

termino logical information co-ex ist today. It is important to ascertai n which 

app roach is most suitable for represent mappings between concepts from different 

KOS; 

3. Network infrastructure: because the mappings wi ll be established in distr ibuted 

information environments, identifying a network infrastructure to manage the 

mapping and distributed KOS is still needed ; 

4. User scenarios: although some establi shed mappings already exist, a question still 

remains as to how to maxi mise the use of mapping for users; 

Thus, further research needs to be conducted to address the issues above. First, it is 

necessa ry to defi ne research in the field of information science. Goldhor (1972, p.?) 

emphasises research as an inquiry process that has clearly defined parameters and has an 

aim. Hernon ( 1991, p.3) splits the research process into three categories: 

I. Discovery or creating of knowledge, or theory building; 

2. Testing, confi rmation, revi sion, refutation of knowledge and theory; 

3. Investigation ofa problem fo r local decision. 

He identified five different acti vities in any research, whi ch are li sted as fo ll ows: 
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I. " Reflective inquiry (identification of a problem, conducting a 

literature search to place the problem In proper perspective, and 

formulation of a logical or theoretical framework, objectives, and 

hypotheses/research questions); 

2. Adoption of appropriate procedures; 

3. The co ll ection of data; 

4. Data analysis; and 

5. Presentation of find ings and recommendations for future study" 

(Hernon 1991 , pA). 

Glaser and Strauss ( 1967, p.64) described these research activities as a recurs ive 

configuration, which means that the process certainly moves forward , but there is al so 

movement in the opposite direction as succeeding stages uncover data or suggest ideas 

that revise approaches decided upon or conclusions drawn in earli er stages. Figure 3. 1 

presents thi s bas ic ['esearch framework . 
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Reflective inquiry 

Adopti on of appropriate 
procedll1'es 

" . Th~ c.ollect roll of data 

bara mwlysis 

Reponing fiudings 

Figure 3. 1: The recurs ive research process 

This framework is very general. It can be applied in any research regardless of what the 

inquirer's wo ri dview is, or what the research methods are used. However, in a specific 

research activity, it is crucial to consider the nature of research, and select appropriate 

methods to conduct the research, and map the research into defined research paradigms. 
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3.1 Research methods 

3.1.1 Qualitative research 
A paradi gm "represents a world view that defines, for its holder, the nature of the world , 

the individual' s place in it, and the range o f possible relati onships to that world and its 

part" (G uba and Linco ln 1994, p. 1 05) . In o rder to select an appropriate paradigm fo r 

conducting the research, three research aspects must be noted. These are listed as fo ll ows: 

• Ontology refers to the study that describes the nature of reali ty; 

• Epistemology is the study that explores the nature of knowledge. In additi on, the 

epistemology refers to the nature of the relationship between the inquirer and the 

studied topic. It is important to investi gate the inquirer and the studied topic they 

inn uence each other; 

• Methodology is the theo ry of the resea rch process whi ch " include the assumptions 

and va lues that serve as a rati onale for research and the standards or criteri a that 

researcher uses for interpreting data and reaching conclusion" (Bailey, 1982, 

p.26). 

Two main pa rad igms are widely cited in the literature, which include pos iti vist/post

pos iti vist and interpreti ve/constucti vist. The positi vist/post-positi vist parad igm considers 

the worl d as a single reali ty, and everything in the world is measurable. A hypothesis, in 

most cases, is proposed by mathematical fo rmulas express ing functional relati ons 

between different variables, and a range of quantitati ve research activities would be 

conducted to verify or fal sify thi s hypothesis. This paradi gm is widely-accepted in a 

number of scientific subj ect areas, such as physics, chemistry, etc. In this paradigm, the 

inquirer studies the research topic without influencing it or being influenced by it. The 

findingslknowledge based on the use of the positi vist/post-pos itivist paradigm is 

objecti ve, apprehendable, and easy to be described in mathematical fo rm s. Quantitati ve 

research methods are widely-used in this paradigm to " measure, standardize, and 

replicate a wide range of observable events" (Struebert Speziale & Carpenter, 2003). 

Compared with the pos itivist/post-positi vist paradigm, the interpreti ve/constucti vist 

paradigm assumes that there are mu ltip le socially constructed realit ies in a natural world, 
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and "knowledge is socia ll y constructed by people acti ve in the research process, and that 

research is a product of the values of researchers conducting it" (Mertens, 1998). The 

interpretive!constuctivist paradigm "permits a fl exible understanding of complex and 

evolvi ng soc ial constructs" (Gorman and Clayton 1997, p.3I) . In thi s paradigm, inquirer 

and research topic are inter-linked, and the findings are created during the investigation. 

Qualitati ve research methods are large ly app lied. Go rm an and Clayton define qualitative 

research as: 

"A process of enquiry that draws data fro m the context in 

wh ich events occur, in an attempt to describe these 

occurrences, as a means of determining the process in 

which events are embedded and the perspecti ves of those 

participating in the events, using induction to derive 

poss ible explanation based on observed phenomena" 

(Gorman and Clayton 1997, p.23). 

Although the findings based on quali tative research are in-depth and ri ch (Grover and 

Glazier 1985, p.247), critics of thi s paradigm note that "the resul ts from qualitative 

research may be challenged as inva lid by those outside the fi eld of soc ial science" 

(A udience Research Basics [n.d.]), and biases may occur in the information obtained. 

Coombes (200 I, pp.30) considered these qualitative methods as subjective. Gorman and 

Clayton ( 1997, p.29) and Vishnevsky (2008) conclude different roles are played by both 

qualitative and quantitative research. They notes, " the quantitative researcher is more 

likely to be pred ictive, beginning with theory and then collecting; the qualitati ve 

researcher is more likely to be interpretive, tending to begin with ev idence and then 

building theo ry" (Gorman and Clayton 1997, p.29). 

It is widely-c ited in the literature that the joint use of quantitative and qualitative research 

methods was effective in many research cases to yield greater insights than just one 

single research methodology (Robson 1993, p.69 and Mangan el al. 2004, p.569). 

Considering the nature of this research, however, it is difficult to employ quantitative 

research methods when creating a middleware framework between different KOS used 

by different information resources. This is because: 
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I. Ontological issues: This research starts wi th realising the problems of 

heterogeneity between different KOS used by different in formation resources, and 

aims to develop a framework to overcome this problem. The resea rch real ities 

might change when introducing different theories and technologies. There is no 

truth in any abso lute sense. There is no observab le event that could be measured 

and standardi sed. A wide range of factors cou ld influence the research situat ions 

in various ways. For example, auto mated mapping technologies cou ld change 

research realties, upper-level onto log ies may faci litate the integration of different 

KOS, introducing new compl icated vocabularies may increase the difficulty in 

improvi ng the interoperabi lity, and when more intellectual mapping wo rk has 

been fi ni shed, the situation may change agai n. In add ition, differe nt informat ion 

profess ionals are like ly to have different views on how to develop re levant 

so lutions to this prob lem. For example, terminology ex pel1s may te nd to propose 

certa in de fined mapping logics and relat ions hi ps to so lve the prob lem, database 

deve lopers may se lect the most appropr iate database applicat ion to sto re the 

termino logical data and develop programmatic access to the data, and human

computer-interface experts may consider the ways to design a more use r-fr iend ly 

interface to facili tate the human-computer interaction. This complexity causes the 

researcher to seek mUltiple views on the development of a midd leware system 

between differe nt terminologies ; 

2. Epistemologica l issues: In this research, the inquirer and the find ings are inter

linked. The researcher needs to analyse different factors inAuencing the inquiry, 

and try to build up a research context where different problems cou ld be so lved . 

The findings may therefore be based on establi shing the research context during 

the research process. New factors cou ld be introduced, and irrelevant factors 

co ul d be de leted at any stage of the research process. Different people have 

different understandings of these inAuencing factors . Thus, the findings are 

heavily based on the inquirer's understandi ngs of "the mean ings others have 

abo ut the world" (Creswell 2007, p.21). 

3. Methodo logical issues: This research focuses on building a theo retica l fra mework 

using and combining different knowledge elements. The available knowledge has 
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been identi fied in the literature rev iew, but it is important to use this to build a 

theory to combine the identified knowledge factors in comprehensive ways to 

so lve the problems. Because di fferent technolog ies and approaches are complex 

objects in di fferent app lications, it is di ffi cult to use quantitati ve methods to 

measure the problems and so lutions in mathemati ca l ways. 

In this sense, it seems appropriate to use qualita ti ve methods to co llect deep knowledge, 

and bui ld appropriate theories to propose and develop effecti ve middleware between 

diffe rent terminology resources. In the literature, there are a number of comparisons of 

qualitati ve research approaches (Creswe ll 2007, pp.78-79 & Vishnevsky 2004). These 

deal with diffe rent research complex ities, which include narrati ve research, 

phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography, and case study. Most of these 

approaches foc us on identify ing appropriate end-users (ca lled part ic ipants), co ll ecting 

data from them, and generating the findin gs. However, it was fo und in other projects that 

most of end-use rs may have trouble understandi ng the pu rpose of a te rminology mapping 

services, and they we re just concerned with the metadata res ults fina lly li sted and ranked 

in an info rmati on retrieva l system (HILT Phase 11 ). For this reason, it is more reasonable 

to co ll ect data fro m a num ber of persons with known or demonstrable experience and 

expertise in the deve lopment of this kind of services . The co llected views of experts 

wo uld a lso fo rm a basis to construct a theoretical framework fo r the deve lopment of a 

midd leware system between di fferent terminologies. The theoreti cal framework will play 

fo llowing roles: 

I. To li nk d ifferent contro lled vocabularies in comprehensive ways; 

2. To input the linked controll ed vocabu lari es into an app lication; 

3. To des ignate a conversion and transmiss ion programme to process the controlled 

vocabularies in di ffe rent formats; 

4. To support a range of subj ect- based services, whi ch include subject cross

searching, cross-brows ing, query expansion, term di sambiguation, reasoning, etc. 

3.1.2 Design research 

In the previous section, quali tative research methods based on coll ecti ng data from 

experts were considered to bui ld theories fo r a midd leware between di fferent 

terminologies. When the theory is bu il t, it is sti ll important to test the theoreti cal 
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framework to see if it cou ld meet certain des ired goals. Simon ( 1996) pointed out a 

number of gaps between the developed theori es (inner environment) and their real 

implementation. In order to bridge the gaps, it is oft en preferred to develop a real 

implementation based on the constructed theory, and to find out the inconsistencies 

between theories and implementations, and potential problems of the theoretical 

framework (Takeda et al. 1990) . The gaps can be graduall y bridged through the design of 

the system. Thi s is known as design research (Purao 2002). In other words, with the 

development of design research, the researcher will re-cons ider the phenomenon and 

mould it to an adapted version, and also the characteristics of the system that is being 

built will a lso become imbued with thi s changed version of phenomenon. Purao (2002) 

call thi s as a hermeneutical process to " invo lve two kinds of dia logica l exchanges, one, 

between the researcher and the idea of the artifact, and the other, between the researcher 

and the perception of the phenomenon". Hevner er al. (2004) presented a general des ign 

cycle to indicate various creative efforts involved in the design research . This is shown in 

Figure 3.2. 

Environment Relevance IS Research B Knowledge Bose 

People Foundations 
'Roles DevelopIBuild 'Theories 
-Capabilities 'Theories 'Frameworks 
'Characteristics 'Artifacts -Instruments 

Business Applicable 'Constructs 
Organizal.ions 'Models 
'Strategies Needs Knovv1edge 'Melhods 
'Sttucture & Culture ~ Assess Refine 'Instantiations 
'Pro~ses 

v ~ Methodologies 
Technology Justify/Evalullte ' Data Analysis 
'Infrastructure -Analytical Techniques 
'Applications -Case Study ' Formalisms 
-Communications 'Experimental 'Measures 
ArchitectJJre 'Field Study 'Validation Criteria 
'Development 'Simulation 
Capabilities 

t I I 
Application in the Additions to the 

Appropriate Environment Knowledge Base 

Figure 2. Infonnation Systems Research Framework 

Figure 3.2: Design research (Hevner et af. 2004) 
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Nunamaker and Chen (/990) de fine design research as a research paradigm called Socio

technologistlDevelopmentali st and explain how it addresses the valuable contri bution of 

information systems and associate processes to scientific knowledge. In thi s paradigm, 

the knowledge bu ilding happens through three steps: conceptualisat ion, formali sation , 

and deve lopment. Figure 3.3 shows basic researc h process of systems deve lopment. 

Systems D evelo p m e n t 
R esearch Process 

Construct a ,-- Conceptu a l 
Framework 

1 
I--

Oevelops 
System 
Architecture 

1 
I--

Analyze and 
Des ign the 
System 

1 
Build the 

1- (pro totype) 
S yste m 

1 
Observe and 

~ E valuate the 
System 

Research Issu es 

- S tate a mN".ngt ..... resea rch question 
• Inv •• Ugate the systems functlOfUIUII.s 

and requirement. 
• Unde rstand the systems build ing 

procesaeslprocedur.s 
• S tudy the r.'e va"t d isc iplines fo r new 

approach.s and Idoos 

• Develop a uniqu e architecture design 
lor e x tend ibility. modula rlly, etc. 

• Delln. functlonallU.s of aystem s 
components and Interrelation s h ip s 
am o "g them 

• Design the d a la b aSefknowledgo bas.e 
schema a nd processes to ca rry aut 
sySloms 'unc lfons 
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chooso ono aolutlOn 
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.. Gain In sights ab ou \ the problems and 
the comple:c i1y ot the system 

• Observe the use o t the system b y case 
study or tlo k' s tud y 

• Evslustethe system by laboratory 
experiment or field .:cperlmcnt 

.. De ... elop new theories/mode ls based on 
the obs.l'V~tfon and evalua t io n of the 
systom'. usago 

• Consolkfate experiences learned 

Figure 3.3: The design research parad igm (N unamaker and Chen 1990) 

For example, based on Nunamaker and Chen's ( 1990) research methods, Vaishnav i et af. 

( 1997) deve loped an operati ons support system, a nd found that di fferent repeated 

processes can generate in-depth understandings. 

Considering the nature of thi s research, two research loops emerge as the recursive 

research process. In the first loop, the findings of the literature review formed a basis to 

construct a conceptual framework. There are theories to develop the system architecture 

in thi s framework. To some extent, the theories are not mature, because of the lack of the 
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developmental effort into tenninology mapping research in the real world. It is important 

to gain the suggestions from a number of related experts for the development of an 

effective system. Hence, these theories were used to fonnulate a number of interview 

questions for gaining more in-depth knowledge from the experts. The findings gained 

from the expert interviews should feed back to re-develop the framework. With this in 

mind, a research loop emerges as shown in Figure 3.4. 

Literature review 

Conceptual framework 

Expert interviews 

Figure 3.4: The first loop of this research 

In the second loop, when the feedback knowledge from the expert interviews had been 

used to improve the conceptual framework, it was important to use the improved theories 

to develop a prototype system. This prototype system was applied to assess if the 

framework can meet certain desired goals, and find out the potential problems within the 

framework. Hence, a fonnative evaluation was conducted to test the prototype, and 

further collect the feedback infonnation from experts for re-improving framework. This 

loop is displayed in Figure 3.5 . 
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Enhanced framework 

Prototype system 

Evaluation 

Figure 3.5: The second loop of this research 

Cons idering the prototype system, because there are a huge number of KOS in today 's 

information environments, it is impossible to integrate all these KOS into the designed 

prototype system. In thi s research, therefore, it is important to investigate the important 

features in most of widely-used KOS, and then select some typical KOS to develop a 

simpli fied prototype system. 

3.1.3 Methods used in this research 

Developing a middleware system between di fferent terminologies requires a basic 

understanding of different KOS being used by different online services. A range of 

specific data about the characteristics of different KOS is required, such as the number of 

the concepts within a particular vocabu lary, the granularity, the degree of coordination, 

the subject areas covered, etc. Once the researcher had a basic understanding of different 

aspects of different vocabularies through the investigation, some typical vocabularies can 

be selected to develop a simplified prototype. However, due to the rapid expansion of the 

Web and its changing nature, quantifiab le measures of variables of interest are difficult, 

so a quantitative research methodology is inappropriate. Moreover, the restricted time 

scale for this research means that it is impractical to choose a large-sca le quantitative 

methodology. [n some terminology service-related projects, important survey reports 
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exploring the amount and quality of different KOS wo uld be helpful. Also, registry 

services that list the signi ficant vocabu laries would be appropriate sources for data 

coll ection. Simi larly, some professionals' web sites maintain web pages listing all of the 

online thesauri that they know about that are served by standard protocol thesaurus 

services. All these provide a basic fo undation for conducting a secondary data 

investigation to understand the landscape of vario us KOS used by different information 

providers. 

In this context, a j oint use of qualitative research, secondary data investigation, and 

design research methods can yield greater insights than j ust one single research 

methodology. Figure 3.6 shows the resea rch methods used in this particular research. The 

next section will introduce the specific methods to coll ect the data fo r creating the 

conceptual fi·amework. 

literature review 

Theoretical framework 

Secondary data 
analysis 

Simplified prototype system design 

Evaluation 

Figure 3.6: Basic research methods used in thi s research 
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3.1.4 Limitations of the research methods 

Traditionally, design research would undertake several iterations through the research 

process to gradua ll y improve the prototype system and re lated theories. However, in thi s 

research, onl y two loops have been undertaken. This is because: 

I. The prototype is onl y a middleware system between different information services. In 

order to provi de the use rs with the rea l functi ons, thi s prototype system needs to work 

wit h a num ber of other shared infonnation services, such as co ll ecti on registry, meta

search engine, etc. The end-users may have difficulties in using an immature term inology 

mapping service without interacting with other services in M2M ways (HILT Phase 11). 

They may not be able to provide useful feedback in fo rmation to the researcher; 

2. This framework is proposed to interact with a number of other shared services in 

Mach ine-to-Machine fash ion. However, in a real situation, it is impractical to get in tOllch 

with all these different services. Many se rvices may not a ll ow thi s prototype to access 

them . Also, the time taken to perfonn the programming to enable the prototype system \0 

interact with other systems in M2M ways is a major barrier. For exam ple, it is very 

diffi cu lt to deve lop a programmatic interface between the meta-search engine and the 

middleware system; 

3. The ma in purpose of thi s fra mework is to enable the end-users to find item-level 

metadata results thmugh a subject cross-browsing interface. The lack of relevant 

metadata records is another barrier of this research for user evaluation. In thi s research, 

no metadata reposi tory was used as a resource for the development of the prototype. 

Thus, thi s research is only based on two iterations . These two iterations are aimed at 

co ll ect ing different perspectives from different ex perts to im prove the ex isting theori es. 

3.2 Data collection methods and findings for investigating 

different KOS 

As mentioned in Section 3. 1.3, before interv iewing the experts, it was im p ortant to 

invest igate different KOS used by different informat ion services, and analyse the 

characteristics of these KOS. This is intended to help the researcher formulate the most 

appropriate interview questions and identify appropriate resources for the development of 

a prototype system. 
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Koch (1997) investigated the typology of different controlled vocabularies used by 

different online services. Aitchison and Bawden (2000) explained the important features 

in the construction of thesauri . Warner (2004 p.179) identified some types of organization 

systems, including classifications, gazetteers, lexica l databases, synonym rings, authority 

fi les, taxonomies and thesauri. In addition, some less-traditional knowledge organization 

systems have been developed representing complex relationships among information 

objects, such as ontologies and faceted approaches. It is important in this investigation to 

be based on some basic principles that can classify these different knowledge 

organisation systems existing on the Internet. This research will be based on a taxonomy 

of knowledge organisation sources developed by Hodge (2000), and will summarise the 

important features of different classification systems. In this taxonomy, spec ifi c KOS 

types are grouped into genera l categories. Figure 3.7 is the basic structure of thi s 

taxonomy. 

KOS 

Figure 3.7: Taxonomy ofKOS (Derived from Hodge 2000) 
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A number of resources were fou nd, li sting a wide range of knowledge organisation 

systems used by di ffe rent online services. These resources provide a basic background 

for this investigation, and are shown as follows: 

I. Controlled vocab ulal"ies, thesauri and classifi cation systems avail ab le 111 the 

WWW. DC Subj ect hllP:l/www. lub .lu .se/rnetadatalsubject-help. html ; 

2. Services survey result in HILT Project Phase I[ 

http://hiILcdlr. strath .ac.uklhil t2web/ finalreport. htm ; 

3. SPECTRUM Terminology Bank. http: //www.mda.org.uk/spectrum

term i no logv/term bank.htm ; 

4. Synapse (now: Factiva) Taxonomy Warehouse 

http://www.taxonomywarehouse.com/; 

5. Leonard Will 's web site include a number of widely-used vocabul aries with the 

detai led i nfortnation http ://www.wil lpowerinfo.co.uklthesbibl.htm# li sts; 

6. OCLC Terminology Service http://www.oc\c.o rg/tenninologies/defau lt.htm ; 

Through using these resources, 55 Engli sh language vocabularies were identified for the 

investigation. It was important to develop a set of metadata elements for recording the 

main characteristics of these vocabularies . There are a number of metadata elements that 

were suggested to reco rd differen t spec ifi c features of a vocabu lary (Zeng 2008). These 

elements might include provenances, creation and revision date, the number of terms 

included 111 a vocab ul ary, flexibility for integration with other KOS, semantic 

relationships within a given vocabulary, the degree of coord ination, granularity, 

accessibility of a given vocabul ary, avai lable formats , copyright and license, etc. 

However, this particu lar investigation only aims to explore the possibili ty of mapping one 

vocabulary to another. Thus, it is important to co llect the descriptive informati on about 

the semantic features of different vocabularies, and the usage of the vocabu laries by 

different other information services . The main elements included the subj ect areas, 

degree of coordination, type of vocabulary, granularity, the services using the 

vocabulari es, and the number of concepts included. Because thi s research only focuses on 

developing the subj ect cross-browsing serv ices based on Engli sh language, non-Engli sh 

vocabularies were excluded in thi s investigation. 
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In conclusion, the investi gator began by identifying the important KOS through looking 

into a number of te rminology registries, accessing the identified KOS to ga in a further 

understanding, and finall y recording the main characteri sti cs of these KOS. Appendix 

presents the main data from thi s investi gation. 

3.3 Data collection methods for creating the framework 

A number of technologies, standards, and methods used to deve lop a middleware system 

between different terminologies were identified at the end of Chapter 2. These form a 

basis to define a theo retical framework for the midd leware system. 

3.3.1 Sem i-structured expert interview 

As mentioned in Secti on 3. 1.2 , apply ing qualitati ve research methods to co ll ect the views 

from various ex perts is appropriate . In the fi e ld of qualitat ive research methodology, 

three main methods are widely accepted and applied, observations, interv iews, and foc us 

groups (Powell 1986, p.8 and Powell 199 1). They will be introduced brie fl y as follow: 

I. Observation stud ies involve the systematic recording of observab le phenomena or 

behaviour in a natural setting, which provides useful insights into unconscious 

behaviour and how thi s might relate to self-percept ions of those invo lved in an 

event. It can reflect hidden att itudes o r views (Go nnan and Clayton 1997, p.44). 

2. A focus group is defined as "a selected set of peop le used to test and evaluate a 

concept or product" (LevelTen Knowledge base [n .d .]). Focus group interviews 

are good at exploring in depth the fee lings and belie fs peop le hold and to " lea rn 

how these feelings shape overt behav iour" (Go ldman and McDonald 1987, p.7) . 

3. Interviewing can obtain detailed, in-depth information from subj ects w ho know a 

great deal about their personal perceptions of events, processes and env ironments 

(Gomlan and Clayton 1997, p.44). 

Observation focuses on working with participants rat her than experts. In other words, it is 

impractical to observe experts' activities when they are developing or programming their 

terminology services. This approach was therefore impractical during the initial iteration 

through the design research loop. Focus groups can be used for determining the 
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perception, fee lings, and thinking of gathered experts about the prob lems, so lutions, 

products, services to gain understanding about a given topic (Krueger and Casey 2000, 

pp.7-9). Also, the intensive interactions between differe nt gro up members during the 

di scussion could produce new data and ideas. However, a number of undes irab le effects 

of focus groups have been noted (Evmorfopou lou 2000) . In thi s particu lar research, the 

multi-discip linary nature of deve lop ing a midd leware system between terminologies 

requires the data to be collected from a variety of experts. If there are a vari ety of experts 

in a focus group, it is possible that some reserved group members, who have great 

know ledge in the fie ld of developing terminology services, may be reluctant to talk . Th is 

may lead to bias. In add ition, because experts are the lead ing researchers in the studied 

field , and busy doing their research day by day, it is impractical to gat her all the lead ing 

persons at the same time to answer the questions asked. 

With thi s in mind , face -to-face semi-structured interviews, as a data co llection method to 

exp lore ideas, probe responses, and look into motives and the fee li ngs, was selected. 

There are a number of advantages over other methods: 

I. A variety of experts could offer di fferent suggestions from different perspectives 

for the deve lopment of the middleware; 

2. Face-to-face interviews are very fl exible. The experts could be encouraged to 

have more dialogue with the interviewer, and e lic it more in-depth information 

abo ut their understand ings; 

3. Because of the intensive interaction between the interviewer and interviewee, it is 

easier for the interviewer to guide the interviewee to foc us on the important 

questions, and avo id bias. 

3.3.2 Heterogeneity sampling 

When sampling strategies are described, a key d istinct ion is made between probability 

and non-probabi li ty samples. Probability sampling is generally held to be the most 

rigorous approach to sampl ing for stati stical research, but is largely inappropriate for 

qualitative research. In a probab ility sam ple, elements in the population are chosen at 

random and have a known probab ility of selection (R itchie and Lewis 2003, p.78). In 

non-probab ility sample, units are deliberately selected to reflect particular features of 
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groups within the sample population (Ritchie and Lewis 2003, p.78). Traditionall y, in 

qualitative research, non-probability sampling is used to select the participants who have 

experienced the identified process (Crewell 2007, p.63). Based on interacting with these 

selected participants, the researchers wo uld gai n a genera l explanation of a process or an 

act ion. In many cases, theories were di scovered through grad uall y interviewing the 

parti cipa nts. This approach is ca lled "grounded theory". In grounded theory resea rch, the 

guidelines for determining the sample sizes rely on the concept of "saturation", which 

means a point at which no new findings are found in the data (Guest el af. 2006). Crewell 

(2007, p.78) noted that interviewing 20-60 indi viduals can bas icall y reach the saturation 

for most grounded theory research. 

In thi s research, however, the researcher gained most theori es for the development of the 

proposed framework from the literature rev iew, and it is not necessary to find new 

knowledge elements based on interviewing ex pe rts for "saturation". In other words, the 

main purpose of interviewing experts is not to develop the theories through grad ually 

conducting expert interviews, but to understand how to use the appropriate theories to 

estab l ish the framework. 

Se lecting appropriate ex perts, as non-probability sampling, involves the gathering ofa 

sample of ex perts with known or demonstrab le expertise in some subject areas related to 

issues, sLlch as terminology mapping, subject cross-searchin g, semantic web, etc. This 

research focLlses on gathering a broad spectrum of ideas instead of ident ifyi ng the typ ical 

ones (Research Centre for SRM [n.d.]). Heterogeneity sampling, as a particu lar strategy, 

was introduced . In thi s sampling strategy, it is the intention to sample ideas not people 

(Research Centre for SRM [n.d.]). Considering the nature of thi s research, heterogene ity 

sampling is extremely appropriate. Different types of experts, who are invo lved in 

different research projects, and have different ideas to deve lop a terminology services, 

were sampled. These experts included: 

I. Ex perts responsible for developing and managing library portal products: They 

have a good understand ing of how these work, how a subject cross-searching 

service is integrated into the library porta l, and what subject requirements are 
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helpful for different end-users . They might be able to indicate the potenti al needs 

for the development of the middleware system to facil itate subject cross-browsing. 

2. Terminology experts: They have strong knowledge of different controlled 

vocabulari es , and have experience of the development of methods to improve the 

interope rab ility between different KOS. 

3. Experts in the development oflhe semantic web: They understand diffe rent 

techno logies re lated to deve lop ing the terminology servers, and are famil iar with 

diffe rent semantic web-enab led formats to encode terminological data. 

Table 3.1 outlines the specific experts who were interviewed wit h their experience. All 

the interview data has been analysed to form a bas is fo r deve loping the middleware 

system. The detailed interview data ana lys is is presented in Chapter 4. 
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Table 3.1 : The details of the interviewees 

Interviewee Experience Type of experts 
Interviewee I: A local Ex Libris MetaLib: a project re lated to Experts responsi ble for 
librarian responsible developing li brary portal and federated managing I ibrary portal 
for maintai ning the search products 
library portal. 
Interviewee 2: A local SirSi Subject Room: a project re lated to Experts respons ible for 
librarian responsible developing library portal and federated managing library porta l 
for maintain ing the search. products 
library portal. 
Interviewee 3: A Ex Li bri s MetaLib: a project related to Experts responsible for 
research offi cer developing library portal and federated developing library portal 
working in Ex Li bris search products 
In terviewee 4: A Renardus Project: it is research project • Terminology expert 
research officer focusing on developing subject cross- • Ex perts in the field of 

browsing services through tenninology developing semant ic web 
mapping • Experts responsible for 

developing library pona l 
products 

Interviewee 5: A HILT Project: a project that aims to • Terminology expert 
research lecturer in the develop a terminology service for the • Experts in the field of 
field of in format ion J ISC I nformation Environment developing semantic web 
science 
Interviewee 6: A STAR Project: a project that aims to • Terminology expert 
professor in the fie ld of develop a terminology service using • Ex perts in the field 
information science query expansion in the fi eld of of developi ng semantic 

archaeology web 
Interviewee 7: A SKOS Project: a project that aims to • Experts in the fie ld 
research offi cer develop a RDF vocabulary for encoding of developing semant ic 

the KOS web 

• Terminology 
expert 

Interviewee 8: An BS8723: a project to formulate a new • Term inology expert 
informat ion consultant Brit ish standard to identify methods to 

develop vocabularies, and mcthods to 
improve the interoperability 

Interviewec 9: A CA IRNS Project: a project that aims to • Experts responsible for 
lecturer in a develop a meta-search system to cross- developing library portal 
Department of search a number of li brary catalogues. products 
Information Science Also, the HILT terminology service is • Experts in the fie ld 

integrated into CAIRNS. of developing 
semanti c web 

3.3.3 Interview questions and coding 

Three categories of experts were identified in Secti on 3.3.2. They have a complex stock 

of knowledge abo ut the topic under study. According to Legard (2003, p. 148), the aim of 

an in-depth interview is to reach both breath of coverage across key issues, and depth of 

coverage within each. Thus, when the interview questions were designed, it was 
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important to take two key issues ve ry seriously: content mapping and content mini ng. 

Content mapping questions were designed to open up the research terri tory and to 

identi fy the dimensions or issues that are relevant to the participant. Content mining 

questi ons were des igned to explore the detail which lies within each dimension, to access 

the meaning it holds for the interviewee, and to generate an in-depth understanding from 

the interviewee point of v iew (Legard and Keegan 2003, p.148). Probes were another 

important issue in designing interv iew quest ions. These took the form of fo ll ow-up 

questions to e lic it more info rmat ion, description, explanation and so on. For thi s reason, 

the interview questions needed to be extensive enough to explore the deta il. Table 3.2 

shows a number of ant icipated issues related to deve loping the middleware systems. 
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Ta ble 3.2: Issues related to developing (he fi'amework 

Key categories Sub-categories Notes 
Library portal with Mctadata crosswalk This is re lated to the methods to improve 
terminology mapping interoperability between difTerent mctadata schemes 
rniddlewarc used by different collections. 

Access prolocols The protoco[s to access the mctadata repositories, and 
'" Z39.50 suppOrt the cross-searching . 

• SRW/U 
• OAI-PMI-I 
• SPARQL 
Subject services This refers to a number oruse scenarios, in which the 
requirements: end-llsers cou ld lIse the defined subject-related 
'" Subject browsing; functions 10 retrieve information in a library portal 
'" Subject searching: 
'" Co llection finder; 
• Query expansion: 
'" Query disambiguation; 
• Subject indexing. 

Data conversion and This refe rs 10 trans lating the query in a mew-search 
transmission engine into various forms of queri es that diffe rent 

participant online databases could recogn ise and accept , 
and converting heterogeneous l11etadata results into a 
consistent format , and present to the use rs. 

Terminology Terminology This refers co (he ways fa improve fhe inreroperab ility 
Mapping methods: between different KOS. 
* Switch language; 
* One-to-one mapping; 
• Mapping different KOS to 
an ontology; 
* Automatic mapping 
* Co-occurrence mapping 
Mapping relationships This refers to the ways to identify the semant ic 

eil!:livalence between terms from different vocabu laries. 
Mapping logics This refe rs to defining a number of rules to devclop 

mapping. 
Mapping partnership It is related to the ways to distribute the mapping work 

to differen t communities. 
Mapping tool s Computer-based tools to help the people create the 

mappings 

Semantic \veb-rclated Encoding formats: The formats arc used 10 exchange the terminologica l 
issues • RDF/SKOS ; information between different services . 

• MARC2 I; 
* Zthes; 

• XTM; 
• BS8723-PART5; 
KOS -re lated access The protoco ls to access the termino logy services 
protocols: 
• SKOS-A PI; 
• SPARQL; 
• SRWIU; 
• 239.50. 
Informatio n architecture: T his re rers to the ways to construct a database(s) for 
* Centrali sed terminology storing the terminologica l data. 
mapping service; 
• Dist ributed terminology 
mapping services. 
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As well as ensuring that the interview questi ons addressed these topics, these issues could 

also be defined as a variety of codes fo r analys ing the interview data. This provides a 

basic guideline to code the interview data in a systemati c way. In additi on, it is worth 

noting that because a key strength of qualitative research is that it can ex plore some 

unanticipated issues, and the answers to the research questi ons are made by di ffe rent 

interviewees, and refl ect di fferent dimensions, the hi erarchy is extensib le to cove r 

unanticipated issues and methods. Specific unanticipated issues would be presented in 

Chapter 4. 

In order to make the interviewees clearl y understand the aim and objectives of thi s 

research, and avo id unnecessary confusion during the interview, it was important to 

in troduce the contextual in fo rmation and an outline o f the proposed theo retica l 

framework to the parti cipants before beg inning the interv iew questions. With a ll these 

considerations in mind , a detail ed interview questi on li st was des igned and can be seen in 

Append ix 2. 

3.4 Evaluation 

As mentioned in Secti on 3.1.3, an evaluati on shoul d be conducted to identi fy the 

potential prob lems in the theoretical fra mework and re levant solutions, and to coll ect 

suggestions for improving the theo retical fra mework. When the simpl ifi ed prototype 

system was developed, it was important that the selected approach would so lve the 

identifi ed problems. However, it was important to eva luate the feasibil ity of these 

approaches with the intention of finding problems and relevant solutions, and finally 

adding value to the theories. Before developing an eva luation plan, Patton (1987, p.8) 

points out the importance of clari fy ing a number of questions. These questi ons include: 

• Who is the in formati on fo r and who will use the findings of the evaluation? 

• What kinds of in fo rmation are needed? 

• How is the in formati on to be used? For what purposes is the eva luati on be ing 

done? 

• When is the information needed? 

• What resources are available to conduct the evaluation? 
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These questions are addressed below. 

3.4.1 Who is the information for? When is the information needed? 

Kumar ( 1990) pointed out two types of evaluatio ns serving the needs of di fferent groups. 

These are form ative evaluation and summative evaluati on. Summati ve evaluation offers 

information on the systems' e ffi cacy to those use rs who are go ing to use the system 

(Kumar 1990). This kind of eva luations is often conducted after the development is 

fini shed. Formative evaluation is conducted during the developmental stage or system 

enhancement stage, and offers feedback information to help improve the system (Scri ven 

1967). It is beneficial to those who are involved in the system development process. 

Tak ing a broad view of the scope of the people that can benefit from the research, these 

people migh t incl ude a vari ety of stakeholders : end-users (students, resea rchers, or 

internet seekers, etc), software product developers, terminology mapping project staff, e tc, 

but the final framework will serve as a range of technical and practical suggestions for 

portal system developers when they develop library portal systems. The target audience 

of thi s research should be library serv ice developers who can benefit from the findings 

when they develop tenn inology mapping systems. For this reason, fOlmative eva luation 

is more appropriate in th is research. Formative eval uat ion was therefore used to ensure 

that the goals of the theoretical framework were being achieved, and to gain suggestions 

on how to improve the system. 

Hence, thi s research was aimed at providing the deve lopers of this kind of terminology 

middleware with a number of guidelines, to help them develop their related soluti ons to 

integrat ing various terminology resources . 

3.4.2 What kinds of information are needed? What is the purpose of 

the evaluation? 

Regarding different aspects of the feas ibility of an information system, Scholtz (200 I) 

summarised fi ve types of attributes in usabil ity eva luation. They include learnabili ty, 

efficiency, memorabi lity, errors, and user satisfaction. He also indicated that "depending 

on the type of app lication, one attribute might be more criti ca l then another". Scriven 
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(1967, p.39) made an important distinction for two types of evaluation methods between 

system intrinsic features measurement and payoffperfonnance measurement, which are 

called analytic and empirical evaluation. In thi s context, analytic evaluation refers to 

"examining intrinsic features and attempting to make predictions concerning payoff 

performance, and empirical eva luation refers to attempting to measure payoff 

performance direct ly" (G ray and Salzman 1998, p.203). Scriven ( 1977, p.346) took an 

example to illustra te the difference between analytic eva luation and empirica l evaluation. 

As he remarks, " If you want to eva luate a tool ... say an axe, you might study the design 

of the bit, the weight di stribution, the steel all oy used, the grade of hickory in the handle, 

etc. , or you might just study the kind and speed of the cuts it makes in the hands ofa 

good axe-man". 

In thi s research, the research outcome is a complex process, and a number o f judgments 

need to be made during the design. For this reason, an analytical evaluation was chosen 

to test the intrinsic features of prototype system, find out the problems and relevant 

so lutions, and improve an iterative development process. The anal ytical evaluation 

should test the foll owing elements in the system : 

I. Usefulness of the mapping establi shed; 

2. Viab ility of the protocols selected to access the KOS, and the encod ing form ats to 

represent KOS; 

3. Viability of the whole network infrastructure appli ed to exchange tenninological 

information between di stributed KOS; 

4. Functionality of the system designated based on the network infrastructure ; 

5. Potential cultural difficulty in implementing the system designated. 

Obviously, it is difficult for an end-user to understand each of these identified elements, 

and some end-users may even have trouble understanding the purpose of thi s middleware 

system for terminologies. Rosson and Carroll (2002) indicated that user-centred 

evaluation methods are appropriate to be used in most empiri cal evaluation cases, but that 

expert-based approach may be more appropriate in analytical evaluations. In this sense, it 
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was decided to employ experts' knowledge as a basis for identifying and pred icting 

usabi lity prob lems with the middleware and underlying framework. 

3.4.3 What resources are available to conduct the evaluation? 

In the li terature, a variety of prototy pes with different degrees of fidelity have been 

summari sed to help users or developers understa nd the requirements for systems. In 

general , paper-based mockups, as the visuali sation of deve loped theori es, are used at the 

earl y stages of the design process, and computer-based prototype systems are assumed to 

be effecti ve in test ing usability at the later stages. However, new research findings 

ind icate that low-fidel ity paper-based prototype can also be app lied at the later stages to 

test di fferent aspects in a system, and vice versa (Bail ey 2005, and Sefelin et al. 2003). 

Klee (2000) pointed out different tool s to create a prototype system reflecting the theo ri es, 

which include l-lTML pages, paper mockups, ex isting infOlnlati on system, databases, etc. 

In thi s research, one purpose of prototyping is to test if the se lected technologies cou ld be 

effect ive ly used in the middleware system between terminolog ies. Therefore, a paper

based mockup is inappropriate for thi s purpose. A computer-based prototype system, 

which app li es most of technolog ies identifi ed in the theoretical framework , needed to be 

deve loped. The prototype is the mai n resource for the evaluat ion. In add it io n, a 

document describing the principles of the theoretical fra mework was presented to help 

the experts further understand the prototype. This document is presented in Appendix 4. 

3.4.4 Evaluation methods 

As mentioned in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, expert eva luation was chosen based on the use 

of a computer-based prototype system. There are a number of specific expert-based 

usability evaluation methods summari sed by Nielsen ( 1993), which include plurali stic 

walkthroughs, cogniti ve walkthroughs, heuristic evaluation, etc. 

In these methods, " Heuristic evaluation is best used as a design time evaluation technique, 

because it is easier to fi x a lot of the usability problems that arise" (Nielsen 1993 , p.25). 

The basic idea of heuri stic evaluation is that a number ofexpert evaluators use a number 
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of criteria, independently evaluate a prototype system, and then claim potential usability 

problems. Heuristic evaluation is best used during the system design stage (Nielsen 1993, 

p.2S). As emphasised in Section 3.4.1, the evaluation in thi s research needed to be 

conducted during development. Thus, heuristic evaluation was used as a method to 

assess the framework. Also, the heuri stic evaluation method makes it easier to fix a 

num ber of potential usability problems (N ielsen 1993, p.2S). Based on the use of 

heuri stic eval uation methods, N ielson ( 1993, p.4 7) noted that "around five eva luators 

usuall y result in about 75% of the overall usability problems being di scovered". 

Compared with heuri stic evaluation, a cognitive wa lkthrough emphasises the importance 

of making the experts interact with the prototype based on a number of given tasks 

(Wharton el af. 1994). [n order to fi.I!ly eva luate different aspects of estab li shed theories, 

a combination of heuri stic evaluation and cognit ive wa lkthrough was applied in this 

research. [n thi s case, five usab ility experts and one software developer, who ar'e a lso 

knowledgeable in the fie ld ofterrninology se rvices, were se lected to test the prototype 

system. These evaluators are no t those who were previously interviewed. The detailed 

informat ion about these people is presented in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: The Details of evaluators 

Usability evaluator Qualification 
Expert I: information • Knowledge of development of ontologies, 
consultant taxo nom ies and thesauri and knowledge 

eli citation . 

• Fami liar with the applications of KOS TO 
metadata schemes, associative databases, and 
XML-based technologies such as RDF, XSL T 
and XTM(ToJlic Maps). 

Expert 2: information • Developer of BS8723 ; 
consultant • Advisor ofa number of terminology services, 

such as HILT. 
Expert 3: lecturer in the • Knowledge of faceted classification theory; 
department of information • Joint editor of BLISS Classifi cat ion. 
sCience 
Expert 4: information • Developer of BS8723 ; 
consultant • Aulhol· of a famous government-based thesaurus. 
Expert 5: information • Joint ed itor of UDC Classification. 
consultant 
Expert 6: Software • Developer of BS8723-Part 5; 
developer: Programmer • Experience of converting a famous thesaurus into 

a well-defined digital format. 

In thi s eva luation, the experts agreed to base the wa lklhrough on three differe nt roles. 

They were: 

Role I : Developers of middle ware system between diffe rent terminologies; 

Role 2: End-users; 

Role 3: Coll aborators of the developers of middle ware system between different 

tenninologies, such as the developers of met a-search engines, developers oftem1 inology 

services, deve lopers of service registries, etc. 

Based on these three ro les, a number of heuri stics for evaluat ing the middleware were 

defined. These heuri sti cs include: 

Heuristic I-Semantic extensibility: Through exchanging terminological information 

between d ifferent KOS, a terminology mapping middleware system that supports subject 

cross-brows ing fu nctions should be able to incorporate different kinds of KOS having 

different semantic structures across different subject arcas. Semant ic extensibility refers 

the capability to map different KOS together. New resow-ces with new KOS may be 
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developed in future. It is important for a terminology mapping middleware system to 

continuously incorporate the new conceptual resources, and provide appropriate functions 

to maximise the use of most KOS. One most important part of this evaluation is to test 

whether the framework can be applied to integrate different KOS in widely distributed 

info rmation environments. In add ition, different decisions have been made to establi sh 

conceptual mappings between different KOS. As mentioned above, these KOS differ 

greatly. A number of factors need to be tested, which include the structural models of 

mapping, mapping relationships identified, the ways to treat compound concepts, the 

methods to select the conceptual elements to be mapped . 

Heuristic 2-Technical adaptability: Technica l adaptability refers to the capability to 

process different KOS using different formats , access protocols, and being located in 

different information systems. When a meta-search se rvice cross-sea rches a wide vari ety 

of informat ion resources, the KOS used by these informat ion resources may great ly differ 

in their subject areas, the degree ofpre-coord inat ion/post-coordination, the leve l of 

granu larity, encoding formats, access protocol s, and the use of language. The 

heterogeneity caused by these differences greatly impedes the effect ive use of the meta

search service. In this context, this middleware system should be able to provide the 

capability to harmonise heterogeneity caused by different KOS. 

Heuristic 3-User interactivity: This refers to the ability to satisfy the different subject 

needs of different organi sations using thi s terminology mapping service. A subject 

browsing interface cannot satisfy all the subject needs across different communiti es. For 

example, it was fou nd that many users find it d ifficult to follow DDe structure to find 

relevant information. In many cases, people from a community may have been fam ili ar 

with a taxonomy for a number of years . It is important to re-design the subject browsing 

structure to satisfy the specific subject needs of each community. In addition, it is hoped 

that the terminology mapping service can be interoperable with the taxonomy used by a 

particular organisation, and the users in this organi sation can directly interact with their 

own taxonomy that they are fami liar with, but gain the terminological results from 
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different KOS. In add ition, it might be a long process fro m a user' s initial interaction 

with the browsing interface to getti ng the mapped term to searching against these 

co llections and then results. It is important to opt imise the process in a more user-fri endl y 

fashion. 

Heuristic 4--CuItural feasibility for the development of this kind of terminology 

mapping middlewarc services: In thi s research, it is proposed to develop a co ll aborati ve 

mappi ng work flow. A number of participants are invo lved in the mapping efforts . These 

people include loca l li brarians, termi nology serv ice providers, KOS owners, etc. Thus, it 

is im portant to eval uate the feasibility of the proposed mapping work fl ow, and test 

whether these identi tied people are able to make a co llaboration of creating the mappings. 

Heuristic 5--Technical Feasibility: In the software-based prototype, different protocols, 

fo rmats of data, and agents to process the data are employed, and all these components 

have been integrated together to offer the services. Being aware whether these techn iques 

are used in appropriate places and appropriate ways is important. In other words, a 

feasible techn ical infrastructure should be ab le to effective ly access different KOS 

without fatal erro rs, and provide appropriate subject cross-browsing services to users. 

Some suggestions are expected to improve the technical feasibi lity of the prototype and 

make the service more practical in real di gital library environments. 

Heuristic 6--Quali ty of mapping: In the prototype system, based on defined gui dance, 

a range of mappings were manuall y estab lished. It is important to test whether the 

establi shed mappi ngs cou ld provide effect ive subject cross-browsing services. Also, 

expert eva luators were asked to offer suggestions to improve the quali ty of the mappings. 

Because each heuri stic may include a num ber of relevant factors for the development of 

the middleware, these heuristics were translated into a number of questions to experts. 

The experts were asked to read the document describing the principles of the theoretical 

framework , and then independently wa lk through the prototype system. Four tasks based 

on different use scenari os were formulated to make the experts interact with the prototype. 
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After each task was completed, the experts answered a num ber of formulated questions 

re levant to the evaluation heuristi cs . When all the tasks were completed by an expert, the 

expert would be asked to freely offer some comments based on the defined cri teria. A 

detail ed eva luati on plan for the experts is presented in Appendi x 5, and the document 

descri bing the theo reti ca l framework is presented in Appendi x 4. 

The data was co llected using an audio recorder, and analysed acco rdi ng to the heu ri stics. 

The findings were presented in Chapter Seven, and were ex pected to form a bas is to 

im prove the theoretical framework. 

The next chapter describes the ways to analyse the interview data. 
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Chapter Four: Data Analysis for Establishing a 
Theoretical Framework 

4.0 The findings into the investigation of various KOS 

As emphasised in Secti on 3.2, it is important to investigate the main characteristics of 

different KOS. An investigation was conducted for thi s purpose, and presented in 

Appendi x I. Based on thi s investigation, seven points have been identified: 

• Some data bases are indexed by more than one controll ed vocabu laries. For 

instance, three contro lled vocabularies are being used to index an online database 

ca lled OMN I. These vocabularies inc lude MeS H, UMLS, and Nationa l Library of 

Medicine. In this case, co-occurrence mapp ings could be estab lished based on the 

sllbject-related metadata indexed by these three KOS. A metadata record could 

become an important intermed iary for exchanging subject terminology betwee n 

different knowledge organ isation systems. 

• Some common controlled vocabu laries, such as UNESCO, LCSH, etc., are widely 

used by a number of on li ne services, but other specific vocabularies are deve loped 

from these wide ly-used ones . For example, MeSH was developed based on the 

structllre of LCSH, and simi larly HASSET is based on the UNESCO Thesaurus. 

In th is context, it is crucial to investigate the important features of these widely

used classification systems, such as DDC, UDC, LCC, LCSH , and UNESCO 

Thesaurus. In add ition, it was found that a large amount of mapping work 

between a number of wide ly- used vocabularies had been estab li shed by different 

organ isations. Fo r instance, LCSH has been mapped to DDe. Likewise, Saeed 

(2002, p.575) proposed a framework in which "terms drawn from DDC indexes 

and IEEE Web Thesaurus were merged with DDC hierarchies to build a 

taxonomy in the domain of computer science". 

• Some sllbject-specific thesauri are not on ly designed to provide tools for subject 

index ing and searching information, but serve as a guide to explore the 

knowledge in some spec ifi c fie lds. For example, the Gene Ontology thesaurus is 

aimed at describing different genes and gene product attributes in any o rganism, 
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and working with a specific database. In another case, the AS IS thesaurus can 

help information science students understand the landscape of information science 

terminology. 

• It was fo und that two KOS from di fferent domains di ffe r greatl y in respect of 

their syntaxes and semantics, but there are more similarities between KOS from 

the same domain. In other words, it is eas ier to merge a nun~ be r of vocabul ari es 

within the same domain . Fo r example, UM LS merges concepts fro m about fifty 

medi cal contro ll ed vocabulari es into a metathesaurus. 

• There are a large number of in-house classificati on systems, such as subject

specific thesauri , and ontologies deve loped by di ffe rent organi sati ons. How to 

make these in-house knowledge organi sati on systems' interoperable with some 

genera ll y-used KOS is a key issue for thi s research. 

• It was fo und that a subject-spec ifi c thesaurus might be very context-based, and 

onl y des igned and used fo r a specific database. However, a large number of 

common subject class ifi cation schemes and subject headings, such as DDC, UDC, 

LCC, LCSH, ACM, MeS H, etc., are widely-used by a num ber of informati on 

services. For thi s reason, it is a good sta l1ing point to create the mappings 

between these widely-used vocabularies to assess its usefulness before expanding 

the mapping work. 

• Based on thi s investi gati on, onl y very few of these identi fied bi bli ographi ca l 

databases adopt a full y-fledged ontology to describe the subject topics and their 

relationshi ps . It was found that the use of ontologies for fac ilitating subject cross

browsing and searching is still in a very early stage. In thi s investigati on, some 

ontologies, such as CIDOC CRM, ABC Ontology, etc., are used as metadata 

schemes to describe complex obj ects instead of subj ects. Di fferent objects could 

be categori sed under predefined ontologica l classes, and a number of attributes 

coul d be used to specify a class. For thi s reason, in many proj ects, it was 

necessary to use the ontologies to describe complex information objects, such as 

museum objects, images, etc., but use various contro lled vocabulari es to describe 

the subject concepts and re lationships. 
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4.1 Interview findings related to various library portals 

As outlined in Section 3.3.2, nine expen interviews were conducted in this research to 

co ll ect ideas for the deve lopment of a theoretical framework. The interview questions 

were outlined in Appendi x 2. The interviews were reco rded, and the reco rdings were 

transcribed into text. In order to analyse the text data, Altas Ti sc ientifi c so ftware was 

used. A number of codes were identified in Tab le 3.2, and these codes fonned the basis 

of the analysis of the interview transcript ions. 

A range of steps were designated to analyse the transcription: 

I. The important textual information in the transcriptions was highlighted as 

quotations; 

2. The exp lanations and comments were given to each quotation to make the 

quotation clearer; 

3. Relevant codes were assigned to the exp lanati ons and comments created; 

4. The codes were then grouped by code fami ly and sub categories; 

5. The grouped exp lanations and comments were summari sed . 

The spec ific findings are presented as fo llows : 

4.1.1 Metadata crosswalk (mapping) 

Interv iewees I, 2, 3, 4, and 9 highli ghted the heterogeneous nature of different 

information resources. It was generally felt that the content providers should offer their 

standard APls to shared services such as SirSi Subject Rooms, Ex Libri s MetaLib, etc. In 

the real world , however, the APls that are offered varied from one content provider to 

another in terms of different access protocols and encoding formats used by different 

content providers (Interviewee 4) . In thi s context, Interviewees 1, 2 and 4 pointed out that 

the different metadata standards, protocols, and forma ts used should co-exist for a long 

term, and that a library ponal service should be ab le to cope wi th most of these standards, 

protocols, and formats. 

Interviewees I, 3 and 9 stated that there was a lack of mappings between different 

metadata standards used by different resources. For exam ple, some databases offer 
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tit le/keywo rd, author/keyword or subject keyword search. Although there are ri ch sets of 

metadata elements within some data bases, some rich metadata in these cata logues may 

not be exposed to the local search engines, and some may not be exposed to the Z39.50 

servers. Th is depends on how the loca l cata logue staff map their item- leve l metadata to 

searchab le indexes in the loca l search engine and also to the 239.50 server. For this 

reason, Interviewees I, 2, 3, and 4 hi ghlighted the importance of mapping a central 

metadata scheme to different metadata schemes. In thi s context, one-ta-many mappi ngs 

could be cond ucted. 

In the projects that Interviewees 1,3, and 4 have been involved wi th, the typ ica l approach 

was to create a common metadata scheme based on reviewing a variety of metadata 

schemes used by other information services, and the mapping work was done on the 

service provider side. In Interviewee 3's Project , an app licati on profi le based on the DC 

metadata scheme was developed, into which other metaciata schemes were map ped 

(Interviewee 4). Based on the mappings between different metadata schemes through the 

appl ication profile, a user can begin to interact with the Renardus federated search 

interface for cross-searching different information services, and jump to different user 

interfaces to view the details of the returned results . In the appl icati on profi le, a 

speci fi cat ion of the syntax encod ing scheme needed to be given to di fferent content 

providers to fo llow when they create the mappings. Once the appl ication profile was 

developed, the mappings from different metadata schemes to the applicati on profi le could 

be done by different local experts . By using the Z39.50 protocol, the service cou ld cross

search different information resources. The project found that the DC metadata scheme 

was suitable as the basis for aciaption into the application profiles for mapping different 

metadata schemes together. There were a lot of acivantages to using DC, such as its 

multidisciplinary nature, the frequency of its update, etc . 

Interviewees felt that an applicat ion profile can be made for loca l use to map 

heterogeneous metadata. Alternatively, a loca l library can develop an in-house metadata 

scheme, to which different metaciata can be mapped. For example, it is possible to create 

a core ontology for mapping different metadata schemes in the same domai n. 
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Interviewees I and 3 pointed out the importance of developing both a vendor-hosted and 

local-hosted serv ice . In this approach, the vendo r creates the mappi ngs between different 

metadata schemes used by different data providers, and the local librarians could use the 

mapping created by vendor, and also create some further mappings based on their loca l 

information requirements. 

4.1.2 Access protoco/s for metadata 

Various protocols have been developed in different communit ies, such as Z39.50, 

SRW/U, OA I-PMH , etc. Interv iewees I, 2, 3, 4, and 9 outlined the difficulty in 

implementing Z39.50 protocols for the development of a meta-search service. Alt hough a 

Z39.50-based search cou ld offer a more accurate search, the number of informatio n 

resources in each search query is very lim ited (Interviewees 2 and 9), the response time is 

relatively slow (Interviewees I, 2, 3, 4 and 9) , and therefore the use of Z39.50 is much 

more expensive in terms of the mappi ng effort, and technica l cost (Interviewee 2). For 

example, the MetaLib federated search service, as a service using Z39.50 can use one 

query to cross-search at most eight infonnation services simultaneo usly. 

Apart from the Z39.50 access protocol, Interviewee 2 pointed out another protocol 

(OpenSearch) as having different searching features . One di sadvantage of this protocol, 

as ind icated by Interviewee 2, is that it cannot effectively conduct advanced searches o n 

different metadata elements, such as subject metadata element, author metadata element, 

date metadata element, etc. In other words, OpenSearch protocol can on ly take a searc h 

into the general search boxes of different information services, and get results. However, 

using thi s protocol, there is no limitation on the number of information resources, which 

can be cross-searched, and a user can search all the required information resources in the 

same time. 

Interviewee I, 2 and 4 pointed out that by us ing the OAI-PMH to harvest different 

metadata into a centralised database, differe nt metadata records harvested are more easi ly 
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controlled, because it is possi ble to use a central ised terminology to index these harvested 

metadata record s. However, Interviewee 3 pointed out that in the real world , some 

content providers may not allow their metadata to be harvested. Thus, Interviewees 3 and 

4 expected that in future the OAI approach and alternative d is tri buted approaches should 

be deve loped together, and be made to complement each other. 

By investigating a range of current protoco ls to access to KOS, Interviewee 5 fe lt that 

SRU/SR W was a very good protoco l for exchanging info rmati on between different 

services in d istributed informati on environments. In hi s project, by using an SR W server, 

to which diffe rent other services can set up re levant SR W clients, a central ised metadata 

database can respond to the subj ect query terms fro m di fferent services, analyse the users' 

subject req uirements, and fi nall y let the users know what services are sui tab le for users' 

subject needs, what subject schemes are used by these services, and what terms in these 

subject schemes can be mapped to the users' query. T hi s is explained in Figure 4. 1. In 

add it ion, the se rvice described by Interviewee 5 uses a centra li sed database to ho ld a ll the 

metadata used by the part icipating co llections and all the mappings between them. By 

using a SOA P server, the tenni no logical data in the database can be wrapped into the 

RDF fo rmat in the SR W server. T he SOAP server, whi ch is responsible fo r wrapping 

data in RDF, makes it easy to exchange the term inolog ica l in fo rmati on between the SR W 

server and d iffe rent SR W cl ients. 

.. 
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Figure 4. 1: A SR W-based subject service 
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Based on using the SR W protocol, other APls could be added into the SR W server side, 

which would provide more functi ons to the SR W cli ents. For example, a WordNet AP I 

could be added into the SR W server, and the related functions can be offered to expand a 

given term to return sets of grouped cogniti ve synonyms. 

I f all the metadata records could be converted into RDF fo rmat, Interviewee 7 

emphasised the benefits of using the REST-HTTP Protocol and SPARQL to access RDF 

database. REST-HTTP and SPARQL is much more lightweight and less expensive than 

Z39. 50 and SRW/U-based approaches. The endpoint ofa service should be the web. For 

th is reason, it is possible that if a ll the data were stored and accessible on the web, then it 

is easy for a meta-search service to buil d programmat ic access interfaces to access the 

mapping databases across the web. However, Interviewees 6 and 7 pointed out the 

prob lems of using SPARQ L. SPARQL is not good at index ing text-based information, as 

it is ori ented towards searchi ng the RDF graph. In other words, there is very limited 

support within th e SPARQL query language for phrase queri es, wildca rd queries, 

prox imity queri es, range queries, and so on. 

Interviewees I and 3 emphas ised the importance of developing a multi -protoco l 

environment for the deve lopment of a meta-searching service. Interviewees I and 3 

pointed out that data conversion programmes are required to be deve loped to convert 

heterogeneous metadata records into a consistent library-based format, and present a 

combined view of the records from different resources to the end-users. This would mean 

that the retrieved records from different resources could be merged, de-dupli cated, so rted, 

ranked, and fi ltered . More importantl y, a data transmission programme should be 

deve loped as we ll. This programme can be used to translate a user 's query into di ffe rent 

forms of queri es that di fferent participant databases can recognise. Thus, Interviewee 3 

concluded that a knowledge base acting as a mediator should be developed to store the 

connecti vity detail s of d ifferent databases, outl ine how a federated search service can 

connect each database, and the metadata elements mapping instructions between di fferent 

metadata schemes used by different information services. A knowledge base should set 

up the rules that transfer users' queries into the form that a database can understand . 
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Interviewees I and 3 continued to mention three important types of infonnat ion that need 

to be developed in a mediator for exchanging information. 

I . Descriptive information includes such general data as the full name of the specific 

resource, a lternative names, the vendor's access policy (whether the resource is 

free or by subscription onl y), the type (s uch as a library catalogue, abstracting and 

indexing database, or Web search engine), the creator, and the publ isher; 

2. Ru les fo r the transfer of a query. This information is provided on three levels: the 

method of transfer (such as server-to-server interaction or HTTP); the format in 

wh ich the query is transferred (for example, it can be sent as a Z39 .S0 query or as 

an HTTP request, which is either formatted as a URL or sent in an XML 

document); and the construct ion of the query itself. The latter invo lves issues such 

as the adaptation of the query syntax , mapping of search ind ices, and character 

convers ions. 

3. Rules for the interpretation of the results obtained fro m the resource. Thi s 

information resembles the query in formation and includes the rules that permit the 

interpretation of records that differ in their physical and logical structures, 

cataloguing formats (such as MARC and MAB), and character sets. Once the 

records are interpreted and converted into a un ified internal format , machine

driven tool s can di splay all the results to the user in the same manner, compare 

records that originate from di sparate resources, provide services relevant to 

specific records, and more. With the interpretation of the results, the groundwork 

is set for the creation of an OpenURL for onward linking. 

4.1 .3 Subject-related use scenarios 

In order to create a subject cross-browsing interface, Interviewees I, 2, and 4 did not 

think DDC is a good tool fo r subject navigation . In thi s case, they al so pointed out that 

developing in-house KOS is a more effect ive way to support subject cross-browsing. In 

thi s context, Interviewee 3 indicated that potentially, each organi sation could develop its 

own vocabulary for subject browsing. Interviewees I, 2, and 3 emphasised that the 

departmental structure and relevant modules could form a basis to create local KOS. In 

other words, based on the keywords incorporated within names of different departments 
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and subject majors, it is poss ible that university librari ans can develop their own subject 

taxonomies. 

Meanwhile, according to Interviewees 3, 4, and 5, most subject cross-brows ing services 

just provide a starting point to help users begin their search, and may guide the users to 

the relevant co llections. To some extent, these subject cross-browsing services cannot 

replace the role that each content provider's search interface plays. Therefore, it is 

extremel y crucial to consider how to develop the interactive interface between the portal 

and di fferent services that content providers provide. As I nterviewee I stated , "The 

degree of the interaction between the users and some portal systems should be considered . 

In some cases, the users have no capabi li ty to interact with the portal systems. On the 

other hand , it seems to be imposs ible to create a totall y interactive M2M interface. A 

balance needs to be made for thi s reason". Interviewee 6 had a strong fee ling that in some 

projects, people were unrea li stic and over ambitious in attempting to deve lop purely 

automatic cross-search and browsing methods, in which the end-users' help was not 

needed. It is therefore important to make a balance between the user engagement and the 

automatic process. In these cases, it is not rea li stic to develop something like a Google 

search engine, in whi ch users can type search terms and then automaticall y conduct 

cross-searching w ithout any user engagement. Thus, it is des irable to plan some 

interacti ve elements that users need to be invo lved in . One important element to faci litate 

user interaction is query expans ion (Interviewee 6 and 7). Interviewee 6 developed a 

semantic expansion algorithm for spreading from a given concept over a thesaurus-based 

semantic network to yield a neighbourhood of concepts considered semantically close for 

retrieval purposes. Accord ing to Interviewee 6, thi s query expansion algorithm has been 

proven to support effective subject browsing. 

In many cases, people still need to access different information reso urces separately, 

Therefore, Interviewees I, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9 highlighted that it is important to index 

different co ll ections centrally. This can increase the response efficiency, as service 

registry systems can be developed to provide the co llection-level metadata to the portal 

services. In thi s context, each of these digital co ll ections may be classified according to 
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using one or more KOS. The selected hierarchy can be used as a start ing po int to help 

users find the relevant information . For thi s reason, through the structure of the used KOS, 

the end-users could be navigated to find relevant co ll ections. 

Interviewee 9 noted that di fferent concepts in a subject browsing interface have different 

popularities. In social tagging research, "tag clouds" allow tags to be displayed in 

different fo rm ats for different purposes. In order to browse a KOS, it might be poss ible to 

use th is type of dis play to present some concepts. For example, if there are a number of 

concepts related to ' history' within different geographic areas at the same level of 

granularity, the concept " the hi story of Europe" could be highlighted within the UK

based library port al services rather than the concept " the hi story of Asia". 

Interviewees 4, 5, 8, and 9 noted that a term di sambiguati on function is very va luable. It 

is important to consider various ways to present a concept to the end-users, and rea li se 

Ihat different concepts in different types of vocabul aries shoul d be presented in different 

ways. F or example, a term "weed ing" could be class ifi ed under different ca tegories 

within a subject vocabul ary. In the fie ld of computer science, the term " weeding" can be 

used to describe a type of collect ion development, but in the field of agriculture, the term 

"weeding" can be used to describe the acti vity of killing diseases and pests within the 

grass. Thus, it is impol1ant to present the re levant contextual information of a given term 

to the users, and then let the users understand the real meaning of a given term. 

4.2 Interview findings related to various terminologies 

4.2.1 Structural models 
Because it was assumed in thi s research that a wide range of contro ll ed vocabulari es 

needed to interoperate with each other in order to provide the end-users with a subject 

cross-browsing service, Interviewees 4, 5,6,7,8, and 9 highlighted that the use ofa 

switch language, 10 which different other vocabularies can be mapped, is one so lution. 

This is because: 
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I. It is very labo ur-intensive and time-consuming to create direct many-to-many 

mappings between different vocabularies ( Interviewees 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9); 

2. A number of vocabularies, such as LCSH, ERIC, HASSET, IPSV, etc. , have been 

mapped to DOC as a switch language. It is easy to ex pand the mapping work 

based on the use of ODe (Interviewees 4, 5, 8, and 9); 

3. With the cont inual development of the mapping data based on using the se lected 

switch language, the mapping wo rker would become more and more fami li ar with 

the structure and principles of the switch language, and deal with more and more 

complex mapping situations. This would help improve the consistency and 

accuracy of the mapping work done by the workers. 

Interviewees 3, 5, 6, and 8 emphasised the adva ntages ofDDC as a spine to exchange 

tenninological information between different KOSs . The advantages mainly include: 

I . Using DDC web services as an entry vocabulary to index a number of 

coll ec tions is very useful (Interviewees 3 and 4). Based on thi s entry 

vocabulary, different relevant collections can be identified , and the users ' 

subj ect needs can be clari fied (Interviewees 4, 5 and 6) ; 

2. DDC has been adapted in many di gital systems on the internet (Interviewee 4). 

When developing a subject cross-browsing interface across di fferent 

information services, it is not required to establi sh the mappings between 

these services using DDC ; 

3. A large number of databases are not only indexed by OOC, but also indexed 

by other vocabularies, whi ch offers a basis to create the co-occurrence 

mapping between DOC and other vocabularies (interviewees 3 and 8); 

4. A large range of communities and organi sations are using ODC (Interviewee 

3). For example, tens of thousands o f libraries are using DOC and so do 56 

nat ional bibliographies. For thi s reason, a large number of users might be 

famili ar with the structure of DDC; 

5. Because DDC is contro lled by OCLC, DDC has an advantage in the speed 

and frequency of updati ng main subj ect classes (Interviewees 3 and 8); 
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6. Due to the efforts ofOCLC, DDC has been represented in a range of widely

used interchange fonnats, which include MARC2 1, Zthes XML DTD, etc 

(Interviewees 4 and 6). 

7. By mapping different KOSs to DDC, DDC can become a nav igation too l to 

help users to find relevant parts of other hi erarchies. Users can then be 

nav igated by the identified parts of hi erarchies mapped to DDC to find 

relevant information. 

8. The use of DDC is controlled by OCLC. This means that different 

communities all use DDC cons istently (Interviewees 3 and 6). 

9. If a KOS has many facets, it will be difficu lt for it to become a mapping 

central spine. Because of the limited facets o fDDC, DDC is a good candidate 

to become a mapping spine (Interviewees 3 and 5). 

10. Because DDC is a decimal class ification, Interviewees 5 and 9 developed a 

DDC-based truncati on algorithm to find more general co ll ecti ons. The basic 

principle of thi s algori thm is to map a user's query term to DDC caption, get 

the relevant DDC notat ion, and truncate the specific DDC number to match 

the more general DDC concepts that are used to index co llections. Using this 

algorithm, a number of relevant co llections will be returned. 

In general , DDC is a general subject classification scheme covering most subject areas. It 

can play im p0l1ant roles in cross-browsing by subject, info rmation discovery by subject, 

and finding the relevant subj ect parts from other KOSs mapped to DDC (interviewees 3 

and 6). In other words, DDC, as a spine, provides a sta rting point to help users begin 

their search, guide users to relevant collect ions (interviewee 3, 4, and 5), and also direct 

users to local directories relevant to the users' topics. In fact, a lot of content providers 

may hope that the users do not solely stay in DDC spine to do all their informati on 

searching, rather, they may want users to use DDC to find their informati on resources and 

class ification schemes, and search information in thei r own webs ites . In thi s context, 

DDC subject cross-browsing can play an important role in guiding users to find re levant 

subject-specific classification schemes from library porta l systems. 
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However, there are some shortcomings to DDC as a central spine that were mentioned by 

Interviewees 4, 5, 6, and 8. Most importantly, the use of DDC as a central spine wi ll 

cause one-step indirect ion problems (Interviewee 3 and 5), and the specificity may be lost 

in thi s process. One step indirection is where there are two thesauri whi ch are A and B 

and where direct mappings between A and B is impractical. Therefore A is mapped to a 

switch language "S", and B is mapped to S . This enables the creation of indirect 

mappings between A and B through S. If requ ired, users can be informed that there is a 

switch language in the middle. 

Because DDC is a pre-coordinated classi fication scheme, it is very different to establi sh 

mappings between DDC and some other vocabularies (Interviewees 3, 5, 6, and 8). As 

interviewee 8 mentioned , using DDC to switch terminologica l information between 

diffe rent KOSs is not to switch individual concepts, but to switch the compound concepts. 

In thi s case, Boolean combinat ions shou ld be used (Interviewees 4, 6, and 8) . The 

BS8723 provides the clear guidelines on how to conduct the mappings from a pre

coordinated vocabulary to a post-coordinated vocabulary (e .g. UKAT), which include: 

• Map the terms or notations representing the separate headings and subdivision of 

the pre-coodinate scheme (DDC) to the target vocabu lary (ACM); 

• Map any pre-coordinated strings that are enumerated in the source vocabulary. 

Some of these may map to pre-coordinated expressions in the target vocabulary, 

or they may be mapped to a combi nation of terms (A CM); 

• In order to include additional pre-coordinated strings, mapping may be based 

directly on the entries in the existing catalogue rather than the nominal source 

vocabulary. 

Other prob lems are that, in some cases, DDC might be too general to index some subject

specific col lecti ons, and it may be too genera l to be mapped to some subject-specifi c 

KOS, and it may not suit some user 's subject needs. In other wo rds, the mappings 

between DDC and other KOS may be not specifi c enough (Interviewees 4,5, 6, and 8). 
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Moreover, DDe cannot be immediately adapted to describe very new subj ect areas 

(interv iewee 6), and cannot be changed for some particular applications, because DDe is 

a proprietary system. It is dangerous to add new numbers or captions to the published 

DDe, as thi s may cause incompatibility issues and copyright issues, a lthough DDe has 

provided some instructions about its number bu ilding capab ility. 

From the perspective of li brari ans, Interviewees I, 2, and 4 also did not think DDe is 

good enough to be an appropria te op tio n for subject browsing in a uni vers ity envi ronment. 

This is because the uni vers ity students may not be fam ili ar with the terminology provided 

by DDC. They recommend that in-house classification schemes need to be developed 

based on the departmental structure for an insti tute ( Interviewees I, 2, and 4). In this 

context, Interviewee I hi ghl ighted that it wou ld be desirab le to provide a subj ect-speci fi c 

KOS as a brows ing interface for some subject-specific portal. 

With thi s consideration in mind, Interviewee 2 mentioned the poss ibility of letting loca l 

libraries deve lop or use their own terminology for their own users. In fact , a num ber of 

service providers, s uch as SirS i Rooms, g ive the loca l li brarians the flex ibility to develop 

their own porta ls (Jnterviewee 2). Simila rly, it is expected that the service providers or 

the third party can provide a central termino logy serv ice so that d ifferent portal services 

(or even end-users) could develop their own term inology, which is based on the central 

terminology service. For thi s reason, it is reasonable to estab li sh mappings between DDe 

and different KOS, and map a ll these controlled vocabu laries into a super-vocabu lary . 

Local subj ect librarians can adapt some parts of this super-vocabulary for their own 

particular requirements, or create the mappings between their own vocab ul ary and the 

super-vocabu lary. Also, based on the super-vocabulary, the librarians co uld create their 

own socialtaggings, and map them into the super-vocabul ary as well (Interviewees 3 and 

6), see Figure 4.2. 
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Interviewees 3 and 8 mentioned that in a pa11icular domain, it is possible to merge all the 

controlled vocabularies into a meta-thesaurus . For example, in the medical domain, 

information professionals have developed a conceptual spine called UMSL, into which 

about fifty medical controlled vocabularies ha ve been merged. Likewise, in the 

pedagogical domain, the J1SC has merged a range of pedagogical controlled vocabularies 

into a conceptual spine developed in the project. The concept spine can be developed 

based on an existing subject-specific thesaurus. For some subject-specific KOSs, a 

specific thesaurus might be able to be a conceptual spine. Different KOSs could follow 

the structure of this spine. In some cases, the KOS may need to be re-designed to adapt 

this spine. Furthermore, the selected thesaurus could also be migrated into a lightweight 

ontology that provides richer relationships between different concepts . 

However, Interviewee 3 felt that it is impossible to merge all vocabularies across 

different disciplines into a meta-thesaurus. For example, it was stated that in the social 

science domain, it is impossible to merge all social science vocabularies together, 
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because these vocabularies greatl y differ in subject areas, granulari ty, the use of language, 

pre-coordinati on/post -coordination, etc. 

4.2.2 Ontological mapping 

Ontologies can play different ro les in improving the interoperabi lity between different 

KOS, and facilitating a range of inte ll igent subject services (Interviewee 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8). 

In thi s context, Interviewee 6 mentioned that a deci sion on whether to create onto logies 

to fac ilita te a termino logy mappi ng service depends on what purpose the service wa nts to 

achieve. It was a lso indicated that the use of ontolog ies can broaden the scientific 

modelling, support logic reasoni ng, and make the computer ' know' how a particular 

entity is related to the classification . 

Most formal ontolog ies are not designed to facilitate subject cross-searching and 

browsing services, and they are not cost-effecti ve and use fu l (Interviewee 6). Also, 

Intervi ewee 4 emphas ised that mapping di fferent KOSs to an onto logy, to some extent, 

can improve the subject cross-searching service by add ing reasoning functions, but that 

the cost is very expensive, and the retrieval speed may be very slow. Interviewee 4 also 

stated that the structure of an ontology is not good for subject browsing, because the 

re lationships between different elements are too complicated. 

It is obvious that one of the most important purposes of mapping KOSs to an ontology is 

to faci litate the provision of semantic reasoning. In thi s case, Interviewee 7 presented two 

basic methods to map KOS to the ontologies, which are described as fo ll ows: 

I . Migrating: In order to provide thesauri with more description logic, it is necessary 

to add more semantic information on the structure of the thesaurus, and 

di sambiguate the hierarchical relationships and related relati onships in some 

meaningful ways. 

2. Mapping KOS into an existing ontology : Another way to improve the description 

logic is by mapping a knowledge organi sati on to an ontology, and by using the 

ontology, the concepts in the thesaurus can be inferred. 
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In order to improve the semanti c reasoning funct ions of a terminology serVIce, 

Interviewees 4, 5, 6, and 8 emphasised which ontology could be the most appropriate one 

for mapping KOSs. 

According to Intervi ewee 4, most upper- level ontologies are too generi c for establishing 

mappings between di fferent KOS, and are also not topic-based. However, mapping KOS 

to a core ontology might be an opt ion, which could facilitate the prov ision of semanti c 

reasoning, and terminology switching. The concepts in a co re ontology are useful fo r 

providing a basis as a conceptual spine. However, most of these core ontologies, such as 

CIDOC CRM , are too generic and high-leve l. Other core ontolog ies, for example, the 

ABC onto logy, cannot provide enough sema nti c capability to describe categorica l 

informat ion. In thi s contex t, it is necessary to develop some concept-based co re 

ontologies to support mapping in future. 

Interviewees 5 and 8 hi ghli ghted the importance of the WordNet ontology as a lingui sti c 

ontology in ass isting terminology services recognise more terms. For example, if a user 

were to input an adjecti ve format of the word "agriculture", and there was no term 

"agricultural" in the terminology service database, by mapping KOS into WordNet, the 

terminology service can recogni se the term "agricultural", and finally prov ide the users 

with the term suggesti ons, e.g. "do you mean agri cul ture?". 

Interviewee 8 did not think the C!DOC CRM could prov ide enough terms or concepts 

that di fferent KOSs can map. However, Interviewee 6 thought it possible to create 

mappings between the CRM and a number of a rchaeo logical KOS. He felt that creating 

mappings between DDC and other controlled vocabulari es was aimed at establi shing 

detailed term-level connections between KOS, but creating the mappings between a co re 

ontology and different knowledge organi sati on systems was aimed at making di fferent 

contro lled vocabularies independent and complementary, and able to dea l with different 

aspects of informati on resources. The core ontology, in thi s sense, could play an 

important role in combining contro lled vocabularies in sensible ways to be cross

searchable, and handling the facets between di fferent controll ed vocabu lari es. 
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In summary, it is important to bear in mind the purpose the search service wants to 

achieve-who is the servi ce's end-user, and what service can be created . I n other word s, 

it is important to develop some viable applicati on scenarios when deve loping a 

terminology service. However, in the cun'ent situation, it can be summari sed that no 

appropri ate ontolog ies could be applied to facilitate the subject cross-browsing functi on. 

4.2.3 Mapping relationships and strategies 

Interviewees 4 and 5 stressed the importance of clari fy ing di fferent types of mapping 

relationships in a mapping project. By clarifying the mapping rela tionships, the users may 

be made to feel more comfortable to be navigated and jum to another concept scheme. 

Thi s is because the system can te ll use rs the mapping relationships between di fferent 

terms fro m di ffe rent KOS. On the other hand , Interviewees 4 and 6 emphasised that the 

types o f mapping relationships vary from one context to another depending on the 

specific application. I f mapping between vocabularies and an ontology, the relati onships 

will become much richer. In this context, Interviewee 6 mentioned that there are two 

important points when identi fy ing mapping rela ti onships. The first is to define the degree 

of equi va lence. For example, fi ve types of mapping relationships have been identi fied in 

the Renardus Project, which include exact match, broad match, narrow match, re lated 

match, and parti al match. The second is to use Boo lean operators to combine a num ber of 

single terms to map to a compound concept. On the other hand, Interviewee 7 mentioned 

that the most important mapping relationships include broader, narro wer, equi va lent, and 

related, and the question of whether to use the· Boolean combinations is sti ll an open issue. 

In some cases, the Boolean combinati on may make the mapping work more complicated, 

and make it extremely difficult to eva luate the quality of the mapping (Interviewee 7). 

Interviewees 5 and 9 ind icated two di fferent mapping strategies fo r deve loping a 

terminology service, which is based on the use of DOe as a centra l spine. In the first 

strategy, di fferent KOS could be mapped from the top levels of DOe. This is known as 

high level mapping. Here, a user can begin to interact with the top three levels of DOe 

concepts to find mapped concepts from other KOS, and then the user could go into the 
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hi erarchi es of other vocabularies, and be navigated through those hi erarchies to find 

relevant information. Although top leve l mapping has some limitations due to the lack of 

' depth ' in the mapping, it is re latively quick and cheap to perform. The second approach 

is to establish deep mappings. In thi s approach, map pings occur at deeper leve ls in the 

hiera rchy of the classification schemes. This is a more complex approach and the 

mapping itse lf is a time consuming process. However, although thi s approach is more 

costly, it requires less user-interaction to be bui lt into any resulting serv ice as user 

navigation of hierarchies would be unnecessary. 

In add ition, when estab lishing the mappi ngs, accord ing to different types of KOS, 

Interviewee 8 emphas ised the importance of di stingui shing different ways to represent 

concepts. For example, the key way to represent a thesaurus concept is based on the use 

of preferred term, the way to represent a class i fi cation concept is based on the use of 

notati on, and the method to represent a subj ect heading scheme is based on the use of 

pre-coordinated strings . 

4.2.4 Mapping collaboration, mapping tools , and information 

architecture 

The relationship be tween local li braries and Ex Libris is also helpful for the deve lopment 

of mappings between different KOS. It is desirable that different parti ci pants be involved 

in developing a mapping service through the inte llectual mapping wo rk . These might 

include content prov iders, portal service prov iders, libraries, and even end-users 

(Interviewees 1, 2, and 3) . 

In fact, some service providers, such as SirSi, and Ex Libris, have good relationships with 

diffe rent content providers, which potentia lly form a bas is to fill the gap between the 

different controll ed vocabularies used by library communiti es and commercia l publi shers 

(Interviewee 2) . Both these organisations have contributed to the mapping work between 

metadata schemes used by these two communities (Interviewees I, and 3). 
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On the other hand, the services that these service providers have establi shed, such as 

meta-search engines, terminology server, service description registry, metadata scheme 

registry, OpenURL reso lver knowledge base, citation analys is service, name authority 

se rvi ce, etc, co uld potentiall y be reused by other services. It is therefore important to 

publish these services in the semantic we b-enabled format (Interviewees 2 and 3) . 

In SirSi Rooms, li brarians can create a subj ect-spec ific interface call ed SubjectRoom, 

where the loca l librarians coul d set up their loca l tenninologies, and related functi onality 

ta ilored to their local subj ect requirements (Interviewee 2) . The ex peri ence of se lf

arranging the loca l terminologies is very va luable. Likewise, it is poss ible to allow the 

librarians to create the mappings from their own terminology to other vocabulari es. In 

additi on, it is necessa ry to prov ide some bas ic terminology resources and a range of 

guidelines to standardi se the terminology generatio n fo r the Subject Room. The most 

important po int is how to prov ide a basic and general terminology resource fo r the 

subject li brarians. 

From the content provider side, Interviewee 3 mentioned that it is very difficult to 

encourage content providers to get invo lved with these kinds of mapping projects, 

because they are protecti ve of their schemes and interfaces. Thus, she suggested that 

diffe rent mapping methods and access protoco ls need to co-ex ist in a terminology service 

in order to access different content prov iders' terminology databases . S imilarl y, 

Interviewees 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 emphasised the importance of di stributed mapping wo rk. In 

the project conducted by Interviewee 4, the mapping service just provided a central DDC 

spine and a range of guidelines for each of its participating providers, and the prov iders 

fo llowed the guideline when er eating mapp ings between their own KOSs and DDC 

provided. This project provides good ex perience on the viability of distributed mapping 

work. However, Interviewees 5 and 9 criticised thi s di stributed model for terminology 

mapping, because it requires the efforts of di ffe rent communiti es, which might cause 

inconsistency. Interviewee 9 pointed out that a centrali sed structure for terminology 

mapping is advantageous, and that local services are not required to create any mapping 
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work. What loca l services need to do is to combine AP I functi ons prov ided by a 

centralised terminology service in various ways to suit their local subj ect needs. 

Fo r this reason, in the project conducted by Interviewee 5, a centralised terminology 

database is used to store a ll the KOSs and the mappings between them . The terminology 

service prov ider has to be fo rced to create or co ll ect a ll the mappings by the mse lves. In 

thi s context, they face a range of up-date prob lems. Interviewee 5 mentioned that the best 

method to solve an update issue -should be based on a distributed so lution and should 

depend on the individual suppliers providing and maintaining their mappings to the 

mapping service. Individual suppl iers can provide thei r mappings to the central 

terminology service. 

Interviewee 8 suggested that the terminology service should be created centra ll y, and 

hold di fferent controlled vocabularies centrall y. In thi s context, it is poss ible that in the 

future, a lot of content provi ders may not hold their controlled vocabulari es loca ll y, but 

submit their vocabularies to a central terminology service, through which they could 

manage thei r contro lled vocabu laries. Important ly, the central terminology service 

should support a range ofM 2M functions to be ab le to interact with di ffe rent services and 

systems. When using a centra li sed database to hold all controll ed vocabularies, loca l 

contTo lled vocabulary databases may sti ll ex ist, and there might be some contrad ictions 

between di ffe rent versions of a controll ed vocabulary. Interviewee 6 emphasised the 

importance of creating a KOS registry to offer metadata and access to di ffe rent KOS 

integrated in di fferent terminology reso urces. 

Interviewee 8 also presented a range of advantages of this kind of centrali sed terminology 

services. For example, if each content provider does not ho ld its own terminology loca lly, 

and is entirely dependent on the central terminology service, then di fferent content 

providers could share a single controlled vocabu lary, so there is no versioning problem. 

Content providers could also give the terminology service maintai ners sugges tio ns about 

how to update the tenninology they use. 
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In addi ti on, Interviewee 8 po inted out that a mapping service is another option, in whi ch 

the mapping server does not hold the controlled vocabularies, but fac il itates exchanging 

terminological data between di fferent controlled vocabul aries. However, when using a 

distributed mapping server to exchange the in fo rm ati on between d iffe rent KOSs, one 

important issue is the diffi culty in maintaining and creating the mappings. It is necessary 

to create a mapping from a combinati on of terms in one KOS to a single term in another 

KOS. In th is situation, the di stri buted mappi ng would be diffic ul t. In addition, some 

content providers may not be willing to map their controll ed vocabularies into the 

terminology service, and some of them may even think that DDC is not appropri ate fo r 

their subj ect requirements. In thi s case, Interviewee 6 pointed out that it was necessary to 

develop or apply appropriate protocols and queries to d irect ly access the remote KOS, 

which co ul d auto maticall y create the mappings on the ny. Because of the vari ety of 

different mapping work provided by di ffe rent communities using diffe rent stra tegies, 

In terviewee 6 po inted out that it is important to be ab le to deve lop a metadata scheme to 

characterise mapping sets - prove nance (source), method (inte llectual, co-occurrence, 

other automatic, etc), and perhaps a quality indicator. 

Interviewees 4, 5 and 9 mentioned that manuall y mapping diffe rent vocabul ar ies fro m 

DDC is very labour-intensive and time-consum ing and that it wo uld be important to 

investigate the use of co-occurrence mappings. Some union cataologues, such as OCLC 

World Cat, are good resources for co-occurrence mapping. It is important to encourage 

further co ll abo rati on between the terminology services and some union catalogue 

prov iders. 

In summary, the most important point is to consider whether a mapping proj ect is based 

on the di stributed mapping work, whether the service can support versioning functions, 

and how to encourage di ffe rent participants to get invo lved in di stributed mapping work. 

Wi th the above in mind, it is important to develop or select some mapping tools to 

support di stri buted mapping wo rk. Interviewees 4, 5, 6, and 7 highlighted the importance 

of the di stributed nature of a mapping too l. This is a very compli cated tool for 
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terminology mapping. Interviewees 4 and 5 highl ighted that the mapping tools can be 

based on the use of some encoding formats to improve the reusability of the mapping 

work. In other words, when the mappings have been done in a database, it should be 

poss ible to use various relevant representati on formats to wrap the mappings. Thus, it is 

important to consider whether the mapp ing too ls can support the distributed mapping 

work, and whether the mapping too ls can provide a f1exible API to support more 

funct ionality in the future. 

4.3 Interview findings related to semantic web-related issues 

4.3.1 Protocols 

The pro tocols to access a termino logy service are similar to the protocols to access a 

metadata repository (Interviewees 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9), see Sect ion 4.1.2. The main issue 

when accessing the tenninologica l data focuses on whether the se lected protoco l is 

sufficient to support text-based retrieval or trip le-based retrieval. The text-based que ry 

focuses on providing many powerful query types, such as phrase queries, wildcard 

queries, prox imity queries, range queries and so on. The trip le-based retrieva l is based on 

faci litating logic reasoning among different vocabul ary terms and their relationshi ps . 

As Interv iewee 6 indicated, the SR W protocol, which is used to fac ili tate text-based 

retrieval, is not sufficient to suppo rt richer browsing interfaces, and the SKOS API (or 

some derivative) offers more capabilities since it is specialised for a variety of use cases, 

such as accessing vocabularies, and can therefore return composite elements 

correspond ing to the use cases (Interviewees 6 a nd 7). For example, the SKOS AP I can 

provide functions to al low a user to get al.l data related to a concept, and allow a user to 

get a concept to relate to another concept and get the metadata about a specific concept 

scheme. Methods are avai lable to get a concept (passing a URI and retrieve the concept 

data object), get a concept by preferred label, get the relatives of a given concept, pass a 

keyword to search a concept, etc. However, further development of the SKOS API is 

required. Care needs to be taken when using this API , because a lot of functions provided 

in the API are not mature (Interviewee 7) . Also, Interviewee 7 added that the problem 
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with the SKOS APls is that the APls are very genenc, and it is not targeted to any 

particular appl ication. Different applications have different needs. In a particular case, 

thi s general APls may be not appropriate fo r the particular needs. For example, in a 

project, SKOS Core Vocabulary may be adapted to have a label called "scientifi c label", 

but the relevant SKOS AP ls may not be able to process thi s label. Interviewee 7 hoped to 

use a num ber of re levant RDF-based query languages, such as S PARQL, to further 

deve lop th is APl s (I nterviewee 7). 

In additi on, if the service uses some trip le-based protoco ls to retrieve information, it is 

required to conve rt all the terminological in formation into RDF-based formats, which 

imposes high overhead (I nterviewee 5 and 9) . 

4.3.2 Representation formats 

Interviewees 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 highlighted that it was imposs ible to use only one 

representation fo rmat to encode all the contro lled vocabularies, because diffe rent 

contro ll ed vocabul aries have their own structures and syntax , and were deve loped in 

di ffe rent organisations. More importantly, di ffe rent representat ion fo rmats can be 

converted into each other dependi ng on specific requirements (Interviewee 6 and 7). In 

thi s context, Interviewees 6 and 7 po int out that it is easy to use XSLT to covert the 

terminologica l data into the SKOS format. In the SWAD Project, Deliverable 8.8 ca lled 

"migrating thesauri to semanti c web" offers a range of stylesheets to convert different 

XM L fo rm ats into SKOS. However, in fact, some content providers may not a ll ow direct 

conversion of their thesauri into a consistent representation fo rmat, and there might be 

some copyright issues. In parti cular cases, it is poss ible to temporari ly convert some 

restricted thesauri into an encoding fo rmat j ust fo r on-the-fly querying (Interviewee 5). 

The converted results wo uld not be stored in the terminology service permanent ly . 

Accord ing to Interviewees 6, 7, and 8, of utmost importance in developing an encod ing 

fo rmat is whether the encoding fo rmat can properly rep resent concepts rather than terms. 

In rea l-world cases, there are some encoding fo rmats that are designed to represent terms, 
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e.g. Zthes XML DTD. Zthes XML DTD cannot represent concepts and the relationships 

between them very easily. Compared with the Zthes DTO, SKOS is a concept-based 

representation language, and designed to encode the thesauri (Interviewees 3, 6, 7, 8, and 

9). Interviewee 6 indicated the importance of developing a both concept-based and term

based encoding format to represent KOS data. 

When applying SKOS standard in a proj ect, it is worth noting that there are three 

important parts to SKOS, which are SKOS-Core, SKOS-mapping, and SKOS API 

(Interviewee 7). SKOS-Core has been developed and is relatively mature. Today, there 

are a number of tools comp li ant with SKOS-Core, such as THmanager, and Tema Tres. 

SKOS-mapping is still in the proposal stage (Interviewees 4 and 7). According to 

Interviewee 7, how SKOS-mapping can be deri ved from RDFS is sti ll an issue that needs 

to be considered further. The SKOS-mapping vocabulary is not very mature, and a 

number of issues are being discussed and explored. When using SKOS-mapping to 

represent the mappings, it is important to avoid using Boolean combinations, because 

there is no clear suggestion on whether to use Boolean operators to combine the concepts 

within the instruction document of the SKOS Mapping Vocabulary (Interviewee 7). 

Interviewees 4 and 7 pointed out the extensibility ofSKOS. Because a lot of thesauri and 

subject classification schemes have their own particular structures, some representation 

formats may not be able to represent these KOSs properly. In thi s situation, SKOS has 

great extensibility, because it is derived from RDFS. It can be extended to describe 

particular subject structures, and even an ontology. In this context, combining SKOS with 

OWL is very promising for the further development of a terminology service mapping 

KOS to ontologies. In addition, Interviewees 7 and 9 emphasised that SKOS is a W3C 

standard that were designed to provide better support for a more distributed architecture. 

On the other hand, Interviewee 7 pointed out a disadvantage ofSKOS. He mentioned that 

because the SKOS is derived from RDF that is based on open data, and because RDF is 

not set up to express strict data constraints on the data model , there is no natural way to 

validate the values within SKOS data elements. However, XML (e.g. XML DTO, XML 
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Schema, etc) can validate the instances and document type. Therefore, using Zthes XML 

DTD and MARC is good for validati ng the data. RDF validation is not about va lidating 

RDF data, is about drawing inference from the RDF data, so when using SKOS, it is 

harder to constrain the data model , and va li date the data using a standard tool. In most 

cases, someone may want to publish the data and do some quality contro l of the data they 

pub li shed. 

Interviewee 6 pointed out that SKOS was not specifically designed to represent 

classification data. When using SKOS to encode classification data, it is important to 

adapt the SKOS to encode the classificat ion work. 

4.3.3 Query language 

Because SKOS is based on RDF, Interviewee 7 strong ly suggested the use of SPARQL 

with the SKOS data to provide subject cross-browsing. He mentioned that SKOS is a 

standard format, and SKOS is not only an exchange format, but also a descriptive 

language with great extens ibility. When using SKOS, it is hoped to use the standard 

methods to interact with the SKOS data. SPARQL is a useful standard way to query the 

SKOS data ( Interviewee 7). The limitation of SPARQL is that it is not good at index ing 

text-based information (Interviewee 6 and 7). In the real case, it would be preferab le to 

develop direct programmatic access to d ifferent RDF data sources (Interviewee 7). It is 

important to create a SPAR QL server between the li brary portal serv ice and the SK OS 

data (Interv iewee 7). See Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: A SPARQL service 

Apart from using SPARQL to access the RDF data, SKOS API (or some derivati ve) 

would offer more capabilities since it is specialised for a variety of use cases accessing 

vocabularies and can return composite elements con·esponding to the use cases 

(Interviewee 6) . According to Interviewee 6 and 7, in some cases, it is desi rable to 

directly store the terminological data in a RDF triple store database, and use the SKOS 

API to query the database. The SKOS APl makes the query expansion more fl exible, and 

provides a richer browsing interface by using query expansion. 

In addition, Intervi ewee 8 mentioned that SPARQL is designed to query the RDF 

language, and, for the purpose of retri eving the SKOS data, it cou ld be used effectively. 

Compared with SPARQL, CQL is a query language associated with the SRW/SRU. A lot 

of SR W/SRU web applications are meant to be searched in a simple way. Therefore CQL 

is based on the field-based , Boolean retrieval system in some very defined ways, and 

does not have much capability to deal with knowledge-based semantic vocabularies. 

It is true that SP ARQL is not sufficient to support text-based retrieval (Interviewee 6). 

However, in this palticular study, the main purpose is to prov ide a subject cross-browsing 
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interface for the end-users, whi ch does not require the users to input a lot of text-based 

query. Rather, the users only need to se lect some pre-arranged subj ect term labels, and 

find relevant informati on. Fo r thi s reason, the use ofSPARQL is appropriate (interviewee 

7). 

4.4 Unanticipated issues 

A num ber of research e lements may be re lated to the development of a midd leware 

system between d iffere nt tenn inologies fo r prov iding su bject cross-brows ing services, 

some of wh ich we re not identi fi ed from the literature review. A num ber o f unantic ipated 

issues were fo und during the interviews, w hich are listed as fo ll ows: 

I . It is very im p0l1ant fo r terminology services to deve lop a range of termi no logy 

resource selecti on crite ri a to dec ide whi ch terminology reso urce shoul d be added 

in their systems. Some terminology resources may not be worth be ing integrated 

into the po rta l system. It is important fo r a te rminology service to co llect a 

num ber of wide ly-used contro lled vocabular ies, and create mappings between 

them. 

2. A lthough it is beneficial for some content providers to enable the ir terminology to 

be accessed, which can help the users fi nd thei r information (Interviewee 5), in 

fact it is very d ifficult to map different KOS used by diffe rent content prov iders 

together, because resistance from them is a big issue (I nterviewee 4). Thus, how a 

terminology service can get access to d iffe rent vocabulari es, by programmatic 

access to them, or by harvesting them, or by obtaining paper-based vocabulari es, 

and then publi shing th em into digital formats needs to be considered; 

3. On the end-users' side, to some extent, an instituti on can develop two porta l 

systems based on different searching philoso phies-a di stri buted cross-search 

se rvice based on the Z39.50, SRU/SR W, etc, and an OA I data warehouse cross

search service based on the use of OA I-PMH . The OA I-based service can manage 

the in formation resources from institutional repositories, e-print archives, OA I

compliant data bases, etc, and the di stributed search service can deal w ith the non

OA I materia ls. Potentiall y, it is desirab le that some terminological reso urces can 
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be harvested by the OA I-PMH so that mappings between the controlled 

vocabu laries harvested can be established centrall y. In summary, the OA I 

approach and the distributed approach should be developed together, and 

complement each other. (I nterviewee 4) 

4. Content providers are over confident about the KOSs they have, because they are 

continuous ly developing their KOS close ly with the growth of their own metadata. 

Therefore, it is important to do some advocacy work to encourage them to share 

the contro ll ed vocabu laries with others ( Interviewee 6) . 

5. Licenses outlining the use of controlled vocabularies vary fro m one organisation 

to another. Thus, when establi shing a terminology service, it is necessary to create 

a term inology reg istry to record th is license information. This wi ll inform 

terminology service staff how to use and map these controll ed vocabularies 

properly (Interviewee 7). 

4.5 Summary of interview findings 

4.5 .1 Federated search 

There are a number of theories and technologies for the development of a federated 

search service in a library porta l system. In order to support a sophisticated and elaborate 

subject federated search, it is preferrable to map diffe rent metadata schemes used by 

different services into a central metadata scheme (Interviewees 1, 2, 3,4, and 9). In 

particular, mappi ngs between subj ect metadata elements need to be created to facilitate 

subject cross-searching. This helps expose different subject metadata elements to the 

cross-search engines. A data conversion and transmiss ion programme should be 

developed to translate the users' query into different formats that specific databases can 

understand, convert heterogeneous metadata records into a consistent library-based 

fo rmat, and present a combined view of the records from different resources to the end

users (Interviewees I and 3). Because different online databases might accept different 

protoco ls (0 enable federated search engine query against themselves, it is necessary to 

develop a multi-protocol environment where a federated search engine could use 

different protoco ls to search different online databases (Interviewees I and 3). 
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4.5.2 Subject cross-browsing use case 

It is inappropriate to directly use DDC as a subject cross-brows ing structure 

(Interviewees 1. 2, and 3) . It is important to give the loca l library enough fl ex ibility to 

design thei r own subject portal s (Interviewee 2). The local librarians should use their own 

terminologies to develop their own subject browsing interfaces (I nterviewees 1, 2, and 3). 

In many cases, departmental structures and re levant modules coul d form a bas is to create 

a loca l taxonomy (I nterviewees 1, 2, and 3). By estab lishing the mappings or selecting 

some terminological information from these terminology services, the local subject 

librari ans could also create mappings between their terminologies and several huge 

terminology resources, such as HILT, OCLC Terminology Service, etc (Interviewee 6). 

The subj ect-brows ing interface could just be a starting point to help users beg in their 

subj ect nav igati on, and guide the users to jump to another concept scheme in another user 

interface (Interviewee 4). However, thi s would impose intensive user interacti on efforts, 

and generate confusion over the di ffe rent interfaces-thi s is not suitable for some 

inexperienced users ( Interviewee I). Thus, it is important to ex plore the possibility of 

making subject cross-browsing wo rk with federated search engines that could offer a 

consistent interface for retriev ing di stributed information. It is expected that the users 

could retri eve relevant information from di stributed information resources by j ust 

clicking concept terms in a local subject scheme. 

Although the end-users in an institution prefer to interact with a subject cross-browsing 

interface using their own terminology, DDe provides an alternati ve brows ing interface to 

support ex perienced users. These two subj ect cross-browsing structures (local 

terminology and DDC) could complement each other to suit di fferent users' subject 

requirements. 
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4.5.3 Structural mode of term inology mapping 

The central DDC spine approach used to create mappings between DDC and other 

vocabularies should reduce some of the mapping effort. Creating mappings between 

DDC and other vocabularies can result in the loss of precision and spec ificity, but in the 

current state, there was no other option that seemed more appropriate. I n the current 

situation, there is no common onto logy that could be used as a switc h language 

(I nterv iewees 4, 6 and 8). Some ontologies, such as WordNet, etc, could be used to 

improve subject searching functionality, but not for subject browsing (I nterviewee 8). 

4.5.4 Mapping relationships 

Broader, narrower, related, and eq ui valent relat ionships could be fo ur basic mapping 

relati onshi ps (I nterviewees 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). When the users interact with the subject 

cross-browsing interface, it is preferable to let the users see the mapping relationships 

between terms from di ffe rent vocabulari es. In this case, the users could then make thei r 

own judgments as to whether the mapping provided could achieve their subject 

requirements. This would improve the interactivity between the users and the subject 

browsing interface. 

Because of the pre-coordinated nature of DDC, it is im portant to consider ways to dea l 

with compound concepts in DDC for the purpose of mapping. Boolean operators could be 

added to improve the accuracy of the mappings (Interviewees 6 and 8). The lack of real 

usage scenarios integrating the Boolean operators is the main issue. Thus, it is important 

to develop some use scenarios, in which Boolean operators are used to help crea te 

mappings. 

4.5.5 Depth of mapping and elements to be mapped 

Based on the use of shallow mappings, the users could interact with top levels of DDC as 

a starting point to find matched subject terms in other re levant subject schemes. The 

matched subject terms could help the users j ump to other info rmation resources using 

other schemes (Interviewee 4). However, when cross-browsing items in the co ll ections, it 
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would not be useful for most users to start with a shallow mapping based on DDC, jump 

to another vocabulary for browsing, and re-conduct the search in another interface 

(Interviewee 6). Thi s requires a lot of interacti on efforts from users. 

Despite thi s, shallow mappings might be useful at the level of di scovering co llecti ons 

(I nterviewees 4 and 6). Thus, it is arg ued that shallow mapping for subject Cross

browsing is a good option fo r information co llecti on discovery, but that deep mapping is 

appropriate to facili tate subject cross-browsing for retri eving item-level metadata records. 

In diffe rent types of KOS, concepts are represented in vanous ways (Interviewee 8). 

When creating the mappings between one KOS and another, it is important to note these 

di ffe rences, and se lect appropriate elements to be mapped. 

4.5.6 Mapping partnership 

A vari ety of methods to create the mappings between diffe rent KOS have been conducted 

in different projects, and much mapping work has been done. This includes: 

I. Co-occurrence mapping based on some union catalogues: OCLC uses its union 

catalogue WorldCat to generate mappings between LCS H and DDC, and LCC and LCS H 

(Interviewee 4); 

2. Direct mapping: Mapping work has been done between GSAFD and LCS H 

(Interviewee 8); 

3. Switch language: From DDC, mappings to the LCSH, LCC, MeS H, and NLMC have 

been done (Interviewees 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). 

4. On-the-fly mapping: Different KOS could be put into a linked environment through 

relevant protocols, and di ffe rent KOS could answer the queries for a given term . In thi s 

sense, mappings based on a given term could be created on-the-fl y (Interviewees 4, 5 and 

6). 

Considering various terminology resources, three types could be summari sed. First, a fa ir 

amount of termino logical data has been stored in some terminology services, such as 

OCLC Terminology Service, HILT Terminology Service, STAR Terminology Service, 
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etc. It is impOlt ant to develop programmatic interfaces to access these terminology 

services. Second, in any particular institution, a number of local KOS exist. It is also 

important to establish the mappings between these local KOS and the terminologies in 

diffe rent terminology services. Third, there are some KOS used by di fferent information 

prov iders, which are not included in the terminology services, but these KOS need to be 

incorporated into the local infOlmation environment for subject cross-browsing. 

A framework to create and collect mappings needed to be proposed. A variety of 

mapping data created or collected by di fferent communities would form th is structure. 

Figure 4.4 shows a basic structure of this framework. 

Institutiof.\al ·e(ivirohment 

... . ... --··i~"'-

HILT TS OCLC TS STAR TS 

Different terminology services 

. KOS used 

.. by different 
. provIders . 

Figure 4.4: The integration of different terminology resources 

In thi s mapping fra mework, obviously, a switch language is required to link di fferent 

terminology resources, and exchange the terminological information between them. 

According to Section 4.5.3, DDC could be selec ted as the switch language to link 

di fferent KOS and terminology services (Interv iewees 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9). However, there 

might still be some KOS incompatible with DDC, and it may be di ffi cult to establi sh the 

mappings between DDC and these KOS (Intervi ewees 4, 5, 6, and 8). In thi s case, it is 
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important to fonnulate appropriate queries to access these K OS and get the 

terminological data on the fly . 

Because the loca l librari ans from an institut ion o r an infOlmation provider are fa mi liar 

with their KOS, it is ex pected that the local li bra rians could establi sh the mappings 

between their loca l KOS and DDe (Derived from Interviewees I and 3), and the 

mapp ings constructed could be stored into a loca l database in an instituti on. In para lle l, 

the terminology se rvices could provide the mapping data to th is instituti on through a 

middl eware system. Thus, different ty pes of mappings could complement each other to 

provide a fu ll y-fl edged subject cross-browsing service. 

4.5.7 Protocols and encoding formats 

Because di ffe rent terminology services apply di ffe rent access protoco ls, and di fferent 

KOS used by d ifferent informati on providers are in different dig ita l formats, it is 

impractical to force a ll KOS owners to use one access protoco l and one exchange form at 

fo r their KOS. In some cases, using XSL T could conve rt the KOS from one fo nnat to 

another (I nterviewees 6 and 7). However, some KOS owners may not a llow a th ird-party 

to hold thei r KOS in another da tabase, or convert their KOS into another format. A lso, 

the data conversion could cause data loss. 

For this reason, it is necessary to develop a middleware system that could use di ffe rent 

protoco ls to query a ll the terminologica l data from di fferent KOS using different fonnats, 

and access protoco ls, and located in different servers (derived fro m Interviewees I and 3). 

In thi s midd leware system, a data transmission programme coul d be deve loped to 

translate a user' s query into different forms of queries that di fferent KOS or terminology 

services could recognise, and gain the term inological informati on from diffe rent 

terminology resources (derived from Interviewees I and 3). When the te rm inological 

informati on is re turned from different term inology resources, different exchange fo rmats, 

such as MARC2 1 XML, Zthes XML DTD, SKOS, e tc. , might be cand idates for 

representing the term inological info nnation. Thus, a variety of data conversion 
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programmes could be deployed to convert di fferent machine-readable terminologica l data 

into d iffe rent hWllan-readable presentation forms (deri ved from Interviewees I and 3). 

4.5.8 Information architecture of the middleware system between 

term inologies 

During the interviews, di ffe rent experts had different opinions on whether a di stri buted 

model or a centra lised mode l for dli s middleware system shou ld be developed. However, 

it was widely-agreed that the centralised structure of a terminology service is 

advantageous as local servi ces are not required to input a lot of intellectual effort, simply 

needing to combine functions in various ways to suit the ir local subject needs 

(Interviewees 5, 6, 8, and 9) . This central ised structure could help achi eve a long-term 

commitment fo r the deve lopment of a terminology service. 

However, it is impracti cal for a term inology service to prov ide all mapping data. For thi s 

reason, a matrix that combines di fferent mapping work from different communiti es was 

proposed in Secti on 4.5.6 to access different terminology resources. Section 4.5.7 

indicated that the middleware system should be able to translate a user' s query into 

d iffe rent forms of queries that d ifferent KOS or terminology services could recogni se, 

and ga in the terminological in fo rmati on from distributed term inology resources. T hus, 

this midd leware service should be based on a di stributed model (Interviewees 1,3 and 4). 

These summari sed points formed a basis for developing a theoretical frame work . Thi s 

framework will be di scussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five: Theoretical Framework Development 

Based on the findings in Chapter 4, thi s chapter aims to develop a theoretical framework 

fo r a midd leware system between terminology resources to faci litate subject cross

brows ing fu nctions in the context of library portal se rvices, such as Ex Libri s MetaLib, 

SirSi Rooms, etc. This chapter is organ ised as follows: Section 5. 1 describes the strategy 

applied to establish the mappings between diffe rent KOS located in different terminology 

resources; Section 5.2 presents diffe rent technical components included in this 

framework system; Section 5.3 indicates the relationships between thi s framework 

system and other infonnation services related to the deve lopment of library portal. These 

related services include meta-search engi nes, service registry, and distri buted informati on 

resources; Section 5.4 discusses the issues related to the development of thi s framework . 

5.1 Mapping strategy 

5.1.1 Structu ral model for mapping 

In thi s framework , it is important to exchange tenninological in fo mlati on between 

different KOS . Although the method of one-to-one direct mappings between two KOS is 

very prec ise, it is difficult to be implemented in a large sca le. Based on the findings in 

Sect ion 3.2, a huge number of KOS need to be integrated into the middleware system in 

thi s research. A switch language approach is more appropriate. Based on the finding in 

Section 4. 5.3, DDC as a switch language for creating the mappings could reduce 

intellectual efforts, and no other option has been identified, wh ich seems better than DDC 

as a switch language. Thus, DDC is selected as a backbone structure, to which different 

KOS used by different information providers wo uld be mapped. 

Because a number of terminology services have been deve loped based on the use of DDC 

as a switch language, such as HILT TS, OCLC TS, etc., it is poss ible that thi s proposed 

midd leware framework could be extended to permit the coll aborati ve use of these 

existing terminology services for interoperabi lity. Different terminology services could 

be accessed by thi s middleware system. It is therefore possible that each DDC concept 
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could be assigned an URJ for identifying DOe concepts uniquely. Based on the use of 

same DOe concept URls within different termino logy serv ices, different DOe-based 

termino logy services could easily interact with each other for interoperability. 

5.1.2 Elements to be mapped 

According to Section 4.5.5 , in different types of KOS, concepts are represented in various 

ways. In thi s research, the method to select the e lements to be mapped is based on the 

BS8723-Part4. This is shown in Table 5.1. 

Types of KOS Conceptu:lI elements to lJe mapped 
Thesrl ltnlS Prefenec1 tenus 
Classification schemE' Notations 

T"XOIlOlllY Category labels_ notations or identifier. 
Sub ject heoc1iuu scheme Terms or pre-coordiuated string s 
Atltllorit v li sts Terms or ideIHifiers 
OUl o1ogv Terms or identifiers 

- -

Table 5. I: Elements to be mapped 

It is worth noting that different termino logy reso urces, which can be integrated within 

this middleware system, may use different types of identification systems to identify their 

conceptua l elements to be mapped. It is important to develop a unique identifier system 

for all the concepts beyond using the concept IDs from individual KOS. In semantic web 

environments, it is proposed that URJ s should be assigned to most of these elements in 

different KOS. For this reason, the mappings between one particular KOS and DOe 

could be achieved through the use of concept URJ s. 

5.1.3 Treatment of compound concepts 

Based on the findings in Section 4.5.4, DOe is a pre-coord inated controlled vocabulary 

that includes a number of compound concepts. When a post-coordinated vocabulary, in 

which most of its concepts are ind ividual terms, is mapped with DOe, it is imp0l1ant to 

combine severa l relevant individual concepts in the post-coordinated vocabulary to map 

to one concept in DOe . For example, DOe concept "020.2854678 Internet- libraries" 

can be mapped to the combination of the UKAT concepts " libraries" and " internet". In 

theory, there are a variety of "combiners" that are ab le to combine different concepts 

from one vocabu lary to another. These "combiners" main ly include Boo lean Operators 
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(and, or, not), facets (time, place, people, event, etc), and ontological relations. Currentl y, 

how to use these "combiner" for mapping is still an open issue, and some combiners may 

make the mapping more complicated. Wi th this in mind, these combiners are not used in 

this research. Instead, a number of relevant concepts are put into a "bag", and a bag of 

individual concepts can be mapped with an equiva lent DDC concept. A bag of concepts 

could become a very abstract concept that may not have a clear meaning. In thi s case, it is 

not appropriate to use exact-match relationshi p to represent the mappings between a bag 

of concepts and a DDC compound concept. As a result, a major match relationship is 

employed in thi s research to represent a mapping between a compound DDC concept and 

a bag of several individual concepts. When the end-users get a list of mapped concepts 

through browsing, it is assumed that end-users can add appropriate Boolean operators to 

combine the telms in a comprehensive way to cond uct their search further, or the users 

coul d delete some of terms in bag. See Figure 5. 1. 

2854878 .... I.. Law 

~~ ~~ 
Map IT\CIJor 

Figure 5. 1: Treatment of a compound concept 

5.1.4 Mapping relationships and logics 

The find ings in Section 4.5.4 suggested that broader, narrower, related, and equi va lent 

relationships could be four basic mapping relationships. However, in many cases, these 

four relationships are not focused on dealing with the compound concepts. For this reason, 

a new mapping relationship call ed "major match" is introduced. The specific description 

of these relationships is listed as fo llows: 

I . Exact match: DDC contains a concept identical in scope to the concept in a specific 

KOS used by other resources (BS8723-part4); 
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2. Broad match: a concept in the target vocabulary is a superset of a concept in the source 

vocabulary (Renardus mapping report); 

3. Narrow match: a concept in the target vocabulary is a subset of a concept in the source 

vocabul ary (Renardus mapping res port); 

4. Major match: This is used to map one compound concept to more than one post

coo rd ina ted concepts in another vocabulary, because it is not suitable to use exact match 

to estab lish the mappings between a bag of post-coord inated concepts and one compound 

concept in di ffe rent KOS. In thi s situati on, the compound concept should linguist ica ll y 

equa l to the combination of post-coordinated concepts; 

5. Minor match: This relationship is used to state an assoc iati ve mapping link between 

two conceptual resources in di fferent concept schemes. (A li sta ir and Matthew 2004). 

When mapping data is based on the co-occurrence mapping work, there is no specifi c 

mapping relati onship identified betwee n concepts in diffe rent vocabularies . In thi s 

situat ion, it is poss ible to put some additiona l intell ectual mapping effo rt on se lecting 

appro priate mapping relati onships. This makes the co-occurrence mapping data more 

ex plic it and usab le. 

However, because the act ual mappi ng work is more complicated, and a wide variety of 

situations may emerge, it is necessary to establ ish some logic to deal with di ffe rent 

situations, and ensure the mapping is consistent. Deri ved from Doerr's (200 I) theory, the 

mapping logic can be described as follows: 

I . I f a concept (C I) in the source vocabulary has an exact equi val ence to one 

concept in the target vocabulary, the mapping between these two concepts coul d 

be created d irectly, and no other mapping need to be created further; 

2. I f a concept (C I) in the source vocabulary has no exact equi valence to any 

concept in the target vocabulary, then it is expected to find a number of concepts 

(Ca, Cb, Cc) in the target vocabu lary that can be combined together. The 

combination of these concepts (Ca, Cb, Cc) in the target vocabul ary can be 

lingui stica ll y equal to the concept (Cl). In this case, it is desirable to put these 
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relevant combined concepts of the target vocabulary into a " bag", and make thi s 

bag major-map to the concept C l ; 

3. If a concept (C l) in the source vocabulary has no exact equiva lence to any 

concept in the target vocabulary, and it is d ifficult to find a num ber o f concepts in 

the target vocabu lary that can be combined together to major map to C l , then for 

thi s concept C l, it is des irable to fi nd at least one broader equ iva lence or at least 

one narrower equiva lence in the target vocabulary. The broader eq ui valence 

should be minimal, and the narrower equi va lence should be maximal; 

4. If a concept (C l) in the source vocabul ary has no exact equivalence to any 

concept in the target vocabu lary, we cannot find a number of concepts in the 

target voca bulary that can be combined together to major map to C l , and we 

cannot fi nd at least one broader eq uivalence or at least one narrower equi va lence 

in the target vocabulary, then it is ex pected to find some related concept(s) in the 

target voca bu lary, and minor-map to the concept C I. The number of re lated 

concepts in target KOS can be one or more. If the number is more than one, we 

need to combine the concepts into a bag, and minor-map thi s bag to the concept 

C l ; 

Based on the finding in Secti on 4.5.4, it is desi rable to allow the users to see the 

mapping relationships between temlS from different vocabularies, and make a 

judgement on if the mappings provided are useful for them. In th is framework, the 

mapp ing relati onships will be di sp layed with the mapped concepts. 

5.1.5 Mapping between DDC and local taxonomies 

Based on Section 4.5.2, it was found that many users find it difficult to follow DDC 

structure to find relevant information, and insti tutions should use or develop their loca l 

taxonomies for subject browsing. A subject cross-browsing service should be an 

application that seamless ly combines differe nt terminolog ica l resou rces with a locall y

tailored brows ing structure. Thus, thi s framework plans to establish the mappings 

between different vocabularies and a loca l directory through DDe spine, and present a 

local directory to end-users for subject cross-browsing structure. However, mapping local 
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taxonomies to different KOS via a DOe spine may cause one-step indirection problems 

and the precision may be lost in this process. [n order to minimise the loss of prescision, 

on ly "exact-match" is allowed to be used when mapping local taxonomies to DOe. No 

other mapping relationship is used in this stage. Appendix 4.1 is an example, in which a 

number of mappings between an information taxonomy and DOe were estab lished. 

Derived from the findings in Section 4.1.1 , thi s framework was developed as a vendor

hosted and a local hosted terminology mapping service. In other words, the vendor will 

provide DOe -based cross-browsing AP[s and detailed information of ODe concepts to 

each library. Each library has its own ability to map its own taxonomy to DOe. As shown 

in Figure 5.2, the vendor will host a terminology mapping database, in which mappings 

establi shed from different KOS to DOe are stored, and each organisation can also host 

the same DOe -based terminology mapping database as the vendor's. [n addition, the 

mappings estab li shed from DOe to its local termino logy should be stored in the local 

database. In this way, DOe will become a mediator between the local terminology and 

di fferent KOS sources. 

Vendor·hosted 
KOS mapping 

service 

A 

Ioc.af browsf~ 

.;;,;8:~::;,; Interface ('t • 

Figure 5.2: A locall y-hosted and vender-hosted architecture 
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Loca l users, there fo re, can not only use the loca l taxonomy for their subject nav igation, 

but also browse DDe to fi nd the relevant in fo rmation. This would be extremely useful 

fo r users who are fami liar with DDe structure. 

5.1.6 Mapping work collaboration 

As argued in Section 4.5.6, establi shing the mappings is a tedi ous process, and it is 

helpful to d istr ibute the work into different gro ups. A ll the groups can work together 

based on a range of consistent mapping guide lines. In thi s fi-a mework, it is proposed that 

different partic ipants could be involved in developing a mapping service and establishing 

intell ectual mapping work. These participants m ight includ e KOS owners, term inology 

service prov iders, middleware service prov iders, and li braries. Thus, in th is framework, it 

is proposed that 

I. A num ber of termi nology services could create and prov ide mapping data to thi s 

middleware. However, di ffe rent te rminology services may use different mapping 

s trategies to create their mappings. It is important fo r some terminology ex perts 

emp loyed by thi s midd leware system prov ider to validate the mappings prov ided 

by diffe rent terminology service providers. 

2. Some KOS owners can contribute to generating the mappings between DDe and 

their own KOS fo r this middleware system. However, in fact, it was fo und in 

Secti on 4.4 that most KOS owners fee l over confident on their own KOS . It is 

di ffi cult to encourage them to create mapp ings between their own KOS and other 

KOS. 

3. Accord ing to all the mappings, a local li brarian can establish hi s/her own mapping 

between his/her own loca l taxonomy and DDe with va lidation by terminology 

ex perts. 

5.2 Framework architecture 

Based on the find ings in Section 4.5.7 and Secti on 4.5.8, as well as the semantic 

heterogeneity between different KOS, there are a lso a num ber of other factors that 

chall enge interoperability between di ffe rent KOS . These factors mainly incl ude : 

I . MUltiple formats; 
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2. Multip le access protocols; 

3. Multiple metadata schemes to describe different KOS; 

4. Multiple terminology serv ice systems where different KOS are located. 

Accord ing to Section 4.4, in many cases, terminology resources providers may not allow 

a third-party to hold their KOS and mappings, or convert it into a unified form at. For thi s 

reason, the proposed middleware framework is developed to cross-access terminology 

data from terminology resources that use different formats, access protoco ls, schemes and 

that are located in different terminology services. 

With thi s in mind , the basic principle of thi s framework is to employ a variety of agents 

to query various terminology resources. As shown in Figure 5.3, there are seve ral steps 

that are described as follows: 

I . Different KOS from different terminology resources will intellectuall y be mapped 

into DDC based on the use of designed concept URJs; 

2. The mapping data is put into SKOS-Mapping format. This is because SKOS is not 

on ly an exchange format, but also a descriptive language with great extensibil ity. 

It can represent various mappings more precisely. This is derived from the 

findings in Section 4.3.2; 

3. An RDF API called JENA RDF API is adopted to establi sh a DDC-based cross

browsing API above various SKOS-mapping datasets between Doe and different 

vocabu laries. In JENA, the SPARQL query could be constructed to query against 

the SKOS mapping datasets. This is derived from the findings in Section 4.3.3. 

When a mapping between a DOe concept and another non-DOe concept is found 

through using DOe-based cross-browsing API , a URI of the mapped non-DOe 

concept should be retrieved, the URJ could be used as a query to search aga inst 

relevant terminology resources, and then detail ed terminological information 

about thi s concept and its semanticall y closed concepts cou ld be returned from the 

terminology resources, and be presented to the users; 

4. Below the different SKOS-mapping datasets, a knowledge base is developed to 

store the interaction information about the type of pro to co ls that distributed 
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terminology resources support, the formats that the terminology resources use, the 

form of the queries to access different KOS, and the formats of results that are 

retrieved based on the relevant protocols. The knowledge base wi ll inform the 

system how to use different agents to access different terminology resources. In 

other words, this knowledge base is responsible for translating a user's query into 

different fOlms of queries that different KOS or terminology services could 

recognise, gain the temlinological information from different terminology 

resources. Also, this knowledge base can be used to convert the returned resul ts 

into .a consistent format, and display the converted results to the users. Based on 

the knowledge base, a number of appropriate agents are employed to translate a 

user ' s query, and a numberofXSLT files should be developed for data 

conversion. This is derived from the findings in Section 4.5.1; 

5. Because different KOS owners have different licenses regarding the use of their 

KOS, it is possible that some KOS can be stored and set up in the loca l 

environment of this middleware system, but some must be accessed remotely. 

The framework is shown in Figure 5.3. 

API Application layer 

Figure 5.3: The basic architecture of the research framework 
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In Figure 5.3, it is assumed that the owner of KOS-2 does not all ow a third-party to hold 

its KOS, so its KOS has to be accessed re motely. Three terminology services need to be 

accessed remotely through their access protocols. But the owners of KOS-I and KOS-4 

allow other systems to hold their data in another place. In the situation, KOS-I and KOS-

4 can be set up in the local system. This framework is able to access a number of 

terminology servers, such as HILT, OCLC Terminology Service, STAR Termino logy 

Service, etc. For example, a SRW cl ient coul d be set up in this midd1eware framewo rk to 

access the HILT SRW server, and get the wrapped SKOS data. When the SKOS data is 

gained, a SKOS API-based agent would be emp loyed to process the returned SKOS data, 

and convert the data into human-readable format. 

5.3 Framework and meta-search engines 

As hi ght ighted in Section 4.5.2 , it is desirable to make the subject cross-brows ing servi ce 

interact with federated search engines. By now, thi s proposed subject cross-browsing 

service can onl y return the relevant conceptual te rms, but end-users may be more 

concerned with ga ining the relevant metadata records through subject cross-browsing 

services. It is important to make the subject cross-browsing framework interact with 

meta-search services provided by library service vendors. 

In a met a-search service, a user can send a query to numerous infOlmation resources. The 

query is broadcast to each resource, and results are returned to the user. T hus, it is use fu l 

that through interacting with the subject cross-browsing interface, the mapped conceptua l 

terms fTOm a particular KOS can become queri es against the specific databases that are 

indexed by th is KOS . In thi s context, a database registry that records the usage ofKOS in 

different databases should be developed. 

The purpose of thi s registry is to make the mapped conceptua l terms from one particu lar 

KOS become meta-search queries against the specific databases that are indexed 

accordi ng to thi s KOS. See Figure 5.4 as an example. The specific steps are described as 

fo llows: 
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I. Users interact with a subject cross-browsing interface, and get a number of mapped 

conceptual terms from various KOS; 

2. The database registry is used to make the federated search service use mapped terms to 

search against the relevant databases using these mapped terms. Thus, a number of item

level metadata results could be returned from different databases; 

3. The item-level metadata results retumed will be converted into a consistent fornlat, and 

presented to the end-users; 

4. A ranking algorithm should be developed based on the five different types of mapping 

relationships. 

In this manner, an end-user can get the item-level metadata results by using the subject 

cross-browsing service and meta-search engines. 

Cross-browsing 
interface 

Figure 5.4: M2M interaction between the framework and a metasearch engine 

In the database registry, a simplified RDF schema has been developed to describe the use 

ofvatious KOS in different databases that can be accessed by a specific meta-search 

engine. The speci fi cati on of thi s schema is li sted in Table 5.2: 
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Element Ex lanation 
Isls2 :database [s a rd fs :class 
Isls2: isindexedby Is a rdfs: property 

dc:ti tle 

Isls2: isindexedby rd fs: domain Isls2:database 
Isls2: isi ndexedby rdfs: range skos:conceptScheme 
thi s element is aimed to record the usage of vari ous KOS 
in diffe rent data bases that can be accessed by a specific 
meta-search enoine. 
Database name 

dc:subject Database subj ect coverage, and recommend to use DDC 
number 

dc :date Database startin time 
dc:fonnat Document format in the database 

Database lan ua e 
Co 

dc: identifi er 
dc :t e The t e of database 
Tab le 5.2: T he RDF schema lIsed to describe the usage of various KOS in diffe rent 

databases that can be accessed by a spec ifi c meta-sea rch engine. 

A simple metadata reco rd lIsing thi s schema is listed as fo llows: 

<7xml version= "1.0" encoding= "UTF- 8" 7> 
<rdf: RDF xmlns : rdf= ''http : //www.w3.o rg/1999/02/22-rdf

syntax-ns# " xmlns:rdfs= ''http://www.w3 .org/2000/01/rdf
schem a#" 
xmlns:skos = '' http: //www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#'' 
xmlns: dc= ''http://purl.org/de/ elements/Ll /" 
xml ns: 15152= .. http: / /www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/ Nlsls2/ scheme# " > 

< 15152: data base rdf: about=''http://pubs.cs.uet.ac.za '' > 
<dc:title> UCT CS Research Document Arehive </dc :t itle> 
<de:description> UCT CS Research Document Archive is an 

institutional repository in the department of computer science, 
at University of Cape Town </dc :description> 

<de: language >en </dc : language> 
<15152: indexedby 

rdf:resou rce= '' http://www.acm.org/ciass/1998/acmccs98-
L2.3.xml " /> 

</15152: database> 
</rdf: RD F> 

In thi s manner, by using the subject cross-browsing service and the database reg istry, a 

metadata search engine can recogni se how to broadcast mapped concepts returned from 

the subj ect cross-brows ing service to query di fferent databases indexed by using these 

mapped concepts. It is a simple process that requ ires a fairly low degree of interacti on 
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from users to progress from the stage where they browse the hierarchy to getti ng the 

re levant information items. In addition, the databases can be also indexed according to 

the local taxonomy, which forms a basis to provide a subj ect browsing interface to find 

re levant data bases. 

5.4 Further consideration 

In thi s framework , it is proposed to provide the users wi th a subj ect cross-brows ing 

interface . Different from other subject cross-brows ing services that guide the users to 

identi fy relevant co ll ections, users could be navigated by thi s particular service to find 

item- level metadata records from distributed information resources. Based on the 

descripti on in Section 5.1.5, it is easy for end-users to browse their own termino logy, but 

get the item-level results from di stributed informat ion resources. However, there are a 

number o f issues that need to be considered. 

Firstly, because it is necessary to exchange terminological information between a local 

taxonomy and different KOS through a DDC spine, it is difficult to so lve the indirection 

problem. It is possible to lead to the loss of prec ision during thi s stage. For example, a 

term "house cat" in a local KOS can on ly be mapped to DDC concept "cat", but in 

another vocabu lary , there is an exact term call ed "house cat". In thi s situati on, precision 

is lost. T he re levant so lution will be di scussed in Section 8.2. 

Secondly, establi shing and maintai ning the mappings is possibly the most important 

barrier to the deve lopment of the middleware system. Usi ng existing mappings from 

other terminology services seems acceptable. Thus, it is important for this middleware 

system to create a programmatic interface to access different terminology services. 

However, mappings from different terminology services may be inconsistent, because 

different term inology services use different methods to create or coll ect their mapping 

data. It is important to explore the so lution to thi s inconsistency problem. 

Thirdly, in thi s research, a collection registry and meta-search engine are proposed to 

interact with the framework . It is possible that other shared services could interact thi s 
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framework in Machine-to-Machine ways to im prove the functionali ty of a library portal 

service. Thus, it is important to exp lore if other shared services could work with this 

framework to enhance the functionality of this framework. 

Fourthl y, in thi s middleware, the returned terminolog ica l information comes from 

different types ofKOS, such as classifi cation schemes, subject headings, thesauri , etc. It 

is important to consider various ways to present a concept to the end-users, and reali se 

that different concepts in di ffe rent types of vocabularies should be presented in different 

ways . 

Fifthly, in some cases, a number of KOS in a terminology service might not be ab le to be 

mapped fro m DOe. In thi s situati on, it is possib le to use the caption term in a subject 

cross-b rows ing as a query aga inst the terminology service, and get the results on the fl y 

(see Secti on 4.5 .6). 

With these issues in mind, it is necessary to develop a software prototype system based 

on thi s theoretical framework. This prototype system is used to assess if the proposed 

theoretical framework cou ld meet certa in desired goa ls. Also, it is important to use this 

prototype system as a testbed to address the issues li sted above and find out the potentia l 

problems with the relevant so lutions. Hence, the next chapter wi ll introduce the ma in 

principles for the development of a software prototype system based on thi s theo retical 

framework. 
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Chapter Six: Software-based Prototype System 

This chapter aims to describe a software-based prototype application that seamlessly 

combines the terminological resou rces from more than one KOS into a switch scheme for 

subj ect cross-brows ing. Th is prototype system is based on the developed theoretical 

framewo rk in Chapter 5. However, th is prototype system is a simplifi ed vers ion, because 

it is impract ica l to incorporate a ll related KOS into a system in any study. A long-term 

commitment is very im portant fo r the development of this kind of midd le ware service 

between different terminologies. Ideall y, there might be a number of teams with 

suffi cient ex perti se that have the responsibi lity for maintaining and creating the mapping, 

providi ng di ffe rent terminology mapping data sets for the future. 

6.1 Selection of vocabularies 

Based on the descripti on in Section 5. 1.1 , DDC is appli ed as a backbone structure to 

exchange the terminological information between different KOS. Also, by brows ing 

DDC structure, use rs could be navigated to find relevant concept infOlm at ion across 

different KOS. Thi s prototype has been deve loped in the fie ld of library sc ience and 

comput ing science (DDC 000-099) . The se lecti on of different vocabul aries for mapping 

was purposive. DDC is a pre-coord inated classifi cat ion. It is im portant to explore 

methods to create the mappings between a pre-coordinated KOS and a post-coordi nated 

KOS, and investigate the ways to combine severa l individual concepts into a bag, and 

map a compound concept into this bag. Thus, a post-coordinated thesaurus "U KA T" was 

se lected as a KOS to map from DDC, and a class ification "ACM Computing 

Classifi cation" is also mapped from DDC. These two KOS greatly differ in their degrees 

of coord ination, and semantic structures. This is aimed to test if the identi fi ed mapping 

strategy in Secti on 5.1 is appropriate for establishing mappings between a vari ety of KOS . 

The proposed theoretical framework planed to estab lish the mappings between DDC and 

the local directories, and present a local directory to end-users. Thus, it is assumed that an 

informat ion sc ience taxonomy developed by Hawkins (2003) is effecti vely used in a 

particular organi sation as a subj ect browsing structure. It is required to map thi s 
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taxonomy to DDC for subject browsing. The mappings have been established as shown in 

Figure 6.1. 

DDe 

A taxonomy..oL 
information science ._-

Figure 6.1: The mappings between the vocab ularies used in this prototype 

As mentioned in Section 2.4.1 .3, it is important to identify mapping directions before 

conducting mappings. Clear mapping directions can form a basis to create clear mapping 

guidel ines for different mapping participants. As shown in Figure 6.1, in thi s research, 

when establish ing the mappings between VKA T, ACM, and DDC, DDC was selected as 

a source vocab ulary, and UKA T and ACM are target vocabularies. However, when the 

local information science taxonomy became a structure for subject browsing, DDC 

became the target vocabulary, to which the information taxonomy is mapped. 

6.2 Mapping strategy 

Based on the description in Section 5.1 , a number of rules are used to create the mappings 

between DDC and other selected vocabularies. These rules are listed as follows: 

1. Based on the description in Section 5.1.2, the preferred terms in UKA Tare 

identified as the basic elements for mapping, and the notations in DDC, ACM , 
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and the information science taxonomy, are identifi ed as the basic mapping 

e lements; 

2. A bag is used to combine a number of related UKAT concepts, and it can be 

mapped from a compound concept; 

3. T he fi ve mapping rel ationships in Secti on 5. 1.4 are used to create the mappings; 

4. T he mapping logic desc ribed in Section 5. 1.4 is used during the constructi on of 

mappings; 

However, th is research is an individual work, and it is impractical to invite a num ber 

of participants to collaborate for the constructi on of various mappings . Thus, the 

feas ibi lity of mapping co ll aborati ve worknow deve loped in Section 5. 1.6 would be 

veri fi ed by aski ng a number of relevant ques tions to the expert evaluators. These 

questions were incorporated in Appendix 5.5 " final general interview questi ons". 

6.2.1 Mappings between DDe and UKAT 

Because DDe is a pre-coordinated classifica ti on scheme, and UKA T is a post

coordinated thesaurus, the basic mapping elements in DDe would be DDe notations, and 

the mapping elements in UKA T would be the pre ferred terms. It is important to deve lop 

methods to handle the mapp ings between a compound DDe concept and several UKA T 

term s. In this situation, based on the desc ription in Sectio n S. I.3, a bag can be used to 

combine the UKA T concepts. The mapping between a DDe concept and the bag cou ld 

be establ ished, as shown in Figure 6.2. It is assumed that when a num ber of terms in a 

bag are retri eved and presented to users, users wo uld be able to further adj ust their query 

by deleting some of irrelevant terms in the bag or by adding the Boolean operators to 

further combine the terms. 
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004.6 interfacing and communication 

-
Computer network 

map: 

Figure 6.2: The way to handle a compound concept 

The mappings between UKA T and DDC in the field of information and computer sc ience 

were establi shed and listed in Appendix 3. 1. 

6.2.2 Mappings between DDC and ACM 

[n ACM, there are some concepts, each of wh ich inc ludes a number of sub-terms without 

notations to ex plain the concepts. When establi shing the mappings between DDC and 

ACM, it was found that some of these sub-temls could exactl y map to the equ iva lent 

concepts. In thi s case, it was decided that if a concept (Cl) in ACM includes a number of 

sub-terms, and one of these sub-terms is equivalent to a DDC concept (Ca), the exact 

mapping relationship can be used to map DDC concept (Ca) to the ACM concept (C I). 

Based on th is principle, Figure 6.3 shows an example of a mapping established between 

DDCandACM. 
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Map:exact 

005.52 word processing 

Desklop publlshmg 

The terms under the concept "HA.1 office automation" are not concepts in AGM 
These terms have no notations. 
Logic: If a concept (C-1) in ACM includes a number of terms. and one of these temns 
is equivalent to a DDC concept (C-2). then we exactly map C-1 to C-2. 

Figure 6.3: An example ofa mapping established between DDC and ACM. 

Based on thi s principle, it was found that most ACM concepts cou ld exactly match to the 

equi valent DDC concepts. The mappings between ACM and DDC can be found in 

Appendix 3.2. 

6.3 Technical architecture of the prototype 

One purpose of pro to typing is to test if the selected technologies could be feasibly used in 

the middleware system between terminologies . Hence, a computer-based prototype 

system, which applies most of the techno logies identified in the theoretical framework, 

was developed in thi s research. 

6.3.1 Data formats 

In this research, DDC data was made available in SKOS-Core format. However, it was 

found that SKOS-Core format is not specificall y designed to represent classification data. 

For thi s reason, the SKOS-Core vocabulary needed to be adapted to suit different types of 

controlled vocabularies. A notation label was derived from <skos:preLabel> to represent 
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the classification concept. In thi s way, a classifi cation concept could be presented as 

fo llows: 

< skos:Concept rdf:about='' http://www-
staff.! boro.ac.uk/ ~lsls2/ ddc.rdf /069 .51 " > 

<skos: notation >069.51 </skos: notat ion> 
<skos: inScheme rdf: resource= .. http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/ ~ lsls2/ddc. rdf" /> 
<skos:altLabel xml : lang="en" >Selection, acquisition, disposal </skos:altLabel> 
<skos: broader rdf: resource=''http ://www-

staff. lboro .ac.uk/ ~ lsls2/ ddc.rdf /069.5" /> 
</skos : Concept> 

The UKA T thesaurus is ori ginally encoded in SKOS-Core format , and each concept has a 

URJ . The ACM Classifi cation Scheme is in a simple XML format. In the ACM dataset, 

there is no URI to ident ify each concept. Based on the description in Sect ion 5. 1.2, when 

mapping ACM to DDC, a URJ was designed and ass igned to each concept of ACM in the 

mapping dataset, see Table 6. 1. 

D DC and A CM ma data in SKOS-Ma 
c;:skos:Concept rdf:about=''http : //www
staff . lboro.ac.uk/-lsls2/ddc . rdf/006.35"> 

<skos:notation 
rdf:datatype::''http://iaaa. cps .unizar . es#nota 
tion">006 . 35c/skos:notation > 

cskos :inScheme rdf :resource=''http://www 
s ta ff.lboro . ac.uk /-l s ls2/ddc.rdf" /> 

c'skos :prefLabel xml : l ang="e n" >Natural 
language processingc/skos :pre fLabe l> 

cskos :broader rdf :resourc e =''ht t p: // 
sta f f.lboro .ac .uk/-ls ls2/ddc .rdf / 006.3" > 
<:map:exactMatch 
rdf :resource='' http :/ /www.acm.orq/c ss/1998/ 
a cmc cs98-1 . 2 . 3 . xml / I.2.7" /> 

I/assigned URI for concept "natural language 
processing"/I 
,,/skos:Concept> 

ACM XMLdata 
<node id=" ! . 2.7" label=" Natural Language 
Processin '> 

<isComp o edBy> 

/> 

<no label=" Discourse" /> 
<: de label=" Laoquage generation" /> 

node label=" Laoguage model s " /> 
<node label=" Lanquage parsing and understanding" 

<node label="Machine translation" /> 
<node l abel="Speech recognition and synthesis" /: 
<n ode l abe l ="Text anal.ysi.s " /> 
</isComposedBy> 
</node> 

Table 6. 1: The mappings between a DDC concept and an ACM concept 

In this context, three sets of mappings between the taxonomy of information science, 

UKAT, and ACM through DDC have been establi shed in three SKOS-Mapping data sets. 
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A RDF Class call ed "conceptbag" was de fined in thi s research, and used to combine a 

number of individual concepts together. Figure 6 .4 show the way to use a RD F bag, and 

establi sh the mapping between the RDF bag and a compound concept. 

<rdf :RDF xmlns :rdf="&rdf:" xmlns : rdfs="&rdfs :" xmlns :dc="&dc: " xmlns :dct="&dct :" 
xml :base= .. http ://www-staff. lboro. ac . ukrlsls2/map l"> 
<rdfs :Class rdf:ID=Nconcep t bagN > 

<rdfs : labe l >conceptbag</ rdfs : label> 
<r dfs:subClassOf rdf :resource="&rdf :BagN/ > 
<rdf s :comment>This clas s is used to combine a number of i ndividual 

concepts together</r dfs:comment> 
</ rdfs:Class> 

<s kos :Concept rdf :about= .. http ://www-staff. lboro. ac. ukrls ls2/ddc. rdf/004. 03"> 
<skos :notation 

rdf :datat ype=''http ://iaaa. cps. unizar. es#notat ion''>004. 03</skos :notation> 
<skos : i nScheme rdr: resource= .. http ://www-staff.lboro. ac. ukrlsls2/ ddc. rdf" / > 
<skos :prefLabel xml : lang="en">Computer science-dictionar i es</ skos :prefLabel> 
<skos : broader rdf : resource= .. http ://www-staff.l boro. ac. ukrl sls2/ ddc. rdf/004" /> 

<map :majorMatch> 
(map l :conceptbag) 

<rdf : li rdf :resource=''http ://www. ukat. org. uk/ t hesaurus/ concept/ i582"/> 
<rdf: 1 i rdf : resource=''http://www. ukat. org. uk/ thesaurus!concept/ 6118" /> 

</map i :conceptbag) 
</map;majorMatch> 

</skos :Concept> 

Figure 6.4: Using RDF bag to combine individual concepts together 

A Jena RDF API was employed to process the t hree SKOS-Mapping data fil es at the 

same time. Jena is a Java API fo r semantic web applications, in whi ch the SPA RQ L 

queries could be buil t to query aga inst the RDF data, and some related functi ons in Jena 

could also be used to query the RD F data. The Jena AP I was applied with the Java 

applets in the environment of Net Bean 5.5. 1. A Java applet is a program written in the 

Java programming language that can be included in an HTML page. 

In the theoreti ca l framework, it was assumed that a middleware system should be ab le to 

cross-access a variety of terminology services us ing di ffe rent access protoco ls and query 

languages. For example, many current terminology services are using the SRYV/U model 

with CQL as the query language. It is possible fo r thi s prototy pe to adapt the SR W/U 

model fo r accessing the relevant terminology services, such as HILT, OCLC TS. In 
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add ition, with the development of semantic web technologies, a number of new protocols 

and formats would be developed. A knowledge base was developed to store connectivity 

detail s of different terminology services. This knowledge base could transfer the users' 

queri es into vari ous structures of queries that different terminology services cou ld 

understand , and convert the returned terminological reco rds into a cons istent format. In 

th is prototype system , the deve loped knowledge base could transfer a user's query into a 

SPARQL query to search the UKAT data in SKOS-Core format, and also transfe r a 

user's que ry into a XML-based query to search the ACM data in XML format. 

A DDC-based cross-browsing interface has been developed, and was presented to the 

end-users. The end-users could select the concepts from DDC and get the mapped 

concepts from either ACM or UKAT. The speci fi c steps are listed as fo llows: 

I. When Llsers select Concept A from brows ing DDC, the Jena agent processed the 

two mapping datasets, and return the relevant URls of the concepts mapped to 

Concept A of DDC from UKAT and ACM. 

2. Based on the URl s returned from the mapping datasets, two other agents were 

employed to deal with the UKAT data and ACM , and get more detail ed 

in formation (e.g. preferred term, non-prefe rred terms, broader terms, related terms, 

etc) about the mapped concepts; 

3. The returned tenninological information wi ll be converted into a consistent 

fo rmat, and presented to the end-users. 

Two APls that are employed to process the ACM and UKAT are: a W3C DOM API that 

is employed to develop relevant functions fo r querying the ACM XML data, and an ARQ 

API that is employed to relevant functions for query ing the UKA T SKOS data. All these 

agents were implemented in Java environment, a nd embedded into Java applets. The 

basic diagram of the prototype is shown in Figure 6.5. 
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SKOS mapping 
dataset between 
ODCand UKAT 

SKOS mapping 
dataset between 
Doe and ACM 

Figure 6.5: The basic architecture of the simplified prototype system 

From the perspective of librarians, it cou ld be decided that DDe is not good enough to be 

an appropriate scheme for subject cross-browsing in a library portal system . This may be 

because the inexperienced user may not be familiar with the terminology provided by 

DOe. In thi s case, the information science taxonomy was mapped to DDe. The mapping 

data was made available in SKOS-mapping format. Above the mapping data, a 

programmatic interface was developed to provide subject browsing based on the use of 

loca l vocabu lary. The users began by interacting with the taxonomy, gain the mapped 

DDe concepts as mediators, and finally accessed the mapped concepts from other 

vocabularies through DDe. However, it was found that some specific concepts in thi s 

information science taxonomy cannot map to the relevant DDe. There are three main 

reasons for this. First, ODe used in thi s research was not complete. Second, concepts in 

the information science taxonomy are newer than ODe concepts. Third, in some parts of 

thi s taxonomy, the granularity is more detai led than DDe's relevant part. Fourth, because 

of the pre-coordinated nature ofDDe, it is difficult to map a KOS to another pre

coordinated vocabulary. Thus, it was decided to use two levels of this taxonomy to map 

to ODe. It was found that about 90% of concepts in two levels of this taxonomy can map 

to the relevant DDe concepts. 
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6.3.2 Queries 

In most subject brows ing servIces, the users are not required to input their textual 

information to conduct their search. Instead , the users just need to identity some pre

arranged subj ect term labe ls, and click some of the labels to find relevant information. 

Thus, it is suitab le fo r thi s prototype to use SPARQL query language to manipu late the 

mapping data in SKOS-Mapping format. A URI was given to each of DDC concepts. 

When a use r clicks a DDC concept label, the SPARQL query wou ld be generated to 

search the mapping dataset. Figure 6.6 shows a SPARQL query to search a DDC concept 

"004.678" with exactly mapped concepts from other KOS. 

"PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>''+ 

"SELECT ?notat ion ?caption ?mappedconcept 

WH ERE{ { .. http ://www-staff. lboro .ac.ukl- lsls2/ddc .rdf/004.678 .. 
skos:notation ?notation} 
{ .. http ://www-staff. lboro.ac.ukl- lsls2/ddc.rd f/004.678" skos:altLabel ?caption} 

{ .. http ://www-staff. lboro.ac. u k/ - I s I s21 ddc. rd f/004. 678" 

map:exactMatch ? mappedconcept}}" 

Figure 6.6: A SPARQL query of a DDC concept 

Based on using SPARQL to query DDC-mapping data, a number of mapped concepts 

from other vocabularies (e .g. UKAT, ACM) could be returned. These mapped concepts 

might be located in other termi nology services in different formats. Thus, it is important 

to use other query languages to query against the data set of other KOS. 

In thi s prototype, because the UKAT data was in SKOS format, the SPARQL query 

language cou ld sti ll be used to further query the UKAT data fo r more termino logical 

information. However, the ACM data is in a XML format. It is important to employ other 

types of queries to search the ACM dataset. In this case, W3C DOM APl was employed 

to query the ACM dataset, and get the results from the ACM data set. 

6.4 Prototype demonstration 

In the prototype, two user scenarios with relevant interfaces were designed. In the fi rst 

user scenario, a list of DDC concepts was presented to the users. Each of these concepts 
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includes a DDC notation and a relevant caption. The users could browse DDC concepts 

through DDC hierarchy, identi fy the relevant concept, and click a "search" button to gain 

the mapped concepts from other vocabularies. Two checkboxes were also presented, 

which were used to let the users identi fy which mapping dataset is required. In thi s 

palticular prototype, "mapping data between DDC and the UKA T" and "mapping data 

between DDC and ACM" are provided. Figure 6.7 is presented to show the basic 

elements in thi s interface. 

Figure 6.7: User-based subject cross-browsing interface within the prototype system 

When the users selected an appropriate DDC concept to search rel evant mapped concepts 

in another vocabulary, the mapped concept wou ld be returned to the users. Then, the 

users cou ld identify if the returned concept were su itable for their further search. Because 

concepts from different types of vocabulari es should be presented in di fferen t ways, it 

was important to consider using various methods to represent the concepts from di fferent 

vocabularies . In this case, the prefelTed term and non prefelTed tem s were used to 

present a UKA T concept, and a notation with the relevant caption was used for an ACM 

concept. In addition, in ACM, there are some concepts including a number of sub-terms 

to explain the concepts, but these sub-terms have no notation, and are not concepts in 

ACM. In thi s case, these sub-telms with the concept notation and caption were presented 

to the user so that the users could get a better understanding of what the returned concept 

means. Figure 6.8 shows the ways to present the mapped concepts from both the ACM 

and the UKA T to the end-users, and the selected DDC concept is "004.6 interfacing and 

com_munication". 
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The I· .. jor : mapped term from Itle ACIA is: 

~ The I . mappedtermfromltleUKAT ls: 

C. 2 COYPUJER-CO~"ICATIO~ ~<~ORKS 
C.O GEXERAL Hardware/ software interfaces 

Instruction set design (e. g. , RISe, else, VLIi) 
Modeling of computer architecture 
System architectures 
Systems specification methodology 

The preferred term is: Cocputer interfaces 
the non-preferred term is: Computer links 

The preferred term is: Computer networks --
the non-preferred term is: Data net~orks 
the non-preferred term is: Local area networks 
the non-preferred term is: Electronic networking 
the non-preferred term is: Internet 
the non-preferred term is: iide area networks 
the non-preferred term is: ~~\s 
the non-preferred term is: L~\s 
the non-preferred term is: Computer communications 

Figure 6. 8: The ways to present the retumed mapped concepts from this subject cross-

browsing interface 

In another interface, an infonnation taxonom y was presented to the users for subject 

cross-browsing. When the users clicked the relevant terms in this taxonomy, the mapped 

DDC concepts would be retumed, and the mapped DDC concept would become the 

query to search the mapped concepts from the ACM and UKA T. Figure 6.9 is an 

example of the search. In th is example, the users would begin by clicking the term "2. I 

thesauri , authority list" in the local taxonomy, and get the mapped DDC concept "025.49 

controlled vocabulary". Subsequently, the mapped DDC concept would become the 

query to search against the mapping dataset between DDC and UKA T, and mapping 

dataset between DDC and ACM. The relevant UKA T concept "controlled languages", 

which has been mapped from DDC, would be returned. Finall y, the UKAT concept 

"controlled languages" would be used to query against the databases that have been 

indexed according to the UKA T for getting the item-level metadata records. 
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Map:exact 

025.49 Controlled vocabulary 

.1 Thesaurus, authority list 

map: exact 

Figure 6.9: An example of a mapping between a local taxonomy and UKA T through 

DDC 

6.5 Conclusion 

Based on the development of this prototype, it was found that most of selected techniques 

di scussed in Chapter 5 have been effective to retrieve the teml inological information 

from di fferent telminology resources. A number of points are concluded as fo ll ows: 

I . It is feasible to establish mappings between UKA T and DOe, and between the 

ACM and DDC, based on the mapping strategy defined in Section 5. 1, although 

the acc uracy of the mappings still needs to be evaluated further. However, the 

indirection problem caused by the use ofDDC-based switch language is not 

solved; 

2. It is true that SPARQL is not focused on search ing text-based data . However, it is 

not necessary for users to input the text-based query to search the information in a 

subject cross-browsing service, and the users only need to click a number ofpre

arranged tem1 labels, and then find the relevant infom1ation. Thus, the use of 

SPARQL is appropriate to facilitate the subject cross-browsing services; 
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3. Th is prototype developed a number of data transmiss ion and conversion 

programmes. It is technicall y reasonable to translate a user's query into di fferent 

fo rms of queri es that different KOS or terminology servi ces could recognise, gain 

the termino logical informati on from di ffe rent terminology resources, and finally 

convert the returned results into a consistent format. It would be useful to extend 

thi s ideas to incorporate more terminology services and other terminology 

resources into this prototype system; 

4. In thi s prototype, when users interact with the loca l taxonomy, there is a long 

process that requires a fairl y hi gh degree of interaction fro m users to progress 

from the stage where they browse the hi erarchy to getting the relevant mapped 

terms fi'om various KOS through DDC spi ne. It is desirable to develop some 

approaches to improve the interacti vity between the users and the systems. 

5. A conce pt in any type of KOS could be presented in a variety of ways . It is 

im portant to further explore the methods to friend ly present a concept to the users, 

and make the users full y d isambiguate the returned conceptual term . 
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Chapter Seven: Evaluation Data Analysis 

7.1 Evaluation method 

As di scussed in Section 3.4.4, an expert-based evaluati on method was se lected to assess 

the framework, and six experts were as ked to wa lk through the so ftware-based prototype 

system, and provide feedback to improve the system. The experts in the evaluati on are 

not those who were previously interviewed. Before assessing a terminology mapping

based framework, it is important to identi fy a reasonable analytical starting point. As 

discussed in Secti on 3.4.4, six heuristics were highli ghted, which were: 

I. Semanti c extensibility; 

2. Technical adaptabi lity; 

3. User intcracti vity; 

4. Cultura l feas ibility; 

5. Technica l viability; 

6. Quality of established mappings. 

Through analysing these heuri stics, it is obvious that the eva luation needed to consider 

accurately both the technical and semantic approaches used for the development of the 

midd leware system and whether these approaches are applicable in the long term . The 

evaluation was imparti al and was conducted in a manner encow'aging the ex pert 

eva luators to be open and frank. 

Based on these heuristics, a range of spec ific objecti ves of this evaluation can be 

summarised, and can be linked to relevant heuristics. These objectives include: 

I. Semantic extensibility and quality of estab lished mapping: To examine the 

effecti veness of the methods to establish the mappings between DDC and two 

selected vocabularies; 
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2. User Interactivity: To determine whether the selected methods to present the 

AGM concepts and UKAT concepts are suitable fo r helping users di sambiguate 

the mapped concepts; 

3. Usc,' Interactivity: To determine whether the use of a local taxo nomy as a 

s ubject cross-browsing interface is more suitable than the use of DDC as a 

brows ing interface; 

4 . Semantic extensibility and quality of establishcd mapping: To explore whether 

there are appropriate methods to solve the indirecti on problems ari sing from the 

use ofthe DDC spine; 

5. Cultural feasibility: To test the viabili ty o r the coopera ti ve wo rk between thi s 

mapping middleware and other services ; 

6. Technical viability and technicallldalltllbility: To test the technica l feas ibility 

of the infonnati on architecture that is used for the deve lopment of thi s 

mictdleware system; 

7. User intcractivity: To examine user interactivity with the subj ect cross-brows ing 

interface, and test if users could use the subj ect cross-browsing interface to find 

metadata reco rds. 

Based on these object ives, a number of codes were developed and employed to analyse 

the data collected through the evaluati on. These codes are li sted hi erarchi call y in Table 

7. 1. 
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Table 7.1: Code used in the ana lysis of the eva luation data 

Codes Sub-codes Explanation 

Mapping strategy Structural model of mapping To test ifD DC is an appropriate s pi ne to 
exchange terminological in fonllat ion 
between KOS 

Mapping relat ionships and logics To exami ne if the :5 identi fied mapping 
relationships arc appropriate in vario ll s 
cases 

Mapping collaboration T his is re lated to the questi on of who 
should create the mappings for this 
middleware. 

Depth of mappings Diffe rent mappi ngs may f.1ci litate different 
subj ect serv ices in d iffe rent perspecti ves. 

Correction ofl he mappings: Thi s is rel ated to the question wh ether the 

• Mapping between DDC established mappings are correct. 
and UKAT 

• Mapping between DDC 
and ACM 

• Mapping between DDC 
and local taxonomy 

Methods to present Ways to present classificat ion Th is refers to what terminological 
di ffcrent concepts concepts information for var ious concepts sho uld be 

Ways to present thesaurus presented to the users so that the users 
concepts could understand the context o f a g iven 
Ways to present concepts from concept. 
other kinds of KOS 

The use of loca l taxonomy for subject cross-browsing To test if the local taxonomy is more 
fr iendly than DDC. 
To explore some potential methods to sol ve 
the indi recti on problen'ls dri ven by the lIse 
of DDC spine. 

Techni cal Standards To test i f the used standards is appropriate 
archi tect ure • SKOS; 

• SPARQL; 

• SKOS AP1; 

• Etc 
Knowledge base for accessing To test if the knowledge base is ex tensible 
various termi no logy services enough to access Ill OSt o f di fferent 

terminology serv ices 
Automated Automatic mapping To test whether some automated 
approach Q uery expans ion approaches could further improve the 

framework 
Interaction design issues To test whether the users could 

sllccessfu lly interact with the prototype 
system 

Other issues 

\77 
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In order to help the evaluators become fa miliar with the brows ing functions of the 

prototype, a number of use demonstrati ons and an explanatory document of the 

theoreti cal and technical approach/ interface were produced (A ppendix 4 and 5). The use 

demonstrati ons refl ected the current capabi liti es of th is midd leware system for providing 

mapping data between di fferent terminologies. After each demonstrat ion, the evaluators 

were asked to identify relevant problems, and ex press their comments. 

After a ll the demonstrati ons, a number of interview questi ons were dev ised to co llect 

qualita tive data fro m experts (See Appendix 5) . The interviews were recorded, and 

transcribed to text. All the interview questions were mapped to the heuristics descri bed 

in Secti on 3.4.4. In parall e l, a document call ed " Introduction document" was designed to 

explain the basic des ign princip les of the theo retical framework and relevant prototype 

system, describe the defined demonstrati ons, and present the interview questi ons. This 

document was sent to each of eva luators before they interacted with the prototype, which 

helped the evaluato rs to understand the theories used to develop the framework . This 

document is g iven in Appendix 4. The find ings are reported as follows: 

7.2 Findings of the evaluation 

7.2.1 DOe as a switch language 

Because DDe is a pre-coordinated classificati on scheme, and does not have suffi cient 

granu larity in some subject areas (e.g. , informati on science, medical science, e tc), all 

eva luators agreed w ith the expert interviewees that generati ng mappings between DDe 

and other vocabulari es can result in the loss of precision and specifi city. In some 

mapping projects, the mapping staff may lack knowledge of ODe, and they may 

misunderstand the meanings of some DDe captions (Eva luators 1, 4, and 5). For example, 

DDe concept "005. 10288 maintenance and repair" is in the fie ld of computer science, 

and some mapping staff may wrongly map thi s DDe concept to the UKAT term 

"maintenance" in the fi eld of construction engineering. It is therefore essential to prov ide 

an appropriate DDe train ing programme to the mapping staff. 
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The copyright ofDDC was emphasised by Eval uator I. Ifan organi sation maps their 

KOS to DDC, OCLC, as DDC owner, would allow thi s organ isati on to do that, but they 

would not a ll ow them to use the mapp ing in their service. They need to submit the 

establi shed mappings to OCLC, and OCLC wi ll se ll the mappings back to them. 

On the other hand , all evaluators agreed with the expert interviewees that using DDC sti ll 

makes sense in the medium term. DDC is a well-known classification, and is widely used 

by a huge number of organisations. DDC covers most subject areas, and is encoded in the 

MARC2 1 XML fonnat for the purpose of exchange. 

All the eval uators pred icted that well-developed post-coordinated KOS wo ul d be more 

suitable as switch languages than DDC. UDC co ul d be an alte rnative to DDC as a switc h 

language because UDC has greater notationa l synthesis capab ili ty than DDC (A ll 

eva luato r·s). UDC is more detailed, and cou ld be adapted to incorporate mo r'e subj ec t 

concepts by free ly synthesising concepts. Two important issues with UDC were pointed 

out by Evaluato r 5. The first one is that UDC is less well-known than DDC, because 

UDC is mainly used in European libraries. The Second issue is that the financ ial support 

for UDC is less than for DDC, It could be said that UDC, to some extent, is suffer ing 

from poor management problems. Some other faceted vocabu laries could potentially be 

adopted as a switch language. One of these vocabu laries is BLISS, which has great 

notationa l synthesis abili ty and great gran ularity (Evaluators 2 and 5). However, thi s 

vocabulary is still in the deve lopmental stage. In some subject-spec ific domains, a 

number of subj ect-specific schemes could be employed as switch languages for exchange 

the termino logical informat ion between different KOS in the same domain (Evaluator 4). 

For example, in most UK gove rnment-based projects, IPSV (integrated Pub li c Sector 

Vocabu lary) was app li ed as a switch language, to wh ich different other government

related vocabul aries could be mapped. 

Besides using a switch language to improve the interoperability between different KOS, 

the construction ofa meta-thesaurus to standardi se the existing concepts from differe nt 

terminologies was emphasised by Eva luator 2. 
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7.2.2 Mapping relationships and logics 

In the five selected mapping relationships, the differences between major match and 

minor match may not be clear for most users (Eva luators I and 5). In thi s study, major 

match is used to represent the mapping between a compound concept and a combination 

of several concepts, and minor match is used to represent the mapping between two 

re lated terms. However, in the SKOS-Mapping vocabu lary, maj or and minor matches are 

used to represent co-occurrence mappings. The difference between these two 

re lationships may cause users and mapping staff to be confused when using these two 

re lationships. 

To so lve th is problem, several suggestions were provided by evaluators. Firstly, it was 

suggested to present inform ati on about the definiti ons of these mapping relati onships to 

users, befo re they interact with the brows ing service (Evaluators 1, 3, and 5). In thi s 

context, the users could understand the real meanings of the mapping relati onships. Also, 

the term "re lated match" should replace the term "minor match" in thi s framework to 

avo id confusion (Evaluators I, and 5). In additi on, because di fferent mapping proj ects 

may be based on diffe rent mapping methods, such as inte llectual mapping, automatic 

mapping, and co-occurrence mapping, as mentioned in Secti on 4.2.4, it is important to 

introduce new metadata elements to characte ri se the established mappings through these 

methods (Evaluators I and 5). For example, when handling some automati c mapping data, 

it is possible that each mapping relati on can be tagged with a relevance rating (hi gh, 

medium, and low) to make the quality of the mapping relations more explicit (Eva luators 

1, 2, 3, and 6). 

Secondl y, it is desirable to use different mapping log ic to establish d ifferent mapping sets 

fo r the same concepts in diffe rent KOS. For example, when mapping "025.0654 

Chemistry- information system" to relevant concepts in UKA T, in paralle l to using a 

bag to make a combi nation of re levant concepts, it is also poss ible to use the term 

"chemistry" in UKAT as a broad term of "025.0654 Chemistry- information system" in 

DDC, and use the term " information system" as a broad term of "025.0654 Chemistry

informati on system". All these mapping sets could be presented to the users so that the 
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users could select the most appropriate mapping set for their subject requirements 

(Evaluators 1, 5, and 6) . Figure 7.1 shows a variety of mapping sets between the concept 

"025 .0654 Chemistry- information system" in DDC and relevant concepts in UKA T. In 

add ition, it is important to know if each local search engine used by different on line 

databases has the algorithms to deal with Boolean operators (Evaluator 5). If a search 

engine does not support Boolean search, it is meaningless to let users add Boolean 

operators to further conduct their searches. Today, a number of search engines used by 

different collections, such as, Google, Ask, etc., do not have the ability to handle the 

Boolean operators. 

Major match 

025.0654 Chemistry-information system 

broad match 
broad match 

~':i$~ 
Figure 7.1: A vari ety of mappings establi shed between a DDC concept and two UKA T 

concepts 

In order to present the mapping data in more user-friendly ways, it was suggested that 

relevant visuali sation technologies could be helpful to show the explicit mapping 

relationships and the mapped terms to the users, and improve the interacti vity between 

the users and machine (Evaluator 2) . 

Thirdly, because a number of users may not be interested in the specific mapping 

relationships used to establish the mappings, and they may not be concerned with the 
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vocabulary that the collections were using, it was suggested that it would be useful to 

allow users to click the mapped terms without knowing much about specific mapping 

relationships and then use guidance to present all possible combinations of the mapped 

terms to the users (Evaluators I, 2, 4, and 6). Google-style " Do you mean .. . " plus all 

poss ible Boolean combinations of mapped terms is very useful for thi s purpose. For 

example, it is possib le to use "Do you mean Chemistry, information system, Chemi stry 

and informati on system. Chemistrv or information system. Chemistry not information 

system, information svstem not chemistry?" to present all possib le combinations of 

mapped concepts in UKA T to the user. 

7.2.3 Mapping collaboration 

Creating and maintaining the mapping is possibly the most important barrier to the 

de ve lopment of thi s framework (Evaluators 1,3 and 5). The importance of re-using 

exist ing mappings from other terminology services has been hi ghlighted (Eva luators I, 3, 

and 5). Because thi s framework is proposed to encourage different participants to 

contribute the mapping data, it is helpful to deve lop some API functi ons with in the 

middleware system to a ll ow other parties to submit their mapping data (Evaluators I and 

3). As the mappings might be from different terminology sources, it is important to be 

able to develop a metadata app lication profi le to characterise various mapping sets 

provenance (source), method (intellectual, co-occurrence, other automatic, etc), perhaps 

with a quality indicator (Evaluator 3). 

Also, before establi shing the mappings between two KOS, it is important for the mapping 

staff to identify the mapping direction . In some cases, the mappings establi shed from 

Vocabulary A to Vocabu lary B might be greatly different from the mappings created 

from Vocabulary B to Vocabulary A. For example, the concept ' Computer' in 

Vocabul ary A might be matched to the concept ' Information System' in Vocabulary B, 

but the same concept ' Information System ' in Vocabulary B might be matched to another 
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concept ' Data base' in Vocabulary A. In many mapping projects, such as, KoMoHe 

Project', etc., two vocabularies were mapped bil aterall y. 

In order to fu rther develop the mappings in different terminology services, a suggesti on 

was made by Eva luator 5 that one central team with sufficient expertise should be formed 

and should have the responsibility for maintain ing the mappings from different 

terminology, and improving the consistency of the mappings from different terminology 

resources. 

Evaluators 4 and 6 emphasised the importance of developi ng programmatic interfaces to 

cross-search different terminology resources. These term inology resources might include 

termi nology services, the KOS in various digita l formats located on the Web, the local 

KOS in local data bases, etc. In thi s context, a query input by a user could cross-search a 

number of terminology resources, return a number of rel evant concepts, and then present 

them to the user. It is important to offer functions to limit users to search part icular 

vocabularies across these terminology resources, and develop query expansion algorithms 

to expand the returned concepts (Evaluator 4). I n th is context, the terms from different 

KOS could be mapped together on the fl y through the query. 

A number of automatic mapping techniques were int rod uced by Evaluator 6. Automatic 

mapping solutions can be derived from various techniques, such as lexical techn iques, 

ontology mapping techniques (that is based on reasoning over different ontological 

instances), statisti cal techniques, etc. On the other hand, Eva luator 6 emphasised that 

most estab li shed automatic mapping too ls performed insufficientI'y in real cases, and 

most terminology mapping projects still depends on intellectual mapping techniques to 

create their mapping data. 

, A German project supervised a terminology mapping effort, in which ' cross-concordances' 
between major controll ed vocabularies were organized, created and managed. 
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7.2.4 Mapping depth for subject cross-browsing 

There was widesp read support for creating deep mapping (all eva luators). It was diffic ult 

to see any benefit, beyond the superficial , in li miting activity to shallow mapping. The 

ri sk is that users may be frustrated by access to shallow mapping and make no further use 

of the service (a ll eva luators) . For example, if a user uses the term "weeding" as a search 

term, and gels a very general mapped concept, such as, "computer science", he/she wo uld 

have no confidence in the service. Some query expansion algorithms, however, cou ld be 

used to expand the mapped concepts based on the established shallow map pings, and 

improve reca ll , but eyen by using expansion it is still difficult to improve precision. Also, 

in this framework , the returned terms from subject cross-browsing services cou ld be used 

as a query through the meta-search eng ine to cross-search different databases. In thi s 

contex t, it is not very use fu l to automate the shall ow mappings to make the shallow 

mapped terms cross-search different databases (Eva luator 4). 

Eva luators I and 2 pointed out some use scenari os of using shallow mappings. In these 

scenarios, it is poss ible for users to separately browse the structures of different 

controlled vocabu laries. DDC might be a good starting point to combine various KOS 

together at the top level s of DDe. In thi s manner, several vocabularies could be mapped 

to the top leve ls of DDe. A user could then begin to interact with the lOp levels of DDC 

concepts to find the other relevant vocabularies, and then the user co ul d jump into a 

specific structure of another vocabu lary, and be nav igated through thi s structure to find 

rel evant information. 

In add ition, because mapping is not a simple j ob, and there are a number of uncertain 

issues about how to create the mappings, it is important to take further initiatives in 

mapping practi ces, evaluate the establi shed mappings and incorporate the lessons into the 

future mapping projects (Eva luators 5 and 6). For this reason, the estab li shed mappings 

could form an evaluation basis to measure the costs and bene fits before expanding the 

mapping work. 
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7.2.5 Correction to the established mappings 

One main mapping errOr was identified. It was noted that in the ACM computing 

classification, there are a number of terms without notations, and these terms cannot be 

treated as elements for mapping (Evaluators 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6) . For example, in ACM, the 

term "word processing" was used to expla in the concept "H.4. 1 office automation", but it 

cannot be treated as a mapping element. For this reason, it is important to use the "broad 

match" relationship instead of the "exact match" relationship. See Figure 7.2 and Figure 

7.3. 

Exactmatch~ 

~ .. 

The terms under the concept "H.4.! office automatlon- are not concept in ACM 
These terms have no notabons. 
logics: If a concept (e·,) in ACM indude a number of terms, and one of these terms 
IS 8qwvaJenllO a DDC concept (C·2), then we exactly map C·llo the C-2. 

Figure 7.2: Old mapping 

Broad 

~malcl1 e .. 
-
The term ....... ord processing" under the concept "H.4. I office automation" 10 

ACM IS nol a concept. This term has no notation. 

logics. 11 a concept (C-t ) in ACM indudes a number of terms. these terms 
have no nota~on, and one of them IS eqUivalent loa DDC concept (C·al. 
then the broad match relationship IS used 10 map C-a to C·\ 

Figure 7.3 : Improved mapping 

7.2.6 The use of bag to combine concepts 

It was widely-agreed that using the bag to combine a number of concepts together is a 

good idea (all evaluators) . Based on their subject needs, users can select some terms from 

a bag, or use appropriate Boolean operators to combine some of selected terms in the bag 

to further conduct their searches (Evaluator 2) . However, when a number of mapped 

terms are returned and listed, many users might not realise that they could use Boolean 

operators to fur1her combine these mapped terms. It is important to integrate some 
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check boxes into the subject cross-browsing user interface . The check boxes could let 

users select appropriate Boo lean operators to combine the mapped terms and further 

conduct their subj ect meta-search (Evaluator 3). 

7.2.7 Methods to present various concepts 

In the deve loped prototype system, the preferred term was used to present a UKAT 

concept, and the notati on with the re levant caption was used for an ACM concept. In 

ACM, there are some concepts including a number of sub-terms to ex plai n the concepts, 

but these sub-terms have no no ta tion, and are not concepts in ACM. These sub-terms 

with the concept notation and caption are presented to the user so that users can get a 

better unde rstand ing of what the returned concept means. 

However, it was fo und that the term inolog ica l in fo rmati on used to present the mapped 

concepts in thi s pro totype system was not suffi c ient fo r the purpose of term 

disambiguati on (Eva luators 1, 2, 3, and 4). When users get the mapped subj ect terms 

through subject cross-browsing, they may not be sure if the mapped terms can represent 

their subject needs . I n this case, it wo uld be useful to show users a neighbourhood of the 

mapped concepts considered semant ically close (Evaluators 3, and 4). This could help 

users get a better understanding of mapped te rms, and give users more options to expand 

their search. With thi s considerati on in mind, Evaluators I and 3 suggested showing a 

thesaurus preferred term with its non-preferred te rms, broader term, narrow terms, sco pe 

note, and re lated te rms. Also, in some cases, the sibling terms of a preferred te rm might 

be useful for expanding the user' s query (Evaluator 3). 

In class ifi cati on schemes, some captions are not the most ex plic it terms to rep resent the 

concepts, and it is not reasonable to use captions as a search term to conduct 

understandable searches (Evaluator 6) . Thus, it is important to present the who le 

hierarchy where a g iven concept is located 10 the users (Evaluators I and 6). For example, 

when presenting the concept "B. I .S Microcode applicati ons", il is desirable to show the 

hi erarchy " B. hardware/B.1 controlled structures and microprogramminglB.I. 5 Microcode 
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appl ications" with the concept "B.I.5 Microcode applications" to the end-users. In other 

words, all the semantically close concepts can be presented to provide the detailed 

information. This wo uld help explain a mapped concept so that the users can understand 

the mappings better. However, if there are too many terms returned, the users may fee l 

confused. In thi s context, it is impOltant to use some technologies to highlight the main 

mapped term, and give the users the ability to distingu ish the difference between the 

mapped term returned and the semantically close concepts. Figure 7.4 shows the method 

used to highlight the mapped telm, and make a distinction. In this case, the mapped 

concept ·"B.I.5 Microcode application" from the ACM classification was highlighted. 

B. Hardware 
B.I CONTROL STRUCTURES AND MICRO PROGRAMMING (0 .3.2) 

• B. 1. 0 General 
B.1.1 Control Design Styles 
B.I.2 Control Structure Performance Anal ysis and Design Aids 
B.1.3 Control Structure Reliabil ity, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance [**l 
(B.8) 
B. I.4 Microprogram Design Aids (0.2.2, 0.2.4, 0.3.2, 0 .3.4) 

B.l.S Microcode Applications 
Direct data manipulation E l 
Firmware support of operating systems/instruction sets 

E l 
• In strucliol! set interpretation 

Peripheral control [~ 
Special-purpose ~ 

B.I.rn Miscellaneous 

Figure 7.4: The ways of presenting a concept with its terminological contextual 

information 

It was noted that most end-users are just concerned with the metadata records finall y 

returned rather than the real mapped terms used to cross-search di fferent databases 

(Evaluators 2 and 5). When the returned metadata records are not relevant, users might 

want some more subject terms to further refine their search . In thi s case, it would be 

helpful that this middleware system could simply present a number of mapped terms 
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from various KOS and terms considered semantically close to these returned mapped 

terms, and let the users select some of them wit hout knowing where these terms come 

from. Usi ng a "Do you mean ... ?" sentence plus all mapped terms from different 

vocabu laries mi ght be an appropriate way to present these terms to the users. 

7.2.8 The use of local taxonomies for subject cross-browsing 

In thi s framework, it was agreed by all eva luators that a local taxo nomy is more focused 

and spec ifi c to re flect subject areas that the end-users are interested in. Most users li ke to 

start their subject brows ing through their loca l taxonomies. However, using a loca l 

taxo nomy through OOC wo uld lead to the loss of precision , and make the search more 

general or nalTower than what the users initi ally require (all eva luators) . 

In order to so lve the indirection problem, a number of suggested so lutions have been 

given, and li sted as fo ll ows: 

I . It is possible to use the UOC or other faceted general vocabulary as a switch 

language to replace OOC (Eva luator 3). These faceted vocabu laries should have 

more fl ex ible notation synthesis capability and more detailed granu larity. Thus, it 

wou ld be easy to combine different concepts into a new compound concept to 

support complex mapping work. 

2. Instead of using the switch language, it is possib le to establi sh many-to-many 

mappings between different KOS (Evaluator 5). However, thi s approach would be 

very expensIve; 

3. Because different mapping relationships were used to establish the mapping, it is 

important to make all these relat ionships with the mapped terms transparent to 

users (Evaluators 3 and 4). Based on thi s approach, the users can know the 

mapping re lat ion from the local taxonomy to OOC and from OOC to other 

vocabu laries, and make a judgment on whether the mapped telms are appropriate 

to further conduct their search . 

4 . It is possible that the mapped terms returned are not always totall y appropriate. In 

some cases, though the mapped terms may be relevant, it might be important to 

give users some other (optional) chances to further refine the search term by local 
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browsing Or by expanding the mapped concepts within the vocabulary, and then 

reformulat ing the subject search before searching within co llections. For thi s 

reason, it wou ld be helpfu l to develop some query expansion algorithms to return 

more terms semanticall y close to the mapped concepts, and show these expanded 

terms to the users. (Evaluators I and 6 ) The users might then be ab le to find some 

more appropriate terms to further refine their search . Evaluator 6 proposed a 

specific algorithm , which makes the system automatica ll y decide the direction of 

expanding the mapped concepts in a KOS depending on analys ing different 

mapping relat ionships used to establ ish the mappings between the local taxonomy 

and DOe, and mappings between DOe and other vocabularies. Thi s algo rithm is 

presented in Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2: An algorithm to make the system automaticall y decide the direct ion of 

expanding the mapped concepts in a KOS 

Co ncept in the Mapping Concept in the Mapping The direction of 
loca l vocabu lary relationship switch language relationsh ip expanding the mapped 

to the switch to the concept 
language mapped 

term 
Cat Broader Pet Exact pet To be expanded to 

present the narrow 
concepts of the mapped 
concept (pet). 

Pet Narrower Dog Exact:dog To be expanded to 
Cat Exact : cat present the broader 
Pig 'Exact : pig concepts of the three 

mapped terms (dog. cat , 
pig). 

Catalogue Related Cataloguer Exact: To be expanded to 
cataloguer present the related tenn 

of the mapped term 
(cataloguer). 

Catalogue related Cataloguer related: To be expanded to 
catal oguing present the related term 

of the mapped term 
(catalogui ng) 

5. When the mappings between the local taxonomy and ODe and mappings between 

DOe and other vocabularies are estab lished, all the mapping sets would form a 

basis to further develop the direct mappings between the local taxonomy and 
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other vocabu laries without using DDC as a spine (Eva luator 5). In thi s context, 

the query expansion would be used to expand more semantically close terms, and 

find more appropriate terms to fac ilitate the mapping work. 

7.2.9 Technical architecture 

Knowledge base 

It is widely-accepted that deve loping different appl ications to query different KOS in 

di ffere nt termino logy se rvices is a scalab le approach (Eval uators 2, 3, and 4). The 

knowledge base, which is used to translate a user's query in to differe nt forms of queries 

that different KOS or terminology services co ul d recognise, is a very powerful way to 

techn ica ll y incorporate a lot of terminology services (Evaluator 4). 

However, with the increase of the num ber of different terminology resources, the 

information in the knowledge base wou ld become larger and larger, and the knowledge 

base would become difficu lt to mainta in (Eva luator 4). Because both the midd leware 

system and the meta-search engine use different protoco ls and APls to process the data 

from distributed resources, the response time mi ght become slow (Evaluator 3). When 

new term inology se rvices using new protocols and formats are added to thi s framework, 

it would take a lot of effort to update the knowledge base. With th is in mind , Evaluators 5 

and 6 im pli ed that a number of terminology services should be developed based on the 

centrali sed model, which could conso lidate a long term commi tment to create, co ll ect and 

maintai n the mapping, and guarantee the consistency and quali ty of mapping work, and 

this distributed middleware system should be devised to comprehensively access a small 

number of important central ised terminology services, such as, HILT, OCLC TS, STAR, 

etc. When only a few terminology services are proposed to be integrated within thi s 

middleware, it would be eas ier to develop and maintain the knowledge base of thi s 

midd leware. 

Encoding formats 

Because a vari ety of KOS, such as classifications, thesauri, taxonomies, subject headings, 

authority lists, ontologies, etc., differ greatly in their structures, different encodi ng 

formats should be applied to represent different KOS (Eva luators 2 and 4). These formats 
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might include Zthes XM L Schema, SKOS, MARC2 1, DD8723, etc. Each fo rmat was 

designed to represent one part icular type of vocabularies. In one case where there is a 

need to encode a particu lar vocabu lary, it is des irable to use the most appropriate 

encod ing fo rmat to encode th is vocabulary. 

Because different terminology services, w hich are pro posed to be integrated within thi s 

midd leware, use diffe rent encoding formats to wrap thei r terminology inform ation, 

Evaluator 2 po inted out that thi s middleware system should be designed to be able to 

process most of these data fo rmats, and convert terminology data from different 

te rminology serv ices into different other fo m1ats fo r interoperabil ity. The converted data 

wo uld be returned to the client side of th is middleware, and the c lient would process the 

data, and present the data to the users. 

7.2.10 Automated approach 

It is important to consider the methods to develop additi onal automated approaches to 

reducing the current human-intens ive effort. A number of automated too ls have been 

developed to assist creating the mappi ngs (Eva luators 1, 2, 4, and 6) . However, some of 

these too ls are ve ry simple, which might lead to bad mappings. Thus, it is im portant to 

achieve a good balance between using human intelligence and machine intell igence 

(Evaluator 2) . In practice, automated mapping too ls are usua lly used to help fi nd the 

im portant mappings that are not di scovered by the human mapping workers. The human 

mapping workers should also check and correct the bad mappings created by the machine. 

7.2.11 User interaction issues 

A number of suggestions to improve the interacti vity between the users and the 

middleware system were coll ected, and are presented as foll ows: 

I. Most users are not concerned with whi ch vocabul ary a mapped concept comes 

from, and it would be preferable to let the users select mapped terms without 

knowing informat ion about the vocabulary (Eva luators I and 2) . Using " Do you 

mean .. . " plus the mapped concepts from different vocabularies would be useful. 

Th is would make thi s middleware system more simi lar to the typical google-like 

web services; 
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2. Because it is a "Iongjoumey" from the user' s browsing of the local taxonomy to 

get final metadata records from di stributed information resources, a user needs to 

get involved in a number of detai led interactions across different stages 

(Eva luators 3 and 4). It was suggested to use visuali sation technologies to 

improve the interacti vity between the users and machine (Evaluators 2 and 3). 

Through the visualised data, users could more fully understand the relations 

between different terms !i'om different KOS. 

3. When cross-searching a number of databases in a library portal , it is important to 

allow users to remove irrelevant databases before they conduct the search . [n this 

case, it is hoped that all databases cou ld be indexed according to the loca l 

taxonomy, and all KOS could be indexed based on the local taxonomy as we ll. 

Through the local taxonomy, the users could not only find the relevant item-level 

metadata records, but also find the relevant KOS and databases to further refine 

thei r searching. See Figure 7.5 . 

. ...:- . .... 
....... 

. " , 
_. " .. :: 

A taxonomy of .' . . ' 

.' 
. ' 

JI4 -.~. ' 
information science - . -=_:;.. .•• •• ~ r----, 

. -. • k ' " _ • •• • •••••• &.. ... . . . .. atabase~ -- ' - • .... 
: _ ; - _- KOS3 
: .. .- -. . . . 

Figure 7.5: Various resources that are indexed by a local taxonomy 
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In thi s fi gure, the broken line means that the databases are indexed by the local taxonomy 

in the co llecti on leve l. The curved lines are used to show that the metadata items in each 

of databases are indexed by a speci fic KO S. The yellow curved lines are used to 

demonstrate that a ll the KOS in thi s framework are indexed by the local taxonomy. 

Through the taxonomy, the users could be navigated to find re levant databases indexed 

acco rding to thi s taxo nomy, and relevant KOS for fUl1her subject browsing various 

databases. Because a ll the KOS are indexed according to thi s local taxo nomy, it would 

also be useful to develop a KOS reg istry with a number of sophisti cated metadata 

elements to describe the main characteri stics of various KOS . 

7.3 Conclusions 

As descri bed in Secti on 7.1, seven evalua tion objecti ves were set up. This sec ti on wi ll 

discuss how the eva luati on findings match to the achievement of these obj ecti ves. 

7.3.1 To examine the effectiveness of the methods to establish the 

mappings between DOG and two selected vocabularies 

In the evaluati on, the quality of the establi shed mappings was rev iewed by the experts. 

As mentioned in Section 7.2 .5, one main mapping error fo r the mappings between ACM 

and DDC was identified, and the relevant so lution to thi s prob lem was indicated. Because 

of the confusions in the minor mapping relati onshi p, it was suggested by the evaluators to 

use related match relationship to replace minor match. In additi on, it was suggested that 

some other mapping relati onships need to be further explored to represent the automatic 

mappings, and co-occurrence mappings. 

Using the bag to combine a number of concepts was accepted by all the eva luators as a 

good approach to establi shing the mapping between a number of post-coo rdinated 

concepts and a compound concept. In parallel to using the bag to combine the single 

conceptual terms, a number of other methods to handle the mappings between a number 

of single conceptual terms and a compound concept were suggested in Section 7.2.2. lt is 

agreed by a number of evaluators that within a mapping project, diffe rent mapping 

strategies/logic could be used together to present the mapped terms in different ways, and 
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Jet di fferent users select the mappings tailored to their special subject needs. Th is could 

help the users understand the establi shed mapping data in more sensible ways. 

7.3 .2 To determine whether the selected ways to present the ACM 

concepts and UKAT concepts are most suitable for helping users 

disambiguate the mapped concepts 

Based on the eval uation findings, the methods of presenting va rious concepts in this 

framework need to be improved, and it was suggested that more contextual 

terminological information should be added to the mapped concepts returned from thi s 

middleware system. For example, the broader term, narrower terms, related terms, non

preferred terms, scope note, and even sibling terms ofa mapped concept should be 

retrieved from thi s middleware, and presented to the end-users. Based on thi s kind of 

thesaurus-like di splay of concepts, the end-users could easi ly di sambiguate the returned 

conce pt, and understand real meaning of thi s concept. 

In many cases, users may be very familiar with a Goog le-style search. It is poss ible to 

present the mapped terms to the use rs wi thout using any semantic relationships, and use 

"do yo u mean" plus all possible mapped terms to let the users select the most relevant 

subject terms. 

7.3.3 To determine whether the use of a local taxonomy as a subject 

cross-browsing interface is more suitable than the use of DDC as a 

browsi ng interface 

All eval uators agreed that a local taxonomy is a reDection of how end-users within a 

department consider their subject areas, and is more focused and specific. Another 

advantage of using a local taxo nomy is that it is easy to integrate different information 

resources and the local collections into a single platfonm to improve the interoperabi lity. 

On the other hand , some evaluators had a strong impression that using standard 

class ifi cation schemes for subject browsing might be suitable for some other users, such 
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as librari ans, subject experts, etc. Thus, it is useful to give a variety of subject browsing 

structures to d iffere nt users, and let them select the most relevant brows ing structure for 

subject brows ing. 

7.3 .4 To explore whether there are appropriate methods to solve the 

indirection problems arising from the use of the DDC spine 

In this eva luation, a ll evaluators highlighted the indirect ion pro blems ari sing from the use 

oFthe DDe switch language. Based on the evaluation findi ngs, the so lutions to th is 

problem foc us on the use of query expans ion algo rit hms to expand the mapped terms to 

return a number of tenns considered semanti ca ll y close. In this sense, the end-users could 

look into all these returned terms and find more relevant subject terms to fu rther conduct 

their subject search. In additi on, based on the established mappings betwee n a loca l 

vocab ulary and DDe, and the establi shed mappings between DDe and other vocabularies, 

mapp ing staff could fi nd new direct mappings between the loca l vocabulary and the 

vocabulari es used by other information services . 

7.3.5 To test the viability of the cooperative work between this 

mapping middleware and other services 

This middleware framework proposed to : 

• re-use the mappings From diffe rent terminology services, 

• establish mappings between differe nt vocabu laries from diffe rent ' 

terminology services and a DDe spine, 

• and enable the local subj ect li brari ans to create the mappings 

between their loca l taxonomy and DDe. 

However, it was fo und by all the eva luators that di ffere nt organ isations may create the 

mappings in different ways, and it is diffi cult to ensure the consistency and quali ty of lhe 

mappings. For thi s reason, two methods were suggested in the evaluation and these two 

methods should be implemented together. In the fi rst method, one central team with 
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sufficie nt expertise should be fonned and should have the responsi bi lity for maintai ning 

the mappings from different tenninologies, and improving the consistency of the 

mappings from different terminology resources. In the second method, it is necessary to 

create a metadata scheme to characterise va ri ous mapping sets from different terminology 

resources. In thi s manner, the central team described in the first method cou ld look into 

the metadata records describing the mappings set, and then decide appropriate methods to 

improve the consistency of the mappings from di fferent provenances. 

7.3.6 To test the technical feasibility of the information architecture 

that is used for the development of this middleware system 

Because different terminology services, such as OCLC TS, HI LT, STAR, etc., al l use 

different access protocols, query languages and encoding formats, it was accepted by all 

the eva luators that using the knowledge base is a powerful way to translate a user's query 

into different forms of queries that different KOS or terminology se rvices could recogni se, 

ga in the terminological results from different termino logy resources, and convert the 

returned results into a consistent format for the client of thi s middleware system. 

However, with the increase of the number of integrated terminology resources, how to 

extend the knowledge base to incorporate more terminology resources is still an 

important issue. 

7.3.7 To examine user interactivity with the subject cross-browsing 

interface, and test if the users could use the subject cross-browsing 

interface to find metadata records 

The use scenarios tested in the evaluation were accepted by a ll the evaluators, and a 

number of new features were suggested to add into the scenarios for improv ing the 

interactivity between the system and users. These new features focus on add ing more 

contextual information to the returned mapped concept for improving the term 

disambiguation, and using Google-style "do you mean" plus the mapped terms to 

simpli fy the user browsing interface. 
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In add it ion, more new use scenarios were suggested in the evaluati on. One of the 

suggested scenarios was based on the use of a local taxonomy to index the co llections 

integrated within the library porta l. In th is context, thi s loca l taxonomy could behave as a 

subject co ll ection find er to help users identi fy re levant co ll ecti ons. Another scenari o 

focused on using the loca l taxonomy to index vario us KOS used by different co llections, 

or creating the shallow mappings between the loca l taxo nomy and the KOS used by 

d ifferent col lecti ons. In th is case, the loca l taxonomy cou ld be a start ing point to guide 

the users to j um p to other vocabu laries. 

7.4 Final conclusion 

As described in Section 7.3, most of the evaluat ion objectives were achi eved, and a 

num ber of so lutions to the re levant problems were given. Fo r this reason, next chapter 

w ill foc us on discllss ing how the new fi nd ings and technolog ies could im prove the 

framework. 
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Chapter Eight: Discussion 

As di scllssed in Chapters 4 and 7, nine expert interviewees and six evaluators we re in 

agreement with different stages for the development of the middleware framework s. Th is 

chapter di scusses the implications in the find ings of the different stages of thi s resea rch. 

The di scuss ion will be related to the orig inal resea rch questi ons formulated in Secti on 2.7. 

These research questions are given aga in here : 

I . What is the most appropriate approach to improvi ng semantic interoperab ility 

between different KOS used by di fferent collections? Is the identified approach 

appropriate and sufficient to offer a subject cross-browsing service? 

2. Who should create the mappings for the serv ice? How should the mappings be 

created? 

3. Whi ch KOS structure is the most appropriate to fac ilitate the subject cross-

brows ing se rvices? 

4. What use scenarios could thi s subject cross-browsing service offer? 

5. What technologies are suitab le for the development of thi s service? 

6. What other services could be integrated with thi s subject cross-browsing service? 

7. What functiona lity could thi s subject cross-brows ing service offer? 

This chapter will be based on a combinat ion of the literature review, findings from the 

research, and se lf-reflection. 

8.1 Approaches to improving interoperability between different 

KOS 

In order to facilitate subject cross-browsi ng between different KOS from vari ous 

term inology resources, two types of interoperability barri ers need to be removed. The 

first type of interoperab ility barrier refers to the technical heterogeneity between different 

termi nologies. As implied in Section 2.4.3 and Section 7.3.6, in a digitali sed env ironment, 

different terminology resource prov iders may use different formats and access protoco ls 

to publi sh their termino logies on the web. It is important to technicall y integrate these 

terminology resources. As mentioned in Section 4.5 .6, the basic method is to estab lish a 
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techni cal archi tecture, in which different term inology resources can be linked to each 

other, and be accessed using relevant protocols and query languages. A query input by a 

user could cross-search a number of selected terminology resources, and various relevant 

concepts from different KOS could be returned, converted, and presented to the users. A 

detailed techn ical architecture will be di scussed in Section 8.5. 

The second type of interoperabi lity barrier is related to semanti c interoperability between 

diffe rent KOS from different term inology resources. As mentioned in Section 2.4. 1 and 

Secti on 4.0, the construction of terminology mappings is the most direct method . In th is 

approach, generat ing the mappings is the most problemati c issue. Mapping acti vity is a 

long way from reaching a cri tical mass and will cont inue to be a burden on those 

concerned wit h developing cross searching and browsing services. Ensuring the quality 

and consistency of the mappings establi shed is the most important part of the 

developmenl of subject cross-search and browsing services. A number of factors 

chall enging mapping work need to be considered before developing subject cross

browsing services. These factors include the structural models used for mapping, the 

types of mapping relationships, the mapp ing logics, co ll aborati on in mapping work 

between different parti cipants, the ways in whi ch compound concepts are hand led, the 

top-leve l metadata schemes to describe different KOS, etc . For thi s reason, the following 

sections will di scuss these different factors related to establ ishing the semanti c mappings 

between different KOS. 

8.1.1 Structural models for establishing the mappings 

It is true that establi shing many-to-many direct mappings between different KOS is a 

very precise method to facilitate subj ect cross-browsing and cross-searching (Secti on 

2.4. 1. 1 and Sect ion 7.2.8). Based on thi s approach, a user can be navigated by any 

vocabul ary to get directly mapped terms from all other KOS wi thout interacting with a 

mediator. However, thi s approach is very labour-intensive and time-consuming. In a very 

large inform ation environment where there are a huge number of KOS, thi s approach is 

not app li cab le, because establishing direct mappings is very costly. 
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One solution is to select or designate a parti cular vocabulary as the switch language, to 

which di ffe rent subsidiary vocabularies can be mapped (Section 2.4.1. 1, Section 4.2. 1 

and Section 7.2. 1). In thi s approach, the applied switch language behaves like a medi ator 

to exchange the terminolog ical informati on between di ffe rent KOS. In order to select or 

designate an appropriate switch language, a number of requirements can be concluded : 

I. As noted in 4.2. 1, it is im portant to use a swi tch language hav ing great granularity 

and covering most subject areas. Because different KOS may di ffer in their 

subject areas and granu la ri ty, a switch language has to incorporate the subject 

fie lds that these KOS cover. In thi s context, a number of general class ificati on 

schemes, such as DDC, UDC, LCC, etc. , might be appropriate. These general 

classi fi cati on schemes have been developed fo r many years, and cover most 

subject areas. It is d ifficult to find a general thesaurus to cover most subject areas. 

2. As indicated in Section 4.2. I, the switch language chosen should be we ll-known 

across di fferent communities. Because in thi s research, it is necessary to map a 

vari ety of KOS to the switch language, and the mapping work may be di stributed 

to mapping workers in di ffere nt communiti es, it is necessary that di ffe rent 

mappi ng workers should have an in-depth knowledge of the switch language. In 

add ition, when users fro m di fferent communi ties interact with the subject cross

browsing interface , the users may need to interact with the switch language. It 

wo uld be necessary for users to be fa miliar with the switch language . In this 

context, a well-known KOS, such as DDC, LCSH, etc., would be help ful to 

fac ilitate mapping generati on and user interacti on. For example, tens of thousands 

of librari es are using DDC as do 56 nati onal bibliographies. 

3. Based on the findings in Secti on 4 .2. 1, it wo uld be preferabl e that a switch 

language should be encoded in a well-de fined interchange format. When usi ng a 

switch language to exchange terminolog ica l in fo nnat ion between diffe rent KOS, 

a wide range of in fo rmation systems may need to use the data fro m the switch 

language, and present the data to their users. It is im portant to employ well

de fined fonmats fo r representing the switch language, and then di fferent library 

portal systems can process the encoded data fo r their local subject needs. For 

example, DDC has been encoded in the MARC2 1 fo rmat, and is easy fo r other 
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library portal systems to process the encoded DDC data and present the DDC data 

to their users. 

4. As found in the evaluati on, a switch language should have excell ent concept 

synthesis capability. Diffe rent KOS that need to be mapped through the switch 

language may di ffer in their degrees of coord ination. In these KOS, some pre

coordinated vocabularies might consist of some complex compound concepts, 

each of which combines a number of concepts. In th is case, a switch language 

shou ld have the ab ility to synthesise its own concepts into a compound concept 

matching agai nst those complex compound concepts from other KOS . In some 

post-coordinated vocabulari es, there are some simple concepts, and a switch 

language should have the abi li ty to spli t its compound concepts into several 

simple concepts that can be matched against the simple concepts in the post

coordinated vocabularies. UDC is an appropri ate opti on. In addi ti on, some other 

faceted vocabularies, sllch as BLI SS, BSO, etc. , mi ght be good opt ions. 

Compared with these faceted vocabu laries, DDC onl y has limited notational 

synthes is capab ili ty. With in DDC, on ly very broad concepts can be co mbined into 

a compound concept (Section 2.2.1.4). 

Based on these requirements, Figure 8. 1 represent s the four categories used to stand 

for the fo ur requirements described above, and how different vocabu laries are 

mapped into each category. 
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~ WeU-kIlown vocabulanes used by 
I:....i:::..2E dlHerent comlTll..lm~es 

~ Vocabulanes that have bOOn 
~ encoded in rela ted XML formats 

~ Vocabulanes that have great 
~ concept syn~s capab.lrly 

Figure 8. 1: Vocabularies are mapped to the four types of requirements 

Based on thi s figure, it was found that it was difficult to find a vocabulary as a swi tch 

language to achieve all the four requirements. A number of faceted class ificati on schemes, 

such as UDC, BC2, etc. , with their great notational capability and detai led subject 

coverage may have great potential to be powerful switch languages in future. However, 

the disadvantages of these classification schemes are that they currentl y lack any 

encoding work that represents complex faceted classification data (e.g. UDC). The basic 

RDF classes and properties in SKOS format are not sufficient to incorporate complex 

structures of a given subject matter within a faceted classification . For thi s reason, it is 

helpful to extend SKOS format to include more properties and classes to represent facets 

and particular relationships ofa given faceted classification. 

Tn addition, man y faceted classifications (e.g. UD C) are not widely-applied by man y US 

communiti es. lllUs, some advocacy work would need to be conducted to encourage the 

use ofUDC world-wide, and further financia l support should be provided to allow UDC 

to be encoded in semantic web-enabled fo rmats, such as SKOS, etc. 
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In conclusion, using DDC as a switch language still makes sense in the medium to long 

term. This is because: 

I . As mentioned in Section 2.2. I .4, although DDC is not a faceted class ificati on 

scheme, DDC can also offer a limited capability of notati ona l synthes is. In DDC, 

it is possibl € to handle the complex multi-dimensional concepts fo und in works by 

combining notati ons into a concept. For example, it is poss ible to combine the 

026 (library) and 780 (music) into a compound concept 026.78 (music library). 

2. ODe is not onl y a widely-used class ification scheme by many academic librari es 

throughout the world, but also has been applied as a switch language by a number 

of terminology services such as the H I LT terminology service, OCLC 

terminology service, Renardus, etc. If a project uses DDC as its switch language, 

it is easier for thi s proj ect to exchange its terminolog ical info rmation w ith 

diffe rent terminology services. 

3. DOe has been encoded in MARC2 1 XML data fo rmat, and is well-mai nta ined by 

OCLC. It is eas ier fo r a third party to buy the DOe , and convert DOe into its own 

local system. 

4. Many metadata reco rds have been indexed not onl y by DDC, but also by other 

vocabul ari es. In thi s context, the co-occurrence mappings have been constructed . 

8.1.2 Mapping relationships 

Considering diffe rent mapping relati onshi ps, in most cases, it was widely-agreed to use 

four types of mapping relati onships to create the mapping. As stated Section 7 .2.2, these 

relationships include broader, narrower, related, and exact relationships. In these 

relati onshi ps, the exact match relationship should be used to state that two concepts have 

a similar meaning. However, it is inappropriate to use this exact match mapping 

relati onship to represent the mapping between two synonyms. For thi s reason, in the 

latest deve lopment ofS KOS Project2
, a new mapping relati onship called close match was 

derived from the exact match. The close match relationship is used to map two concepts 

that have suffic ient similarity that "they can be used interchangeably in some info rmation 

retrieva l applicati ons", and the exact match re lationship is used to map two concepts 

, http://www.w3 .orgffRl2008/WD-skos-reference-20080 125/ 
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considered equi va lent. Thus, when establi shing mappings between synonyms from 

diffe rent KOS, it wo uld be sensible to consider using the close match relationship in 

future. 

In addition, there have been some co-occurrence and automatic mappings establi shed, but 

it is diffic ult to use the mapping re lationshi ps described above to represent these 

mappings. For example, there mi ght be lots of metadata records in a metadata repository 

that may be indexed using both the term "philosophy" from KOS A and the term 

"reli g ion literature" fro m KOS B, but it is diffi cult to use the defined relati onships (broad, 

narrow, related and exact match) in thi s research to represent the mapping between these 

two term s. For thi s reason, it is necessary to define new mapping relati onships to 

parti cul a rl y represent co-occurrence mapping. As mentioned in Section 7.2.2, it was very 

useful to ass ign the relevance ratings to this kind of co-occurrence and automatic 

mapping. 

8.1.3 Terminology mapping registry 

As descri bed in 8. 1.2, there are a variety of methods to create mappings betwee n KOS. 

Therefore, as indicated in Section 4.2.4, it is poss ible to deve lop a terminology mapping 

registry service using a range of met ad at a elements to record spec ifi c characteristics of 

di ffe rent terminology mapping data. Based on access ing a terminology mapping registry, 

the developers of the subj ect cross-browsing services could di scover, investi gate, and 

evaluate d ifferent terminology mapping resources, and then comprehensive ly select some 

investi gated terminology mapping resources for the deve lopment of their own subj ect 

cross-brows ing services . In other wo rds, thi s terminology mapping registry can provide 

best practice guidance about how to reuse vari ous establi shed mapping sets for the 

development of di fferent subj ect services. 

8.1.4 Mapping depth 

According to Section 4.5 .5 and Section 7.2.4, deep mappings and shallow mappings can 

provide different use scenarios for subj ect cross-browsing. The scenarios using the deep 

mapping approach may often require machine automati on when cross-searching different 
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information resources. When a user selects an appropriate term fro m its loca l vocabu lary, 

the mach ine needs to take the responsibility of process ing the establi shed mappings, and 

employing the mapped terms for retrieving item-level records. 

In the shallow mapping approach, the relevant scenari os focus on guiding the end-users 

to put their own effort and intelligence into se lecting appropriate subj ect hi erarch ies and 

separately browsing each controlled vocabu lary used by different collections. In thi s 

approach, users are asked to select appropriate vocabularies to browse, and cons ider a 

number of subj ect terms within a variety of vocabu laries for subject cross-brows ing. Thi s 

approach is intended to help users discover relevant collect ions and KOS used by these 

discovered co ll ect ions. Users could then further interact with the co llecti ons and KOS. 

Generat ing mappings is very labour-intensive and time-consuming, and it is important to 

encourage relevant communities to conduct a variety of mappi ng exerc ises, which 

include deep mapp ing and shallow mapping. This will enable eva luation of the va lue of 

each mapping method in terms of cost and benefi t to be conducted before further 

developing the rea l mapping service. Because it may be relative ly easier and cheaper to 

create shallow mappings, and shallow mappings, in most cases, co uld fo rm a basis to 

furt her create the deep mappings, establ ishing the shallow mappings between different 

widely-used vocabularies could be a good starting point for the mapping effort to 

measure the costs and benefits before expandi ng the mapping work. Figure 8.2 shows 

that the mapping work expansion should begin with establi sh ing shallow mappings. 
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Figure 8.2: The expansion of mapping work based on established shallow mappings 

between widely-used KOS 

8.2 Who should create the mapping? 

8.2.1 Mapping creators 

A variety ofpal1i cipants could potentiall y create the mappings for thi s middleware 

framework. 

I. Collection providers: Most co ll ection providers have their own controll ed 

vocabularies. The cataloguing and index ing sta ff from these coll ection providers 

might be able to create some mappings between their vocabulari es and DOe. 

Most of the collection providers are over confident with their own vocabularies, 

and they are not real ly aware of the rea l benefit of the use of mappings to develop 

subject cross-searching and browsing services. Therefore, it would be diffi cult to 

encourage them to contribute to the mapping work of the middleware framework. 

Furthermore, because most individual collection providers may lack both the 

expertise and the will in the area of creating the mappings, which might lead to 
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inconsistency between the map pings created by these different collection 

providers, it is not strongly suggested to encourage a lot of coll ection prov iders to 

establi sh the mappings between DOe and their own voca bularies. 

2. Termino logy services: A large amou nt of mapping data is being created by a 

number of telminology services. A terminology service, as one central team wi th 

sufficient experti se, might be ab le to provide consistent mapping data between 

differe nt terminologies for thi s middleware framework. Eventuall y, there could be 

a number of terminology services on the web storing different sets of mapping 

data. In thi s context, the key role played by any middleware fra mework is to build 

a programmatic access interface to access a number of tenninology services 

across the web. For example, it is possible that two terminology services, either of 

which could use the standard DOe as a switch language, could use the DOe 

concept URI as the basis fo r exchanging the termino logical information between 

the two terminology services through the middleware. However, because different 

terminology se rvices may use different methods to create the mappings, such as 

automated approach, inte ll ectual mapping, statistical mapping, etc., the mapping 

data created may be very inconsistent. Therefore, when develop ing a middleware 

service to cross-access di fferent terminology services, it is important to conduct 

some value-added work to improve the consistency between the mapp ings created 

by different terminology services. 

3. Local insti tutions using the library portal software: Local librarians, who are 

responsible for manag ing the loca l taxonomies in library portal software, cou ld 

establi sh the mapping between their local taxonomy and DOe. This is because: I). 

They are familiar with their local vocabularies, and most librarians are famil iar 

with DOe. In theory, they should have enough knowledge to create the mapping 

between their own KOS and DOe, although in practi ce, some loca l subj ect 

li brarians may face cultural or financial barri ers to create thi s kind of mappings; 

2). They wish to offer subject cross-browsing and searching services to their 

users, so they have their own moti vation to create mappings fo r their subject 

serVices. 
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4. Middleware service itself: As a third party to provide subject cross-browsing 

service to different library portal systems, the middleware framework provider 

itself could create the mappings between the DDe and other vocabularies, 

because in most cases, the serv ices wishing to offer enhanced subject sea rching 

wou ld like to contribute the mappings. [n addition, this middleware cou ld also be 

responsible for improving the consistency between the mappings created by 

different terminology services and loca l li brarians. For this reason, an 

investi gation into the mapping methods used by di fferent termino logy serv ices 

should be conducted. [n addition, when the mappings between the DDe and other 

KOS, and the mappings between the DDe and the local taxonom y are established, 

the middleware providers could use all the established mappings as a basis to 

create direct mappings between the local taxonomy and different KOS. 

Thus, terminology services, loca l librarians, and middleware service providers cou ld 

collaborate to create and improve the mappings from different perspectives. Figure 8.3 

shows different roles that could be played by these different parties for providing the 

mapping data to the users. 
':' " •••••••••• : ••••• or ••• ':' •••••••••••••••••••• ':' ':' ••• ':',':' .: •••••• : ••••• ':' ':' .: •••••••• :.'.: 

.. . KOS used 
" by· different 
·providers 

Switch la~ililge 

, . 
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Different terminology services 

Figure 8.3: Mapping collaboration 
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8.2.2 Mapping tools 

As discussed in Section 4.2.4, it is important to establi sh a di stributed mapping tool to 

help mapping wo rkers create their mapping data. A mapping too l should be developed 

based on a well-de fined encoding fo rm at for shareability, such as SKOS. In practice, 

SKOS-Mapping Vocabulary was widely-used in different mapping projects for the 

deve lopment of mapping tools, such as Expli cator Project, STITCH Proj ect, HI LT 

Project, etc. However, in these projects, people used different mapping relati onships and 

logics. For example, in the STITCH Project, no relevant RD F class, such as RD F bag, or 

RD F coll ecti on, was used to combine individual concepts, but in other projects using 

SKOS-Mapping Vocabulary, it was poss ible to use a RDF bag or collecti on to combine 

individual concepts, and establi sh mappings between a RDF bag and a relevant 

compound concept. 

With this in mind , before using a SKOS-based mapping too l to create mappin gs, it is 

im portant to provide relevant functi onaliti es in the too l to enable developers to adapt and 

further define the SKOS-Mapping Vocabulary to sati sfy their local mapp ing requirements. 

8.3 KOS for subject cross-browsing 

As di scussed in Secti on 4.1 .3 , di ffe rent insti tutions may li ke to use di ffe rent subj ect 

structures to fac ilitate their subject brows ing, and even within a single department, 

diffe rent users may like to use di ffe rent KOS structures fo r subj ect browsing. A number 

of controlled vocabulari es can provide the basic subj ect structures for brows ing. These 

contro ll ed vocabulari es include thesauri , class ification schemes, subj ect li sts, localli n

house controlled vocabulari es, etc. The classification schemes are more useful for 

prov iding a brows ing functi on through a hi erarchi cal structure, but other controlled 

vocabul aries are more appropriate for index ing and searching. In thi s context, it is help ful 

that a single department could develop or use di fferent contro lled vocabularies fo r 

di fferent purposes, and have di ffe rent browsing structures fo r different kinds of users. 

The subject brows ing structures might include: 
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I. Local taxo nomy based on the departmental structure within an institution: Thi s 

may be useful for some inexperienced users who are only fa mili ar with their own 

local taxonomy based on their departmental structure; 

2. Subject-specific class ifi cati on scheme: This would be helpful fo r some expert 

users who need more spec ific concepts to conduct their search. For example, in 

the medi cal area, the NLM has been used as a brows ing interface by a number of 

services; 

3. General classifi cation scheme: Most users with a library backgro und might like to 

use a general li brary classification as a browsing interface to conduct their search. 

4. Other KOS: some thesauri or subj ect headings could also be used as a brows ing 

structure to help users identify the most relevant subject concepts to their subject 

needs. 

Based on using these vari ous KOS, when use rs interact with their own library portal 

system, the system can offer several options to a llow users to se lect the most suitable 

subject structure from a num ber of KOS based on their subject requi rement. 

As described in Section 4 .2.1 , using a switch language to exchange terminologica l 

in fo rmation between diffe rent KOS can lead to loss of precision. Section 7.2.8 li sted five 

basic methods to address thi s pro blem. This section will d iscuss the main issues witllin 

these identi fi ed methods, and indicate the trends fo r the fu rther deve lopment of subject 

cross-browsing services based on the use of switch languages. It is poss ible in future that 

some face ted vocabularies with good concept synthes is capab ility wo ul d be candidates to 

become a common switch language instead of using DOe (di scussed in Section 8. 1.2), 

but using DOe as a switch language still makes sense in the medium term . Thus, thi s 

secti on will discuss the important issues, whi ch are related to the use of DOe as a switch 

language. 

Based on rev iewing the methods to so lve the indirection problem outlined in Section 

7.2.8, it can be summarised that three main sources of intelligence could be added into 

the middleware system to reduce the loss of precision derived from the use of DOe as a 

switch language. T hese in telligence sources consist of: 
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I . Intelligence from the mapping staff: It is very va luable to establish direct 

mappings between the local taxonom y and different KOS. In thi s context, the 

users can get more accurate mapping data from the middleware without 

interacting with the DOe spine. When hi ghl y in -depth mappings are estab li shed 

between the loca l taxonomy and other KOS through DOe, and accurate mapping 

relati onships are assigned to the mappings, it is easy to use the establ ished 

mappings to further create more direct mappings between the local taxonomy and 

different KOS. In thi s case, a great amount of human intelligence and effort from 

mapping workers is required. 

2. Machine intelligence: A number of machine-based automated algorithms cou ld 

be developed to improve the functiona li ty of the middleware system in different 

ways. First ly, it wou ld be helpfu l to use an automated string matching algorithm 

to match the terms from di fferent KOS, and produce the automatic mapping. 

Although the automated mapping data might not be acc urate enough, the mapping 

data could provide different perspectives for retrieval purpose. For example, the 

auto matic mapping tools cou ld find some mapped terms that are not easily 

di scovered by human mapping staff. Secondl y, when the mapped term s are 

returned, a query expansion algorithm could be used to expand from the returned 

terms over the thesaurus-based network to produce a neighbourhood of subject 

terms semantica ll y close for retri eval purpose. In thi s situation, the end-users may 

be able to se lect more appropriate terms from these expanded terms to further 

conduct their search. Thirdly, as described in Secti on 7.2.8, it is possible to 

develop some automatic algorithms to enable the machine to dec ide the di recti on 

of expanding the mapped concepts in a KOS. This would depend on analysing the 

different mapping relationships used to establi sh the mappings between the local 

taxonomy and DOe, and mappings between DOe and other vocab ul aries. For 

example, when a term "white-colour cats" in the taxonomy is mapped to the term 

"cat" in DOe by using broad-match relationship, and DOe concept "cat" is 

mapped to the term "cat" in UKAT by using the exact-match relationship, it is 

desirable to use the appropriate algorithm to decide to expand the term "cat" in 

UKA T to incorporate all its narrower terms. 
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3. Intelligence from the cnd-users: It is important to develop a user-friendly 

interface encouraging users to use their own intelligence to refine thei r search. In 

most cases, end-users might only be concerned with the metadata results finally 

returned rather than the mapped terms used fo r searching. However, if they find 

the r'eturned items irrelevant to their subject req uirements, it would be very 

helpful for the users to get some suggested terms from the middleware system. In 

thi s situation, it is possible that the users could use their intelligence to consider 

and compare these suggested terms, and make judgement on selecting the most 

appropriate subject terms to refine their searches. Potentially, the terms selected 

by the users might be more accurate than the mapped terms returned. In add ition, 

a number of visualisation tools should be developed to improve the interactivity 

between the KOS-based system and end-users, in which the end-users mi ght be 

encouraged to add their human intelligence into the system to improve the human

computer interaction. 

Therefore, a comprehensive combination or these three types of intelligences is needed to 

further solve the problems driven by the use of switch language. A number of use 

scenarios could be developed using combinations of various intelligences. These 

scenarios will be li sted and discussed in the next section. 

8.4 Use scenarios facilitating subject cross-browsing 

8.4.1 Scenarios to create direct mappings between the local 

taxonomy and different KOS 

When the mappings between the local taxonomy and different KOS are establi shed 

through DDe as a switch language, it would be helpful to use the existing mappings to 

further develop the direct mappings between the local taxonomy and different KOS. 

During this process, it wou ld be help fu l to apply an appropriate query expansion 

algorithm to expand the mapped terms from the KOS used by different databases to 

return a number of concepts considered semantically close. This may enab le the mapping 

workers to find more appropriate terms from the expanded concepts, and se lect some of 

the expanded concepts to establish more accurate direct mappings between the local 

taxonomy and different KOS. However, most query expansion algorithms are used to 
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expand a subject term to incorporate all the concepts considered semantical ly close to it, 

some of which might be too general or too specific to the mapping work. Thus, it is 

important to develop an algorithm to make the machine analyse the mapping 

relationships used to establish mappings between the local taxonomy and DDC, and 

mappings between DDC and other KOS, and decide the direction of expanding the 

mapped concepts. As described in Section 7.2.8, a specific semantic expansion algorithm 

could be developed. 

With this in mind , Figure 8.4 shows an example of a query expansion algorithm 

semantically ex panding a mapped KOS concept to return a number of its nalTower 

concepts, and the mapping workers selecting one of the nalTower concepts to establish 

the direct mapping with the concept in the local taxonomy. 

Local lallOnomy A KOS used by a database 

Cats 

Domestic cats 
(house cats) 

Wildcats 

Figure 8.4: Discovering a direct mapping based on establ ished mappings 

In this figure, the black curved lines represent the mappings already established between 

the local taxonomy and switch language, and between the switch language and an 

external KOS. The red curved line represents the mapping di scovered by the mapping 
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worker, which is based on analysi ng the established mapp ings between the local 

taxonomy and the switch language, and between the switch language and the external 

KOS. 

Based on us ing this method to establish d irect mappings without using DDC, through 

their local taxonomy, users can get more accurate mapped terms for conducting their 

subject searches. However, before a lo t of mappings between DDC and a lot of KOS are 

fi nished, it is difficult to use thi s method to further develop the direct mappings. Thus, it 

is im portant to use some automated tools to assi st the end-users, and encourage them to 

add the ir own inte ll igence into the system. This wi ll be discussed in the next section. 

8.4.2 The proposed functions of the middleware framework 

This section will discuss the basic functions that the midd leware can provide to fac ilitate 

subject cross-browsing. Different functi ons coul d be combined in different ways to offer 

different subject cross-b rows ing use scenarios. In add ition, it is worth noting that the 

funct ions are very similar to the relevant functions provided by other terminology 

services. It is desirable that different terminology serv ices can harmonise these functions 

in more standard ways. Th is wi ll save a lot of effort in re-implementing the re levant 

functio ns separate ly for each terminology service. These harmoni sed functions are listed 

and d iscussed below: 

Sea rch_coll ection function : When a user selects a concept from the cross-browsing 

structure, it is expected that the user can access the relevant co llection to this concept. 

Th is function wo uld be used to help the users find relevant co llections based on the 

subject term selected from the loca l taxonomy. However, in most cases, the users ' 

requi rement will be to map a very specifi c subject search at a very deep level of 

granularity up to a col lection classified at a shall ow level and then down again, within the 

loca l scheme used, to a level of granularity appropriate to the original query . In other 

words, most co ll ections are indexed using very genera l concepts, but users li ke to se lect 

more specific terms to fi nd relevant co llections. For thi s reason, it is desi rable to develop 

a truncation algorithm to successive ly truncate the spec ific concept notation that the users 
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select in the local taxonomy to include a number of more genera l terms . These general 

terms can be used to find relevant collections indexed by using the general concepts. 

Get_mapped_term function: When a user selects a concept from a KOS as a search 

term, thi s function wou ld be appli ed to get the mapped concept of thi s selected concept 

from another given vocabulary. For example, when users click a concept in their local 

taxonomy, using thi s function can help users find the relevant mapped concept from DDC, 

and when the mapped DDC concept is gained, using thi s funct ion can help users find the 

mapped concepts from other vocabularies, which have al ready been mapped with DDC. 

Gct_expanded_tcrm functions: It is important to use appropriate query expansion 

algorithms to expand a given concept to include a number of other concepts considered 

semantically close. However, different concepts in different terminology resources may 

differ in their data formats, access protoco ls, and the database systems where they are 

located . Thus, in thi s framework, it is important to develop or apply a variety of que ries 

to search and expand different te rminology reso urces. For example, it is appropriate to 

use CQL-based queries to formulate th is query expansion function to search against the 

terminology resources using the SR W/ U protocol , and it is suitabl e to app ly SPARQL 

queries to formu late this funct ion to search against the terminology reso urces using the 

SPARQL protocol. It is worth noting that in th is framework , the query expansion 

functions are mainly used to expand the mapped terms within their own vocabulary. 

In add ition, when a number ofsemantica ll y expanded terms ofa given mapped concept, 

such as the narrower temls, broader terms, re lated terms, s ibling terms, etc. , are returned, 

it is cruc ial to develop ranking algorithms to rank these expanded terms. The ranking 

a lgorithm can be based on the measures of semantic closeness between terms. For 

example, in most cases, it is poss ible to assign a higher mark to the broader concept of a 

given concept than its narrower concepts. More importantly, because there are some 

proposed algorithms that could be designated to analyse the mapping relationships used 

to establish mappings between the loca l taxonomy and DDC, and mappings between 

DDC and other KOS, and decide the direction of expanding the mapped concepts (See 
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Table 7.2), the decided direction of the semantic expansion can also help the ranking 

algorithms give some rel evant subject terms higher marks. In addition, in thi s function , it 

would be hoped that users could define the direction of query expansion. For example, 

when a mapped term is returned, the users can let the machine expand thi s mapped term 

to include all its related terms, or broader term. 

Based on using the "get-expanded-terms" functi on, it is possible to offer users a number 

of terms considered semanticall y close to the returned mapped term s. As di scussed in 

Section 8.3, these expanded terms can encourage users to use their intelligence to re

formulate the search terms, and improve the precision of information retrieval. 

Get_hierarchy function : When users want to browse the structure ofa spec ific KOS that 

is recorded in the middleware, thi s functi on wo uld be used (0 query the terminology 

resource where thi s specific KOS is located, retrieve the terminological data about thi s 

KOS from the terminology resource, use the appropriate algorithm to di splay the 

retrieved data in a hierarchical tree, and present the hierarchical KOS information to the 

users. 

In some cases where only shallow mappings are establi shed between the voca bularies, it 

is important to separately di splay each of the KOS structures, and let users be able to 

browse different vocabularies. In thi s case, users can start with the local taxonom y, use 

the "get_mapped_term" function to get the shallow mappings, and use the highly-mapped 

terms to retrieve and di splay the KOS structures from different terminology resources. 

Thus, thi s function wou ld be helpful for dealing with shallow mapping data between 

different vocabularies, and finding the most relevant subject terms to search co llections. 

Search_vocabulary function: This function wo uld be used to limit users to search 

several specific KOS integrated with in the middleware. In this context, a user cou ld input 

some text into a search box, se lect a suitable KOS to search, and use thi s functi on to get 

the relevant subject concepts from the selected KOS. Furthermore, when the relevant 

concept is returned from a selected KOS by using thi s function, the "get_expanded_term" 
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function can be used to semanticall y expand the returned concepts, and let the users 

select a number of terms considered semanticall y close to the returned concepts. 

Get _co lIections function: When users identi fy the most appropriate mapped terms from 

a specific vocabulary to cross-search a number of relevant col lections, this function 

would be used to return the information about all collections that use this vocabulary, and 

are cross-searchable by the applied meta-search engine. Thus, the users can select some 

of these collections, and use the identified mapped terms to cross-search the selected 

collections. 

It is worth noting that the names of the functions described above are just used to simpl y 

represent the meanings of the functions, and are not related (0 any technical standards. 

A ll these functi ons are supposed to be provided by this middleware framework. Different 

library portal systems cou ld set up the clients to use these defined functions to provide 

the subject cross-browsing. Because different terminology resources, such as some 

termino logy services or different KOS in different formats, might use different protoco ls, 

functions , formats, and query languages to set up their services, it is important to map the 

defined functions in this middleware to different functions provided by different 

terminology resources. 

In this context, the knowledge base of this middleware was developed for this purpose. 

Within this knowledge base, different clients cou ld be set up to manipulate the data from 

different termino logy servi ces, and different queries cou ld be established to query against 

different KOS in different formats. Figure 8.5 presents the basic principle of thi s 

knowledge base working with other tenninology resources . 
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Library portal 

Figure 8.5: The basic architecture of the knowledge base 

Taking the HILT Project as an example, the functions defined in this middleware could 

be linked to the HILT's functions. The HILT functions with use cases are: 

• " HILT' s get_ddc_records" function: When a user inputs a query term and use the 

" HILT' s get_ddc_records" function, the HILT terminology server will return all 

DDe notations and captions that match the users' query term. Neither broad 

concept nor narrow concept ofDDe concept matched is returned. The user can 

select appropriate DDe concepts from a number of relevant DDe concepts to 

conduct a further search (disambiguation). [n thi s case, based on thi s HILT 

function , it is possible to use DDe concept notation as the basis for exchanging 

the terminological information between the HILT terminology service and th is 

middleware framework. 

• "HILT's get_all_records" functions: When a user inputs a term and uses the 

"HILT's get_all_records" function, the HILT terminology server will return all 

relevant DDe concepts that matched the user's term and the mapped concepts in 

other KOS. Thus, the user can select either appropriate DDe concepts or the 

mapped concepts in other KOS to conduct a further search (disambiguation, query 

expansion by mapping) . In this context, the middleware could harvest these 
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mapped terms, and use the "get_mapped_term" funct ions to help the users find 

the mapped concepts from other vocabularies. 

• The HILT function to present a KOS in the hierarchical way: A user can select to 

browse a number of KOS on the fly in the HILT. This function cou ld be mapped 

to the "getJ1ierarchy" function to collect the term inologica l data from the HI LT 

database, and use this HI LT function to present the subject browsing structure ofa 

se lected KOS to the users. 

• " I-li LT's get_filtered _set" function: When a user types a query term and select a 

vocabu lary (e.g. LCSH) to query, the HILT terminology server will return a ll the 

relevant concepts from the se lected vocabu lary that match the query term. Thi s 

function could be linked to a "search_vocabulary" function to limit to search a 

spec ifi c KOS within the HILT database. 

• Two more functions were designed within 1-11 LT to support query expansion. 

" I-IIL T's getyarents" , a function to retrieve a ll the broad terms ofa given concept, 

and "H ILT's get_chi ld ren", a funct ion which retrieves all the narrower terms of a 

given concept. These two functio ns can be linked to the "get_expanded_term" 

function in thi s middleware to help the end-users to expand the mapped terms. 

However, because I-IILT has no function to expand the related terms ofa given 

concept, in the current state, it is imposs i ble to retrieve the related terms of a 

gi ven concept from the HI LT database. 

• HILT co ll ection finder function: When a DDC concept is provided, thi s function 

could guide the user to find the relevant co ll ections to thi s given DDC concept. 

Within thi s function, a DDC truncation algo rithm wou ld be appli ed to find more 

genera l co llections . Thi s HILT function cou ld be linked to the "search_co llection" 

function to find the relevant databases indexed in the JISC Co ll ection Registry. 

Based on reviewing the different funct ions provided by the HILT terminology se rvice, it 

can be found that most offunctions developed in th is middleware can successfu lly link to 

the fu nctions provided by HI LT. 
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8.4.3 The proposed scenarios from the users' perspectives 

This section wi ll discuss how an end-user can actually interact with thi s subject cross

browsing service to find relevant infonnation. Four spec ific user scenarios are suggested: 

I . When users begin to use the subject cross-browsing service in a library portal 

system, they are asked to se lect a KOS browsing structure fi'om a number of 

vocabularies. These vocabu laries include DDe as a switch language, the local 

taxo nomies, and various KOS used by different collections. When the users se lect 

a vocabulary structure, the "get_hierarchy" function will be used to extract the 

appropriate data from the terminology resource storing thi s selected vocabulary, 

and present the hierarchical information about this vocabu lary to the users. If 

users select a particular KOS structure (rather than DDe and local taxonomy) , 

wh ich belongs to the vocabulary used by some other co ll ections, the 

"get_co ll ections" function will be used to get a l.l the coll ections using thi s 

particular vocabulary. 

2. I f the users choose DDe as the browsing structure, and click the relevant DDe 

concept, the "get_mapped_term" function will be used to get aL l the mapped 

terms from different vocabu laries, and the ""get_expanded_ term" function will be 

used to expand all the mapped terms from the different vocabu laries. It is 

expected that the users select some of these mapped or expanded terms to further 

conduct their search. After the users choose the terms fi'om different mapped or 

expanded terms, the "get_collections" function wi 11 be used to get aLl the 

co llections using these se lected mapped terms, and let the user know which 

co ll ections they can use the selected mapped terms to cross-search . It is assumed 

that the users themselves cou ld filter some co llections that use these terms but are 

irrelevant to the users' subject need. In parallel , when the users select DDe 

concept, the "search_collection" fUllction , wh ich is assisted by a notation 

truncation algorithm, will be used to get a number of collections that are relevant 

to the se lected DDe concept. In thi s case, users cou ld go into these co llections ' 

own interfaces to locall y search the co llections. 

3. Ifusers choose the local taxonomy for the subject cross-browsi ng interface, and 

they select relevant subject terms, the "search_col lection" function will be used to 
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get a number of collections that are relevant to the selected subject terms, and the 

"get_mapped_term" function is used to get the mapped DDe concept. The 

mapped DDe concept can be semantica ll y expanded by the function 

"get_expanded_tenn", and a number of tenns considered semanticall y close to the 

mapped DDe concept could be returned to the users. Users could select some of 

these returned DDe concepts. When the users se lect appropriate DDe concepts, 

the "get_mapped_term" fu nction will be used to get al.l the mapped tenns from 

different voca bularies, and the "get_expanded_term" will be applied to expand 

these mapped terms. The users could re-choose the terms from these mapped 

terms, and then cross-search the co ll ecti ons usi ng these terms. 

4. In most cases, users input a term to cross-search different co llect ions, and they 

might not want to use the subject cross-browsing service. For thi s reason, users 

cou ld get more term inolog ical support from thi s middleware system without using 

the subject cross-brows ing interface. In th is situation, when the use rs input a term 

to cross-search, thi s term will become the query to cross-search different KOS 

integrated within this middleware. In other words, the "search_vocabulary" 

functi on wi ll be used to cross-search different vocabularies, and return the 

detail ed terminological info rmati on about the terms that are matched to the users' 

query. The returned terminological informat ion might consist of the scope note, 

narrower terms, broader terms, preferred terms, non-preferred terms, notati ons, 

and related terms of the matched terms. The "get_expanded_terms" could also be 

used to expand the terms to include more relevant concepts. During thi s process, 

"get_co ll ecti ons" could be used to get the co llect ions using the terms that the user 

finally select. Thus, the users could se lect some of the returned terms to re

formulate their query to cross-search the collections using these terms. 

I n order to achieve all the functions and scenarios discussed above, it is important to 

identify appropriate technologies to develop thi s framework. The next section will 

discuss the technological issues for the development of thi s framework. 
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8.4.4 A KOS browser 

Based on the functions proposed in Section 8.4.2 to access different KOS data, a KOS 

browser service should be developed and integrated within a library portal system. 

Different KOS could be shared within thi s KOS browser servi ce. Through the KOS 

browser, users could access, browse, look LIp, and exploit different KOS and their 

mapp ings. This KOS browser service should not onl y include a browser for human 

subject cross-brows ing, but also a shared server that other services can access for getting 

terminological data. For example, when users identi fy appropriate subject terms from 

particu lar KOS within the KOS browser service , the KOS browser should automatically 

use the selected term to interact with the cross-search engines provided by a library portal 

system, and provide integrated access to different online databases. 

Nowadays, a number of applications have been deve loped to facilitate KOS browsing 

within library portal systems, such as / facet) browse r, the KOS browser developed in the 

STAR Project4
, the facet KOS browser developed in the STITCH Proj ectS, etc. In some 

cases, visuali sation techniques could be integrated within these browsers to enable 

effi cient retrieval. 

Through the KOS browsing service, mapp ing staff can browse, select, find and 

semantically expand subject terms from different KOS. Therefore, it would be helpful to 

integrate mapp ing functions/tool s within thi s KOS browsing serv ice. In thi s context, 

mapping staff can easily create terminology mappings within the KOS browsing service, 

and submit the established mappings to the midd leware system . 

] http://sl ash faceL sel11anticweb.orgl 
4 http://reswin t .isd.g tall1 .ac. uklSTARlSKOS_ WS_EH/SKOS_ WSC tient.htll1 
, http://www.cs.vu.ntlSTITCHlKB_Rijks_demo.html 
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8.5 Technical architecture 

8.5.1 Identification mechanism 

A concept is defined as "an abstract idea or notion used to represent a subj ect topic" 

(Mi les and Brickley 2005). In most cases, a number of terminolog ical info rm ation 

elements can be used to represent a concept. These terminolog ical elements may vary in 

diffe rent te rminology reso urces. When establi sh ing the mappings between concepts from 

different term inology reso urces, it is helpful to use a un ifi ed mechani sm to g ive these 

heterogeneous concepts clear identifi ers. 

In the context of the semanti c web, URJ s are used as an identification mechanism to 

prov ide pers istent concepts fro m d iffe rent vocabu laries. For this reaso n, it wo uld be 

des irable in thi s fra mework to give UR.l s to all concepts from diffe rent tenni no logies so 

that the mappings could be techni ca ll y establi shed based on the use of URJ s rather than 

other terminological elements. However, many KOS prov iders do not have persistent 

identifi ers in place. An identification resolving mechani sm needs to be deve loped to 

translate d ifferent concept identifi ers into consistent UR.l s. When users select a mapped 

concept from the subj ect cross-browsing interface as a search te rm aga inst other 

termi nology resources, the URJ of the mapped concept could be trans lated to a different 

identi fie r for the re levant terminology resources. 

8.5.2 Access protocols 

Secti on 2.5.3 suggested that different te rminology resources may use different access 

protocols and query languages to let other services query their terminolog ical info rmati on. 

A number of main access protoco ls were discussed in Section 4.3. 1, such as SRW, SRU, 

SKOS API , SPARQL, etc. Based on rev iewing the characte ri stics of these protocols, it 

was summarised that there are three basic requirements re lated to se lecting access 

protocols fo r the deve lopment of terminology services: 

I . An access protocol should inco rpo rate rich query languages to facil itate reasoning 

over the semantics within the vocabulary. Because each vocabulary is a very ri ch 
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semantic network, it is important that a query language within a protocol should 

recogni se and process the semantics, and provide a number of semanti c-based 

funct ions, such as query ex pansion, semantic reasoning, etc. 

2. It is des irab le that access protoco ls should be li ghtwe ig11t. In SOAP-related 

protoco ls, because each SOAP operation needs to be predefined, and be g iven an 

URJ , using a SOAP server is quite ' heavy' due to the overheads imposed by 

SOA P. For example, when using SR W and SOAP within the HJ L T Project as 

protoco ls for the development of a terminology service, a user' s query would be 

translated into CQL requests that comply with the SR W protocol to query against 

the SR W server, then the CQL request would be taken by the SOAP se rver and 

mapped into appropriate SOAP functions. Based on these SOA P functi ons, the 

SQL request is sent to the relevant terminology database and the results returned 

are wrapped into relevant encoding fo rm ats using the SOAP protoco l. In thi s 

example, using SOA P and SR W is quite demanding as the requests have to access 

two M2M layers. It wo ul d be preferable to deve lop direct programmati c access to 

the terminology database . Compared with the SOAP-related protoco ls, REST ful 

protoco ls, such as SRU, SPARQL, etc., make it much less ex pensive to develop 

the bas ic functi onality of a terminology service. 

3. As mentioned in Secti on 4. 3. 1, an access protoco l shoul d support powerful text

based query. Thi s is because terminology services and contro lled vocabulari es are 

text-based systems. It is necessary to use a text-based query language within an 

access protocol to fac ilitate many text-based query types, such as phrase queries, 

wildcard queri es, proximity queries, range queries, string truncation queri es, and 

so on. As di scussed in the earl y part of thi s section, some semantic-we b-based 

protocols, s uch as SPARQL, are not powerful in fac ilitating tex t-based queri es. 

It was found that there is no protocol that could fully sati sfy a ll the requirements 

listed above. Thus, it is important to combine these RDF-based protoco ls, query 

languages or APl s with text-based query languages within a terminology service. For 

example, in the STAR Terminology Service, the SKOS API is used to process the 

SKOS data stored in the database to support the semanti c query expansion, and the 
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SQL query language is used to query the full-index added for partial matching on 

li tera l stri ngs. See Figure 8.6. 

Applications -
Rich Client, AJAX etc. 

SKOS WS Service 
(SOAP/HTTP) 

u u 
Isemwebl SQL 

U D 
MySQL Triplestore DB 
Containing SKOS RDF 

Figure 8.6: The technical architecture of ST AR Project (source : Tudhope et al. 2008) 

As stated in Section 7.2.9, thi s framework was intended to integrate a variety of pro to cols 

to access different terminology resources. Wi th the increase in the number of different 

term inology resources, the information in the knowledge base wo uld increase, and the 

knowledge base would become difficult to maintain . Thus, it would be helpful ifmost 

termino logy services could reach an agreement to use some standard protocols and data 

formats so that a m idd leware framework cou ld eas ily formulate their client req uests to 

cross-access these termino logy services. 

8.5 .3 Representation formats 

Different terminology resources may use different interchange formats to exchange their 

terminological information between the servers and clients. Different encoding formats 

were di scussed in Section 2.5.2. It is preferable that a middleware system, as a 

termino logy server, cou ld use the most accurate fo rmat to encode appropriate 

termino logy data for different clients. For example, it wou ld be su itable to use the DD-

8723-5 to encode thesauri data, use MACR21 XML for class ification to encode 
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classification data, and use SKOS to represent the concepts and relationships that have 

been treated as web resources in the semantic web. 

As discussed in Section 4.5 .7, a middleware framework between tenninologies should 

have the abi li ty to process these different formats, and , through the framework, different 

representation fo rmats should be converted into each other depend ing on the specific 

cli ent requirements. Because a client may be able to process a few encoding formats , and 

diffe rent c li ents may have d ifferent preferences for processing different encoding formats, 

it is important for tlli s framework to add more encoding fo rm ats to represent different 

vocabu laries fo r different cli ents, such as MARC21 , Zthes XML Schema, etc. 

8.6 Other services 

In th is section, three services were discussed. These services cou ld potenti a ll y be 

integrated within the middleware system to im prove the functiona lity. 

8.6.1 Social tagging technologies 

Social networking initi atives such as social tagging and fo lksonomies are sometimes 

widely-agreed as an approach to reducing the burden of generating and managing KOS. 

Social taggings can play an importani role in exp ressi ng users' perceived subject 

requirements. Some controll ed vocabu laries, which are based on the use of notations to 

represent concepts, are not very meaningful for users. In other words, the captions with in 

some KOS do not represent the rea l meaning of DDC concepts. It is worth noting that a 

number of services may wish to map the tags added by the users to ex isting contro ll ed 

vocabulari es. The taggings can further complement explanation of a concept that may be 

not easy to understand. In parall e l, in some sites, tagging is taken very se riously based on 

well-defined guidance and rules. Subsequently, tags can be analysed and linked into a 

fo lksonomy. It is possible that these folksonomies could be further developed to become 

conventiona l control led vocabularies. 
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In add ition, it is worth noting that in social tagging research, "tag clouds" allow tags to be 

di splayed in different fo rmats for different purposes. In order to browse various KOS, it 

might be poss ible to use thi s type of display to highlight some important KOS concepts. 

For example, there are a number of concepts (e .g., DDC, UDC, LCC, BC2, etc) at the 

same level of granu larity within a KOS, in whi ch the concept "DDC" is more widely

used within a subjec t service than any other concept in thi s leve l. In thi s case, tag cloud 

techno logy could be used to highli ght the concept "DDC", and a llow the concept "DDC" 

to be displayed differently from other concepts. 

8.6.2 KOS registry 

As discussed in Sect ion 7.2 .1 1, instead of using a subject cross-browsing interface to 

search in fo rmation, a KOS reg istry can be used as a starting point to discover a variety of 

terminology resources . An indi vidual KOS may consist of a variety of characteris ti cs. It 

is important to develop a number of appropriate metadata elements to record what a KOS 

is likely to contain . In this context, a KOS registry can store "the informati on a llowing 

the se lection of schemes suitable for different purposes, address information for 

contacting owners and maintainers, hypertext-l inks to connect to the vocabulari es 01' 

maintainer sites, in formation to differenti ate between versions and identifiers, names and 

labels to unambiguously refer to a given scheme" (UKOLN 2008). 

In add ition, a KOS registry could also provide metadata abo ut the characte ristics of 

different terminology services. Because different terminology services may be deve loped 

based on different methods (such as the ways to create mappings, the encoding fonnats 

used to exchange terminologica l information, access protocols, terminology database 

structures, etc), it is important for a KOS registry to record al l these characteri stics of 

different terminology services. A variety of scenarios can deve loped based on using a 

KOS registry. These are listed and di scussed as follows: 

I . The mapping staff could lIse a KOS registry to access different KOS, and 

understand the basic structures of the vocabularies that they wish to map, which is 

helpful for their mapping wo rk. 
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2. The end-users could use a KOS registry to lin k to the relevant vocabulary web 

sites, and the vocabulary web sites can directly link to the relevant infom1ation 

resources. Through the vocabulary structures, therefore, users can be navigated to 

fi nd relevant metadata results. 

3. The service providers: When a service wishes to develop a KOS to index their 

in fo rmat ion, they could go to the KOS reg istry, and select to reuse some ex isting 

KOS within their own service. 

4. The co llection finders: In a co llection registry, it is useful to record which KOS 

each of its co llections is using. In thi s si tuation, the KOS used by the co ll ections 

could be linked to the KOS reg istry. Thus, it is possible that users select 

appropriate KOS from the KOS registry to identify relevant collections. 

5. The subject cross-browsing and searching serv ice providers: Through a KOS 

registry, a subject cross-browsing and searching service prov ider coul d get a bas ic 

understanding of bas ic mappings established between different KOS within 

te rminology services, and consider ways to re-use the mappings for the 

deve lopment of subject cross-browsing and searching serv ices. 

8.6.3 Collection registry 

As di scussed in Section 5.3, there are two functio ns that the co ll ection registry can 

prov ide. The first function is to work with the meta-search engine to di stribute different 

returned mapped terms to cross-search appropriate collections that are using these 

mapped terms. In thi s function, the collection registry needs to record which KOS 

different co llecti ons are using. When the mapped terms are gained from a KOS, through 

the coll ecti on registry, these mapped terms will be become the query to cross-search 

agai nst the co ll ections using thi s KOS. 

In the second function, different infom1ation resources recorded within a co ll ection 

registry, s llch as online data bases, subject portals, e-print archives, institutional 

repositorie, etc., can be indexed according to the subject browsing structure used. In thi s 

sense, users can be guided by the subject brows ing structure to find relevant co ll ections. 
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It is desirable that a coll ection registry supports an API to let people use the local 

taxonomy or DDC to index different coll ections. When the users click a concept from the 

taxonomy, the concept will be the query to retrieve the coll ections indexed by using thi s 

concept. See Figure 8.7. 

.. - -----A xonomyot 
into ation science __ 

Figure 8.7: Using a loca l taxonomy to index different coll ections 

Based on the di scussion of di fferent aspects for the development of this middleware 

fra mework between tenminologies, the next chapter will mainly describe the conclusion 

of thi s research, and present the further development for this research. 
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions 

This concl uding chapter wi ll g ive an overview of this research, describe how the research 

findings match the research ai m and objecti ves g iven in Chapter One, and present some 

conclusions and recommendations for the further deve lopment of thi s research. The 

limitations of the research wil l be identifi ed and di scussed. 

9.1 Research overview 

This research was aimed to develop a midd leware framework between different 

terminologies to facilitate subject cross-brows ing service for li brary portal products. A 

number of library portal systems have been developed and appl ied in libraries, some of 

which can offer search boxes to cross-sea rch different co ll ections. However, most of 

these portal systems cannot provide a single subject structure or navigator to cross

browse different items from different co ll ections. The main barrier is the heterogeneity 

between different knowledge organi sati on systems used by different collections, wh ich 

can be de fined as different subject areas, granulariti es, degrees of coord ination, the use of 

languages, etc. This makes it difficult to subject cross-browse different co ll ections. T he 

methods to so lve thi s problem point to estab lishing mappi ngs between these vocabulari es, 

and integrating diffe rent vocabularies into a semantic netvJork through these mappings. 

This research began with an in-depth literature review to investi gate and analyse the 

methods of using vari ous KOS to improve subject access, and the methods of improving 

the interoperabili ty between them . A number of essential elements to deve lop the 

framework were identified, but two important points were still not clear. First, it was 

necessary to investi gate a number of KOS used by different co ll ecti ons befo re using 

appropriate technologies, standards, and semantic methods to develop the framework . 

Without a clear insight into the different characteri stics of various KOS, it is impossible 

to make the right decision on using appropriate methods to estab li sh the mappings 

between these KOS. For thi s reason, an investi gation was conducted to review a vari ety 

of KOS and their characteristics, and the findings formed a basis to estab lish the 

mappings. Second, based on the methods summari sed from the literature review, it was 
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still not clear how these technologies, standards, and semantic methods could be 

combined to make up thi s framework . Most of these elements were context-dependent, 

and may not be suitable to be used for thi s resea rch scope. It was therefore important to 

co ll ect in-depth ideas from a number of experts, who were invo lved in different 

terminology mapping projects, and match these ideas to thi s research situation. For th is 

reason , nine expert interviews were conducted to introduce the research context to the 

experts, and encourage them to match their knowledge to the development of the 

framework. Much val uable data were gai ned based on the interviews. These data were 

analysed to FOI111 a basis to develop a theoretica l framework. 

In the theoretical framework, based on the fi nd ings from ex pert intervi ews, different 

components were combined, and a number of technologies were chosen. This framework 

offe red a number of gu idelines and theories to help develop a rea l midd leware system 

between different termino logies. Subsequently, a design resea rch approach was 

undertaken, and a prototy pe system was developed based on the guidelines and theories. 

The prototype was used as a basic platform for eva luating the theories developed. In this 

context, six experts (not those who were previous ly interviewed) were asked to interact 

with the prototype system, and provide the suggesti ons to improve the framework . The 

eva luat ion findings were obtained from these experts, which formed a fou ndat ion to 

deve lop the fina l theories. 

9.2 Achievements of research objectives 

There were fi ve research objectives with their sub-objec tives identified. This sec tion will 

di scuss how the research findings match these obj ecti ves. 

Objective 1: To understand the basic principles to develop controlled 
vocabulary-based information retrieval systems for library portal 
products , and improve the interoperability between different 
controlled vocabularies. 
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Objective 1.1: To investigate the methods to d evelop library portal products, such as 

cross-searching technologies, data conversion, etc., and understand how the various 

terminology resources could be embedded into library portals : 

Based on the li terature rev iew, it was fo und that one of the most important services that a 

li brary portal system can provide is subject cross-searching. Methods to deve lop cross

searching foc us 0 11 establi shing mappings between di fferent metadata elements used by 

differe nt co ll ections, sett ing up appropriate protoco ls and queri es to access vari ous 

coll ecti ons, and converting di stri buted resul ts into a consistent format. However, because 

diffe rent co ll ections may use di ffe rent controlled vocabularies to organi se the ir 

information, the development of library portal cross-searching services has been greatl y 

im peded by the heterogeneity of di fferent KOS used by di ffere nt info rmati on resources. 

In addition, due to the lac k of interoperability between different KOS, it is also 

imposs ible to deve lop a subject cross-browsing interface, through whi ch a user can be 

nav igated to find relevant in fo rmati on across diffe rent co llecti ons. Therefore, Object ive 

1.1 was partly acco mpli shed by the literature review, and it is im portant to further look 

into different KOS and the semanti c heterogeneity between them, and ex plore methods to 

improve the interoperab ility between these KOS. 

Objective 1.2: To investigate how various controlled vocabularies support 

information retrieval systems in both traditional and innovative ways: 

Objecti ve 1. 1 was full y accompli shed by the li terature review. It was found that vari ous 

controlled vocabularies, such as class ification schemes, subject headings, thesauri , 

ontolog ies, etc., greatl y diffe r in their subject areas, degrees of coordination, granularity, 

concept synthes is capabili ty, use of languages, data fo nnats, etc. 

Three bas ic functi ons, which a controlled vocabulary may be able (0 provide, were 

identified. The fi rst function is a term disambiguation function, which allows the users to 

see the contextual information of a given concept, such as (he scope note, definition, non

preferred terms, hi erarchical info rmati on that the term is related to, etc. In thi s case, users 

can understand the real meaning of a given term, and avo id errors caused by 

misunderstanding the concepts. The second function is a semantic expansion function, 
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which employs computing algorithms to conduct the expansion from a given term over 

the thesaurus-based network to produce a neighbourhood of subject terms semanti call y 

close for retrieval purposes. In most cases, thi s function is treated as an effective method 

to improve the recall for information retrieva l. The third function is subject brows ing 

(also ca ll ed knowledge navigator), which employs the subject structure of a KOS as a 

browsing interface to nav igate the users to fi nd the most relevant subj ect term s. This 

function can enhance the interactivity between the users and KOS-based in fo rmation 

retrieva l systems, and encourage use rs to input their own intelligence to improve the 

search. 

Di ffe rent types of vocabularies were des igned for di fferent retrieval purposes, and have 

their own strengths and weaknesses. For exampl e, a pre-coordinated class ifi cati on 

scheme (e.g. DDC) may have a good subject structure to support subject browsing, but in 

many cases, its captions cannot represent rea l meanings . In thi s case, it is not sensible to 

appl y captions as search terms to conduct a subj ect keyword search. A post-coordinated 

thesaurus may be more suitable to support Boolean-based search algo rithms, but its 

subj ect terms may be too specific to form a good brows ing structure. With this in mind, it 

is necessary for different vocabulari es to co-ex ist in the medium to long term, and it is 

not practical to appl y a uni versa l KOS to all coll ections. 

Objective 1.3 : To review a variety of widely-used controlled vocabularies, and 

understand their subject areas, levels of specificity of concepts , degrees of pre/post

coordination, semantic relationships, the use of languages, representation formats, 

services lIsing tbem, types of information that these controlled vocabularies index: 

An investi gation into di fferent characteri stics of KOS used by di fferent information 

resources was undertaken to achi eve Objective 1.3. Based on rev iewing a variety of KOS, 

it was fo und that many databases may be indexed according to more than one KOS for 

different purposes. For example, a database may use a class ificati on scheme as a subject 

browsing interface, and use a thesaurus to support text searching. A great number of in

house vocabulari es are also being used by these databases, but among thirty-five se lected 

data bases, none of them employ a full y-fledged onto logy to describe their info rmati on. 
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In additi on, it was found that two knowledge organi sation systems fro m di fferent 

domains may differ greatl y in terms of their structure, terminology, and granularity, but 

there are much more s imil arities between the KOS in the same domain. In fact, a number 

of vocabularies were establi shed based on merging a number of controlled vocabularies 

in the same do ma in into a semantic network, such as UMS L. It is relati vely easy to 

establi sh the mappings between the vocabul aries in the same domain. Fo r thi s reason, 

before conducting a large amount of mapping work between diffe rent KOS from di fferent 

domains, it is expected to begin with merging diffe rent KOS in the same subj ect area into 

a semantic network . 

Objective 1.4: To investigate the methods to improve the interoperability between 

different controlled vocabu laries: 

Based on the literature, the findings point to appl ying three different approaches. The first 

approach focuses on establi shing mappings between different KOS. A combinati on of 

automated algorithms, stati sti cal approaches, and human effort could be applied to 

fac ilitate the mapping work. With the increase in the number of KOS that need to be 

mapped, it is important to use a switch language to exchange terminological information 

between these KOS. In most cases, DDe was widely-agreed as an appropriate swi tch 

language with some reservations. Other issues related to the mapping work might cons ist 

of other structural models for mapping, mapping directi on, the degree of equi valence 

between terms, the mapping logics, the co ll aborati on in mapping work between di fferent 

parti cipants, the methods to handle compound concepts during mapping, the top-level 

metadata elements to describe characteristics of the mapping data, etc. Because it is 

difficult to estimate the efforts to address these issues for the development of a 

terminology mapping system, further research was required to co llect a more realistic 

sense of the technical and mappi ng overheads from other s imilar projects. 

The second approach focuses on harvesting heterogeneous metadata reco rds into a 

centralised database, and using a single vocabulary to index these coll ected metadata 

records. This centralised database needs to ho ld a huge number of met ad at a records, and 
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it woul d be very la bour- intensive to index these records based on the human e fforts. 

Therefo re, in many cases, it is preferable that thi s approach could employ some 

automated index ing technolog ies to auto maticall y create the subj ect metadata. 

The third approach is based on establi shing an integrated enviro nment among di fferent 

terminology resources, using d ifferent protocols and queries to cross-search d iffe rent 

terminology resources. In thi s approach, these termi no logy resources can be treated as 

data bases, and a num ber of access protocols can be applied to cross-search these 

data bases, such as SR W/U, Z39.50, SPARQL, etc. 

According to these three methods, it would be possible to deve lop a term inology map ping 

midd leware framework to combine these methods in comprehensive ways. Thus, 

Objecti ve 1.4 was partly accomplished by the li terature rev iew, and further resea rch was 

required to ga in a basic understanding of how to use different methods to complemen t 

each other. See next obj ecti ve . 

Objective 2: To explore the methods to combine a variety of 

terminology resources, and integrate the combined 

terminologies into the library portal services. 

Obj ective 2.1: To investigate a number of terminology service projects, a nd exp lore 

how they work within a library portal system, facilitating subject cross-browsing: 

According to the interviews with a number of experts who were involved in di fferent 

terminology service-related projects, such as Renardus, OCLC Terminology Service, 

HILT Service, etc. , Objective 2 .1 was fully acco mplished. In the research, it was fou nd 

that some mapping data had been estab lished by these projects, and many mappings were 

based on the use ofa DDC spine. Some of these services can offer their mapp ings to 

diffe rent library portal systems. It is important to develop programmatic interfaces to 

access these mapping sets from di ffe rent terminology services, and reuse the estab li shed 

mappings. However, d ifferent tenni no logy serv ices may use different mapping strategies, 

such as provenance (source), methods (intellectual, co-occurrence, other automatic, etc), 
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concept indicators, and so on. This might cause the inconsistency between different 

mapping sets. Some of thi s mapping data might not be suitable for the proposed use 

scenarios of thi s research framework. Thus, it is suggested to develop a number of 

metadata elements to characterise various mapping sets. Based on the metadata elements, 

some mapping staff with strong expert ise could provide intell ectual effort to re-generate 

the mapping data, which could be derived from the establi shed mappings, and guarantee 

the consistency and quality of the mapping wo rk. 

Furthermore, it was found that most term inology services, such as HILT, OCLC 

Terminology Service, STAR Service, etc. , had developed and provided their own API 

functions to different clients. Different library services can use these developed API 

functions from diffe rent terminology services through the web to fac ilitate their subject 

access. However, these functions are being developed using different protocols and query 

languages. For example, the OCLC Terminology service was developed based on the use 

of SR Wand CQL, but the STAR Term ino logy Service was based on the use of SKOS 

APls. In this context, it is not pract ical to use a single standard method to access all these 

terminology services. 

Apart from collecting the KOS data in different terminology services, there are a variety 

ofKOS located in distributed informat ion envi ronments, and encoded in different data 

formats , but these KOS are not included in the existing terminology services. It is 

important to integrate these KOS into thi s middleware framework. In this context, the 

mai n findings focus on employing XSL technology to convert these KOS into a 

consistent fo rmat, such as SKOS, MARC21, etc., and storing the converted KOS data 

into a local database. Also, the loss of data precision during the conversion was pointed 

out. For this reason, it was indicated that this middleware framework can store these KOS 

in their ori ginal formats , and develop or apply different ways to present these KOS data 

in different formats . 
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Objective 2.2: To identify the appropriate technologies and standards, and propose 

a technological architecture supporting the middleware framework that exchanges 

the terminological information between different terminology services: 

As mentioned in the last paragraph, no single standard method can be employed to access 

all these terminology services. Thus, a number of interviews were conducted to co ll ect 

ideas from the experts who have strong experti se in developing distributed access 

services. Objecti ve 2.2 was achi eved through these interviews. 

According to the interview findings, a knowledge base can be developed to cross-access 

diffe rent terminology resources using di fferent protoco ls, query languages, formats, etc. 

This knowledge base can store the connectivity detail s of di ffe rent terminology resources. 

Three types of connectivity deta il s were fo und: 

I . Linkings between different functi ons from di ffe rent terminology serv ices : 

Although the functi ons we re designed through using vario us technolog ies, 

protoco ls, and standards, it was fo und that a lot of functi ons from diffe rent 

terminology services were similar to each other. It is poss ible to summari se a 

num ber of common functions from di fferent terminology services. Fo r example, 

most terminology services include functions to get broader, narrower, or 

alternative terms fo r a given concept, and the functions to generate and present a 

subject structure fro m a given KOS on the fl y. For thi s reason, it is im portant that 

the knowledge base should reco rd informati on about the common functions from 

diffe rent terminology services . 

2. Inform ati on about the rules to translate a user' s query to di ffe rent fo rms that 

di ffe rent terminology services can accept: Because different terminology services 

use different functi ons based on different protocols, query languages, and fo rmats, 

it is important to develop a transmiss ion programme within the knowledge base to 

translate a users' query to di ffe rent forms of queries that diffe rent terminology 

services can accept. These forms may inc lude di ffe rent functi ons, protoco l

dependent query languages, etc, to query aga inst the terminology services. 

3. Information about the rules to convert the heterogeneous results into a consistent 

fo rmat: Based on using different protocols and servers, the returned results might 
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be represented in di fferent encoding formats, such as Zthes XM L, SKOS, 

MARC2 1 XML, etc. For thi s reason, it is important to develop data conversion 

programmes to convert these results to a consistent format, and use XSL T 

programmes to present the results to the use rs. 

Based on these three types of connecti vity detail s within the knowledge base, th is 

middleware framework could cross-access different terminology resources, and could get 

consistent data fro m them. 

Objective 2.3: To develop a mechanism to be ab le to exchange terminological 

information between different terminology services and the loca l controlled 

vocabularies: 

This objective was accompli shed through interviewing fo ur experts who are responsible 

for deve loping or managing library portal systems. It was found that in most cases, the 

general classifi cati on schemes are not suitable for most institutions, and institut ions may 

prefer to use local taxonomies, departmental structures, or subject-specific vocabularies 

as their subject brows ing structure. In order to exchange the terminologica l info rmati on 

between di ffe rent terminology services and the local taxo nomy, the findings foc us on 

using DDC as a switch language. However, because it is a two-step journey from the 

local taxonomy through DDC to the other KOS, thi s ind irection problem, whi ch might 

cause loss of precision, was emphasised by the interviewees. It was necessary to ex plore 

a more advanced approach to solve thi s problem. 

An ex pert-based eva luation was conducted to explore the solutions to thi s indirection 

problem. The findings were based on using a more faceted classifi cation with great 

concept synthes is abi li ty to be a switch language, establi shing the many-to-many 

mappings deri ved from the existing mappings between DDC and other KOS, and 

employing semantic ex pansion a lgo rithms to expand the mapped tenms and show the 

users more terms considered semantica ll y close to the mapped terms. Furthermore, as 

mentioned in Section 7.2 .8, a specific algorithm was indicated to make the machine 

automati cally decide the direction of expanding the mapped concepts in a KOS 

depending on analysing different mapping relationships used to establish the mappings 
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between the loca l taxonom y and DOe, and mappings between DOe and other 

vocabularies. 

When establishing the mappings between a pre-coordinated vocabu lary and a post

coord inated vocabulary, it is required to consider methods to handle compound concepts 

for the mappings. The findings focus on e mploy ing Boolean operators, defining clear 

mapping relationships, and developing appropriate mapping logic. From the users' 

perspective, however, it was found that when users click a compound term to get a 

number of single terms, they might not be concerned with what mapping relationship is 

used to establish mapp ing, or which vocabulary the mapped data comes fro m. Most users 

may prefer to get a number of mapped terms without knowing how the terms were 

mapped. For thi s reason, it was concluded that using a combination of a ll the mapped 

single terms to a g iven compound concept might be appropriate to suit the users' subject 

requirements. 

Objective 2.4: To define a worktlow to distribute the manual mapping work to 

create and maintain the middleware: 

Objective 2.4 was partly achieved tlU'ough interviewing library portal service providers, 

and it was found that most database providers were over confident in the KOS that they 

are usi ng, and it is difficult to encourage them to estab li sh mappings between the ir own 

KOS and DOe. Thus, based on the findings, it is helpful that local librarians cou ld 

establish the mappings between their local KOS and DOe, and the middleware provider 

cou ld create the mappings between DOe and other KOS, or co llect the existing mappings 

from different terminology services. 

However, based on the evaluation findings, it was found that different communiti es, such 

as terminology services, local librarians, and the developers of the middleware itse lf, 

need to put effort into creating the mappings. These mappings could be created in 

different ways, such as direct mapp ing, co-occurrence mapping, on-the-fly mapping, etc. 

This might lead to the inconsistency of the mappings. For thi s reason, a centra li sed team 

with great expertise should be set up to create, maintain, or enhance the mappings. This 
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------------------------........ 
would consolidate a long term commitment to create, co llect, enhance, and maintain the 

mapping, and guarantee the consistency and qua lity of mapping work. 

Objective 2.5: To identify a number of relevant uscr sccnarios to facilitatc user

friendly subject cross-brows ing: 

This objective was accomplished through a combinati on of interviewing experts and 

expert eva luation. Based on the findings, the importance of creating a correct balance 

between the user engagement and automated app licati ons was emphasised. From the 

users' pe rspective, it was found that most users are not concerned with which vocabulary 

a mapped concept comes trom, and it is preferable to let the users se lect mapped terms 

without knowing the information about the vocabu lary. For thi s reason, using " Do you 

mean" plus the mapped terms from different vocabularies would be helpful. However, 

when the mapped terms are not su itable for the use rs' subject needs, the users might be 

frustrated by the returned results. In thi s case, it is important to use a query expansion 

algorithm to expand the mapped terms to include a number of terms considered 

semant ica ll y close to the mapped term s. In this context, the users could use their 

intelligence to re-fonnulate their subject queries. 

Objective 3: To formulate a theoretical framework to facilitate 

subject cross-browsing service for library portal products: 

A theoretica l framework was formulated in Chapter Five, in which a number ofmethods 

and technologies were employed. This objective was achieved based on the collected 

find ings of nine intervi ews. 

In this framework, ODC was selected as the switch language, through which a number o f 

other vocabulari es co uld be mapped together. Di fferent map ping elements from various 

vocabularies were identified. A concept call ed " bag" was introduced in thi s framework to 

combine a number of post-coordinated concepts. The bag could then be used to establish 

a mapping between a compound concept and a number of individual concepts. In thi s 

context, when users click a compound concept, a number of mapped post-coordinated 
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concepts within a bag could be returned so that the users could se lect some of these 

mapped concepts as search terms, or use Boolean operators to combine some of them 

together to conduct a search. Five types of mapp ing re lationsh ips were defined. These 

consisted of exact match, broad match , narrow match, major match, and minor match. 

Among these mapping relationships, the "major match" was used to establi sh the 

mapping between a compound concept and a bag of severa l re levant post-coordinated 

concepts. 

From a techn ica l perspective, it was proposed in thi s framewo rk to develop a knowledge 

base, wh ich aimed to record the linkings between the common functions provided by 

different termino logy serv ices, translate the users' query into d ifferent forms that 

different termino logy resources can accept, and convert the returned results from 

different termino logy resources into a consistent format. In thi s context, thi s framework 

wo uld be ab le to access different terminology resources using different formats, protocols, 

and query languages. 

In order to finally retrieve item-level metadata records across different resources, the 

middleware framework between terminologies was proposed to interact with the meta

search engine prov ided by a library portal system and the co ll ection registry. In thi s 

context, the coll ect ion registry is responsible for recogni sing the provenance of the 

mapped terms returned, and then distributing the mapped terms to search against the 

co llections using these mapped terms through the meta-search engine. A basic set of 

metadata elements were defined fo r the co llection registry in this framework. 

Objective 4: To develop a simplified programmatic prototype 

system for the middle ware framework to demonstrate the 

methods used in the theoretical framework: 

Based on the description of the theoretical framework, a simplified programmatic 

prototype system was designed using JA V A to accomp li sh this objective. In thi s 

prototype system, three vocabularies were mapped together through DDe spine. These 
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consist of ACM Computing Classification, UKAT, and an Information Science 

Taxonomy developed by Hawkins. In these three vocabul aries, the Information Science 

Taxonomy was imagined as a local taxo nomy that could be accepted by most local users. 

The mapping data was encoded by the SKOS Mapping Vocabulary. An RDF bag, whi ch 

was based on the idea of combining a number of post-coordinated terms together to a 

DDC compound concept, was appl ied. The SPARQL-compatible ARQ AP I was 

employed to manipulate the mapping data. In orde r to access various terminology 

resources, a knowledge base was implemented to use SPARQL to search the UKAT data 

in SKOS, and a DOM API was used to search the ACM data in XML format. A 

collection registry was also developed based on using a RDF database to record the 

deta il s of the databases using UKAT, ACM or DDC. 

Based on this prototype design, it was found that: 

I. It is easy to use the defined mappi ng methods to estab li sh the semantic mappings 

between the three vocabu laries through DDC, although the indirection problem of 

using the switch language was not so lved ; 

2. Through using a subject browsing interface, users do not need to input text-based 

queri es, and users only need to click a number of pre-arranged term labels, and 

then find the relevant informat ion. Thus, the use ofSPARQL is appropriate to 

fac ilitate subject cross-browsing services, and query expansions; 

3. It was proven that the developed knowledge base was able to send different 

queries to different terminology resources, and convert different results into a 

consistent format. 

However, a number of issues were identifi ed during the development of this prototype. 

They needed to be further addressed, as follows: 

I. It is important to further investigate ways to present a retu rned concept to the 

users. A good presentation of concepts could help users di sambiguate the concept. 

2. The indirection problem was still not solved. When the users interact with the 

local taxonomy, there would be a long process that requires a fairly high degree of 

interaction from users to progress from the stage where they browse the hi erarchy 
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to getting the re levant mapped terms from vari ous KOS through DOe spine. It is 

important to explore the methods to enhance the interactivity between the users 

and the mi ddleware system. 

With thi s mind , it was necessary to conduct an eva luation to explore the methods to so lve 

the ex isting prob lem, and fu rther test the e ffective ness, app licabi li ty, and viability of the 

framewo rk . 

Objective 5: To evaluate the prototype for improving the 

effectiveness and usability of the framework: 

This objecti ve was accomplished by asking a number of experts to walk through the 

prototype system with the assistance o f a framewo rk introduction document, and 

co llecting the feedback informati on from the experts. Accord ing to the feedback, a 

number of pro blems with their so luti ons were di scove red, and some unso lved pro blems 

have been further addressed. These problems and so lutions mainly include: 

I . There are various advantages and disadvantages of mapping to a DOe spine. 

Because of the poor notational synthesis capab ility, in future, it would be usefu l to 

develop more advanced faceted vocabu lari es as switch languages instead of DOe. 

However, in the current state, DOe is sti ll suitable to be a common switch 

language. 

2. Poor prese ntati on of di fferent returned concepts were identifi ed during the 

eva luati on. It was suggested to use some standard ways to present the concepts 

from different types of vocabularies. For examp le, it was suggested to present 

sibling terms, broader term, narrower terms, re lated terms, and alternati ve terms 

o f the mapped thesaurus concept returned, and present the different notes, cross

reference, notati on, and capt ion of a given classi fi cation concept. In additi on, 

because most users may not be concerned with the re lationships between different 

concepts, o r which vocab ulary a mapped concept is from, it is important to 

present " Do you mean" plus the mapped terms from di fferent vocabularies to the 

users. 
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3. T he indirecti on problem introduced by the use of switch language was further 

add ressed. One so lution foc used on creating direct mappings between the local 

taxonomy and other KOS based on the use of the ex isting mappings between 

DDC and loca l taxo nomy, and between DDC and other KOS . Another so lution 

focused on developing the semanti c expansion algorithms to expand the mapped 

te rms and show the users a neighbourhood of concepts considered semantica lly 

close for retrieva l purposes . Im po rtantly, it was fo und that the semantic expansion 

algorithms could not onl y be used fo r ex pandi ng the returned terms fo r presenting 

more subj ect results, but also co ul d be appli ed to ass ist in creating the mappings 

between the local taxonomy and other KOS by presenting the users with more 

te rms semanti call y close. 

4. More use scenarios were identi fied based on the fi ndings of the evaluation. The 

findings included using the loca l taxo nomy as an in fo rmation discovery too l to 

index d ifferent databases on the co ll ecti on leve l, so that through the loca l 

taxonomy, use rs could not only fi nd the relevant item-level metadata reco rd s, but 

also find the collecti on-Ievel metadata to describe di ffe rent online databases. 

Likewise, it was fo und that the local taxo nomy could be used within the KOS 

registry to index di fferent KOS on the to p level, and the shall ow mappings co ul d 

be establi shed to make the loca l taxo nomy a starting po int to help users begin 

their subject navigati on, and guide the users to j ump to another concept scheme in 

another user interface. 

5. A num ber of mapping errors were identifi ed and corrected based on the findings 

of eval uation. 

Based on the fi ndings of the evaluation, a number of functi ons with relevant use 

scenari os fo r the development of thi s middleware fra mework between terminologies were 

fo rmulated and di scussed in Section 8.4.2 and 8.4 .3 . These functions could be used by 

diffe rent library portal systems to comprehensively co llect the terminologica l information 

from distributed terminology resources us ing different functi ons, protoco ls, encodi ng 

fo rmats, and query languages. The core part of thi s midd leware is the knowledge base, 

which is used to map these defi ned functions to di fferent functions or query languages 
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compatible with other terminology resources. An example to map the HILT functions to 

the proposed functi ons of thi s middleware framework was provided to indicate the 

applicability of the defined functions of this middleware. 

9.3 Recommendations 

Based on the objecti ves of thi s research, several recommendations are presented as 

fo ll ows: 

Recommendation I-The structural model 

There are various advantages and di sadvantages to mapping different vocabularies to a 

DDC spine. A number of tenninology mapping proj ects (HILT, Renardus, OCLC TS, 

etc.) through their hi stories are committed to thi s approach. Given the nature of many of 

other academic databases which include DDC data, thi s still makes sense in the medium 

term. However, wi th the further deve lopment of faceted classificat ion schemes with great 

notati onal synthesis capability, such as BLI SS, BSO, etc., these faceted classifi cations 

might be a better option than DDC. Thus, it is recommended to further explore a switch 

language with great notational synthesis capability by employing advanced faceted 

classifi cati on theori es, and ex plore methods to encode these class ifi cati ons in semanti c 

web-enab led formats to improve the reusability of these classifi cati ons. 

Recommendation 2-An approach to improving the consistency of the mappings 

from different terminology resources 

A vari ety of mapping initiati ves have been proposed and developed based on different 

mapping strateg ies. The mappings from different initiatives may vary from different 

features, such as their provenances (source), methods (intellectual, co-occurrence, other 

automatic, etc), subj ect indicators, encoding fo rmats, and the services that the mappings 

are located. For thi s reason, it is recommended to deve lop a metadata application profil e 

to characteri se these features, and ideally a centra lised team with mapping experti se 

should be fo rmed to investi gate these different characteri sti cs ofthe mappings. They 

should foc us their intellectual effort on enhancing the consistency and quali ty of the 

mapping data from di fferent sources. 
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Recommendation 3--The use of local taxonomies and query expansion 

Based on the findings, it is recommended that a library portal developer should apply a 

loca lly-used KOS structure as a subj ect cross-browsing structure. Thi s local taxonomy 

should be ta ilored to the local subj ect needs. Also, it is recommended that library portal 

deve lope rs should be res ponsible for estab li shing mapp ings between thi s loca l KOS and 

the DDe spine. Because there are a num ber of mappings that have been estab li shed 

between DDe and other KOS, the terminological information cou ld then be exchanged 

between the local KOS and different other KOS through DDe. In order to so lve the 

ind irect ion problem introduced by the use of DOe switch language, it is recommended to 

employ a query expansion algorithm, because the query expansion could be helpful in 

im proving the recall and user interaction. When estab li shing the mappings, it is 

recommended to use the query expansion to expand the mapped terms to help the 

mapping staff find more relevant terms as the mapping options. When users interact with 

the subject croSS-brows ing interface, it is recommended to use query expansion to 

provide the users more subject terms considered semanti ca ll y close . 

Recommendation 4-The presentation of various concepts returned to the users 

There are a variety of standard elements used to characteri se concepts from di ffere nt 

types of vocabu laries. For example, broader term, preferred term, nan'ower terms, related 

terms, non-preferred terms, and so on, are usually used to describe a thesaurus concept, 

and different notes, cross-reference, notati on, caption, and so on, are usually applied to 

describe a class ification concept. For thi s reason, it is recommended to employ these 

standard elements to present a concept with its neighboroughhood of concepts for the 

users. In thi s way, the users cou ld understand the context of a given concept. In para ll e l, 

with the dom inance of Google as a search med ium, students and staff now have 

increasingly impoveri shed search skill s. Thus, it is recommended to present Goo lge

based "Do you mean" plus the mapped terms from different vocabulari es to the users. 

Finall y, it is recommended that these two ways to present concepts (using standa rd KOS 

elements and Goo lge-based "Do yo u mean" plus the mapped terms) should be 

simultaneously used. Thus, di fferent users can get di fferent aspects ofa mapped concept. 
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Recommendation 5---Technical architecture 

Because there have been a number of ex isting temlinology mapping services that use 

di fferent representati on formats, access protoco ls, API functi ons, and query languages, it 

is recommended to establi sh linkings between the functi ons prov ided by different 

terminology services, and develop programmati c interfaces to access many distributed 

terminology resources. Furtherm ore, it is recommended to deve lop a knowledge base, 

which is able to reco rd the linkings between the functions provided by different 

term inology services, translate the users' query into di ffe rent forms of the queri es that 

di ffe rent terminology serv ices can accept, and convert di ffe rent results into a consistent 

format. 

Rccommendation 6-mapping relationships 

It is recommended to establish mappings based on the use of four types of basic mapping 

relationships. These include exact match, narrow match, broad match, and related match. 

Other types of mapping relationships co uld be adapted from these four types. Mapping 

re latio nships, whi ch are used to represent co-occurrence mappings, need to be deve loped 

in future research. Using a bag to map a number of individual concepts against a re levant 

compound concept shou ld be conside red in other terminology mapping projects. 

Recommcndation 7-Using the subject browsing in different ways 

Based on the findings, it is recommended to use the subject cross-browsing structure to 

index different databases at the collection level. Thus, the browsing structure could be 

used as an infonnati on resource di scovery too l. In another case, it is recommended to use 

the subject cross-browsing structure to link to the top level concepts of different KOS. In 

thi s situation, the subject cross-brows ing structure can be a starting point to he lp users 

begin their subject navigati on, and help users to j ump to another concept scheme in 

another user interface. 
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9.4 Contribution to knowledge 

This thes is has made an ori ginal contribution to knowledge in a number of areas. These 

are discussed be low. 

9.4.1 Decentralised model to access distributed term inology 

resources 

A contri bution of thi s research, which is di ffe rent fro m most terminology service projects, 

foc uses on deve lop ing programmati c interfaces to cross-search di fferent established 

terminology resources, and then re-using the tenninolog ical info rmation with in these 

terminology resources. 

In order to fac ilitate subject access in heterogeneously indexed co llecti ons, a num ber of 

te rminology services, such as HILT Project, OCLC TS Project, and STAR Project, have 

been deve loped. These proj ects focus on using appropriate methods to ho lel a num ber of 

controlled vocabulari es in a centrali sed database, create mappings between these 

vocabularies, and provide relevant functi ons to let other services access the 

te rminological data within the centrali sed database. However, it was fo und that in fact, 

only a limited num ber of controlled vocabularies were stored in a single term ino logy 

service, and a subject cross-browsing serv ice may req ui re more contro lled vocab ularies 

and their mappings to fac ilitate subject access in heterogeneously indexed co ll ecti ons. 

Thus, the nove lty of thi s research is based on deve loping a decentrali sed model to 

prov ide programmatic interfaces to cross-access di stributed terminology services on the 

Web. In addition, in many cases, a subject cross-browsing service may require integrating 

other vocabulari es and mappings excluded by these terminology services, because these 

vocabularies and mappings may be widely-used to index the co llecti ons covered by the 

subject cross-browsing service. For this reason, instead of developing a new centralised 

term inology service to provide the terminology data centrall y, the intention of th is 

research was to explore appropriate methods to develop a decentralised model that 

provides programmatic interfaces to access a vari ety of di stributed terminology data 

resources on the Web. 
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These tenninology resources, which should be integrated into a subject cross-browsing 

service, include: 

I. Tenninology services, such as OCLC Terminology Service, HILT Termi nology 

Service, etc.- which were developed as shared services that all ow other serv ices 

to access their termino logical data ; 

2. Controlled vocabulari es, whi ch were used to index important coll ections, and 

were represented in well -defi ned encoding fo rmats, and published on the Web; 

3. Mapping sets between different controlled vocabularies which were represented 

in well-defined encoding fonnats, and published on the Web; 

4. Local vocabulari es which were used by a library portal system for local subj ect 

indexing and cataloguing. 

Local environment 
Local KOS 

Subject cross-browslng 

Various distributed terminology resous~ 

KOS1 ) 
Other terminOlogYJ

1 

resources 

Mapping se1 1 

\~--::;~"""'" 

Mapping set n 

Figure 9. 1: The decentralised model of this framework 

Figure 9. 1 shows the basic pri nciple of this research framework. The middleware 

framework cou ld behave not only as a bridge between di fferent tenninology services and 

different KOS, but also as a bridge between the local vocabulary environment and 

external tenninology environments. Di fferent tenninologies could be linked through this 

middleware to each other in di fferent ways. From technical perspectives, the novelty of 

this research is based on developing a core knowledge base to translate a user 's query 
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into d ifferent fo mls that different terminology resources can recogni se, and convert the 

returned results into a consistent format. For thi s reason, thi s knowledge base so lved the 

technical diffic ulty in cross-access ing di ffe rent te rm inology resources using di ffe rent 

fo rmats, access protoco ls, database structures, etc. 

Fro m the perspecti ve of the semanti c web, thi s research framework employed a DDC

based switch language , to which other vocabulari es co ul d be mapped. In other words, 

DDC is a key component for linking di fferent KOS fro m di fferent termi nology resources. 

Because there is much DDC-based mapping work that has been done by diffe rent 

terminology serv ice proj ects (e.g. OC LC TS, HI LT TS, etc.), it is possible that thi s 

midd leware framework can query these termi no logy services through using the relevant 

DDC concept identifie rs, such as DDC notat ions, URl s, etc., as the basis fo r exchanging 

the terminolog ica l informati on between termino logy services. In thi s sense, different 

establi shed DDC-based mappings could be re-used by thi s middleware framework. 

9.4.2 Local vocabulary for subject cross-browsing 

Unlike other research proj ects using DDC as a sw itch language and browsing st ructure 

(e .g. Renardus, HI LT, etc.), the nove lty of this research framewo rk focuses on using 

DDC as a switch language, but using other loca l vocabularies as browsing structures. 

This is because most library portal users might prefer to use their own loca l vocabularies 

as a starting point for subj ect cross-brows ing. 

It was found that using DDC as a switch language to exchange terminolog ica l 

informati on between different KOS and a local vocabulary might lead to loss of prec ision, 

and thi s problem has not been addressed by most terminology projects. Therefore, 

another main contribution of thi s research is based on deve loping a number of methods to 

so lve thi s problem. These methods are listed be low: 

I . Creating shall ow direct mappings (also called one-to-one mappings) between a 

local vocabulary and other vocabularies. I n th is context, a user could begin to 

browse hi s/her local vocabulary, and then directl y jump to top leve ls of other 

vocabulari es . 
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2. Applyi ng or developing relevant query expansion algorithms to semanticall y 

expand mapped terms to return a range of terms considered semantically close. It 

was fowld that query expans ion algorithms could improve the recall of 

information retrieval. 

3. Designing appropriate term di sambiguation applications to present the mapped 

terms to end-users. A term di sambiguation app l ication was intended to enab le 

different concepts in different types of vocabu laries to be presented in different 

ways. Users could understand the rea l meaning of a mapped concept, and browse 

the semantically close concept of the mapped concept. In th is context, users may 

be able to re-formulate the query by selecting other terms semantically 

surrounding the mapped terms returned. 

4. Developing Google-styled "do you mean" plus mapped terms to present a ll 

poss ible combinations of mapped concepts in a vocabulary to the user, and lett ing 

users select appropr iate terms for further searching. Furthermore, because query 

expansion algorithms can al so produce a number of tenns considered semanticall y 

close, it is possible to add these terms to the Google-styled "do you mean" 

guidance . In thi s sense, an end-user could have more options to re-formulate 

his/her subject search. 

Although in themselves these methods are not novel, thi s research has shown that they 

can be used in different ways to reduce the potent ial loss of precision caused by the use 

of a switch language for mapping, and be combined in comprehensive ways using 

machine intell igence (query expansion) to provide the users with more subject options, 

and subsequently encourage users to use their own human intelligence to re-formu late 

their subject searches. In other words, the use of query expansion algorithm to expand the 

mapped terms returned offers the possibility that the mappings can be improved by users' 

self-reflect ion and engagement. 

Many terminology mapping projects, such as HILT, Renardus, OCLC TS, etc., depend 

too much on generating manually established term inology mapp ings to harmoni se the 

heterogeneity between different KOS. Users' engagement to improve precision was 
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neglected by these projects. In thi s research framework, a number of user-centred 

interacti ve processes with the ass istance of query expansion were designed to stimulate 

users to continuall y consider the most accurate term from a number of optional subject 

terms for their own subject searches. 

9.4.3 Machine to Machine interaction with meta-search engines 

Unli ke most subj ect cross-browsing services that can onl y guide users to find relevant 

co ll ections and mapped terms, one of the novel fea tures in thi s research is based on 

deve loping a subj ect cross-browsing service to guide users to find item-levelmetadata 

results from di stributed info rm ation coll ecti ons. Thi s requires thi s terminology mapping 

middl eware to interact with a federated search se rvice and a co ll ecti on registry. 

In many cases, users may not be willing to browse more than one vocabulary. They may 

only prefer to browse onl y their own loca l vocab ul ary and then get a range of item-leve l 

metadata reco rd s returned 1T0m di stributed informati on resources indexed acco rding to 

di fferent vocabulari es. In other projects (e.g. Renardus Proj ect, HI LT, etc.), the 

establi shed mappings cannot guide the users to find relevant item-leve l metadata records, 

instead they di rect the users to leave the user interface of thi s middl eware system, and 

jump to browse another interface of a local co ll ecti on. In thi s context, users may have to 

separately interact with many di ffe rent systems that use di fferent browsing structures, and 

switch their mental models between these brows ing structures. 

Thus, in thi s research, the middleware system is intended to interact with a meta-search 

engine in a machine-to-machine fas hi on, and a number of spec ifi c scenari os were 

des igned to fac ilitate the interacti on between the meta-search engine and thi s framework. 

It was proposed to use a meta-search engine to send the mapped terms to di fferent 

info rmation resources, get the results from di fferent informati on resources, convert all the 

results into a consistent format, and present the results to the users. When results are 

retrieved by the meta-search engine from di stri buted in fo rmati on resources, it is poss ible 
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to merge all these distributed results into a single result set, and then to use ranking and 

filtering algorithms to improve the precision. 

In addition, a co llection registry was proposed to record the usage of different 

vocabu laries in different databases. Through the coll ection registry, it was therefore 

possible to broadcast the mapped conceptua l term from different KOS to be queries 10 

cross-search against the specific data bases that were indexed by these KOS. See Figure 

9.2 as an example. In this figure, the collection registry is responsible for splitting these 

mapped terms from different KOS to become different query terms for searching against 

the databases indexed by the relevant KOS. 

Mapped term 
returned from 

the cross
browsing 
service 

Collection 
Reg istry 

Meta-search 
engine 

Mapped term 4 

Collection? 

Collection2 

Collection3 

Colleclion4 

Collection5 

Collection6 

Figure 9.2: M2M interactions berween different components 

Based on making this research framework interact with the meta-search engine and 

coll ection registry, a user can simply click a subject term from hislher local browsing 

structure and then get the item-level metadata results from distri buted information 

coll ections. 
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9.5 Research limitations 

9.5.1 Research methods limitation 

This research was intended to develop a midd leware framework between term inologies to 

reuse the mappings within different terminology services, and provide subject cross

browsi ng interface for li brary portal systems to access di fferent item-leve l metadata 

records across di stributed information resources . Based on this initiative, the middleware 

framework needs to interact with a number of serv ices, which include library portal 

services wi th the meta-search engines, di stributed information resources, term inology 

services, co llecti on reg istries, etc. The method to get a bas ic understanding of how to 

make the midd leware sys tem interacts with other services was based on interviewing a 

variety of experts, who are res ponsible fo r managing, or developing diffe rent services. 

Two main issues ari se from thi s method. 

First, most find ings of thi s research were based on the experience from different ex perts 

interviewed. These ex perts may have their own strong biases on some approaches, or 

technologies for the development of this middleware framework. Thus, when analysing 

the co ll ected data from these interviews, it is necessary for the researcher to minim ise 

these bias. 

Second, although a simplifi ed prototype system was deve loped in this research, it is 

di ffi cult for this prototy pe to reall y interact with other services to get data. Thi s is 

because it is impractica l in thi s early stage of the research to get in touch with a ll these 

different services across geographica l and technica l barriers, and many services may not 

be wi lling to coll aborate with th is immature system. 

Further, the lack of end-user involvement is another issue in this research. This is because 

the prototype is onl y a middleware system between di fferent in formation serv ices in a 

very pil ot stage. It is imposs ible in thi s ear ly stage to use this system to get the metadata 

records from di stributed info rmation resources . Most users may only be concerned with 
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the metadata records finall y ret ri eved, and they may not pay any attention on the subject

based interface provided by a library portal product. They may not be able to offer 

valuable feedback information to the researcher. Thus, in the current state, the framework 

is quite theoretica l, and lacks user-based enhancements. 

9.5.2 Limitations in the use of different vocabularies 

Diffe rent KOS owners may use di ffe rent policies related to their copyright managemen t. 

Take DDC as an example. Based on the evaluati on, it was found that if an organisation 

wants to map their KOS to DDC, the OCLC wi ll a ll ow thi s organisation to do that, but 

they do not allow thi s organisati on to use the ma ppings in their service. They need to give 

the mappings to the OCLC, and the OCLC will sell the mappings back to them. When 

deve loping a research prototype, it is diffi cult to use these KOS without permission fro m 

their owners. For thi s reason, onl y fo ur vocabul aries were applied in this research , and 

even the applied DDC version was a ve ry simplified version, which was adapted from a 

paper-based version into SKOS. This is a major developmental barri er when assess ing 

the effectiveness and appl icability of the developed theoretical framework. 

9.5.3 Limitations for mapping data within different terminology 

services 

This research framework was intended to access the mapping data from different 

terminology services, such as HILT, OCLC Terminology Service, STAR, etc. However, 

the mappings within these terminology services are incomplete. Most terminology 

services are also in the pi lot stage and investi gating di fferent mapping strategies. No 

complete mapping data exists in most o f these mapping services. For example, to ensure 

the usefulness of the mappings, the HI LT Project are exploring two di fferent strategies. 

In the fi rst approach, several vocabu laries were mapping to the top three levels ofDDC. 

This is known as hi gh level mapping. Here, a user can begin to interact with the top three 

levels of DDC concepts to find the mapped concepts from other vocabulari es (HAS SET, 

I PS V, and UNESCO), and then the user can go into the hi erarchi es of other vocabulari es 

(HASSET, IPSV, and UNESCO), and nav igate through those hi erarchies to find relevant 
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information. The second approach is to estab lish deep mappings. In thi s approach, 

mapp ings occur at deeper levels in the hierarchy of the classification schemes. Instead of 

using manual mappings, in another case, OCLC applied the statistical methods to create 

the mappings for thei r terminology serv ice. 

It is difficu lt for thi s framework to access the incomplete and inconsistent mapping data 

from different terminology services, and use the data to provide appropriate subject 

cross-browsi ng services. For this reason, the prototype system was not designed to really 

interact with terminology servers. Instead , it was only used to query against a number of 

contro lled vocabu laries that have been represented in different encoding formats. 

9.5.4 Limitations of the representation formats 

This framework was intended to use the SKOS vocabulary to represent the mappi ng data 

between vocabul aries. However, during the three-yea r resea rch, the SKOS RDF 

vocabulary was continuing to be up-dated. The developed prototype system is not based 

on the latest version of the SKOS vocabulary. For example, in the old version of SKOS 

that was used fo r the development of thi s prototype, major match, minor match, exact 

match, broad match, and narrow match were utilised as the fundamenta l mapping 

re lationships, but the current version of SKOS uses exact match, related match, broad 

match, and narrow match as the basic mapping relati onshi ps. 

Furthermore, because different technologies are continuing to be developed and updated, 

some of the se lected technologies within thi s framework may be not suitab le for the 

current development. This is an issue ex isting in di fferent semantic web-based services. 

How to integrate new ideas or technologies into an existing system is important. 

9.6 New development in the field and related discussion 

It is becoming more and more widely-agreed that the road map for the further 

deve lopment of semantic web services is based on using RDF data to create a semantic 

layer above heterogeneous info rmation resources (M iles 2008, Tuominen et 01. 2008, and 

Geser 2008) . This RDF-based semantic layer can facilitate subject cross-searching and 
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brows ing heterogeneous databases. In order to create this semanti c layer, Geser 2009 

indicated four directions to develop SKOS-based web services. See Figure 9.3 . 
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Figure 9.3: Four directi ons to deve lop SKOS-based web services (Source : Geser 2008) 

In thi s fi gure, the four directions are listed be low: 

I . The first direction focuses on converting the legacy metadata into 

RDF fonnat; 

2. The second direction is based on converting various contro ll ed 

vocabularies into SKOS format (S ummers el of. 2008, a nd 

Tudhope and Binding 2008). The term "SKOSificati on" refers to 

the conversion of KOS to SKOS representation (M iles 2008). 

3. Establishing semantic mappings between di fferent KOS is the 

third direction. Because different methods to create mappings 

between different KOS were deeply discussed through th is thesis, 

this sect ion does not mention thi s issue. 

4 . The final direction focuses on migrating existing KOS into 

onto logies in OWL fo rmat. 

Among these development directions, Omelayenko (2008) and Tordai el 01. (2007) 

emphasised the im portance of combining the RDF metadata of converted data sets with 

relevant "SKOSified" controlled vocabularies. Based on the combination, it is poss ible to 
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apply a number of value-added APIs above the converted RDF data . With the 

development of semantic technologies, more and more semantic web-based APCs are 

being developed to improve the functionality ofRDF-based web services. Likewise, 

Tuominen et al. (2009, p.2) argues, "many common, sharable tasks in such vocabulary

aware applications related to e.g. tenniconcept finding, browsing, selecting, fetching, and 

query expansion have been developed. Lots oFwork and costs can be saved by 

implementing such functionalities in standard ways and by providing them for production 

use as ready-to-use services without having to reimplement the functionalities separately 

for each local application case". 

In STERNA (Semantic Web-based Thematic European Reference Network Application) 

Project6, for example, when distributed metadata records were converted into RDF, and a 

number of KOS were "SKOSifi ed", a number of well-developed APIs were applied to 

manipulate the converted data and KOS, and enrich the service functionality (Nederbragt 

2008). These APIs were shown in Figure 9.4. 

dlstnbuted RNA Lucene 
search toolset search 

API engine 

Sesame esame Spectacle 
query metadata facet 

analyzer store navigation 

Figure 9.4: Applications to enrich the use of the converted RDF data and "SKOSified" 

KOS (Source: Geser 2008) 

6 Sterna Project is aimed to create a dispersed and networked information space, supported and sustained by 
a member network of autonomous content organisations which serves users with a special interest in nature 
and wildlife worldwide 
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In Figure 9.4, the spec ific explanations of d iffe rent applications are listed below: 

• Sesame query analyser is used fo r intelligent d istribution of queries to di fferent 

converted R.DF resources. 

• Spectac le face t navigation provides advanced search and nav igation fac iliti es on 

top of large R.DF informati on sources, using Sesame's metadata storage and 

query ing fac iliti es as the main middleware component7 

• Lucene search engine supports hi gh-perfo rm ance, full-featured text search and 

semanti c web search8
. 

• Distributed search API is used to support incorporating intell igent search 

functionali t ies in webs ites. 

• R.NA too lset is used to edit and mainta in the metadata and reference structure. 

• Sesame metadata store is used to store and query R.DF metadata. 

In additi on, the methods to migrating SKOS data with OWL-based ontolog ies was 

explored (Vatant 2008, Nullba umer and I-I aslhofer 2007, and Tudhope and Bi nding 2008). 

Two barr iers that impede the integration ofSKOS with OWL ontolog ies were reali sed by 

Nullbaumer and Hasl hofer (2007). The fi rs t barr ier is the ambiguity of the concepts 

within some ontologies. It was found that most ontology concepts were very abstract, and 

it is d iffic ult fo r people to disambiguate these concep ts. The second barrier is that most 

upper ontolog ies are lack of fo rmal instructi ons of how to conduct migrating from SKOS 

data. For thi s reason, it is poss ible that different organi sations may have heterogeneous 

interpretations on a standardi sed global ontology. These heterogeneous interpretati ons 

may further cause the semantic interoperabi lity problems between different in fo rm ati on 

services. Also, Tudhope and Binding (2008) argues that the purpose of migrating SKOS 

data into an OWL-based ontology is to facilitate automatic infe rencing, and in many 

cases, the migrating process is quite resource-intensive and costly. It is important to 

consider the rati onale. Tudhope and Bind ing (2008a) pointed out that "SKOS 

representati on offers a cost-effective approach for annotati on, search and browsing 

7 http://www.aduna~soflware.col11 

8 http://lllcene.apache.org/sotr 
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oriented applications that don't require first order logic" . Thus, before planning to 

migrate SKOS data into an OWL-based ontology, it is important to clarify the real 

purpose of the migration, and consider the cost-effectiveness of the migration. 

It is true that RDF data would become more and more widely-used in different 

communities. However, in some particular projects, other data formats are still needed. 

For example, in li brary communities, MARC2 1 XML has been used for a long history . It 

can represent most library data in a very accurate and cost-effective way. It is still 

necessary to convert the returned terminological records into different formats, such as 

MARC2 l XML, Zthes, SKOS, etc. In thi s research, as mentioned in Section 5.2, different 

data conversion programmes were proposed to be set up in the knowledge base. The 

knowledge base can potentiall y become a data converter (hat converts different 

tenninologica l resources into the formats that different clients need, and converted data 

can be aggregated and stored into a new database system as a new terminology service. 

Figure 9.5 , for example, indicates that through thi s framework, different terminological 

resources are "SKOSified", and then the "SKOSifi ed" data are stored in a database as a 

terminology service for various web clients. In thi s example, the middleware system can 

be used as a "SKOSification" tool to convel1 di ffe rent vocabularies into SKOS format. 

Client Library portal 

., ... , ... , ... , ....... , ... , .... , ... , .... , .. , ......................... . 
pail of !ne midd!~Ware· system , 

Figure 9.5 : The middleware as "SKOSification" tool 
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In another example, it is possible that through this middleware system, different 

terminological resources are converted into MARC21 XML format, and then different 

clients use MARC2 1 XML data to support their subject cross-browsing. See Figure 9.6. 

lc~~._"~:~Library portal 

.. ' 

,. 

Figure 9.6: The midd1eware as a tool to convert data into MARC21 XML 

9.7 Future research 

The purpose of thi s section is to outline ideas and hypotheses for future research . It is 

suggested that the future research should be undertaken with the respect of the following 

aspects: 

1. Due to a lack of notational synthesis capability in DDC, it is not easy to create 

mappings between DDC and other pre-coordinated vocabularies. Future research 

shou ld focus on attempting to adopt some faceted vocabularies, such as UDC, 

BLISS, BSQ, etc., to be the switch language instead of using DDC, and establish 

the mappings between different vocabularies through faceted vocabularies. It is 

impOltant to explore and identify the advantages and disadvantages of using these 
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vocabularies. This effort will give a more realis ti c sense of the mapping 

overheads based on other switch languages. 

2. Based on the findings of the evaluation, it is important to integrate a number of 

user-centred elements and functio ns into thi s framewo rk . These mi ght include 

developing the query expansion algorithm to improve the user interaction, using 

the Goog le-l ike "Do you mean" plus mapped terms, and empl oying cloud ing 

technology to highlight the most widely- used term s. Therefore, future research 

should foc us on implementing a ll these user-centred elements and technolog ies 

into an improved prototype system, letting the rea l end-users interact with the 

system, and ga ining feedback information fro m the end-users. 

3. New technologies and ini tiative are always be ing developed. It is important to 

keep look ing into a number of W3C initiatives fo r Semantic Web, such as RDF 

triple store technologies, the new versions ofSKOS vocabul ary, SPARQL Query 

and Protocol, SKOS AP I, etc, whi ch may prov ide better faci litates to im prove the 

interoperability between diffe rent services. Future research shoul d foc us on 

im plementi ng appropriate new technolog ies into the prototype system. 

4. Because the established mappings may va ry from one terminology-based proj ect 

to another, and the li censes fo r the use of different vocabulari es also are very 

different, it is suggested in future to develop a registry serv ice to record these 

bas ic characteri stics of different term inology resources. In thi s way, it woul d be 

easier for a terminology services to gai n a basic understanding of the diffe rences 

between the characteristics of other terminology resources. 

5. Because mappings co uld be establi shed based on a variety of strateg ies, a 

compari son study of the strategies between diffe rent mapping projects should be 

undertaken to explore the ways to improve the consistency between the mappings 

fro m differe nt terminology reso urces. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Investigation of different KOS 

In thi s append ix, descriptive information abo ut the characteri stics of different 

vocabularies was li sted. It is wo rth not ing that al l the information was copied from 

diffe rent in fo rmation resources, and there is no author's comment. These informati on 

resources include: 

I . Contro lled vocabularies, thesauri and classification systems available in the 

WWW. DC Subject http://www. lu b.lu .selmetadatalsubj ect-help.html ; 

2. Serv ices survey result in H I LT Project Phase 11 

http ://hilt.cdlr .strath.ac.1I k1hilt2weblfi nalreport. htm ; 

3. SPECTRUM Terminology Bank. http://www.mda.org.uklspectrum

term i no 10 g v/term ba n k. h tm; 

4. Cendi Terminology Locator. 

http ://www.cendi .gov/projects/projterIninologV. htm I 

5. Synapse (now: Facti va) Taxonomy Warehouse 

ht tp://www.taxonomvwarehouse.com/ ; 

6. Leonard Will 's web site include a number of wide ly-used vocabul aries with 

the detailed infonnation http ://www.\Vill powerinfo.co.uklthesbibl.htm#li sts; 

7. OCLC Terminology Service http ://www.oclc.org/terminologies/deralllt.htm ; 

Subject Headings: 

I. Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH): LCSH consists of tenns with 

references that have been established over the years since 1898 for use in the 

Library of Congress' s subject catalogues. It was developed to give subject access 

to the vast co llections of one particular library. Currently, there have been already 

265,000 head ings developed. Different head ings could be linked through the 

thesaurus-based relationships, such as BT, NT, and RT. The services using LCSH: 
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BUBL; CORC; Electronic Journal Miner (Co lorado Alliance of Research 

Libraries); INFOMlNE; OCLC's WorldCat. 

2. Sears List of Subject Headings : For 80 years, Sears List of Subject Head ings has 

served the needs of small and medium-s ized libraries, del ivering a bas ic li st of 

essenti al headi ngs, together with patterns and examples to guide the cataloguer in 

creating further head ings as needed . Practical features include a thesaurus-like 

structure, an accompanyi ng li st of cancel led and replacement head ings, and 

legends wi thin the list that identi fy earli er forms of headings. Today, it has been 

developed with the new need of changi ng information environments. Some new 

and updated heading are added according to the new disciplines, such as computer 

techno logy, psychology, and new culture. 

3. Aerospace & High Technology Database Index Terms : The index supports 

access to the Aerospace & High Technology Database, which covers such top ics 

as aeronautics, astronauti cs, and space sc iences, as well as technology 

deve lopment and applications in complementary and suppOlting fi elds such as 

chemistry , geosciences, physics, communications, and electronics. The basis was 

the NASA Thesaurus, which was expanded to include High Technology. 17,000 

terms are developed in the Descriptors field in each record, and thi s vocabu lary 

also provides more and relevant wo rd s to describe the subject of the origina l 

source material. 

4. Emerald Subject Headings : It covers subjects, which include management, 

human resource management, marketing, li brary study, mechanical engi neering, 

electron ic and electrical engineering, etc. Thi s subject heading system is based on 

a very fl at structure (one or two-level of subject head ings), and different journal 

titles are listed under each subject head ing. It is only used fo r Emerald database. 

5. GCL (Government Category List) is a class ified list of450 head ings for use 

with the subject category element of the e-Government Metadata Standard (e

GMS). GCL terms in the metadata of all UK government resources drive 

automat ic categori sation by the portal directories, and make it much easier for 

citizens to browse or navigate through the services and information listed on the 
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- -- ------- ---- ------- ------------------------------------------

sites. All UK public sector resources publi shed on external netwo rks or entered 

into internal systems must carry metadata complying with the e-GMS. 

6. GEM Subject Vocabulary: In thi s vocabulary, only two levels of headings are 

used to describe the broad topic of the resource. It can be characteri zed as 

describing the subj ect area ofa course ofstudy--e.g., "physics". To describe the 

topicality of a resource in greater detail , additional controlled vocabulari es should 

be used. 21 st Century Skills database is using thi s vocabulary to index the 

info rmation. 

7. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH): MeSH is a controlled vocabulary of 

medical subject terms. It is used by the National Library of Medicine for indexing 

articles for the MEDLINE ® database and other data bases that include cataloging. 

It is also the source of the descriptors used in Index Medicus ®. MeS H Browser 

prov ides online access to the vocabulary by allowing both alphabetical searching 

and hierarchical browsing. MeSH currently contains nine levels of speci fi city, 

additional levels are being planned. 

8. Proquest controlled terms : A controlled vocabulary of 15,305 general business 

terms. The vocabulary can be used fo r searching ProQuesl ® databases such as 

ABI /INFORM ®, Banking In fo nnation Source, Business Dateline ®, Business 

Periodicals, BusinessLlNK ®, General Periodical s, Newspaper Abstracts, 

Peri odical Abstracts, and Resource/One. This controlled vocabulary is based on a 

fl at structure, and only two levels of subject terms are used to organise thi s 

controlled vocabulary. 

Classifications: 

I. Dewcy Decimal Classification (DDC): There is a speci fi e introduction of the 

DDC in Section 2.2.1.4. It is worth noting that DDC is a very widely-used 

vocabulary, and a big number of information services are using thi s vocabulary as 

a basic subject index ing tool. These services include Art, Des ign, Architecture 

and Media Information Gateway, BUBL Information Service. OCLC Cooperative 

Online Resource Catalogue, CyberDewey, IES R, HILT, Renardus, CAIRNS, a 

big number of University Catalogues, etc. 
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2. Universal Decimal Classification (UDC): There is a specific introduction of the 

DDC in Secti on 2.2. 1. 5. The services using UDC include N ISS Information 

Gateway, WWW Subject Tree of W AlS Databases, a number of European 

Univers ity Ca talogue, etc. 

3. Library of Congress Classification (LCC): There is a specific introduction of 

the LCC in Section 2.2. 1.3. The Information services using LCC include OCLC 

Cooperative Online Resource Catalogue, Cyberstacks, Internet Collegiate 

Reference Co ll ection, Ready Reference Us ing the Internet, etc. 

4. Bliss Classification 2 (BC2): There is a specific introduction of the BC2 in 

Section 2.2. 1.6. Because thi s c lassificat ion is not completed, onl y few of library 

catalogues are using thi s class ification. These li brary cata logues include Library 

of King's Coll ection within Cambridge University, Barnardo 's Library, etc. 

5. National Library of Medicine Classification: This class ification cove rs the 

field of medicine and related sc iences, utili z ing sched ules QS-QZ and W-WZ, 

permanently exc luded from the Library of Congress (LC) Class ification schedules. 

The various sched ul es of the LC Classification suppl ement the NLM 

Classification for subjects bordering on medicine and fo r general reference 

material s. The services using thi s classificat ion include OMNI , NLM 

Classi fication Subject I ndex, etc. 

6. Ei Classification Codes: The Ei Classification Codes are a c lass ifi cation scheme 

developed by Engineering Informatio n, Inc. EELS is a rranged accord ing to the Ei 

subj ect class i fication for most of subj ects. The fo llowing subj ect fields are 

included: c ivil engineering; mechanical engineering; e lectri ca l eng ineering; 

computing; chemical engineering/chemistry; mathematics; physics; 

environmental engineering/science; engineering management. The services using 

thi s class ification include Compendex, Inspec, etc. 

7. Mathematics Subject Classification: The Mathemat ics Subject C lass ification 

(MSC) is used to categorize items covered by the two reviewing databases, 

Mathematical Reviews (MR) and Zentra l blatt MA TH (Zb l). The MSC is broken 

down into over 5,000 two-, three-, and five-digit c lassfications, each 

corresponding to a discipline of mathematics (e.g., 11 = N um ber theory; 11 B = 
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Sequences and sets; 11 BOS = Density, gaps, topology). The service using this 

classification is American Mathematical Society. 

8. ACM Computing Classification : Thi s classification is a standard for identifying 

and categorising computi ng literatu re, as well as areas of computing inte('est 

and/or expertise. The Classification has two main parts: a numbered tree 

containing unnumbered subject descriptors, and a General Terms. The services 

using th is class ification are ACM online dagtabase, and UCT Computer Science 

Research Document Repository. 

9. Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme: It is a hierarchical numbering 

class ification scheme. It is developed by the American Institute of Physics (A lP). 

It is used in a variety of ways, for example, in the online journals as a tool in 

searching for artic les by subject. PACS is arranged hierarchically, by subdi vision 

of the whole spectrum of subject matter in phys ics- and astronomy-related 

sciences into segments and then repeating the process of subdi vision down to four 

levels. The se rvices using thi s classification is Physical Review. 

10. AGRJCOLA Subject Category Code: The AG RJ CO LA Code field contains the 

National Agricultural Library (NAL) subject category code. Each four-character 

category code indicates a subject area. AG RJ COLA Database is using this 

classi fi cation. 
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11 . Economic Literature Classification : It is a subject-based alphanumeric 

classification scheme, and mainly covers the economic-related subject areas. It 

is used by Journal Economic Literature. 

12. OccanBase Taxonomy: It is based on the Integrated Taxonomic Information 

System (rrrS Project, US). Limitations of the system on plankton data are as 

fo llows: up to 7 levels of taxonomic classification up to 1000 species names in 

standard version (can be adjusted according to individual database needs) . 

OceanBase is using thi s taxonomy. 

13. NCBI Taxonomy: This attempts to incorporate phylogenetic and taxonomic 

knowledge from a variety of sources, including the published literature, web

based databases, and the advice of sequence submitters and outside taxonomy 

expert. NCBI database is using thi s taxonomy. 

14. INSPEC Classification: The [nspec Class ification is an alphanumeric coding 

system. It covers the areas of physics, electrical & electronic engineering, 

computers & control and information technology. It is used for searching and 

retri eval of information on the Inspec database. 

15. Psycinfo Classification: The class ification categories and codes are des igned 

to describe the content of the PsycINFO databases. Every record in PsycJNFO 

databases receives a classification code, which is used to categori ze the 

document according to the primary subject matter. The code also serves as the 

table of contents for Psychological Abstracts. 

16. JACS: The Joint Academic Coding System is used by the Higher Education 

Stati stics Agency (HESA) and the Universities and Colleges Admissions 

Service (UCAS) in the United Kingdom to class ify academic subjects, 

especiall y for undergraduate degrees. A JACS code for a single subj ect 

consists of a letter and three numbers. The letter represents the broad subject 

classi fi cation and subsequent numbers represent further detail s, similar to the 

Dewey Decimal System. For example, F represents the Physical Sciences, 

F300 Physics, F330 Environmental Physics and F33 1 Atmospheri c Physics. 

17. Dcfensc Technical Information Ccntcr) Subject Categories: This contains 

25 broad subject fi elds and 251 groups to categorize the areas of scientific and 

technical interest. These fi elds and groups provide the structure for the subj ect 

grouping of technical reports in OTIC's collection and are used to define the 
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areas of need-to-know in di stributing these reports. Publi shed by the Defense 

Technical Information Center. 

Thesaurus: 

I . UNESCO: A general thesaurus. Its subjects cover education, science, culture, 

social and human sciences, in fo rmation and communication, and po litics, law 

and economics. The services using thi s thesaurus include UK Nati onal Data 

Archive, NDAD's on-li ne catalogues of datasets and documentation, 

UNESCO Integrated Documentation Network; 

2. Humanities and Social Science Electronic Thesaurus (HASSET) : is a 

multidisciplinary thesaurus. Having been developed specifica ll y for and by the 

UKDA, the subject coverage refl ects the subj ect content of the UKDA 

hold ings. Coverage is fu ller in the core subject areas of social science 

discipli nes: po litics, sociology, economics, educati on, law, crime, demography, 

hea lth , employment, and , increas ingly, technology. These continue to be 

deve loped and are subj ect to addition and change as the holdings grow. It is 

based on the structure 0 f UN ESCO. 

3. SOSIG Thesaurus : It is developed by socia l science in formation gateway, 

and mainly covers social science subject terms. It is based on HAS SET. The 

info rmation service using thi s thesaurus is SOS IG Internet Catalogue. 

4. NASA Thesaurus: It contains authorized subject terms by which the 

documents in the NASA Aeronautics and Space Database are indexed and 

retrieved. The scope of thi s controlled vocabulary includes not onl y aerospace 

engineering, but all supporting areas of engineering and physics, the natura l 

space sciences (astronomy, astrophys ics, and planetary science), Earth science, 

and to some extent, the biological sciences. The Thesaurus contains over 

18,270 terms, 4,287 defin iti ons, and 4,470 USE references. Terms are 

organ ized wi thin a hi erarchical strllcture, and also include ' related terms' li sts. 

5. ERIC Thesaurus : The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (Thesaurus) is a 

controlled vocabulary - a carefu ll y selected list of education-related words and 

phrases assigned to ERIC records to organize them by subject and make them 

eas ier to retrieve through a search. Searching by Descriptors involves selecting 

relevant terms fro m thi s controll ed vocabulary to locate information on your 

topic. 
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6. ASIS Thesaurus of Information Science: covers the fields of information 

science and librarianship . Related and peripheral fields , such as computer 

science linguistics, and behavioral and cogniti ve sciences, are examined as 

warranted by the strength of their relationship to information science and 

librarianship. The thesaurus is intended primarily as a resource to aid in 

indexing and searching within the fields of information science and 

librarianship . It has also been designed for students and researchers to serve as 

a guide to the terminology of the field of library science. 

7. Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AA T): The AA T is a structured 

vocabulary, arranged in 7 facets and 33 hierarchies. It is designed to prov ide 

terminology for indexing and retrieval of art information. The conceptual 

scope includes art, architecture, decorative arts, archaeology, material culture, 

and archi val materi als. The coverage of the AA T ranges from antiquity to the 

present, and the geographic scope is global. It grows through contributions by 

selected museums, libraries, and other cu ltural institutions. The focus of each 

AA T "record" is a concept (not a term). There are currentl y around 33,000 

records. Although every record isn't translated into all the same languages, the 

thesaurus is multilingual in the sense that each reco rd can have multiple 

language terms within it. 

8. GeoRef Thesaurus : The thesaurus is a guide to the 2 1000 index terms used in 

the GeoRef database. It includes usage notes, dates of add ition, and 

coordinates for selected place names. The interactive thesaurus is available for 

use with a subscription to the GeoRef database which is provided by a number 

of sources. 

9. Embase Thesaurus : It is a controlled subject vocabulary arranged in a 

hierarchically-structured cascading "tree". The printed EMTREE includes over 

42,000 drug and medica l terms, approx imately 10,000 codes and almost 

180,000 synonyms including alternati ve drug names and MeSH subj ect 

headings used by the National Library of Medicine. This three-volume set is 

an indispensable tool for both novice and experienced searchers. The 200 I 

edition of the EMTREE Thesaurus incorporates several enhancements, 

including the addition of 47 new drug links focusing on "Route of Drug 

Administration. The services using thi s thesaurus are EMBASE and 

MEDLINE. 
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10. IEEE Web Thesaurus : IEEE Web Thesaurus Keywords contains vocabulary 

associated with electrical and electronic engineering. The terminology can be 

used to assist in indexing and retrieval of information. There are 2800 subj ect 

terms included in thi s thesaurus. IEEE Electronic Library is usi ng thi s 

thesaurus. 

11 . Library and Information Science Abstract Thesaurus : This is intended as 

a pract ical tool for those searching the LlSA database. It comprises some 6000 

descriptors from the LlSA hard-copy indexes. 

12. AGROVOC Thesaurus : This is a multilingual , structured and controlled 

vocabulary des igned to cover the terminology of all subject fi elds in 

agriculture, forestry, fisheries, food and related domains (e.g. environment). 

Different languages are used to establi sh thi s thesaurus, which include Arabic, 

Czech, Chinese, Engli sh, French, Portuguese and Spanish. 

13. The NAL Agricultural Thesaurus (NALT): This is annuall y updated and the 

2007 editi on con tains over 65,800 terms organized into 17 subject catego ri es. 

NAL T is searchable online and is available in several formats (PDF, ASCII 

text, XML, SKOS) for download from the web site. NAL T has standard 

hierarchical, equivalence and associative relationships and provides scope 

notes and over 2,400 definitions of terms for clarity. 

14. The CSAINBII Biocomplexity Thesaurus was developed in 2002-2003 

through a partnership between the NBII and CSA. It is a merger of the CSA 

Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Thesaurus, the CSA Life Sciences Thesauflls. 

the CSA Pollution Thesaurus, the CSA Sociological Thesaurus and the 

CERESfNBIl Thesaurus. The services using this thesaurus include CSA 

Biological Science; CSA Biotechnology & BioEngineering, Life Science 

Collection, etc. 

15. UKA T Thesaurus : UKA T is a subject thesaurus whi ch has been created to 

support indexi ng and searching in the UK archive sector. The backbone of 

UKAT is the UNESCO Thesaurus (UNESCO), a high-level thesaurus with 

terminology covering education, science, culture, the social and human 

sciences, information and conununication, politics, law and economics. 

UNESCO was used as the basis for UKA T because of its adoption for 

indexing purposes by a number of archi ves and archive projects, including the 

National Archives, Archives in London and M25 Area (AIM25), Access to 
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Archives (A2A), CASBAH (Caribbean, Black and Asian Studies), Gateway to 

Archi ves of Scotti sh Higher Education (GASHE), MUNDUS (missionary 

archives), and the Archi ves Hub (which a lso uses Library of Congress Subject 

Headings). 

16. USA ID T hesaurus : It is a tool for the indexing and retri eval of technical and 

project document information processed by the Center for Development 

Information and Evaluation (CDI E) of the U.S. Agency for International 

Development. Among the subjects covered are: agri culture, communications, 

culture, demography, economics, education, energy, government and law, 

health , housing, industry, labor, management, natural resources, sc ience and 

technology, sociology and psychology, trade, and transportation. 

17. UNBIS T hesaur us: It contains the terminology used in subj ect analysis of 

documents and other materials relevant to United Nations Programmes and 

Acti vi ties. The UNBIS Thesaurus is multidisciplinary in scope, refl ecting the 

wide-ranging concerns of the Organi zation. The terms included in the UNB IS 

Thesaurus are meant to refl ect accurate ly, clearl y, concisely and with a 

suffi cient degree of specificity. This thesaurus is used by United Nations 

Bibliographic Info rmation System 

18. OEC D Macrothesaurus: It is a social and economic science thesaurus, and 

structured both hierarchically and alphabetically. It is used by Organisation fo r 

Economic Cooperation and Development. 

19. T he Defense Technical Info rmation Center (DTIC) T hesaurus: This 

provides a basic multidisciplinary subject term vocabulary that aids in 

information search and retrieva l. The Thesaurus contains broader terms (BT), 

narrower terms (NT), scope notes, and "used for" (U F) references. Publi shed 

by the Defense Teclmical Information Center. 

Ontologies and other vocabularies : 

I . ABC Ontology : It provides the notional basis fo r developing domain, role, or 

communi ty specific ontologies, and it incorporates a number of basic entiti es 

and relationships common across other metadata ontologies including time 

and object modification, agency, places, concepts, and tangible objects. 

Communities wishing to bui ld their own metadata ontologies and models may 
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then extend the ABC entities and relationships as needed. It is used to describe 

the objects within the CIMI museum and Library. 

2. Gene Ontology: This provides a controlled vocabulary to describe gene and 

gene product attributes in any organi sm. The three organizing principles of 

GO are molecular function , biological process and cellular component. It is 

used by Gene Ontology Database. 

3. Upper Cye Ontology: It stores 3000 terms capturing the most general 

concepts of human consensus reality. It also represents a vast structure of 

more spec ific concepts descending below this upper level: logical axioms 

(ru les and other assertions) which specify constraints on the individual objects 

and classes found in the real world. The service using this ontology is Public 

Domain Knowledge Bank. 

4. WordNet: This is a large lex ical database of English. No uns, verbs, adjectives 

and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each 

expressing a di stinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual

semantic and lexical re lations. The resulting network of meaningfull y related 

words and concepts can be navigated with the browser. 

5. CIDOC CRM: CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model is core ontology for 

cultural heritage information. Expressed as an object-oriented semantic 

network, it defines the key implicit and explicit concepts behind data 

structures used for museum and cultural documentation. It aims at semantic 

interoperability between heterogeneous data structures and gu idance for the 

design of good data structures, and it can be used as top level for thesauri in 

the domain. It has been submitted to ISO as a Draft International Standard. 

The CIDOC CRM forms a complete Knowledge Representation Schema. It 

does not intend to define terminology of any natural language, but the global 

concepts (interlingua) and relationships that domain experts have in mind 

when designing data structures (schemata, DTD etc.). It serves as a common 

language of normative character to compare the intended meaning of schemata, 

to transform queries or data and to transport data in an app lication neutral 

form. 

6. Unified Medical Language System (UMLS): This is called a meta-thesaurus, 

which merges concepts from about fifty medical controlled vocabularies in to 

a meta-thesaurus. It is a very large, multi-purpose, and multi-lingual 
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vocabulary database that contains information about biomedical and health 

related concepts, their various names, and the relationships among them. The 

services using thi s meta-thesaurus are OMNI, Medical World Search, NLM 

Classification Subject Index, etc. 
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Appendix 2: Interview questions 

Section One: Federated search and library portal 

I . Please describe the current federated search services provided by 

MetaLib/SirSi/CAIRNS? 

2. Please describe what library resources are cross-searchable for 

MetaLib/SirSi/CAIRNS product? And potentiall y, what materials could be 

searchable for thi s kind of fede rated search service in the future? (i.e. al1icles 

in some online data bases, library catalogues, some local institutional 

repositories, e-Iearning objects, images, or some external e-print archives). 

3. Can you describe the ways to map different metadata schemes used by 

different collections to facilitate subject cross-searching? 

4. In Ex Libris MetaLib, a knowledge base was developed for cross-searching 

different collections using different protocols. Please describe the main 

purpose of the knowledge base, and what kind of information is stored in this 

knowledge base? 

5. What subject-related access services can a library portal system offer? 

6. Do yo u know if there is any controlled vocabulary used for any library portal 

system? 

7. When a federated search service cross-searches a number of collec tions, and 

gets the results, how does thi s federated search service convert the 

heterogeneous returned results into a consistent format? 

8. Because most online databases, such as LlSA, ABlfINFORM, etc. , have their 

own controlled vocabularies, do you think it is possible that a library porta l 

system could reuse these subject tenninologies to improve the subject 

accessibility? Can you describe potential ways to reuse these vocabularies 

used by different collections? 

9. Please describe the future of subject-rela ted services within different library 

portal systems? 

Section Two: Semantic interoperability between different controlled 

vocabularies 

I. Please describe the ways in which yo ur project attempts to improve the 

interoperability between different KOS? 
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2. In some projects (RENARDUS, HILT, etc), Dewey Decimal Classification 

(DDC) has been applied as a switch langllage, into which different knowledge 

organization systems can be mapped .. Can you identify any difficulties in 

applying a switch language in these projects? 

3. Instead of using DDC as a single spine, do yo u think there are any other 

options? 

4. In the project in which you are involved, is there a subject cross-browsing 

interface? How wou ld you create a subject cross-browsing interface to 

navigate users to find the di stributed ite m-level metadata records? 

5. What mapping relationships can be used to create the mappings? 

6. Who should create the mappings within a mapping project (a centralised 

mapping team, different local KOS holders, machine, etc.)? 

7. How should the mappings be created (automatic, intell ectua l, stati stical , etc)? 

8. How does a mapping project support distributed inte llectua l mapping work 

with different partners? 

Section Three: Terminology service 

I. Can you describe the main ways to create a terminology service in di stributed 

information environments? 

2 . Can you describe the main functionalities that a terminology servIce can 

provide? 

3. To evaluate a terminology service, what standards and criteria can be used? 

4. What vocabularies should be stored in a widely-used UK terminology service? 

5. Who should create and maintain the mappings within a terminology service? 

Section Three: Ontologies 

I . Could you describe the possibility of the use of ontologies m terminology 

systems? 

2. Is a lexical reference database (i.e. WordNet) useful for helping develop a 

terminology service? 

3. Which ontology is the most practical to be used for terminology services (e.g. 

CIDOC-CRM, ABC, OpenCyc, WordNET, SUMO, etc)? And what is the 

reason? 
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4. What functionality could an ontology offer for a terminology service ? 

Section Four: Technical standards and semantic web technologies 

I . What are the advantages or di sadvantages of di fferent protocols used for 

accessing a terminology service? (e.g. ADL, Zthes, SRW, SPARQL, SKOS 

API, etc.) 

2. What are the advantages of di sadvantages of different protocols for encodi ng 

terminology information? (e.g. SKOS, Zthes XML Schema, DD-8723 , 

MARC2 1, etc.) 

3. Can SKOS be extended to encode most widely-used contro lled vocabularies, 

such as ODC, UOC, ERIC, etc? 
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Appendix 3: Established mappings 

A ppendix 3. 1: Mappings between Doe and UKA T 

000 computer science, information & Major A bag of concepts: 
genera l work • computer sc ience 

• information science 

• informat ion/I i brary 
research 

• information 

• indexing languages 

• information exchange 

• information media 

• standards 

00 I knowledge Exact knowledge 
001.01 theo£yofknowledg~ Broad knowledge 
00 1. 012 classifi cati on Exact structure of knowledge 

In thi s case, because "structure of knowledge" has an alternati ve label which is called 
as classificati on, so we use the exact match to establi sh the mapping. 

I 001.3 humanities I Exact I humanities education 
The term "humanities education" has an alternative labe l called Humanities, so use 
exact match. 

00 1.1 intell ec tual life Exact inl.ell ectuallife 
001.2 scholarship and learning_ Exact learning_ 
" I he term " Iearnmg" m UKA T has an altlabel called learlllng and scholarship. 

00 1.4 Research; statistical methods Exact stati stics 

I 001.40684 research management I Exact I science administration 

I 001.4092 researcher I Narrow I scientific researchers 
Scienti fic researchers is narrower than 001.4092. 

I 00 1.42 research methods I Exact I 5138 research methods 

00 1.4202854678 Internet research Major A bag of concepts: 

• internet 

• research .. 
The term " Interne t research" 111 ODe IS a smgle concept, but the terms "mternet" and 
"research" are two concepts combined by a Boolean operator "and" . In thi s case, we 
use the minormatch to establish ma 111 . 

002 the book Exact book 
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I 003 systems I Narrow I information systems 

003.0285 data processing computer Major A bag of concepts: 
appli cations • data processing 

• computer 
applications 

004 data processing and computer Exact data processing 
science 

I 004.0 151 mathematical principles I Broad I mathematics 
Mathematical principles is in the context of computer science. 
004.0 151 13 mathemati callogic-- I Broad mathematical logic I 
computer science 

I 004.0 19 psychologica l principles I Broad I psychology 

004.023 computer science-- Maj or A bag of concepts: 
vocational guida nce • vocational guidance 

• computer science 
004.0287 testin g and measurement Major A bag of concepts: 

• testing 

• measurement 

• computer science 

In thi s case, in UKA T the term "testing" and the term "measurement" are two general 
terms in the fi eld of scientific research, but 004.0287 refers to the context of computer 
sc ience. In thi s case, three concepts can be combined together (testing and 
measurement and computer sc ience) into a bag. This bag can link to 004. 0287. 

004.029 performance evaluation-- Broader in fo rmation systems eva luation. 
computer science 
004.07 1 computer science- Exact computer science education 
education 
004.076 computer science- Major A bag of concepts: 
examinations • examinations 

• computer science 

004.082 computers and women Major A bag of concepts: 

• computers 

• women 

004.0846 computers and older Major A bag of concepts: 
persons • elderl y 
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• computers 

004.0871 computers and the Major A bag of concepts: 
visually-impaired persons • disabled persons 

• computers 

004.088378 198 computers and Major A bag of concepts: 
co ll ege students • University students 

• computers 

004.11 supercomputers Broader computers 
004.12 mainframe computers Broader computers 
004.14 minicomputers Exact minicomputers 
004.16 microcomputers Exact microcomputers 

004.19 hybrid and analog Exact analogue computers 
computers 
004.2 systems analysis and design, Exact systems design 
computer architecture, performance 
evaluation 
004.3 processing modes Broader data processing 
004.5 storage Broader data processing 
004.6 interfacing and Major A bag of concepts: 
communications match • computer interfaces 

• computer networks 
004.6021 8 standards Broader standards in the field of 

information science 
004.603 computer Major A bag of concepts: 
communications--dictionaries • dictionaries 

• computer networks 
004.6076 computer Major A bag of concepts: 
communications--examinations • examinations 

• computer networks 

004.62 interfacing and Exact communications protocol s 
communications protocols 

004.64 kinds of hardware Broader hardwa re 

004.65 communications network Broader computer networks 
architecture 

004.66 data transmission modes and Major A bag of concepts: 
data switching methods • data transmission 

• data exchange 
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004.67 wide-area networks Broader computer networks 
004.678 Internet (World Wide Broader computer networks 
Web) 
004.68 local network Broader compute r networks 
004.682 intranet 

• AlternatI ve label o f computer networks IS : 
• computer communications 
• data networks 
• electronic networking 
• internet 
• LANs 
• loca l area networks 
• WANs 

004.692 electronic mail Exact electron ic mail 

004.693 di scuss ion groups Exact di scussion group 
004.696 videotex Exact videotex 
004.7 peripherals Exact computer peripheral equipment 

• wIde area networks 

004.7 1 peripherals for digital Major A bag of concepts: 
computers • digital computers 

• computer peripheral 
equipment 

• 004.75 peripheral s Broader computer peripheral equipment 
combin ing input and output 
func ti ons 

• 004.76 input peripherals 

• 004.77 output peripheral s 
004.9 nonelectronic data processing Broader data processing 
005 computer programming, Major A bag of concepts: 
programs&data • computer programming 

• computer applicati ons 
005.0 19 psychological principles Broad psychology (in genera l) 

Jin computer programming) 
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I Broad I computer programming 

Exact 
lC Broader 

Computer logic is a kind of logic, but psychological princip les fo r computer 
programming is not in the fi eld of psycho logy, it is j ust relevant to psycho logy. 

005 .10287 testing and measurement 

005. 10288 maintenance and repair 

005 .1 068 computer programming 
manage ment 

005. 1092 computer programmers 

005. 11 special programming 
techn iques 

• 005.11 2 modular 
programming 

• 005 .11 2modular 
programming 

• 005.113 structured 
programming 

• 005.114 functional 
programm1l1g 

• 005.11 5 logic programming 

• 005. 11 6 constraint 
programming 

• 005 .11 7 object-ori ented 
p rogrammll1g 

• 005.11 8visual programming 

005. 12 so ftware systems analysis 
and desi n 

Major A bag of concepts: 

• testing 

• measurement 

• computer programming 
Major A bag of concepts: 

• main tenance 

• computer programming 
Major A bag of concepts: 

computer programming 
management 

Broader computer personne l 

Broader computer programming 

Broader computer programming 

Exact 2306 systems design 

Exact 
Major 

• maintenance 

• 
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005.18 microprogramming and Broader computer programming 
nllCroprograms 

005.2 programming for specific Broader computer programming 
types of computers, for specific 
operating systems, for specific user 
interfaces 

005.3 programs Exact computer software 
005.4 systems programming and Broader information systems 
programs 
005.5 general purpose application Exact computer applications 
programs 
005.52 word processing Exact word processing 
005.54 electronic spread sheets Broader office automation 
005.55 statistical programs Broader office automation 
005.57 personal information Broader office automation 
management programs 

005.58 presentation software Major A bag of concepts: 

• office automation 

• presentations 

005.6 microprogramming and Broader computer programming 
mlcroprograms 

005.7 data in computer systems Broader 230 I data processing 
005.71 data communications Exact 1461 data exchange 

005.72 data preparation and Broader 2301 data processing 
representation , record formats 

005.73 data structures Minor databases 
005.74 data files and databases Exact databases 
005.75 specific types of data files Broader databases 
and databases 

005.752 flat-fi le databases Broader databases 
005.754 network data bases 
005.755 hierarchical databases 
005.756 relational databases 
005.757 object-oriented data bases 
005.758 distributed data files and 
data bases 

005.759 full-text database Exact textual databases 
management systems 
005.8 data security Exact data protection 
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Data protecti on-Alternati ve label: data security 

006 special computer method Broad computers 
006.3 artificial inte ll igence Exact artificial intelligence 
006.3 1 machine learning Minor robotics 
006.3 12 data mining No 
006.32 neural nets (Neural Broader arti fic ial intelligence 
networks 
006.33 knowledge-based systems Exact expert systems 

match 

Expert systems--7 Alternative labe l: knowledge based systems 

006.33 1 knowledge acq ui sition Minor data co llection 
006.332 knowledge Minor encoding 

representati on 
006.333 ded uction, problem Major A bag of concepts: 
so lving, reasoning • reasoning 

• problem so lving 

• arti fic ial intelligence 
006.336 programming for Major A bag of concepts: 
k.nowledge-based systems • computer programming 

• expert systems 
006.337 programming fo r Major A bag of concepts: 
knowledge-based systems for • computer programming 
specific types of computers, fo r • expert systems 
specific operat ing systems, fo r 
specific user interfaces 

006.338 programs fo r knowledge- Major A bag of concepts: 
based systems • computer applications 

• expert systems 

006.3 5 natural language Broader artificial intelligence 
processing 
006.3 7 computer vision Broader artificial intell igence 

006.4 computer pattern Exact pattern recognition 
recognition match 

006.42 optical pattern recognition Broader pattern recognition 
006.45 acoustical pattern 
recognition 

006.5 digital audio Narrower di gital radio broadcasting 
006.6 computer II raohics Exact computer graphics 
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006.7 multimedia systems Exact media resource centres 
006.72 hardware Broader hardware 

006 72 ~ d re el's to lar ware stu ff 111 t le context 0 f I' d' mu tIme la system. 
0 10 bibliography Exact bibliographies 
0 10.92 bibliographers Exact bibliographers 
0 11 bibliographies Exact bibliographies 
020 library & information science Exact information Sciences 

match 
020.2854678 internet- libraries Major A bag of concepts: 

• libraries 

• internet 
020.60 I international Narrower international libraries 
organi zations 
020.603-.609 national , state, Narrower national libraries 

jJrovincial, local o rgani zations 
020.68 management Exact in fo rmation/ li brary management 
020.682 plant management Broader information/ library management 
020.72 Library research Exact Information/ library research 

match 
020.7 education , research, related Exact A bag of concepts: 
topics match • information/ I i brary 

research 

• library educati on 
020.7155 on-the-job training Broader library education 

02 1 library relationships Narrower in formation/library cooperation 
021.2 relationships with the Major A bag of concepts: 
community • communities 

• libraries 
02 1.3 relationships with other Major A bag of concepts: 
educational institutions • educational institutions 

• li brari es 
021.6 cooperation and networks major A bag of concepts: 

• informati on/ library 
cooperation 
information/library 
networks 

02 1.64 cooperation Exact information/library cooperation 

021.642 cooperation through Major A bag of concepts: 
union catalogs • information/library 

cooperation 

• union catalogs 
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02 1.82 conuniss ions and No 
.governing_ boards 
022 administrati on of physica l Broader information/library 
plant admini stration 
022. 1 location and site Major A bag of concepts: 

• sites 

• libraries 
022.3 buildi ngs Exact library bui ldings 
022.3 14 public li brary Major A bag of concepts: 
bll i l d ings~pl anni ng • public library 

• library buildings 

• planning 
022.3 17 academic library Major A bag of concepts: 
buildin gs~planning • academic library 

• library bui ld ings 

• planning 
022.4 stacks and shelving no 
022 .7 li ghting for li brary Major A bag of concepts : 
bui Idings • li ghti ng 

• li brary bu ildings 
022.8 heating, venti lation, air Major A bag of concepts: 
conditioning • heating 

• air conditioning 

• library bllildings 
022.9 equipment, furniture, Exact info rmation/ li brary equipment 
fi.lrnishings 
023 personnel management Exact info rmation/library personnel 
023.2 professional positions Exact in fo rmat ion/library profession 

02 1.65 networks Exact In formation/ li brary networks 

02 1. 7 promotion of libraries, Narrower library use promoti on 
archives, info rmation centers 

Promotion of libraries, archives, info rmation centers can cover li brary use promotion, 
information providers' promotion, etc. 

02 1.8 relationships with Major A bag of concepts: 
government • government 

• libraries 
02 1.83 financial support Major A bag of concepts: 

financial support 
libraries 
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In this case, 02 1,83 is actually referred to as "financial support fo r librari es" , 

023.3 technician positions Exact library technicians 

023 .4 administrati ve positions Broader information/library personne l 
023,7 job description Major A bag of concepts: 

• job description 

• info rmation/I i brary 
personnel 

023,8 management of in-service Major A bag of concepts: 
training • in-service training 

• personnel management 

• in fo rmation/I ibrary 
personnel 

023,9 elements of personnel Broader information/library personnel 
management 

025 operations ofl ibraries, Major A bag of concepts: 
archives, information centers • info rmation process ing 

• in fo rmation retri eval 

• records management 

• acquisitions 

• information dissemination 

• library circulation 

025 ,00285 libraries-automation Exact li brary automation 
025,00285536 libraries-- Broader library automation 
automation--microcompu ter 
programs 
025,00285536 libraries-- Major A bag of concepts: 
automation--microcomputer • computer applications 
programs • microcomputers 

• library automation 
025,02 technical services Broader information services 
025,04 information storage and Major A bag of concepts: 
retri eval systems • information systems 

• info rmation processing 
(alternative 
label :Information storage 
and retri eval) 

025,04082 women--in fo rmation Major A bag of concepts: 
systems use • information systems 

• information use 

• women 
025,04087 disabled persons-- Major A bag of concepts : 
in formation systems use 
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• info rmation systems 

• information use 

• disabled persons 
025.06 information storage and Broader info rmation systems 
retri eval systems devoted to 
speci fi c disciplines and subiects 
025 .0600 12 scholarl v Web sites Broader Web resources 
025.0600 13 humanities-- Major A bag of concepts: 
in formation systems • Humanities 

• information svstems 
025.06 15 psychology-- Major A bag of concepts: 
in fo rmation systems • psychology 

• info rmation systems 
025.063 social sciences-- maJor A bag of concepts: 
in fo rmation systems match • social sciences 

• info rmation systems 
025.063067 computer sex-- Broader info rmation systems 
info rmation systems 

025.06324 elections--info rmation Major A bag of concepts: 
systems match • elections 

• in fo rmation systems 
025.0633 economics--info rmation Major A bag of concepts: 
systems match • economics 

• in formation systems 
025.0634 law--info rmat ion Major A bag of concepts: 
systems match • Law 

• information systems 
025.0635 publi c administrations-- Major A bag of concepts: 
information systems match • public administrat ion 

• information systems 
025.06364 criminal justice Major A bag of concepts: 
information systems match • criminal j ustice system 

• in fom1ation systems 
025.065 science--information Major A bag of concepts: 
systems match • SC ience 

• info rmation systems 
025 .06526 mathematical Major A bag of concepts: 
geography-- info rmation systems match • geography 

• mathematic 

• information systems 
025 .0654 chemistry--information Major A bag of concepts: 
systems • chemistry 

• in fo rmation systems 
025 .0655 earth sc iences-- Major A bag of concepts: 
information systems • earth sciences 

• information systems 
025 .066 1 medical sciences-- Major A ba!! of concepts: 
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information systems match • medical sciences 

• information syste ms 
025.066 1073 nursi ng--medicine-- Major A bag of concepts: 
information systems • nursing 

• information systems 
025.067 art--information systems Major A bag of concepts: 

• art 

• information systems 
025.0691 geography--information Major A bag of concepts: 
systems • geography 

• information systems 
025 .1 administrat ion Exact information/library administration 
025. 11 finance Exact information/library finance 
025. 12 duplicati on services Exact reprography 
(Reprograplw) 
025. 17 administration of Minor library co ll ec tions 
coll ections of soecial materi als 
025 .1712 manuscri pts--Iibrary Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • manuscripts 

• i nformation/ l i brary 
administration 

025. 17 14 archi va lmaterials-- Major A bag of concepts: 
library treatment • archi val materia ls 

• information/Ii brary 
administration 

025.1716 rare books--l ibrary Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • rare books 

• information/I i brary 
administration 

025.172 broadsides--library Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • broadsides 

• in formation/I i brary 
ad min istration 

025. 1732 seria ls--library Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • serials 

• information/library 
administrati on 

025 .1734 government documents- Major A bag of concepts: 
-library treatment • government information 

• info rmation/I i brary 
ad ministration 

025.1736 technical reports-- Major A bag of concepts: 
library treatment • technical reports 

• information/li brary 
administration 

025.174 CD-ROMs--library Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • optica l discs 

• information/I i brary 
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admini strati on 
025 .176 at lases--library treatment Major A bag of concepts: 

• atl ases 

• information/ library 
admi nistration 

025 .1 77 audiovi sual materials-- Major A bag of concepts: 
library treatment • audiovisual material s \ 

• information/I i brary 
admin istration 

025. 1773 films (Photographic Major A bag of concepts: 
records)--li bra ry treatment • films 

• information/li brary 
admin istration 

025.1782 sound recordings-- Major A bag of concepts: 
li brary treatment • sound recordings 

• in formation/I i brary 
admin istration 

025.1788 scores (Music)--library Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • Music 

• information/library 
administration 

025. 179 large-prin t pub lications-- Major A bag of concepts: 
li brary treatment • Publications 

• information/ library 
administration 

025. 1792 braille publications-- Major A bag of concepts: 
library treatment • Brai lle 

• Publications 

• information/library 
admin istration 

025.1794 microforms--library Major A bag of concepts: 
treatment • microforms 

• information/ library 
administration 

025. 1796 flashcards--library Broader information/library admin istration 
treatment 
025 . 19 admin istration of specific Major A bag of concepts: 
types of institutions • information/library 

administration 

• soecial libraries 
025. 197 research libraries- Major A bag of concepts: 
administration • research libraries 

• information/library 
administration 

025.1974 public libraries- Maj or A bag of concepts: 
administrati on • public li braries 

• information/ library 
ad ministration 
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025.1974 public libraries- Major A bag of concepts: 
administration • public librari es 

• informationll i brary 
administration 

025. 1977 academic libraries- Major A bag of concepts: 
administration • academic Ii braries 

• infonnationlli brary 
administration 

025.2 acqu is itions and collection Major A bag of concepts : 
development • acqu isitions 

• librarv collections 
025.2 I 3 censorship Exact censorship 
025.2 16 weed ing Minor book selection 
025.218 co llection deve lopment Major A bag of concepts: 
in spec ific types of institutions • special libraries 

• library co llections 
025.2 1874 public libraries-- Major A bag of concepts: 
coll ection development • public libraries 

• library collections 
025.2 187625 chi ldren'S libraries-- Major A bag of concepts: 
co ll ection development • cbildrens libraries 

• librarv collections 
025.23 acquisiti on tJu'ough Broader acq uisitions 
purchase 
025.233 relations with vendors No 
025.236 clerical operations No 
025.26 acquisition through Broader acq uisitions 
exchange, gift, deposit 

025.27 acquisition of and Broader acquisitions 
collection development for 
materials on specific disciplines 
and subjects 
025.28 acqu isition of and 
co llection development for 
materials in special forms 
025.29 acqu isition of and 
co ll ection development for 
materials from geographic areas 

025.3 bibliographic analysis and Exact bibliographic control 
contro l 
025.302 I 8 standards Exact bibliographic standards 
025.30285 data processing Major A bag of concepts: 
Computer applications • data process ing 

• computer applications 

• bibliographic control 
025 .30285574 aoolications of Maior A bag of concepts: 
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data files and databases 

025.30285574 1 app li cations of 
file organization and access 
methods 

025.3 1 the catalo 
025.313 fo rm 
025.3132 online catalo s 
025.315 structure 
025.316 machine-readable record 
formats 

025.317 conversion and 
maintenance 

Major 

Exact 
no 
Broader 
Broader 
Broader 

Minor 

The purpose of 025.317 is to do data exchange. 

025.3173 retrospective Minor 
conversion 
025.3 177 fi ling Minor 

025.32 descriptive cataloguing Broader 

025.322 cho ice of entry and form Minor 
of head ing 

025.3222 authority fi les Minor 
025.324 bibliographic description Exact 

025.34 cataloging, classification, Major 
indexing of spec ia l materials 

025.34 12 manuscripts Major 

025.3414 archiva l materials Major 

025.3416 rarities Major 

• database app l ications 
• biblio ra hie control 

A bag of concepts: 
• computer applications 
• bibliographic control 
• file organisation 
• access to information 

catal0 ues 

catalo 
biblio 
machine readable materials 

data exchange 

data exchange 

file organisation 

cataloguing 

subject headings 

indexing languages 
cataloguing Alternative labe l: 
Bibliographic description 
A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• indexing 
A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• indexing 

• manuscripts 
A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• class ifi cation systems 

• indexing 

• archi val materia ls 
A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• index in~ 
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• rare books 
025.342 clippings, broadsides, Major A bag of concepts: 
pamph lets • cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• index ing 

• broadsides 

• pamphlets 

• clippings 
025.343 seri als, government Major A bag of concepts: 
publications, report literature • cataloguing 

• classi fication systems 

• indexing 

• seria ls 

• government in fo rmation 

• reports 
025.344 electronic resources Major A bag of concepts: 

• cata loguing 

• classification systems 

• index ing 

• electronic publishing 
025.346 maps, atlases, globes Major A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• class ification systems 

• indexing 

• atlases 

• globes 
025.347 pictures and materials for No 
projection 
025.3471 pictures and prints Major A bag of concepts: 

• cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• indexing 

• illustrations 

• prints 
025.3473 motion pictures, slides, Major A bag of concepts: 
video recordings • cataloguing 

• classificati on systems 

• indexing 

• visual materials 
025.348 sound recordings and major A bag of concepts: 
music scores match • cataloguing 

• classifi cation systems 

• index ing 

• sound recordings 

• musIc 
025.3492 publications in rai sed Broader A bag of concepts: 
characters • cataloguing 
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• classi fication systems 

• indexing 

• publications 
025 .3494 micro forms A bag of concepts: 

• catalogu ing 

• classification systems 

• indexing 

• microforms pub licati ons 
025.3496 games , media kits, Maj or A b!lg of concepts: 
models, toys • cataloguing 

• class i ficati on systems 

• indexing 

• games 
025.35 cooperati ve cataloging, Major A bag of concepts: 
classification, indexing • cataloguing 

• classification systems 

• indexing 
025.39 recataloging, Major A bag of concepts: 
reclassification, re-indexing • cataloguing 

• class i fication systems 

• index ing_ 
025.4 subject ana lys is and contro l No 
025.40218 standards Broader info rmation/library standards 

025.4028 Abstracting techniques Minor automatic text analysis 
025.42 Classification and Minor classi fication systems 
shelfli sting 
025.43 genera l classification Broader classi fication systems 
systems 

025.46 class ification of specific Broader classification systems 
disciplines and subjects 

025.47 subj ect cataloguing Broader cata loguing 
025.48 subj ect indexing Broader indexing 

025.482 precoordinate indexing Broader indexing 
025.484 coordinate and 
postcoordinate indexing 
025.486 title manipulation Broader indexinR 
025.49 contro lled subject Exact controlled vocabulari es 
vocabularies 
025.5 services for users Major A bag of concepts: 

• informat ion servi ces 

• information users 
025.50 19 library services-- Major A bag of concepts: 
psychological aspects • information services 

• information users 
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• psychology 
025.50285 Public services-- Major A bag of concepts: 
libraries--computer applications • computer applications 

informati on services 

• public services 

• information users 
025 .5092 Library users Exact information users 
025.52 refe rence and info rmation Exact refe rence services 
services 
025.523 Cooperati ve in fo rmation Broader Informati on services 
services 

025.524 in fo rmati on search and Exact Info rmati on retri eval 
ret ri eval 
025 .52402 18 Info rmation Major A bag of concepts: 
retrieval--info rmation sc ience-- • information retrieval 
standards information sciences 

• info rmationllibrary 
standards 

025.525 selecti ve disseminati on Exact Selective di sseminati on of 
of information (SDI) information 
025.527 reference and Broader Reference services 
information services in spec ific 
tYRes of insti tutions 
025 .54 reader adviso ry services to Major A bag of concepts: 
individuals and groups • readers 

• in fo rmation services 

025 .56 orientation and Exact information user instruction 
bib liographic instructi on for users 
025 .5677 academic libraries-- Major A bag of concepts: 
bibliographic instruction • information user 

instruction 

• academic librari es 
025 .58 library_use studies Exact information user studies 
025 .6 circulation services Exact library circulation 
025.62 interlibrary loans exact interlibrary loans 
025.7 physical preparati on for Minor in formation use 
storage and use 

The purpose of 025.7 is to do information use. 

025. 8 maintenance and Major A bag of concepts: 
preservation of collections • library collections 
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• document preservation 
025.81 physical arrangement and Major A bag of concepts: 
access to co ll ections • library co llections 

• access to information 

025.82 security against theft and Minor data protection 
other hazards 
025.84 preservation Exact document preservation 
026 libraries for specific Exact special libraries 
subiects 
027 Q.enerallibraries Broader libraries 
028 reading & use of other Major A bag of concepts : 
information media • information media 

• information use 

• reading 
028.1 reviews Exact reviews 
028.108 reviews with respect to Broader reviews 
kinds of persons 

028. 12 reviews of reference Major A bag of concepts: 
works • reference materials 

• rev iews 
028. 13 reviews of works Broader reviews 
published in specific forms 

028. 132 paperbacks- reviews Broader reviews 
028. 137 audiovisual materials- Major A bag of concepts: 
reviews • aud iovisual materi als 

• reviews 
028.138 sound recordings- Major A bag of concepts: 
reviews • sound record ings 

• reviews 
028. 16 reviews of works for Broader Reviews 
specific kinds of users 
028. 162 children--publications Major A bag of concepts: 
fo r- reviews • publications 

• reviews 

• children (age group) 
028. 163 di sabled persons-- Major A bag of concepts: 
publications for- reviews • publications 

• reviews 

• disabled persons 
028. 167 libraries--publications Major A bag of concepts: 
for- reviews • publi cations 

• reviews 

• libraries 
028.5 reading and use of other Major A bag of concepts: 
information media by yo ung • information med ia 
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people • information use 

• Youth 

• reading 
028 .7 use of books and other Major A bag of concepts: 
informat ion media as sources of • information media 
info rmation • information use 

• books 
028.8 use of books and other Major A bag of concepts: 
informati on media as sources of • information media 
recreation and se l f-deve lopment • information use 

• books 
028.9 reading inte rests and hab its Exact reading habit 
030 general encvc lopaedic works Exact Encyclopedias 
050 !!eneral serial publications Exact serials 
060 genera l organisation & Exact museums 
museum science 
069 museum science Exact museology 
069.1 museum services to patrons Broader museum services 
069.2 management and use of Broader museum management 
phvs ica l plant 
069.3 equipment, furniture, Major museum equipment 
furnishings 
070 news media, journalism & Major A bag of concepts: 
publishing • journalism 

• publi shing 

• newspapers 
070. 1 documentary media, Minor teach ing materials 
educational media, news media 
070.1079 documentary media-- Major A bag of concepts: 
journali sm- awards • documents 

• journali sm 

• awards 
070. 17 print media Exact print media 

Exact newspapers 
070. 172 newspapers 

070.175 serial publi cations (see Exact serial s 
above) 
070.18 motion pictures Exact films 

070.19 broadcast media Exact broadcast ing 
070.194 radio Exact radio 
070.195 television Exact television 
070.4 iournalism Exact iournalism 
070.408 journalism with respect Broader journalism 
to kinds of persons 
070.4 1 editing Exact ed iting 
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070.41092 editors-journalism Exact editors 
070.43 reporting and news Minor reports 
gathering 
070.435 news agencies Exact news agencies 
070.43092 reporters Exact reporters 
070.431 news sources Exact news flow 
070.433 reporting local, No 
international, war news 
070.48 journalism directed to Broader journalism 
special groups 
070.49 pictori al j ourna lism Broader journal ism 

070.5 publi shing Exact pub li shing 
070.50285467 network publishing Major A bag of concepts: 
(computer networks) • computer networks 

• publi shi~ 

070.5079 federal aid- publishing Broader publ ishing 
070.5083 children's books- Major A bag of concepts: 
publishing • childrens books 

• ~ubli shing 

070.5087 1 blind persons- Major A bag of concepts: 
publishing • blind 

• publ ishing 
070.5092 publishers-biography Major A bag of concepts: 

• publishers 

• biography 
070.51 selection and editing of Major A bag of concepts : 
manuscripts • manuscripts 

• editing 

• acquisitions 
070.51092 book editors, . . . Broader Editors 
070.52 relations with authors Major · A bag of concepts: 

• authors 

• ex ternal relations 
070.57 kinds of publications Broader publications 
070. 572 serial publications Major A bag of concepts: 

• seri als 

• ~ubli cations 
070.5722 newspapers Maj or A bag of concepts: 

• newspapers 

• publications 
070.573 specific kinds of books Major A bag of concepts: 

• books 

• publications 
070.579 special kinds of broader publications 

j)ublications 
070.5792 braille and other raised Major A bag of concepts: 
characters • brai lie 
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• publications 
070.5793 maps Major A bag of concepts: 

• maps 

• publications 
070.5794 music Major A bag of concepts : 

• musIc 

• publications 
070.5795 micro forms Major A bag of concepts: 

• microfonns 

• _ publicati ons 
070.5797 electronic publ ications Exact electronic publishing 
(Digital publ ications) 

070.57973 web publications Broader e lectronic publishing 
070.59 kinds of publishers Broader publishers 
070.592 commercial publishers Broader publishers 
070.593 private publishers 
070.594 institutional publishers 
070.595 governmental and 
intergovernmental publishers 

080 general co ll ecti ons Exact co llections 
090 manuscripts &rare books Major A bag of concepts: 

• manuscripts 

• rare books 
09 1 manuscripts Exact manuscripts 
092 block books Broader rare books 
093 incunabu la Broader rare books 
094 printed books Narrower earlYJ)rinted books 
095 books notable fo r binding Minor bookbinding 

Match 
095 books notable for binding Broader rare books 
096 books notable for illustrations Exact illustrated books 

match 
097 books notab le for ownership Exact Private press books 
or ori gin match 
097 books notable fo r ownership Broader rare books 
or origin 
098 prohibited works, forgeries & Broader rare books 
hoaxes 
099 books notable for format broader books 

Appendix 3.2: Mappings between DDC and ACM 

003 systems Narrower H. information systems 
003.0285 data processing Exact 1. computer applications 
computer app lications 
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003. 1 system identifi cation No 
003.092 systems analysts No 
003.2 fo recasting and forecasts 

003.3 computer modelling and Exact 1.6 simulation and modelling 
simulation 

003.5 theory of communication Narrower B.4 input/output and data 
and contro l communications (hand ware ) 
(theory) 
003.52 perception theory 
003.54 info rmation theory Broader E.4 coding and info rmation 
(theory) theory 
003.56 decision theory Exact H.4 .2.0 decision support (e.g ., 

MIS) 

003.7 ki nds of systems Exact H.4.2 types of Systems 

003.7 1 large-sca le systems Narrower In E 1.3----sparse, structured, and 
very large systems 

From data-structure point of view 
003.74 linear systems Exact In 0 1.3----linear systems (direct 

and iterati ve methods) 
Minor In 0 1.6----Linear programming 

003. 75 nonlinear systems Minor In 0 1.6----nonLinear 
programming 

003 .76 stochastic systems Minor In 0 1.6----- stochastic 
programming (NEW) 

Minor In 0.3----stochastic processes 
(NEW) 

003.78 di stributed-parameter Minor 0 2. 12----- di stributed objects 
systems (NEW) 

Minor E. l-----distributed data structures 
(NEW) 

003.8 systems distinguished in No 
re lati on to time 
003.83 di screte-time systems Minor 0.2 di screte matchemati cs 

Minor 16.8-----discrete event 
Minor B3.1---dynamic memory (DRAM) 

003.85 dynamic systems (NEW 

Or 0 3.3 dynamic storage 
management 
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Or 
12.8 dynamic programming 

004 data process ing and computer Narrower J.I adminstrati ve processing 
sCience 

Broader E.data 

004 .0 15 1 mathemati cal principles Exact G. mathematics of computing 
004.0 15 11 3 mathemati callogic-- exact FA. I mathemati cal Logic (F. I . I , 
computer science 1.2.2-4) 

004.0 19 psychological principles Exact D.m software psychology** 
004.023 computer science-- No 
vocational guidance 
004.028 auxiliary techniques and No 
procedures 
004.0287 testing and Narrower D.2.S testing and Debugg ing 
measurement 

In computer science 
K.?3 testing, Certifi cation, and 

Minor Licensing 
004.029 perfo rmance evaluation-- Exact H3A performance evaluation 
computer science (efficiency and effectiveness) 

(NEW) 
004 .03 computer science- Broader A.2 reference (e.g ., di ctionari es, 
dictionari es encyclopedias, glossaries) 

004.0688 computers--marketing Exact KI----markets 
management 
004.07 1 computer science- Exact K3 computers and education 
education 
004.076 computer science- Broader K3 computers and education 
examinations 
004.082 computers and women No 
004. 0846 computers and older No 
persons 

004.0871 computers and the No 
visuall y-impaired persons 

004.088378 198 computers and No 
college students 

004.092 computer scientists Broader K.? I occupations 

004.11 supercomputers Exact c.S.1 super (very large) computers 
004.12 mainframe computers Broader C.S. I large and medium 

(" Mainf rame") computer 
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004.14 minicomputers Exact C.S .2 minicomputers' • 
004.16 microcomputers Exact C.S.3 microcomputers 

004.19 hybrid and analog Exact C 1.3----heterogeneous (hybrid) 
computers systems (NEW) and c 1.3---

Analog computers (NEW) 

004.2 systems analys is and Major A bag of concepts: 
design, computer architecture, • K6.1---systems analysis 
perfo rmance eva luati on and design 

• cO--- modeling of computer 
archi tecture (N EW) 

• H3.4 Pperfo rmance 
evaluation (effi ciency and 
effectiveness) (NEW) 

004.3 Processing modes Major A bag of concepts: 

• F3 .2----Process models 
(NEW) 

• D2.9---Software process 
models (e.g., CMM, ISO, 
PSP) 

004 .5 storage Exact E.2 data storage representations 

004.6 interfacing and Major A bag of concepts: 
communications • C.2 computer 

communication 
NETWORKS 

• C. O----Hardware/software 
interfaces 

004.60218 standards Exact C2.6---- standards (e.g., TCP/IP) 
(NEW) 

004.603 computer Broader A.2 reference (e.g. , dictionari es, 
communications-dictionaries encyclopedias, glossari es 

004.6076 computer No 
communications-examinations 
004.61 interFacing and Major A bag of concepts: 
communications for spec ific types • C.2 computer 
of electronic computers conununication network 

• C.O----Hardware/software 
interfaces 

004.62 interfaci ng and Exact C.2.2 network Prolocols 
communications protoco[s 

004.64 kinds of hardware Broader B. hardware 
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004.6S communications network Exact C.2. 1 network architecture and 
architecture design 

004.66 data transmission modes Major A bag of concepts: 
and data swi tching methods • C.2 computer 

communication networks 

• C.O----Hardware/software 
interfaces 

004.67 wide-area netwo rks Broader C.2.S local and wide-Area 
networks (REvaluator ISED) 

004.678 Internet (World Wide Exact C.2.S-----lnternet (e.g ., TCP/IP) 
Web) (NEW) 
004.68 local network Broader C.2.S local and wide-Area 

networks (REvaluator ISED 

c.2.S----ethernet (e.g. , CSMN CD) 
004 .682 intranet Narrower (NEW 
004.69 specific kinds of computer Exact HA.3 communicati ons 
comm un i ca ti 0 ns app li cati ons 

004.692 electronic mail Exact In 1-1.4.3------- electronic mails 

004.693 discussion groups Broader 1-1 04.3 communications 
app licati ons 

004.696 videotex Exact In h.4.3----videotex 

004.7 peripherals Narrower In B 1.5----periphera l contro l*' 

004 .7S peripherals combining Exact B.4.2 input/Output Devices 
input and output functions 
004.76 input peripheral s Broader BA.2 input/Output Devices 
004.77 output peripheral s 
004.9 nonelectronic data No 
processing 
OOS computer programming, Exact A bag of concepts: 
programs&data • D.software 

• E.data 
00S.019 psychologica l principles Exact In D.m----Software psychology" 
00S.0684 software consultants No 
OOS.I programming Exact D.I programming techniques 

OOS.IOI philosophy and theory Broader D.1.0 general 

OOS.I 0 ISI13 computer logic Exact D.1.6 logic Programming 
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005.10285 computer-aided Exact 0 .2.2 computer-aided software 
software engineering engineering (CASE) 
005. 10287 testing and Broader 0 .2.5 testing and debugging 
measurement 

005.10288 maintenance and Minor 0 .2.7 distribution, maintenance, 
repaIr and enhancement (REvaluator 

ISEO) 

005 .1 068 computer programming Exact 0.2 .9 management (K.6J, K.6.4 
management 
005 . 11 special programming Broader 0.1 programming techniques 
techniques 

005.1 13 structured programming Exact In 02 .2---structured programming 
005.114 functional programming Exact 0 .1.1 applicative (Functional) 

programming 
005 .11 5 logic programming exact 0 .1.6 logic Programming 
005.117 object-ori ented exact 0 .1.5 object-oriented 
programming Programming 
005.116 constraint programming Exact F4.1 logic and constraint 

programming (REvaluator IS EO) 
005.112 modular programming Broader 0 .1 programming techniques 

005.118visual programming exact 0 .1.7 visual Programming 
005 .12 software systems analysis Exact 0.2 software engineering 
and design 
005.13 programming languages exact DJ Jlrogramming languages 
005. 14 verification, testing, major A bag of concepts: 
measurement, debugging • 0.2.5 testing and 

debugging 

• 0 .2.4 software/program 
veri fication (FJ. I) 
(REvaluator ISEO) 

005. 15 preparation of program Broader 0 2.7 documentation 
documentation 
005.16 program maintenance Broader 0 .2.7 di stribution, maintenance, 

and enhancement (REvaluator 
ISEO 

005 .18 microprogranuning and Major A bag of concepts: 
mIcro programs • B.1 control structures 

and microprogramming 

• 0 .3.2----
microprogramming 
languages" 

• B.I.4 microprogram 
design aids (0 .2.2, 0 .2.4, 
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0 .3.2, 0 .3.4) 

005 .2 programming for specific No 
types of computers, for specific 
operating systems, for specific 
user interfaces 

005.3 programs Major 1. computer appl ication5 

Narrower 0 .4.9 systems Programs and 
Utili ties 

005.4 systems programmi ng and Narrower 0 .4.9 systems Programs and 
programs Uti liti es 

005 .5 general purpose application Broader 1. computer applications 
programs 
005.52 word processinK Exact h.4. I----word processing 
005 .54 electronic spreadsheets Exact In H.4. I---spreadsheets 

005.55 stati sti ca l programs Exact In 1-I.4. I---stati stical soft ware 

005 .57 personal information Broader 1-1.4. 1 offi ce Automation (1.7) 
management programs 

005. 58 presentation software Broader H.4.1 offi ce Automation (I. 7) 
005.6 microprogramming and Major A bag of concepts: 
microprograms • B. I control structures 

and microprogrammi ng 

• 0.3 .2----
Microprogramming 
languages' • 

• B. l.4 Microprogram 
des ign aids (0 .2.2, 0 .2.4, 
0.3 .2, 0.3.4) 

005 .7 data in computer systems Broader E. data 
005.7 1 data communications EXACT C.2.0 Oata communications 

005 .72 data preparation and Major E.2 data storage representation 
representation, reco rd fo rmats 

005.73 data structures Exact E. I data structures 

005 .74 data fi les and databases Major A bag of concepts: 

• E.5 fil es 

• 1-1.2 database management 
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005.75 Specific types of data fil es Broader A bag of concepts: 
and databases • E.5 files 

• H.2 database management 
005.752 flat-file data bases Broader H.2.4 systems 

005 .754 network databases Broader H.2 .4 systems 

005.755 hierarchical data bases Broader !-I .2.4 systems 

005.756 relational databases Exact !-I.2.4----relational databases 
(NEW) 

Exact 
005 .757 object-oriented databases H.2.4----object-oriented databases 

(NEW) 

005.758 distributed data files and Exact H.2.4---d istributed databases 
databases (REvaluator ISED) 

005.759 full -text database Exact H.2.4 textual databases (NEW) 
management systems 
00S.8 data security Exact K.6 .S security and protection 

(0.4.6, K.4 .2) 
006 special computer method Exact I. computer methodoliges 
006.3 artificial intelligence Exact 1.2 AI 
006.31 machine learning Exact 1.2.6 learning (K.3.2) 

006.312 data minin~ Exact In H.2.8----data mining 
006.32 neural nets (Neural Exact In 1. 5.1---- neural nets 
networks 
006.33 knowledge-based systems Exact 1.2. 1 applications and expert 

systems 
006.33 1 knowledge acq ui si tion Exact 1.2.6 knowledge acquisition 
006.332 knowledge Exact 1.2.4 knowledge representation 

representation formal isms and methods 
006.333 deduction , problem Major A bag of concepts: 
solving, reasoning • I.2 .3 Deduction and 

Theorem Proving 

• I.2.8 Problem Solving, 
Control Methods, and 
Search 

006.336 programming for Exact I.2 .1 applications and expert 
knowledge-based systems systems 
006.338 programs fo r knowledge- Major A bag of concepts: 
based systems • 1.2.3Logic programming 

• I. 2.8 Dynamic 
programming 
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006.35 natural language Exact 1.2.7 natural language processing 
processing 
006.37 computer vision Exact 1. 5.4 computer vision 
006.4 computer pattern Exact 1. 5 pattern recognition 
recognition 

006.42 Ooptica l pattern Broader 1.5 pattern recognition 
recognition 

006.45 acousti ca l pattern 
recognition 

006.5 digital audio No 
006.6 computer graphics Exact 1.3 computer graphics 
006.7 multimedia systems Exact H.5. 1 multimedia info rmation 

systems 
006.70 19 usability--web pages No 
006.72 hardware 
006.74 markup language Exact r. 7.2 markup languages 
006.8 virtual reali ty Exact 1.3.7 virtual reality 
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Appendix 4: Introduction of the framework 
Note: This document was sent to all the selected evaluators before they 
interacted with the prototype system, and proposed to give the evaluators a basic 
understanding of the theories used to develop the framework and its prototype 
system. 
1. Background 
Currently, a number of meta-search engines have been developed to cross-search 
heterogeneous information resources via a single access point. The basic capability of 
these metadata search engines is to make the users enter queri es and get results 
returned from heterogeneous resources. [n order to develop these metadata search 
services, a wide range of mappings between d ifferent metadata schemes used by 
di fferent services have been estab lished. However, because different knowledge 
organisation systems (KOS) are used to describe these different metadata records, and 
these KOS differ greatly in their subject areas, degree of pre-coordinationlpost
coordination, level of granularity, languages, etc., the development of meta-search 
services has been greatly impeded by the heterogeneity of different KOS . In thi s 
context, end-users have to switch mental models between di fferent KOS, and re
familiari se themselves with di fferent terminologies. In addition, most of these meta
search services do not provide subject cross-browsi ng, because of the lack of 
establ ished conceptual mapping between KOS. Subject cross-browsing is parti cul arl y 
helpful fo r inexperi enced users or for users not familiar with a subject, its structure 
and terminology. 

Prior work has been undertaken in exploring methods to estab li sh conceptual 
mappings (BS8723-Part4, Zeng and Chan 2004, Koch, T. , Renardus Project 200 I, 
HILT 2003). Based on thi s work, thi s research aims to develop a framework to 
fac ilitate the subject cross-browsing functions for some li brary meta-search services, 
such as Ex Libris MetaLib, and MuseGlobal SingleSearch. The framework is based 
on deve loping di fferent programmatic interfaces to access different establi shed 
terminology resources, and estab li shing the semantic mappings between different 
KOS with these terminology resources to improve the interoperability. This report is 
organised as follows: Section 2 describes the strategy applied to establish mappings 
between different KOS used by di fferent organisations; Section 3 presents di fferent 
technical components of this framework system, and explain the relationships 
between these components in thi s framework; Section 4 indicates the relationships of 
this framework system with other services in a library portal, such as meta-search 
engines, service reg istry, and di stributed information resources; Section 5 introduces 
the bas ic infrastructure and design principles of the software-based prototype system. 

2. Mapping strategy 
2. 1. Structural model for mapping: backbone structure 
In thi s framework , it is necessary to exchange terminologica l in fo rmation between a 
number of KOS. DDC was selected as a basic structure, to which di fferent KOS used 
by different information resources are mapped. 
2. 2. Elements to be mapped 
In different types of KOS, concepts are represented in vari ous ways. In thi s 
framework, the methods used to select the elements to be mapped are based on 
BS8723-Part4.This is shown in Table I . 
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Types ofKOS Conceptual elements to be mapped 
Thesaurus Preferred terms 
Classification scheme Notations 
Taxonom2" Category labels, notations or identifier. 
Subject heading' scheme Terms or pre-coordinated strings 
Authority lists Terms or identifiers 
Ontology Terms or identifiers 

Table I: Elements to be mapped 
2.3 Treatment of compound concepts 
DDC is a pre-coordinated controlled vocabulary that includes a number of compound 
concepts. When a post-coordinated vocabulary, in which most of its concepts are 
individual temls, is mapped to DDC, it is important to combine several relevant 
concepts in the post-coordinated vocabulary to map to one concept in DDC. For 
example, DDC concept "020.2854678 Intemet--libraries" can be mapped to the 
combination of the UKA T concepts "libraries" and " interne! " . In theory, there are a 
variety of "connectors" that are able to combine different concepts from one 
vocabulary to another. These "connectors" mainly include Boolean Operators (and, or, 
not), facets (time, place, people, event, etc), and ontological relations. Currently, how 
to use these "connectors" for mapping is still an open issue, and some may make the 
mapping more complicated. With this in mind, these connectors are not used in this 
research. Instead, a number of relevant concepts are put into a "bag", and the bag is 

. mapped to an equivalent DDC concept. The bag becomes a very abstract concept that 
may not have a clear meaning. In this case, it is not appropriate to use exact-match to 
represent the mappings between a bag of concepts and a DDC compound concept, 
because the relationship between concepts in this bag is not known. When the end
users get a list of mapped concepts through browsing, it is assumed that end-users can 
add appropriate Boolean operators to combine the concepts in a comprehensive way 
to conduct their search further. See Figure 1. 

20.2854678 Intemel-llbJar1es 

~~ ~~ 
Map:major 

Figure I: Treatment of a compound concept 

2.4 Mapping relationships and logics 
Five types of mapping relationships have been identified to represent the mapping 
between concepts from different KOS. These are "exact match", "major match", 
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"minor match", "broad match", and " narrow match". These fi ve types are compatible 
with BS872J -Part4 and al so form a basis to encode the mapping into SKOS-Map 
format. The specific definiti on of each mapping relati onship is li sted as follows : 

I . Exact match: DDC contains a concept identi ca l in scope to the concept 
in a specific KOS used by other resources (BS8723-part4); 

2. Broad match: a concept in the target vocabulary is a superset of a 
concept in the source vocabulary (Renardus mapping report); 

J. Narrow match: a concept in the target vocabulary is a subset of a 
concept in the source vocabulary (Renardus mapping resport); 

4. Major match: This is used to map one compound concept against more 
than one post-coordinated concepts in another vocabulary, because it is 
not sui table to use exact match to establish the mappings between a 
bag o f post-coordinated concepts and one compound concept in 
different KOS. In this situation, the compound concept should 
linguisti cally equal to the combination of post-coordinated concepts; 

5. Minor match: This relati onship is used to state an associati ve mapping 
link between two conceptual resources in di fferent concept schemes. 
(A li stair and Matthew 2004). 

However, because the actual mapping work is more complicated, and a wide variety 
of situati ons may emerge, it is necessary to establish some logic to deal with di fferent 
situati ons, and ensure the mapping is consistent. Deri ved fro m Ooerr 's (200 I ) theory, 
the mapping logic is described as follows: 

I . I f a concept (C I ) in the source vocabulary has no exact equi va lence to any 
concept in the target vocabulary, then it is expected to find a number o f 
concepts (Ca, Cb, Cc) in the target vocabulary that can be combined together. 
The combination of these concepts(Ca, Cb, Cc) in the target vocabulary can be 
lingui sti call y equal to the concept (C I ) . In thi s case, we put these relevant 
combined concepts of the target vocabulary into a "bag", and make thi s bag 
maj or-map to the concept C l ; 

2. If a concept (C I) in the source vocabulary has no exact equi valence to any 
concept in the target vocabulary, and we cannot find a number of concepts in 
the target vocabulary that can be combined together to major map to C l , then 
for thi s concept C l , it is expected to find at least one broader equi valence or at 
least one narrower equiva lence in the target vocabulary. The broader 
equivalence should be minimal, and the narrower equivalence should be 
max imal; 

3. If a concept (C I ) in the source vocabulary has no exact equiva lence to any 
concept in the target vocabulary, we cannot find a number of concepts in the 
target vocabulary that can be combined together to major map to C l , and we 
cannot fi nd at least one broader equi valence or at least one narrower 
equi valence in the target vocabulary, then it is expected to find some re lated 
concept(s) in the target vocabulary, and minor-map to the concept C I. The 
number of related concepts in target KOS can be one or more. If the number is 
more than one, we need to combine the concepts into a bag, and minor-map 
thi s bag to the concept C l . 

Note: this mapping logic is used for establishing mapping from the UKAT (a post
coordinated thesaurus) to OOC (a pre-coordinated classification scheme), and for 
mapping from ACM (a pre-coordinated c1assiiicati on scheme) to DOC. 
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2.5 Mapping to local taxonomies 
A subject cross-browsing service is an app lication that seamlessly combines the 
terminological resources from more than one KOS into a switch and browsing scheme. 
In many cases, it has been found that many users find it difficult to follow DDC 
structure to find relevant information. In many cases, people from a community may 
be familiar with a local taxonomy for a number of years. Thus, trus framework plans 
to map DDC to fit with local directories, and present a local directory to the end-users. 
However, mapping the local taxonomies to di fferent KOS via a DDC spine may cause 
one-step indirection problems and the speci ficity may be lost in this process. In order 
to minimise the indirection, only "exact-match" is allowed to be used when mapping 
local taxonomies to DDC. No combination of concepts is used in thi s stage. See 
Appendix 2 for an example of mappings between a local information taxonomy and 
DDC. 

With this in mind, this framework has been developed as a vendor-hosted and a local
hosted terminology mapping service. In other words, the vendor will provide DDC
based cross-browsing API and detailed information ofDDC concepts to each library. 
Each library has its own ability to map DDC to its own taxonomy As shown in Figure 
2, the vendor wi ll host a terminology mapping database, in wruch mappings 
estab li shed from different KOS to DDC are stored, and each organisation can also 
host another DDC-based tenninology mapping database, in which mappings 
established from DDC to its local terminology are stored. In this way, DDC will 
become middleware between the local tenninology and different KOS sources. 

Vendor.tlosted 
KOS mapping 

Local-hosted KOS· 
map·PJ~setviCe . 

. :-~;; .. ..,.... laea/browsing 
":;0>:;:,"- ~lnterface B 

.':"" ..... ~~::;. -:."r: 

laeaJ browsing 
Interface n 

Figure 2: Mapping to the local taxonomies 

2.6 Mapping work collaboration 
Establishing the mappings is a tedious process. It is expected to distribute the work 
into di fferent groups. All the groups can work together based on a range of consistent 
mapping guidelines. In this framework, it is suggested that different participants could 
be involved in developing a mapping service and establisrung intellectual mapping 
work. These participants might include KOS owners, terminology mapping service 
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providers, and libraries. Thus, in this framework, it is proposed that the termino logy 
mapping service providers and KOS owners can work together to generate the 
mappings between DOe and different KOS that fonn the basis of terminology 
mapping service. According to the mappings that have been done by the tenninology 
mapping service provider and different KOS owners, a local librarian can establish its 
own mapping between its local taxonomy and DOe. The basic method is shown in 
Figure 3. 

. ",: ",::The: middleware fram~Wbrk between,termine l~g i~~ 
KOS ~seC! 

. by lliffer~nt 
providers ..... '""""'; ~:o~ 

End-users 

t .. :o.t. .. . . t ... ...... ~.. ... : c~~~e: 
Loca! libranans Local hbranans mddleware 

. $>Nitch language 

The conSIstency The conSistency The conSistency 
urproved by the mddleware ImptOVed by the mddleware IfTl)/"OVed by the mddleware 

EJEJEJ 
Different tenminology services 

Figure 3: Mapping work collaboration 
3. Fram ework descript ion 
As well as the semantic heterogeneity between di fferent KOS, there are also a number 
of other factors that challenge interoperability between different KOS . These factors 
mainly include: 

1. Multiple formats; 
2. Multiple access protocols; 
3. Multiple metadata schemes to describe di fferent KOS; 
4. Multiple terminology services where different KOS are located. 

In many cases, KOS owners may not allow a third-party to ho ld their KOS, or convert 
it into a uni fied fonnat. For thi s reason, the proposed terminology framework is 
expected to be ab le to access all the temlinology data from different KOS that use 
different formats, access protocols, schemes and that are located in different servers. 
With this in mind, the basic principle of this fram ework is to employ a variety of 
agents to query various KOS. As shown in Figure 4, there are severa l steps that are 
described as follows: 

1. Different KOS wi ll intellectually be mapped into DOe; 
2. The mapping data is put into SKOS-Mapping format; 
3. An RDF Agent is adopted to establish a DOe-based cross-browsing API 

above the SKOS-mapping datasets; 
4. Below the di fferent SKOS-mapping datasets, a knowledge base is developed 

to store the interaction infonnation about the type of protocols that distributed 
KOS support, the fonnats that the KOS use, the fonn of the queries to access 
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different KOS, and the formats of results that are retrieved based on the 
relevant protocols. In other words, the knowledge base wi ll infoml the system 
how to use different agents to access different KOS; 

5. Based on the knowledge base, a number of appropriate agents are employed 
to process different KOS data in various formats; 

6. When getting the results returned from different KOS, the knowledge base is 
also responsib le for converting the results into a consistent format, and 
presenting this to the end-users; 

7. Because different KOS owners have different licenses regarding the use of 
their KOS, some KOS can be set up in the local environment, but some must 
be accessed remotely. 

cross·browsing API Application layer 

external KOS resource 
layer 

Figure 4: The temlinology mapping service framework 
For example, in Figure 4, it is assumed that the owners ofKOS-2 and KOS-3 do not 
allow a third-party to hold their KOS, so their KOS have to be accessed remotely. But 
the owners ofKOS-1 and KOS-4 may allow other systems to hold their data in 
another place. In the situation, KOS-l and KOS-4 are set up in the local system. 
4.Framework a nd meta-search engine 
By now, tlus subject cross-browsing service can retum the relevant conceptual terms, 
but end-users are more likely to be concerned with gaining the relevant metadata 
records through subject cross-browsing. It is important to make the subject cross
browsing service work with meta-search services provided by library service vendors. 
In this type of search process, a user can send a query to numerous information 
resources. The query is broadcast to each resource, and results are returned to the user. 
Thus, it is hoped that through interacting with the subject cross-browsing interface, 
the mapped conceptual terms from a particular KOS can become queries against the 
specific databases that are indexed by this KOS. In this context, a database registry 
that records the usage ofKOS in different databases should be developed. The 
purpose of this registry is to make the mapped conceptual terms from each particular 
KOS become meta-search queries against the specific databases that are indexed by 
this KOS . 
See Figure 5 as an exanlple. The specific steps are described as follows: 
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1. Users interact with DDC-based subject cross-browsing interface, and get a 
number of mapped conceptual terms from various KOS; 

2. Based on the database registry, the meta-search engine will split these mapped 
terms to become different queries against the databases indexed by the 
mapped KOS; 

3. The results returned will be converted into a consistent format, and presented 
to the end-users; 

4. A ranking algorithm should be developed based on the five different types of 
mapping relationships. 

In this manner, an end-user can get the item-level metadata results by using the 
subject cross-browsing service and meta-search engines. 
Note: This framework has not considered . 

Cross-browsing 
interrace 

Figure 5: Cross-browsing and meta-searching 

In the database registry, an RDF schema has been developed to describe the use of 
various KOS in different databases that can be accessed by a specific meta-search 
engme. Th 'fi fth' h . r d' T bl 2 e specI IcatIOn 0 IS sc ema IS Iste III a e 

Element Explanation 
Isls2:database Is a rdfs:class 
lsls2 :isindexedby Is a rdfs:property 

Isls2:isindexedby rdfs:domain Isls2:database 
Isls2:isindexedby rdfs :range skos:conceptScheme 
this element is aimed to record the usage of various KOS 
in different databases that can be accessed by a specific 
meta-search engine. 

dc:title Database name 
dc:subject Database subject coverage, and recommend to use DDC 

number 
dc:date Database starting time 
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dc:format Document format in the database 
dc: language Database language 
dc:copyri ght Copyright 
dc :publisher Database publisher 
dc: identifier Database URL 
dc:type The type of database 

Table 2: The RDF schema used to desCribe the usage ofvanous KOS III dIfferent 
databases that can be accessed by a speci fic meta-search engine. 

A simple metadata record using thi s schema is li sted as fo llows: 

<?x ml ve rsion="l.O" encoding ="UTF-8" ' > 
< rd f:RDF xmlns:rdf= ''http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-

rdf-syntax-ns# " 
xmlns: rdfs='' http ://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#'' 
xm lns:skos=''http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#'' 
xm lns :dc= ''http://purl.org/dc/ elements/ 1.1j" 
xmlns: lsls2=''http://www-
staff.lboro.ac. u kj ~lsls2j scheme# " > 

<15152 :database rdf: about=''http://pubs.cs.uct.ac.za '' > 
<dc: t itle> UCT CS Research Document Archive </dc:title> 
<dc:description > UCT CS Research Document Archive is an 

institutional repository in the department of computer 
science, at University of Cape Town </dc:descri ption > 

<dc: language> en </dc: langu age> 
<15152: indexedby 

rdf:resource='' http://www.acm.org/class/1998/acmccs98-
1.2.3.xml " /> 

</15152 :database> 
</rdf: RDF> 

[n thi s manner, by usi ng the subject cross-browsing service and the database registry, 
a metadata search engine can recognise how to use the concepts returned from the 
subj ect cross-browsing service to query different databases indexed by these concepts. 

5. A software-based prototype 

This software-based prototype system is an application that seamlessly combines the 
terminological resources from more than one KOS into a switch and browsing scheme. 
By using DDC, the users should be navigated to find relevant concept information 
across di fferent KOS . This framework has been developed in the field of library 
science and computing science (DDC 000-099). Two other contro ll ed vocabularies 
have been selected to map to DDC. One is the ACM computing classificat ion, and the 
other is the UKA T thesaurus. The mappings have been establi shed as shown in Figure 
6. 
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DDC 

ACM UKAT 

Figure 6: Mapping between DDC, UKA T, and ACM 

The UKA T thesaurus is in SKOS-Core fo rmat, and the ACM Class ification Scheme is 
in a simple XML fo rmat, see Appendix I. [n the ACM dataset, there is no URl to 
identi fy each concept. Thus, when mapping ACM to DDC, a UR[ is ass igned to each 
concept of ACM in the mapping dataset, see Table 3. 

DDC and ACM ma in data in SKOS-Ma 
cskos:Concept r d f :about=''http: //www
staff.lboro.ac.uk/-lsls2/ddc . rdf/006 . 35"> 

<skos:notation 
rdf:datatype=''http://iaaa.cps.unizar.es#nota 
tion">006 . 35c/skos:notation> 

cskos:inScheme rdf:resource=''http://www
staff . lboro.ac.uk/-lsls2/ddc . rdf"/> 

cskos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Natural 
language processing</skos :prefLabel> 

<skos: broade r rdf: resource =" http : //w 
staff.lboro.ac . uk/-lsls2/ddc.rdf/006 . 3" :> 

cmap:exactMatch 
rdf :resourc e=''h t t p://www . acm . org/ c s s/ 1998 / 
acmccs98-1 . 2. 3 .xml / I . 2 .7" /> 

//assigned URI for concept "natural language 
processing"// 
</skos:Concept> 

ACM XMLdata 
c no d e id=" I . 2.7" label= "Natural Language 
Proces s in > 
<i s Comp edBy> 

<no label=" Discourse" /> 
< de label=" Language generati o n " /> 

node label=" La nguage mo dels " /> 
<node label=" La nguage pars ing and unde r s tanding" 

/> 
<node label=" Machine translati o n " /> 
<node label= "Speech recognitio n and synthe s i s" /> 
<node label=" Text analysis" /> 
</isComposedBy> 
</node> 

Table 3: Mapping between KOS in d ifferent formats 

In thi s context, two sets of mappings have been established in two SKOS-Mapping 
data sets. One set is the mapping between DDC and UKA T, and the other is between 
DDC and ACM. A Jena RDF AP[ has been employed to process the two SKOS
Mapping data fil es at the same time. A DDC-based cross-brows ing interface has been 
developed, and can be presented to the end-users. The end-users can select the 
concepts fro m DDC and get the mapped concepts fro m either ACM or UKA T. The 
specific steps are li sted as fo llows: 

4. When users select Concept A fro m browsing DDC, the Jena agent will process 
the two mapping datasets, and return the relevant URIs of the concepts 
mapped to Concept A of DDC from either UKA T or ACM. 

5. Based on the URls returned from the mapping datasets, two other agents are 
employed to dea l with the UKA T data and ACM, and get more detailed 
information (e.g. preferred term, non-preferred terms, broader terms, related 
terms, etc) about the mapped concepts; 

6. The returned terminological information will be converted into a consistent 
format, and presented to the end-users. 
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The two agents that are employed to process the ACM and UKAT are: a W3C DOM 
agent that is employed to deal with the ACM XML data, and an ARQ agent that is 
employed to deal with the UKAT SKOS data. The basic diagram of the prototype is 
shown in Figure 7. 

SKOS mapping 
dataset between 
DDCand UKAT 

SKOS mapping 
dataset between 
ODC and ACM 

lIB E'.~~;:;."~"~ 
~Lt.:f ." . ..-: 
':.V,~.;--;:< .~:~- . 
.a-=.:. _ ::=-~_- • ~ 

Figure 7 The infrastructure of the prototype system 

From the perspective oflibrarians, it could be decided that DDC is not good enough 
to be an appropriate scheme for subject browsing in a library portal system. This may 
be because the inexperienced user may not be familiar with the terminology provided 
by DDC. In this case, here, it is assumed that the infotmation science taxonomy 
developed by Hawkins (2003) is effectively used in a particular organisation as a 
subject browsing structure. Thus, it is required to map DDC to this taxonomy. As 
mentioned in 2.5, only exact match is used during this process. However, it has been 
found that some specific concepts in this information science taxonomy cannot map to 
the relevant DDC. There are three main reasons for this . First, DDC used in this 
research is not complete. Second, concepts in the information science taxonomy are 
newer than DDC concepts. Third, in some parts of this taxonomy, the granularity is 
more detailed than DDC's relevant part. Thus, it was decided to use two levels of this 
taxonomy to map to DDC. It was found that 90% of concepts in two levels of this 
taxonomy can map to the relevant DDC concepts. 

Appendix 4.1 : Mappings between Information Science Taxonomy 
(Source: Hawkins 2003) and DDe 
I.information science research 
exact map 10 020,Library & Information science 

1.1 basi.c concepts, definition, theories, methodologies, and applications 
exact map to: 020.7 Education, research, related topics 

1.2 properties, needs, quality, and value of information 
broad map to 020.7 Education, research, related topics 
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1.3 stat istics, measurement 
exact map to 00 l A Research ; statistical methods 

lA information retrieva l research 
exacI map 10 025 .524 In fo nnat ion search and retrieval 

1.5 user behaviour and uses of infonnation systems 
broad map to 025 .04 Infonnation storage and retrieval systems 

1.6 human-computer interface 
broad map to 004.6 Interfacing and communicat ions 

1.7 cOllllllunicat ion 
exact map to 004.6 Interfacing and communications 

1.8 opel1ations research/mathematics 
exact map to 004 .0 151 Mathemat ical principles 

1.9 history of infonnation science 
exact map to 020.9 Historical, geographic, persons treatment 

2. knowledge organ isat ion 
broad map to 025.4 Subject analysis and control 

2.1 thesauri, authority lists 
exact map to 025 .49 Controlled subject vocabularies 

2.2 cataloguing and classificati on 
exact map to 025.3 Bibliographic analysis and control 

2.2.1 general class ification 
exaclmap to 025.4 3 General classification systems 

2.2.2 subject-spec ific class ification 
exact map to 025.46 Classification of specific disciplines and subjects 

2.3 abstracting 
exact map to 025.4028 Abstract ing techniques 

2.3 indexing 
exact map 10 025A8 Subject index ing 

2.3 reviewing 
exact map to 028. 1 reviews 

2.4 standards and protocols-I 
exact map to 025.30218 Slandards 

2.4 standards and protocols-2 
exact map to 025.40218 Standards 

3. the informat ion profess ion 
exact map to 023 Personnel management 

3. 1 information professionals 
exact map to 023.2 Professional positions 

3.2 organisations and society 
narrow map to 020.60 I International organizations 
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3.2 organisations and society- I 
narrOW map to 020.603 National , stale, provincial , local organi zations 

4. Social issues 
narrow map to 02 1 library relation ships 

5. the informat ion industry 
exact map to 000 computer science, information & general work 

5. 1 knowledge management 
broad map to 00 1.0 I theory of knowledge 

5.1 information management 
exact map to 020 .68 Management 

5.2 marketing 
exact map to 004.0688 Com puters--m arketi ng management 

5.2 players 
exact map to 02 1 library re lationsh ips 

5.3 econom ics and pricing 
exact map 10 025. 11 Finance 

SA marketing and ecommcrce 
broad map to 004.0688 Computers--markeling management 

6. publishing 
exact map to 070 News media, j ournalism & publishing 

6. distributation 
exact map to 025 .6 Circulation services 

6.1 print 
exact map to 070 . 17 Print media 

6.2 electronic 
exact map to 070 .5797 Electronic publications (Digital publicat ions) 

6.3 secondary publishing 
exact map to 002.0216 Lists, inventories, catalogs 

6.4 scholarly cOllll11Uni catl ion 
exact map to 025.0600 12 Scholarly Web s ites 

7. pub lishing and distribu tion 
exact map to 004.6 Interfacing and communications 

7.1 internet 
exact map to 004.678 Internet (World Wide Web) 

7.2 intranet 
exact map to 004 .682 intranet 

7.3 software 
exact map to 0 11 .77 Computer programs and software 

7.4 hardware 
exact map to 004 .64 Kinds of hardware 
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7.5 multimedia 
exact map to 006.7 Multimedia system s 

7.6 document management 
exact map to 025 .17 Admin istration of coliections of special materials 

7.7 AI 
exact map to 006.3 AI1ificial intelligence 

7.7 expen system, in te lligent agents 
exact map to 006.33 Knowledge-based systems 

7.8 telecommunications 
exact map to 004.69 Specific kinds of computer communications 

7.9 security, access control, authentication, encryption 
exact map to 005.8 Data security 

8. electronic information systems and services 
exact map to 025 Operations of libraries, archives, infonnation centers 

8.1 informat ion searching and retrieva l systems and services 
exact map to 025 .04 Information storage and retrieval system s 

8.2 customised information systems, aler ing, current awareness 
exact map to 025.5 Services far users 

8.3 document delivery systems and services 
exact map to 025.6 Circu lation services 

8.4 geographic informat ion systems 
exact map to 025.069 1 Geography--informat ion systems 

9. subject-specific sources and appli cations 
exact map to 025.06 Infannatian storage and retr ieva l systems devoted to specific disciplines and 

subjects 

9. 1 physical sciences 
broad map to 025 .065 Science--inform ation systems 

9.2 life science 
exact map to 025.066 1 Medical sciences--infon1lation systems 

9.3 social sciences 
exact map to 025.063 Social sciences--i nformation systems 

9.3 humanities 
exact map to 025 .060013 Humanities--infonnation systems 

9.4 business 
exact map to 025 .0633 Economics--i nformation system s 

9.5 law 
exact map to 025.0634 Law--infonnat ion systems 

9.5 po litical science, and government 
exact map to 025.0635 Public administrat ions-- in fOlmat ion systems 

9.6 news 
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exact map to 070 News media, journal ism & publishing 

9.7 education, library and infonnat ion science, rcady re ference 
exact map to 025 .52 Reference and infonnation services 

9.8 encyc lopaedias 
exact map to 030 general encyclopaedic works 

9.8 databases of theses and dissertati ons 
broad map to 01 1.75 Theses and dissertations 

9.8 full-text database management systems 
exact map to 005.759 Full-text database managemen t sys tems 

10. libraries and library services 
exact map to 026 Libraries for specific subjects 

10.1 library descript ion and types 
exact map to 026 Libraries for specific subjects 

10.2 library serv ices 
narrow map to 025.5 Services for users 

10.3 library automation 
exact map to 025 .00285 Libraries automation 

10.3 library operations and st rategic planning 
exact map to 025 Operations of libraries, archives, information centers 

10.4 library consort ia and networks 
exact map to 021 .65 networks 

10.4 library cooperatives 
exact map to 02 1 .64 Cooperation 

10.5 digital and virt ual libraries, hybr id libraries 
exact map to 020.2854678 In ternet lib raries 

10.6 education and trai ning 
exact map to 020.7 Education, research, related topics 

11. government and legal informati on and issues 
exact map to 021 .8 Relationships with government 

Appendix 4.2: Information Science Taxonomy (Source: Hawkins 
2003) 
I . Informat ion science research 

Basic concepts, definitions, theories, methodolog ies, a nd appl ications 
Properties, needs, quality, and va lue of information 

Statistics, measurement 
1.3 I Bib liornetrics, 1.32 c itation analys is, 1.33 sc ie ntometrics, 1.34 informetrics 

In formation retrieva l research 
User behavio ur and uses o f informat ion systems 
Human-computer interface 
Communication 
Operations research/mathematics 
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History of information science, biographi es 

2. Knowledge organ isati on 
Thesauri, authority li sts 
Cata loguing and classi fi cation 

Abstracting, indexing, rev iewing 
Standards and protocols 

3. The information profession 
Informat ion profess ionals 
Organisations and society 

4. Societal issues 
Information ethics, plag iarism, credibility 
Information li teracy, li fe long learning 
The information soc iety 

S. The information industry 
In fo rm at ion and knowledge management 
Markets and players 
Economics and pricing 
Marketing, e-CQl11l11e r Ce 

6. Publishing and distribution 
Print 
Electronic 

6.3 Secondary publishing 
6.4 Scholarly communication 
7. Pub lishing and distribution 

Internet 
Intranets, Web con ferenci ng 
Software 
Hardware 
Multimedia 
Document management 

7.7 AI, expelt systems, intelligent agen ts 
7.8 Te lecommunications 
7.9 Security, access control , authentication, encryption 

8. Electronic information systems and services 
In formation searching and retrieva l systems and services 
Custom ised information system s, alerting, CUITent awareness 
Document delivery systems and services 
Geographic in formation systems 

9. Subj ect-speci fic sources and applications 
Phys ica l sciences 
Life sc ience 
Socia l sc iences, humanities, hi story, lingui stics 
Business 
Law, poli tical sc ience, government 
News 
Education, li brary and informat ion science, ready reference 
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Other/mu ltidi scipl inary 

10. Libraries and Librarv services 
10.1 Library description and types 
10.2 Library serv ices 
10.3 Library automation, operat ions and strategic pl anning 
lO A Library consOltia and networks, coa litions, cooperat ives 
10.5 Digital and virtual libraries, hybrid libraries 
10.6 Education and trai ning 

11. Government and lega l information and issues 
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Appendix 5: Evaluation scenarios 
Note: In this appendix, different questions were asked, and these questions were 
designed to map to the five heuristics listed in Section 3.4.4. 

Appendix 5.1: Scenario 1 
Objectives: 

I. To help the evaluators to get familiar with browsing functions of the prototype; 
2. To examine the effectiveness of the methods to combine a number of relevant 

concepts into a bag, and map the bag to a compound concept; 
Interface used: InterfaceO 
Tasks: 
Please follow the following steps: 
I. Please click the checkbox called "Mapping to UKA T" 
2. Look at DDC concepts in the li st, select DDC concept called "001.0 12 

classification", and click the "search" button 
3. Read the results carefull y 
4. Click the "clear" burron 
5. Select DDC concept called "025.0654 chemistry- information systems" in the list, 

and then click the "search" button 
6. Read the results carefu ll y 
7. Click the "clear" button 
8. Select DDC concept called "004.6 interfacing and communication" in the li st, and 

then click the "search" button 
9. Read the results carefully 
10. Click the "clear" button 
11. Look at the following pictures 

004.6 interfacing and communication 
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001 .012 classification 

Map:exact 

chemistry- information 

Picture I : the mappings from DDC to UKA T 

Questions: 
1. Are the five identified mapping relationships (exact, major, minor, broad, 

narrow) appropriate to represent the actual conceptual mapping between DDC 
and UKAT? (map to Heuristic I- semantic extensibility) 

2. What additional relationships could be identified to help the users select the 
relevant mapped concept? (map to Heuristic I- semantic extensibility) 

3. Is it useful ifusers could add Boolean operators to combine the concepts when 
a concept in the browsing stTucture returns more than one concepts from 
UKAT? (map to Heuristic I- semantic extensibility) 
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Appendix 5.2: Scenario 2 
Objecti ve: 

I. To clarify the element to be mapped. 
Interface used: Interface I 

Tasks: Please fo llow the foll owing steps: 
I. Please click the check box ca lled "Mapping to ACM"; 
2. Select DDC concept called "004.0 15 1 Mathemati cal principles", and click the 

"search" button; 
3. Read the results carefully; 
4. Cli ck the "clear" button. 
5. Select DDC concept called "004.696 Videotex" in the list, and then cli ck the 

"search" button; 
6. Read the results carefull y; 
7. Click the "clear" button. 
8. Select DDC concept called "005.52 word processing" in the li st, and then c lick 

the "search" button; 
9. Read the resul ts carefull y; 
10. Click the "clear" button. 
I I . See Picture 2. 
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Desktop publishing 

Exact match 
005.52 word processing 

:< 

HA.1 office automation 

~~~"-' .. 
Word processing : 

Time management 

Equipment Groupvlare spreadsheets 

The terms under the concept "H.4.1 office automation" are not concept in ACM 
These terms have no notations. 
Logics: If a concept (C-1 ) in ACM include a number of terms, and one of these terms 
is equivalent to a DDC concept (C-2), then we exactly map C-1 to the C-2. 

Picture 2: The mapping from DDC to ACM 

Questions: 
I. Do you think the mapping presented in Picture 2 is correct? If not, please 

express the correct way to present the mappings. (map to Heuristic 1-
semantic extensibility) 

2. Are there too many terms displayed on the screen? (map to Heuristic 3- user 
interactivity) 

3. In Picture 2, is there an altemative way to display a mapped classification 
concept that includes a large number oftenns? (map to Heuristic I- semantic 
extensibility and Heuristic 3- user interactivity) 
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Appendix 5.3: Scenario 3 
Objectives: 

l. To test the usability of the mappings between a local infomlation science 
taxonomy and DDC; 

2. To test whether DDC can be a middleware between a local taxonomy and 
different KOS used by different infomlation resources. 

Interface used: Interface21 

Tasks: Please follow the fo llowing steps: 
I . Click the checkbox called "mapping to UKA T"; 
2. In the list, select the concept call ed "7.7 AT", and click the "search" button; 
3. Read the results carefu lly; 
4. Click the "clear" button. 
5. In the list, select the concept called "2.1 thesauri , authority lists", and click the 

"search" button; 
6. Read the results carefully; 
7. Click "clear" button. 
8. In the list, select the concept call ed " 10.6 education and training", and click 

the "search" button; 
9. Read the results carefully; 
I O. Cli ck the "clear" button. 
11 . See picture 3. 

Vendor-hosted 
KOS mapping 

Local..tTosted KOS 

'." 

~PfO\VSi", 
Interface n 
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Map:exact 

025.49 Controlled vocabulary 

map: exact 

Picture 3: The mappings from a local taxonomy to DDC 

Questions: 
I. Is there any advantage in using a local taxonomy as a subject browsing 

interface rather than using DDC? (map to Heuristic 3~user interactivity) 
2. Do you think there is the possibility of data loss by switching telminological 

information from a local taxonomy to different KOS via a DDC? Can you 
describe some potential so lutions to so lve the problems you have identified? 
(map to Heuristic 5~technical adaptability, and Heuristic l~semantic 

extensibility) 
3. Who should create the mappings between DDC and a local taxonomy? Who 

should create the mappings between DDC and other vocabu laries? (map to 
Heuristic 4.--{:ultural feasibility) 

4. How deep should the mappings between DDC and a local taxonomy be 
created? How deep should the mappings between DDC and other vocabularies 
be created? (map to Heuristic I~semantic extensibility and Heuristic 3~user 

interacti vity) 
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Appendix 5.4: Scenario 4 
Objectives: 

I. To test the viabil ity of the cooperative work between a terminology mapping 
service and meta-search engines? 

Inter faces used: Interface2 1 and Interface3 
Tasks: 

I . To find the mapped concepts: In Interface2 1, click the checkboxes ca ll ed 
"mapping to ACM" and "mapping to UKA T", se lect the concept call ed "7.5 
mu lt imedia", and click the "search button"; 

2. Read the results carefully; 
3. Click the "clear" button; 
4. To find the online data bases indexed by the UKAT and ACM: In 

interface3, click the checkboxes called "The databases indexed by ACM 
Computing Classification" and "The databases indexed by UKA T Thesaurus"; 

5. Read the results carefu ll y; 
6. To find item-level metadata records cross the online data bases indexed by 

the UKAT and ACM: Please imagine that, through the database registry, a 
meta-search engine wi ll automatically use the mapped concepts in UKA T to 
cross-search the databases indexed by UKA T, and use the mapped concepts in 
ACM to cross-search the databases indexed by ACM ; 

7. Please imagine the item-level metadata records are returned from the 
databases indexed by UKA T and ACM; 

8. See Picture 4. 
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Questions: 

Cross-browsing 
interface 

Picture 4: The technical architecture of this framework 

I. Can you identify the technical and cultural difficulties in implementing this 
system in a real situation? (map to Heuristic 5- technical feasibility) 

2. In this system, what factors do you like the most or least? Why? (map to 
Heuristic 3- user interactivity) 

3. What other additional functions could be fiuther developed in this system to 
improve subject cross-browsing? (map to Heuristic 2- technical adaptability) 

Appendix 5.5: Final general interview questions 
I. Based on your own experience and understanding, can you give me your 

general comments about this framework? 

2. Do you have some other suggestions as to how to generate some similar 
subject cross-browsing services to navigate users to find relevant item-level 
metadata records? (Heuristic 5- technical feasibility) 
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3. Is DDC an appropriate starting point (subject cross-browsing) to conduct a 
search? Why? (map to Heuri stic 3- user interacti vity) 

4. Is DDC a good switch language to switch termi no logical information between 
local taxonomies and di fferent KOS used by different information resources? 
Could yo u suggest any other controll ed vocabulary that can be used as a 
switch language? (map to Heuri stic I-semantic extensibility) 

5. Because there are a wide variety of terminology resources that use d ifferen t 
formats, access protocols, schemes and that are located in di ffe rent servers, do 
yo u think thi s framework could adapt to access and search most of these 
various KOS in di stributed information environments? Can yo u identify any 
prob lems when thi s system accesses diffe rent termino logy resources in 
distributed info rmation environments? (map to Heuristic 4--cul tural 
feas ibility and Heuri stic 2- technical adaptabili ty) 

6. In order to retrieve item-Ievelmetadata records across di ffe rent co ll ections via 
a subject cross-browsing interface, it is necessary for thi s framework to work 
with other in formation services. Can you identi ty any problems when this 
framework system works with the meta-search engine and database registry 
shown in Picture 4? Is there any other subject-related services with which thi s 
terminology mapping system can interact with in M2M ways? (map to 
Heuristic 4--cultural feasibi lity and Heuristic 2-technical adaptabili ty) 

7. As shown in Picture 4, do you think the core part of this subject cross
browsing service is techn ically feas ible? From a technica l point of view, can 
you identi fy any problems when implementing a real system such as thi s? 
(Heuri stic 5- teclmi cal feas ibility) 

8. Who should create the mappings between the switch language and di fferent 
KOS? Who should create the mappings between the local taxonomy and DDC? 
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Glossary 
AAT: Art and Architecture Thesaurus, developed by the Getty Institution. 

API: An app lication programming interface (API) is a range of developed functions, 
procedures, methods, classes or protocols that an operating system, library or service 
offers to facilitate requests asked by different computer programs. 

ARQ API: A Java API to manipulate RDF data, in which SPARQL query could be 
constructed. 

BS8723: It is a UK-based national standard to provide guideline for the construction 
of st ructured vocabu laries for information retrieval. 

Caption: Statement of the subjects represented by a notation in a classification 
scheme. 

Collection registry: A co llection registry is used to "assist other app li cations, such as 
portals, virtual learning applicat ions or research services, to discover and devolve 
materials that match their users' interests in their research, learning and teaching. It 
contains quality description information (metadata) about resources and services,,9 

Compound concept: Concept constructed from single conceptual terms. 

Co-occurrence mapping: This is based on the construction of/ inks between concepts 
from di fferent KOS based on the co-occurrence of instances. 

Dnc: Dewey Decimal Classification. 

DCMI : Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. 

Direct mapping: This refers to establi shing concept mappings between onl y two 
controlled vocabu laries. 

Explicator Project: A UK-based Project aims to convert different astronomy 
vocabularies into SKOS format, and then improve interoperability between these 
vocabu laries. 

HASSET: Humanities and Social Sciences Electronic Thesaurus 

IDLT: HIgh Level Thesaurus Project 

Institutional repository: An Institutional Repository is "an online locus fo r 
col lecting, prese rving, and disseminating -- in di\1i tal form -- the intellectual output of 
an institution, particularly a research institution" 0. . 

9 Mimas Annual Rep0l1 . http://www.mi mas.ac.uk:8080/reporls/annual/year0607/0nlinel 
10 Cochrane, T., 2007, The challenge of developing successful institutional repositori es in the 
research sector, http://www.nzvcc.ac. nzifiles/u2/Challenge_Tom_Cochrane.ppt 
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Interoperability: Ability o f two or more systems or components to exchange 
info rmation and to use information that has been exchanged. 

IPSV : The Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary. 

Java Applet: This is "a program written in the Java programming language that can 
be included in an HTML page, much in the same way an image is included in a 
page"ll. 

JENA : Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications. It 
provides a programmatic envi ronment for RD F, RD FS and OWL, SPARQL and 
includes a rul e-based inference engine. 

JISC : Joint Information Systems Committee. 

KoMoHe Project: A German project supervised a terminology mapping effort, in 
which ' cross-concordances ' between major contro ll ed vocabularies were organi zed, 
created and managed. 

KOS: "The term knowledge organization system is intended to encompass all types o f 
schemes fo r organi zing informati on and promoting knowledge management . 
Knowledge organi zation systems include classification and categorization schemes 
that organize materia ls at a genera l leve l, subject headings that provide more detai led 
access, and authority fi les that control variant versions of key information such as 
geographic names and personal names. Knowledge organi zation systems also include 
hi ghl y structured vocabularies, such as thesauri , and less traditional schemes, such as 
semantic networks and ontologies. Because knowledge organization systems are 
mechanisms for organizing in fo rmation, they are at the heart of every library, museum, 
and archi ve,,12 

LCC: Library of Congress Classification. 

LCSH : Library of Congress Subject Headings. 

M2M: Machine to machine interaction. 

Mapping: The process of establishing relationships between the terms, notations, or 
concepts of one vocabulary and those of another. 

Mapping collaboration : The mapping wo rk between di ffe rent vocabularies could be 
distributed to di fferent organizati ons. 

Meta-searcb (also called federated search) : This refers to use a search engine to 
cross-search a number of information resources. 

11 http://java.sun .com/applets/ 

12 www.cli r.orglpubs/abstractlpub9 Iabst.htm I 
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NetBean: This refers to both a platform for the development of applications for the 
network (using Java), and an integrated development environment (IDE) developed 
using the NetBean Platform 13 

Notation : Sets o f symbols to represent a concept. 

OAI-PMH: The Open Archi ves Initiati ve Protocol for Metadata Harvesting. 

OCLC: Online Computer Library Centre. 

OPAC: Online public access catalogue. 

OWL: Web Ontology Language, which was developed by W3C. 

Post-coordination : Contro lled terms are combined to form concepts at the time of 
indexing. 

Precision: Ratio of relevant items retrieved to total items retrieved. 

Pre-coordination: Contro lled terms are constructed fro m several concepts so that 
fewer terms are needed for index i ng. 

Query expansion : [n a vocabulary, the thesaurus-based relationships, such as BT, NT, 
RT, USE, etc. , can be used to "expand" terms semantica lly. 

RDF: Resource description framework is a data model based upon the idea of making 
statements about Web resources in the fo rm of subject-predicate-obj ect express ions, 
called triples in RDF terminologi 4 

Recall : Ratio of retri eved relevant items to relevant items in the database. 

Renardus Project: A European proj ect aims to estab lish an academic subject 
gateway service in Europe, co-ordinated by national initiatives. 

Scope note: In a controlled vocabulary, an explanation of how the term is to be used. 

Semantic web: It is an extension of the current web in which information is given 
well-defined meaning, better enabl ing computers and people to work in cooperation. 

SKOS: Simple Knowledge Organisation System. 

Social tagging: A social tagging system is a collaboratively generated, open-ended 
labeling system that enables Internet users to categori ze content such as Web pages, 
online photographs, and Web links. 

IJ http://nelbeans.org/ 
" http://www.w3.orgITRlrdf-concepts/ 
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Source vocabulary: Language or vocabulary which serves as a start ing point when 
seeking a corresponding term in another language or vocabu laryt5 

SPARQL: Simple protocol and RDF query language is a RDF query language. It can 
be used to express queries across diverse data sources, whether the data is stored 
natively as RDF or viewed as RDF via middleware. SPARQL contains capabil ities fo r 
querying re9ui red and optional graph patterns along wi th their conjunctions and 
disjunctions 6 

SRWfU: Search/ Retrieve Web protocol (SRW) and Search/Retri eve via URl are web 
services protocols for query ing indexes and databases on the web and return ing search 
results. The idea behind them is simi lar to the older Z39.S0 protocol for search and 
ret rieve. However, SRWJU is based on modern Web 2.0 technology and uses HTTP, 
web browsers, and XML. It is therefore simpler to implement. Queries in SR WJU are 
expressed using the Common Query Language (CQL) 7 

STAR Project: The Semantic Technologies for Archaeo logica l Resources Project. 

STITCH Project: A Dutch project aims to improve semantic Interoperabi lity 
between different KOS to access l11ultiple cultural heritage collections. 

STERNA Project: Semantic Web-based Thematic European Reference Network 
Application. 

Structural model : This refers to the ways to create the mappings between more than 
b I . t8 two voca u an es . 

Target vocabulary: Language or vocabulary in which a term is sought corresponding 
to an ex isting term in a source language or vocabulari 9 

Taxonomy: Structured vocabulary using c1assi fi catory principles as we ll as thesaural 
features, designed as a navigat ion too l fo r use with electronic media20 

Terminology registry: A service is constructed to "list, describe, and point to a 
variety of vocabularies . It can hold vocabulary information, such as member terms, 
concepts and relationships, and provide terminology services, for both human 
inspection and m2m access,,2t. 

IS BS 8723-4, 2008, Structured vocabu lari es for infonnation retrieva l, Part 4: lnteroperabi lity between 
vocablaries, London: British Standards Institution 
16 http://www.w3.arglTRlrdf-sparq l-query/ 
17 SR W: Search/Retrieve Webservice. http: //srw.cheshire3.orglSRW-l. l. pdf. 
IS BS 8723-4, 2008, Structured vocabularies for information retrieval, Part 4: In teroperability between 
vacablaries, London : British Standards Institution 
" BS 8723-4, 2008, Structured vocabularies for infannatian retrieval, Part 4:lnteroperability between 
vocablaries, London: Bri tish Standards Insti tution 
20 SS 8723-3, 2008, Structured vocabularies/or information retrieval. 
Part 3: Vocabularies olher than thesauri, London: British Standards Institution. 
" Golub, K. and Tudhape, D., 2008, Terminology registry scoping stlldy (TRSS): Excerpt 011 mewdata, 
http://www.uka ln .ac.uklprajects/trss/dissemination/metadata.pdf 
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------ ----------------------------------------------------------------

Terminology resource: In this research, a terminology resource can refer to a variety 
of KOS-related sources that are published in relevant digital formats. These might 
include: 

• Terminology services, such as OCLC Terminology Service, HILT 
Terminology Service, etc.--which were developed as shared services that 
allow other services to access their terminological data; 

• Controlled vocabularies, which were used to index important collections, and 
were represented in we ll-defined encoding formats, and publ ished on the Web; 

• Mapping sets between di fferent controlled vocabulari es which were 
represented in we ll-defi ned encoding formats, and published on the Web; 

• Local vocabulari es which were used by a library portal system for local 
subject indexi ng and cataloguing. 

Terminology Services (TS): Terminology services are "a set of services that present 
and apply vocabulari es, both contro lled and uncontrolled, including their member 
terms, concepts and relationships. This is done fo r purposes of searching, browsing, 
discovery, translation, mapping, semantic reasoning, subject index ing and 
classification, harvesting, alerting etc. They can be m2 m or interacti ve, use r- fac ing 
services and can be applied at all stages of the retrieval process"n 

UDC: Uni versa l Decimal Class ification. 

URI : A Uni fo rm Resource Identifi er (URl ) is "a compact string of characters used to 
identi fy or name a resource on the Internet. The main purpose of thi s identification is 
to enable interaction with representations of the resource over a network, typically the 
World Wide Web, using specific protocols,,23 

W3C: World Wide Web Consortium 

XML: The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification 
fo r creating custom markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language 
because it allows its users to define their own elements. Its primary purpose is to he lp 
information systems share structured data, particularl y via the Internet, and it is used 
both to encode documents and to seriali ze data24 . 

XTM: XML To pic Map is a standard fo r the representation and interchange of 
knowledge, with an emphasis on the findability of information. It represents 
information using topics (representing any concept, from people, countries, and 
organizations to so ftware modules, individual fi les, and events), associations 
(representing the relationships between topics), and occurrences (representing 
information resources relevant to a particular topici5 

" Tudhope, D., Koch, T., and Heery, R. 2006, JtSC Terminology service review, 
http://www.ukoln.ac.ukltenninology/TSreview-j isc-fina l-Sept.htm l 
2J http://www.statemaster.com/encycloped ialUn i fonn-resource-ident i fi er 
" http ://itbimba.com/tutori als/xml .htm 
2S http://en.wikipedia.orglwikilTopic_Maps 
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Z39.15: Z39.19 is a US-based national standard used to present guidelines and 
conventi ons for the contents, display, construction, testing, maintenance, and 
management of monolingual controlled vocabu laries. 

Z39.50: Z39.50 is a cl ient-server r rotocol for searching and retrieving information 
from remote computer databases

2 
. 

Zthcs : Zthes is an abstract model for representing thesaurus terms, and made concrete 
by an XML format for representing thesauri acco rding to thi s model. 

26 http://en,wik ipedia,org!wiki/Z39.S0 
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